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This dissertation explores the connection among place, narrative, and ritual in 

a survey of Kurukshetra and its meaning to different communities across time. 

Kurukshetra, a region of central Haryana, is currently identified predominantly as a 

tīrtha and the site of the central battle of the Mahābhārata epic. I ask, “How did this 

area come to be known as Kurukshetra and how did it become so strongly associated 

with the Mahābhārata?” I argue that there is a constructive dynamic tension among 

place, narrative, and ritual that connects Kurukshetra, the Mahābhārata, and 

tīrthayātrā, leading to the current situation. I begin by examining pre-epic 

constructions of Kurukshetra to discover shifts and continuities in the terrain that 

Kurukshetra inhabits and the narrative themes ascribed to it. Following, I trace these 

themes into the epic period, and explore how a new ritual paradigm, tīrthayātrā, 

continues to modify the physical and narrative landscape. Next, I observe that the 

ritual, narrative, and terrain begin to coalesce in the post-epic period. I argue that 

even as the ritual begins to become more stable, the narrative and ritual geographies 

remain in flux. By the sixteenth century, the Mahābhārata begins to dominate the 

narrative identity of Kurukshetra and the region around the city of Thanesar becomes 

the primary locus of ritual activity and narrative reproduction.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction  

Travelling North from New Delhi on National Highway One, take a left onto 

Haryana State Highway Six at Pipli. Immediately, there is a gateway arch over the 

road, atop which sits a statue of Kṛṣṇa delivering the Bhagavadgītā to Arjuna. This 

statue and gateway mark the entrance to Kurukshetra, “The Land of the Gita.” 

How did this gateway and statue get here? How did this place become known 

as “The Land of the Gita?” Was this area always known as Kurukshetra and why did 

the authors of the Mahābhārata choose this place as the setting for the epic battle? 

What non-epic narratives are set in Kurukshetra? How does Kurukshetra as a tīrtha 

relate to these narratives? 

 This dissertation addresses these questions. In the current era, Kurukshetra is, 

among other things, a place of pilgrimage that is inextricably bound with the 

Mahābhārata, a massive and mutable narrative. More than five hundred years prior to 

the epic, the first mention of Kurukshetra in Sanskrit literature occurs in the 

Maitrāyaṇī Saṃhitā. Following this initial mention, texts describe Kurukshetra as 

encompassing terrain that varies at different historical moments and roughly 

corresponds with large portions of central Haryana. Kurukshetra, then, covers a large 

area of land with a long history connected to an enormous and shifting narrative now 

distilled to the Bhagavadgītā. 

In this study, I engage in the close reading of primary source materials, 

arranged chronologically, to address Kurukshetra as a physical place, a place of ritual, 

and a place of narrative. I follow the trajectories of the narratives about Kurukshetra, 
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the terrain to which they are attached, and the practice of tīrthayātrā that shapes the 

religious and narrative landscape. I begin by tracing pre-epic and epic-period 

constructions of Kurukshetra to locate the area and its significance prior to the 

Mahābhārata. Then, I examine the ways in which the epic itself conceives of 

Kurukshetra, the setting of its central action, in relation to the epic’s main plot and 

apart from it. I then proceed to locate Kurukshetra and the city it overlaps, Thanesar, 

in literature composed after the epic until the tenth century, identifying the emergence 

of the Mahābhārata’s association with the place, competing narrative constructs of 

the region, and the consolidation of the tradition in Thanesar. I argue that the epic, 

inclusive of the Bhagavadgītā, appears in association with the region early on, but 

does not reach a position of dominance until the early-modern period. Finally, I show 

that the relationship between Thanesar and the Mahābhārata (inclusive of the 

Bhagavadgītā), supported in part by the Solar Eclipse Festival, begins to achieve its 

position of dominance in the early-modern and modern period.  

The idea of “bending the narrative” stems from the field work I conducted in 

Kurukshetra in 2008 and 2009. One of the questions I would commonly ask the 

people I encountered in Kurukshetra was, “What is the importance of this place?”1 

Frequently, the reply was that Kurukshetra was the site of the epic battle. The 

interviewees would also often tell a short version of the Mahābhārata. I noticed that 

people would incorporate local elements of terrain and daily life into their telling of 

                                                 
1 In Hindi, I stated the question as, “kurukṣetra kā kyā mahattvā hai?” 
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the narrative, elements that diverged from the epic as it is more broadly and 

commonly known. 

These divergences are what de Certeau might call “tactical,” narrative 

elements that are “off the map.” They do not conform exactly to the understanding of 

Kurukshetra imposed upon it by the Sanskrit epic, but rather adapt that understanding 

to the immediacy and authority of lived reality. Describing tactics, as opposed to 

strategies, de Certeau writes:  

Lacking its own place, lacking a view of the whole, limited by the 

blindness (which may lead to perspicacity) resulting from combat at 

close quarter, limited by the possibilities of the moment, a tactic is 

determined by the absence of power just as a strategy is organized by 

the postulation of power.
2
 

The “absence of power” here is the absence of the authority wielded by the 

commonly known Mahābhārata. This absence is not complete, but rather exists in the 

gaps and margins of the epic. Local oral narratives do not deny or alter the central 

plot of the epic, the war between the Pāṇḍavas and the Kauravas, but rather fill in the 

blank spaces of the epic and draw in episodes from its extremities. They insert minute 

details and make minor changes that do not challenge the authority of the epic. 

Instead, they affirm its authority by engaging the epic at its edges, supplementing it 

with localized detail.  

The bends and shifts in the narrative, much like the shifting and bending 

course of the Sarasvatī River that forms Kurukshetra’s northern boundary, localize 

                                                 
2 Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everday Life, Steven F. Rendall tr., (Berkley: University of 

California Press, 1984), 38. 
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the epic in the current era. They provide a tangible connection with the place as a 

significant marker of culture among the terrain Kurukshetra inhabits, the practices 

people perform there, and the narrative which constructs it. They tether a lived 

landscape to a living story, making Kurukshetra a real place, rather than an abstract 

narrative setting.  

“Place,” Casey claims, “is what takes place between body and landscape.”3 

Narratives are activities that “take place” between the bodies of narrators and the 

landscape about which they narrate. Casey continues: 

Thanks to the double horizon that body and landscape provide, a place 

is a locale bounded on both sides, near and far. Unlike the double-bind 

of time, however, the double bound of place is open ended. Far from 

being constrictive in the manner of a deadline, the lifeline extending 

from the body to landscape (and back again) is as porous as a sieve. 

Thanks to the mutual enlivening of body and landscape, a place 

constantly overflows its own boundaries. Uncontainable on its near 

edge, it flows back into the body that subtends it; uncontrollable on its 

far side, it flows outward in the circumambient world. Place’s inflow 

and outflow are such that to be fully in a place is never to be confined 

to a punctuate position; it is to be already on the way out.4  

Casey is describing “implacement,” the process of locating one’s self in the 

world, an active process that takes place in the porous boundary between the two.5 

This process is what I describe in this dissertation. I describe human activities that 

construct Kurukshetra and the effects of the experience of the place on those 

                                                 
3 Edward Casey, Getting Back into Place: Toward a Renewed Understanding of the Place-World, 

Second ed, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2009), 29. 
4 Casey, Place, 29. 
5 Casey, Place, 29. 
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constructions. “The body” in Casey’s formulation is reckoned here as an active body, 

as a person who does things and is aware of the place in which they are done.  

Massey is correct in cautioning against the tendency to make place a 

universal, constant, and primary source for the production of personal or cultural 

identity.6 This is not what I suggest here, but rather, I acknowledge that place is only 

one awareness through which people construct identity. It is these constructions of 

Kurukshetra which are the subject of this dissertation.  

Massey’s more important argument is against thinking of place and space as 

such opposites so as to construct a similar dichotomy of local and global, wherein the 

meaningfulness of place becomes a product of differentiation which is sourced in the 

local reality.7 Rather, “‘place’ must be a site of negotiation.”8 That is, an individual’s 

identity is constructed both locally and globally as that individual engages in the 

process of place-making. Also, it is true that local individuals, residents and 

occupants of Kurukshetra, construct the place through their understanding and usage 

of the place and its associations in global contexts. Local bodies are connected to the 

global world. 

Gill similarly describes place-making as a negotiation between local and 

global forces interacting with territory in his description of aborigines in Central 

Australia. He writes, “Typically one country crosses another at a specific location that 

                                                 
6 Doreen Massey, “Geographies of Responsibility,” Geografiska Annaler: Series B, Human 

Geography, Vol 86, 1 (March 2004), 7. 
7 Massey, “Geographies,” 7. 
8 Massey, “Geographies,” 7. 
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is important to both. Each group’s story of their dreaming tells of the encounter with 

the other group at the place of intersection.”9 I take the individual group’s 

understanding of a place as a “local” understanding which intersects the “global” 

understanding shared between the groups. In Gill’s description, there is an exchange 

between two groups that occurs in place to define place. The place is constantly being 

re-defined for the internal group by encounters with external groups; the knowledge 

of the external group is incorporated into the internal group’s understanding of the 

place and the exchange itself also becomes a part of that understanding.  

Kurukshetra, then, is a place constructed by residents, visitors, and outsiders 

through activities that are both part of larger cultural practices and that are specific to 

Kurukshetra. In a place like Kurukshetra, the history of which spans nearly three 

thousand years and, through its association with the Mahābhārata, the idea of which 

plays an important role in the religious and cultural imagination in South Asia, tracing 

these exchanges between groups is a daunting task. Still, if some attempt is to be 

made, then it is useful to draw upon Casey’s notion of place-making occurring 

between the body and the terrain to explore specific human activities that engage in 

the construction of place. The human activities in relation to place-making that I have 

chosen to examine in this study are ritual, especially tīrthayātrā or “pilgrimage,” and 

narrative. It is not enough to examine how these two activities construct space 

through the bidirectional interplay between the body and landscape, as Casey 

                                                 
9 Sam Gill, “Territory,” in Critical Terms for Religious Studies, edited by Mark C. Taylor (Chicago: 

University of Chicago Press, 1998), 299-300. 
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suggests, for the practices of a body may also relate to other bodies and other 

practices. Thus, I also explore how ritual and narrative interact with each other while 

being situated in relation to Kurukshetra.  

The concept for which I argue here, then, is that there exists a multi-

directional, constructive dynamic tension among place, ritual, and narrative through 

which people conceive of Kurukshetra. In the current era, people identify 

Kurukshetra as “The Land of the Gita”; people perform rituals there that inform and 

are informed by this identification; people narrate stories that construct and are 

constrained by this identification; the rituals and narratives performed within 

Kurukshetra affirm and continue this identification in the area; people’s activities and 

experiences of the place shape new narratives and rituals.  

An example here from contemporary Kurukshetra might illustrate the 

interaction among place, narrative, and ritual. This example shows a ritual act of 

donation that demonstrates the influence of the epic narrative on the understanding of 

the place in which the ritual occurs. The example takes place at the Bhadrakali 

Mandir, located in the north of the city of Kurukshetra, the only śaktipīṭha in 

Haryana. To begin, it is not likely a coincidence that the only śaktipīṭha in the region 

is located in the largest regional sacred center. Though the historical origins of the 

temple site are unknown, it is easy to imagine that the site’s founders drew upon the 

pre-existing significance of Kurukshetra as a center for religious practice. In 

establishing the śaktipīṭha, the site’s founders not only took from Kurukshetra its 

significance to religious practitioners, but also contributed to that significance so that 
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now, in addition to the various other ideas comprising the cultural and religious 

understandings of Kurukshetra, the place is also a śaktipīṭha.  

The cycle of exchanges between the temple and Kurukshetra does not end 

with the establishment of the site. The Bhadrakali Mandir continues as one of the 

important locations within Kurukshetra for both residents and visitors. The temple 

lies on the road commonly travelled between Kurukshetra and Ambala (via 

Saharanpur). I encountered this road as a major artery through the northern part of 

Haryana when I travelled with a family from Thanesar to their son’s wedding in 

Ambala. Otherwise, I probably would have been limited in viewing National 

Highway One as the main road between Kurukshetra and Ambala. Similarly, I would 

likely have thought that Bhadrakali Mandir was rather out of the way, somewhat 

removed from what I had originally perceived as the main complex of sites in 

Kurukshetra located near Sannihit Sarovar and Brahma Sarovar in the south of the 

city. Such was my initial view of the landscape, a view that was reinforced by the 

map I received from the state-run hostel near the two lakes.  

Understanding that Bhadrakali Mandir, like Jyotisar (popularly known as the 

site of the delivery of the Bhagavadgītā), was located on a major regional 

thoroughfare helped me to understand the scope of the geography of the city of 

Kurukshetra and its connection to the larger region. As a resident of greater Haryana, 

then, to encounter Kurukshetra is not singularly focused on arriving at Brahma 

Sarovar or any other single site in the city, as if somehow magically transported to its 

center. It is instead to arrive at the center via these thoroughfares, across back roads 
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that skirt the edges of villages and cut through fields. Crossing over the Sarasvatī 

River and arriving at the Bhadrakali Mandir first marks the arrival at Kurukshetra for 

the passengers of the tour busses from the north, frequently seen parked next to the 

temple’s entrance. For residents of the city, it is part of the landscape of the place they 

call home, connected to the old city by Jindal Park, driven past on the way to 

destinations north. As such, the presence of the temple interacts with the sacred 

geography of the city, helping to establish part of the perimeter of the complex of 

sites within Kurukshetra. 

The main developmental body of Kurukshetra, the Kurukshetra Development 

Board, also recognizes Bhadrakali Mandir as an important location marking the city’s 

sacred landscape. During the Solar Eclipse Festival, the board places signs naming 

the sites of Kurukshetra at conspicuous locations in the city (e.g., near the fairgrounds 

between Brahma Sarovar and Sannihit Sarovar, the two lakes that are the center of 

activity during the festival), encouraging visitors during the festival to expand their 

activities away from the center. Bhadrakali Mandir is among the eight sites listed as 

attractions in Kurukshetra.10 These signs are temporary banners hung only around the 

time of the Solar Eclipse Festival, a time when anywhere between 500,000 and 

1,500,000 people travel to the lakes in Kurukshetra to take a “holy dip” at the time of 

                                                 
10 The other seven are: Brahma Sarovar, Sannihit Sarovar, Kurukshetra Science Center and Panorama, 

Shri Krishna Museum, Sthanu Mahadev Mandir, Jyotisar, and Bhishma Kund.  
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the solar eclipse.11  Such signage represents an official strategy to define a local 

circuit of sites for festival goers to Kurukshetra who come from further away.12 

Auto-rickshaw drivers report that a similar circuit is, in fact, travelled by 

pilgrims to Kurukshetra. They make the distinction between “yātrīs” (pilgrims) and 

“tourists” (in English), noting that tourists may visit other sites, such as Sheik Chilli’s 

Tomb, but that yātrīs do not. Such reports might be taken as reflecting the bias of the 

drivers I spoke with, rather than being a practiced distinction. More telling was that 

the drivers reported that a majority of yātrīs who came to Kurukshetra during the 

festival went away from the center at Brahma Sarovar and Sannihit Sarovar to visit 

Jyotisar (and perhaps Bhishma Kund, which is on the road to Jyotisar, in the village 

of Narkatari), the site associated with the delivery of the Bhagavadgītā. Coupled with 

the reports from street-side book vendors who unanimously say that copies of the 

Bhagavadgītā are by far the most frequent item sold, this suggests that even though 

the official strategy is to include a variety of sites in the pilgrimage circuit and despite 

Bhadrakali Mandir receiving significant patronage from locals and visitors from the 

north, the overwhelming majority of pilgrims, at least at the time of the Solar Eclipse 

                                                 
11 In recent times, the event is arranged annually, even when the eclipse is not visible in Kurukshetra. 

During 2009, when the eclipse was full, estimates ranged between 1,200,000 and 1,500,000 people. In 

2012, when the eclipse would not be visible at all, the district administration struggled with 

accusations of wastefulness due to the low number people in attendance 

(http://www.hindustantimes.com/India-news/Punjab/Partial-eclipse-mars-plans-of-Kurukshetra-

mela/Article1-856842.aspx).  
12  Even if the majority of festival goers are from the north and west of India, tour busses from all over 

the country can be easily spotted and recognized by the prefixes on their license plates. Among visitors 

from far away, I ran into a fair number of visitors from Gorakhpur, in eastern Uttar Pradesh. 
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Festival, associate Kurukshetra with the delivery of the Bhagavadgītā and direct their 

itineraries (and purchases) accordingly. 

So, does the placement of the Bhadrakali Mandir in Kurukshetra, “The Land 

of the Gita,” have any effect on the foundation narrative of the temple? What role, 

apart from helping to define the territory that Kurukshetra encompasses, does the 

temple serve in constructing the place? As a śaktipīṭha, the Bhadrakali Mandir 

participates in the familiar pan-Indian foundation narrative of all similar śaktipīṭhas. 

That is, among the sites where parts of the goddess’ body fell after being cut into 

pieces by Viṣṇu in order to pacify Śiva, the Bhadrakali Mandir is said to be situated 

where the right ankle of the goddess landed. In practice, this foundation narrative is 

all but absent. It exists visually, as a large statue of the ankle sits atop a platform 

above a deep well, and is on the temple’s website, but in my conversations with 

temple officials, temple goers, and residents of the city, I never heard the classical 

śaktipīṭha narrative told.  

Instead, two stories were commonly told as the reason for the temple’s 

importance, both of which connect to the body of Kṛṣṇa-related narratives. Neither 

narrative is lengthy or intricate; rather, they communicate succinctly the idea behind 

the importance of the temple. The first is that Kṛṣṇa and Balarāma had their tonsure 

ceremony (cūḍākaraṇa or muṇḍana) performed at the temple. I have been unable to 

trace the origins of this narrative or connect it to any contemporary practice (e.g., 

other children having their tonsure ceremony performed here). Nevertheless, the 
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narrative serves to underwrite the importance of the temple for practitioners by 

referring to a ritual performed there by important religious figures.13  

The second narrative is more illustrative of the flow between narrative and 

practice in the construction of place. The story, as I heard it most often, explains that 

the Pāṇḍavas worshipped at the temple on the eve of battle to ensure their victory; the 

version on the temple’s website has Kṛṣṇa performing the worship. The temple’s 

website’s version reads (in non-standard English, with errors): 

It is said that this is the that holy place where Lord ShriKrishana 

offered worship of mother Kali for Pandavaas win in battle of 

Mahabharta and pledged if Pandavas will win, then he I 

(ShriKrishana) will offer the horses of his Rath as a mark of respect to 

Mother Bhadrakali.14 

It does not matter to the argument here whether it was the Pāṇḍavas or Kṛṣṇa who 

worshipped the goddess. What is interesting is that the common śaktipīṭha foundation 

narrative is largely supplanted by the Mahābhārata narrative in popular telling. The 

influence of being situated in Kurukshetra, that is, the place as the “Land of the Gita” 

and site of the epic battle, connects the Bhadrakali Mandir with the Mahābhārata in 

popular imagination. It is interesting to note that the horses of Arjuna and Kṛṣṇa’s 

chariot are the object of donation since the chariot is the most popular image in the 

area used to depict the event of the delivery of the Bhagavadgītā. The influence is 

such that the epic narrative has now become integrated into the temple’s official 

                                                 
13 The story of Krishna’s tonsure ceremony is also not unique to Bhadrakali Mandir. For example, this 

event is also said to occur at Ambikā śaktipīṭha near Mount Abu in Gujarat. “Ambaji – Shakti Peetham 

in Gujarat,” http://www.templenet.com/Western/ambaji.html (accessed March 18, 2013). 
14 “Bhadrakali Shaktipeeth” http://bhadrakalishaktipeeth.com/bhadrakalishaktipeethkurukshetra.php 

(accessed March 18, 2013). 
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representation of itself. This forms a complex foundation narrative wherein, to use de 

Certeau’s categories, the “tactical” narrative, told widely by people who connect the 

temple to the Mahābhārata, has been integrated into the official “strategic” narrative, 

promulgated by temple officials as the reason why the temple is important.  

The narrative on the website continues and is similar to the versions I heard 

from temple officials and visitors:  

Since that time there is a tradition of offering horses 

(Gold\Silver\Clay) at this place. Here the devotees present a pair of 

horses after their wishes get fulfilled as a mark of respect to mother 

Bhadrakali.15 

Here, the narrative of Kṛṣṇa/the Pāṇḍavas’ donation is connected to a specific ritual 

practice that occurs at the temple. Temple goers place small votive horses on the 

platform that surrounds the statue of the ankle of the goddess in the temple. The 

horses are, as the website says, made of clay, silver, and gold, with clay being the 

most common. The horses are available for sale just outside the main entrance to the 

temple, along with other items for worship. The origins of the practice are unknown, 

yet the narrative that underpins it and provides it sanction is not the classical 

śaktipīṭha story, but the Mahābhārata. The Bhadrakali Mandir, like many other 

temples in the area, being set in “The Land of the Gita,” becomes the site of the 

religious practices of the epic protagonists. The understanding is that the 

contemporary practice was established by Kṛṣṇa and/or the Pāṇḍavas and was 

effective in granting their wish, just as it is effective for the modern practitioner. 

                                                 
15 “Bhadrakali Shaktipeeth” http://bhadrakalishaktipeeth.com/bhadrakalishaktipeethkurukshetra.php 

(accessed March 18, 2013). 
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 So, through the example of the Bhadrakali Mandir, I have described an 

exchange among place, ritual, and narrative. Each member of this exchange stands in 

constructive dynamic tension with the others, shaping and being shaped by the other 

members. Narratives, especially the Mahābhārata, are used to interpret Kurukshetra 

and to explain various rituals that occur there. Rituals performed continually define 

Kurukshetra as a ritual space and are projected into the popular epic (so, for example, 

now the epic heroes have as part of their story the donation of horses at the 

Bhadrakali Mandir). The place itself, its structures and landforms, are similarly read 

back into the narrative while also being the site of ritual action. This dynamic tension 

among place, ritual, and narrative is the focus of this dissertation, which proceeds 

chronologically to observe this process at different historical moments. 

 It is important here to dwell a moment on the idea of Kurukshetra as the place 

for the performance of ritual. In addition to household and temple rituals performed, 

Kurukshetra is regarded as a tīrtha, and people perform tīrthayātrā and associated 

acts here. We can construct a typology of tīrthas that is in alignment with the 

dynamic I have described. That is, tīrthas might be classified in accordance with the 

emphasis they place on narrative, ritual, or the place itself. Bhardwaj and Lochtefeld 

describe a similar categorization: “Hindu sacred places are distributed throughout 

India – whether associated with particular deities, with events in Hindu mythology, or 

with particular rites in the life cycle – and millions of people visit them each year.”16  

                                                 
16 Surinder M. Bhardwaj and James G. Lochtefeld, “Tīrtha,” in The Hindu World, edited by Sushil 

Mittal and Gene Thursby (New York: Routledge, 2004)479. 
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Tīrthas associated with certain life cycle rites and with “events in Hindu 

mythology” are numerous and well known. At Haridwar, for example, the practice of 

the immersion of ashes of the deceased is well documented in the works of Gold17 

and Lochtefeld.18 Similarly, the funerary practices at Varanasi are discussed at length 

in Eck,19 Parry,20 and Barrett.21 Bhardwaj and Lochtefeld note that Kurukshetra is 

among the sites associated with mythological events, being the site of the 

Mahābhārata war.22 Similarly, the authors regard Braj, also described in the works of 

Entwistle23 and Haberman,24 as this type of site.25 Other examples might include 

Chitrakoot or perhaps the many śaktipīṭhas. 

In the configuration Bhardwaj and Lochtefeld propose, the importance of a 

tīrtha is tied to its association with one of these three factors. Though they use 

“deities” instead of “place” while discussing the ways in which tīrthas come to be 

regarded as sacred, the authors describe the deities in the tīrtha context as 

“topographic features or natural phenomena that evoke a sense of awe … seen as 

what Mircea Eliade called ‘hierophanies’ or manifestations of the sacred.”26 They cite 

                                                 
17 Ann Gold, Fruitful Journeys: The Ways of Rajasthani Pilgrims, (Prospect Height: Waveland, 1988). 
18 James G. Lochtefeld, God’s Gateway: Identity and Meaning in a Hindu Pilgrimage Place, (Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 2010). 
19 Diana Eck, Banaras: City of Light, (Princeton: Knopf, 1982). 
20 Jonathan P. Parry, Death in Banaras, (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1994). 
21 Ron Barrett, Aghor Medicine: Pollution, Death, and Healing in Northern India, (Berkeley: 

University of California Press, 2008). 
22 Bhardwaj and Lochtefeld, “Tīrtha,” 481. 
23 A. W. Entwistle, Braj: Centre of Krishna Pilgrimage, (Groningen: E. Forsten, 1987). 
24 David L. Haberman, Journey Through the Twelve Forests: An Encounter with Krishna, (New York: 

Oxford University Press, 1994). 
25 Bhardwaj and Lochtefeld, “Tīrtha,” 481. 
26 Bhardwaj and Lochtefeld, “Tīrtha,” 480. 
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examples, including Mount Kailāsa, Vaiṣṇo Devī, and Jvālā Devī, and might have 

included others, such as Amarnāth, for example.  

The division is problematic in that terrain and/or deities, rituals (including life 

cycle rites), and the exploits of mythological figures may exist in any combination at 

any given tīrtha. To emphasize a tīrtha as important due to any single one of these 

elements runs the risk of creating too narrow a vision to the exclusion of the other 

elements. To note the importance of Kurukshetra as the site of the exploits of the 

Pāṇḍavas, for example, makes it all too easy to ignore that fact that Kurukshetra is 

also an important regional site for the immersion of ashes of the deceased and may 

tempt an observer to try and understand funerary rites solely through Kurukshetra’s 

association with the epic.27  

 So, even though Kurukshetra in the current era is widely regarded as “The 

Land of the Gita,” as a site that is important because of its association with this 

specific aspect of the Mahābhārata, what I have chosen to do here is not assume that 

this association is static, but rather to explore how this association works in concert 

                                                 
27 As Bhardwaj and Lochtefeld also note, Kurukshetra is important for the immersion of ashes 

regionally, especially of people who die accidental deaths (Bhardwaj and Lochtefeld, “Tīrtha,” 491). I 

briefly discuss local funerary practices in Chapter Five, rites which are sometimes understood in 

relation to the Mahābhārata by locals. The immersion of ashes for deceased residents of Kurukshetra 

(not just those who die accidentally outside of Kurukshetra), whose lives and deaths within the sacred 

precinct are regarded as purifying enough, makes it unnecessary to travel to an external tīrtha, such as 

Haridwar. Locals reported this practice in my conversations with them in many villages within the 

greater sacred precint of Kurukshetra. The practice of local funerary rites is also recorded in the 1918 

District Gazetteer, which marks the distinction of funeral rites inside and outside of Kurukshetra: “If 

the burning was performed on the bank of the Jumna [author: outside of Kurukshetra], water is thrown 

on the ashes; if in Kurukshetra, the bones are thrown into one of the sacred tanks, and all is over. 

Otherwise [author: again, outside of Kurukshetra] on the third day the knuckle-bones and other small 

fragments of bones (phul) are collected. If they can be taken to the Ganges at once, well and good; if 

not they are buried in the jungle.” 
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with the rituals performed at the tīrtha and the terrain that Kurukshetra inhabits. This 

line of inquiry has led to the central questions of this dissertation: How did 

Kurukshetra become “The Land of the Gita?” What does this association mean in the 

context of the terrain and the rituals performed there? What other associations does 

Kurukshetra have? How have these associations changed? 

ORGANIZATION, STRUCTURE, AND OUTLINE OF CHAPTERS  

This dissertation will proceed as follows. Within this introduction, I will 

describe the sources available for the study of Kurukshetra, most of which are of a 

primary nature. I then describe Kurukshetra, Thanesar, the Mahābhārata, and the 

Solar Eclipse Festival (sūryagrahaṇa melā). The chapters then proceed 

chronologically, and to a lesser extent, thematically. The current structure serves the 

goals of this dissertation in that it organizes information chronologically while 

effectively describing the components of the place-ritual-narrative dynamic. The 

dissertation ends in the present era and the trajectory it follows shows developments 

in the construction of Kurukshetra as “The Land of the Gita.” 

Chapter Two begins with a discussion of Kurukshetra in the earliest period of 

literature and begins outlining the dynamic tension among place, ritual, and narrative. 

It focuses on Kurukshetra as a place by examining the geographic definitions of 

Kurukshetra in early literature and argues that these geographic constructs only occur 

in tandem with descriptions of rituals that are place-bound. That is, the geographic 

imperative of these texts, insofar as Kurukshetra is concerned, largely does not exist 
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except as a function of ritual concern. As such, the geography of Kurukshetra is 

minimally described. Where Kurukshetra is defined in other-than-geographic terms, it 

is done as the setting of narratives that bear on the interpretation of ritual. This 

situation, I argue, leads to an “ideal” Kurukshetra, weakly defined in terms of its 

territory. 

Chapter Three highlights the period of literature centered on the 

Mahābhārata. It focuses on the development of Kurukshetra as a ritual place and 

demonstrates that the shift in the ritual paradigm from the Vedic sacrifice to 

tīrthayātrā is accompanied by an expansion of geographic and narrative definition. It 

argues that the new ritual paradigm is more stable than the geographic and narrative 

constructs of Kurukshetra. It describes tīrthayātrā as a container category for a 

limited variety of ritual activity occurring in changeable geography. Ritual activity 

also becomes part of the narrative setting and the locus for the construction and 

continuance of narratives. In this chapter, I also discuss what it means for 

Kurukshetra to be the narrative setting of the Mahābhārata’s central action. I argue 

that there are thematic precedents in pre-epic literature that inform our understanding 

of the significance of the selection of Kurukshetra as the battlefield of the epic. 

Chapter Four focuses on the post-epic literature of the purāṇas and other 

works up to the eleventh century. In this body of literature, I argue, the current 

situation begins to emerge wherein Kurukshetra becomes intertwined with the epic, 

and other narratives, in the region of Thanesar, in part through the ritual category of 

tīrthayātrā. As such, concerns of patronage and performance drive the textual 
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manipulation of geography in this period. I demonstrate that specific land features 

become the site of ritual enactment and narrative emplacement. I describe the 

Saromāhātmya’s attempt to concentrate the ritual tradition in Thanesar through a new 

geography.  

Chapter Five traces the interplay among Kurukshetra, Thanesar, and the 

Mahābhārata that appears between the eleventh and twentieth centuries. I argue that 

the enmeshment of the narrative and the place, bolstered by ritual activity and 

concerns, becomes regular by this period. Similarly, this blending of sites with the 

Mahābhārata narrative has led to the development of an “epic lens,” through which 

authors of this period interpret and understand the region and its practices. In this 

period, narratives that compete as foundation narratives in relation to the tīrthayātrā 

practice are highly localized and/or subordinated to epic interpretation. I demonstrate 

Kurukshetra’s transition to “The Land of the Gita” that occurs by the end of this era. 

SOURCES FOR THE STUDY OF KURUKSHETRA  

Middle to Late Vedic Sources  

 The sources of this period begin with Vedic Saṃhitā prose literature and end 

with the Śrauta Sūtras. This body of literature spans a period of about four hundred 

years, from ca. 900 B.C.E to ca. 500 B.C.E.28 This period marks the era of Kuru 

                                                 
28 Michael Witzel, “Tracing the Vedic Dialects,” in Dialectes dans les  itt ratures Indo-Aryennes: 

Actes du Colloque International, ed. Colette Caillat,  Paris: Coll ge de France/Institut de Civilisation 

Indienne, 1989), 237-250. 
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dominance and decline.29 Witzel argues for the emergence of the Kuru kingdom in 

the Mantra Period, around 1000 B.C.E. and just prior to the first mention of 

Kurukshetra in Saṃhitā prose.30 He also notes that the Kurus are mentioned as having 

been defeated by the time of the Jaiminīya Brāhmaṇa.31 So, it is important to divide 

this period into two portions: those texts written during the heyday of the Kurus and 

those written following their decline. The relative chronology of the texts, or relevant 

portions of texts, presented here follows the chronologies presented by Gonda and 

Witzel.32 There are nine major works of this period that mention Kurukshetra, only 

two of which pre-date the Jaiminīya Brāhmaṇa. In chronologic order, they are: 

(Kuru-Era) Maitrāyaṇī Saṃhitā, Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa, (Post-Kuru) Jaiminīya 

Brāhmaṇa, Aitareya Brāhmaṇa, Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa, Taittirīya Āraṇyaka, 

Baudhāyana Śrauta Sūtra, Kātyāyana Śrauta Sūtra, and Śāṅkhāyana Śrauta Sūtra. 

Regarding the last three texts, the śrauta sūtras, I take them together as a group of 

texts following the Taittirīya Āraṇyaka. Their chronological position in regard to one 

another is not relevant to this discussion; it is only important that they are “late” in 

comparison to the rest of the texts of this period. 

                                                 
29 Michael Witzel, “Early Sanskritization: Origins and Development of the Kuru State,” Electronic 

Journal of Vedic Studies 1, no. 4 (1995), http://www.ejvs.laurasianacademy.com/ejvs0104/ 

ejvs0104article.pdf (accessed August 28, 2012): 5-8. 
30 Witzel, “Early Sanskritization,” 6. 
31 Witzel, “Early Sanskritization,” 21. 
32 Jan Gonda, A History of Indian Literature Vol. I, Veda and Upanishads, A History of Indian 

Literature, (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1975), 339-60. Witzel, “Tracing the Vedic Dialects,” 237-250.  
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Epic and Epic Period Sources  

 The next period spans approximately one thousand years, from the last half of 

the first millennium B.C.E. through the first half of the second millennium C.E., give 

or take a century on either side. I have included such a broad range of dates to 

account for the uncertain dating of various layers of the Mahābhārata. Here, by the 

Mahābhārata I am referring to the Pune edition, a text which represents a 

hypothetical literary production at some point in this era. With the exception, perhaps, 

of sections of the tīrthayātrā portions of the text, I believe that the bulk of the epic, 

insofar as it concerns Kurukshetra, is early and predates the other texts of this period 

discussed in this dissertation. That is to say, Kurukshetra as a narrative setting for 

portions of the epic (e.g., the battle between the Pāṇḍavas and the Kauravas) is an 

integral element of the central story, and likely a part of any early composition.33 That 

the Tīrthayātrā Parvan is a likely site for interpolation compels me to allow for a 

later date for the text represented by the critical edition. The Mahābhārata is 

discussed in greater detail below. For this study of Kurukshetra, the important 

                                                 
33 See Chapter Three, in which I argue that Kurukshetra carries thematic resonances that exist in pre-

epic literature and are essential to the epic. For comparative dates of the Mahābhārata, see: Alf 

Hiltebeitel,  ethinking the Mahābhārata: A Reader's Guide to the Education of the Dharma King, 

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001), cited in Patrick Olivelle, Manu's Code of Law: A 

Critical  dition and Translation o  the Mānava-Dharm sāstra, (New York: Oxford University Press, 

2005), 24, and James L. Fitzgerald, “Negotiating the Shape of ‘Scripture’: New Perspectives on the 

Development and Growth of the Mahābhārata between the Empires,” in Between the Empires: Society 

and India 300 BCE to 400 CE, ed. Patrick Olivelle, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006), 257-

286. This places the composition of the epic core between 200 B.C.E and 0 and a final redaction in the 

Gupta Era. The early composition may have drawn on pre-existing narratives. For a discussion of 

linkages between the middle-Vedic Kurus and the epic, see: Michael Witzel, “The Vedas and the 

Epics: Some Comparative Notes on Persons, Lineages, Geography, and Grammar,” in Epics, Khilas, 

and Purāṇas: Continuities and  uptures, Proceedings o  the Third Dubrovnik International 

Con erence on the Sanskrit  pics and Purāṇas, ed. Peter Koskikallio, (Zagreb: Croatian Academy of 

Sciences and Arts, 2005), 21-80. 
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sections of the Mahābhārata are: the Tīrthayātrā Parvan in the Vana Parvan 

(especially 3.81), Balarāma’s tour along the Sarasvatī River in the Śalya Parvan, 

portions of the Ādi Parvan, and the Bhagavadgītā. 

Olivelle dates the next text discussed in this era, the Mānava Dharmaśāstra, 

to the second century C.E.34 It is later than the composition of the central narrative of 

the epic, though perhaps not later than certain portions of the Tīrthayātrā Parvan. 

Kurukshetra appears in the Mānava Dharmaśāstra as part of the text’s construction of 

an ideal geography. The Sarasvatī-Dṛṣadvatī doab is a key feature of this geography 

in both the Mahābhārata and in the Mānava Dharmaśāstra, though the doab’s 

position in relation to Kurukshetra differs between the texts.35 It is unclear why this 

difference occurs and how it bears on the understanding of the relative dating of the 

two texts: does Manu deviate from the epic or vice-versa?  

For much of the overlap between the Mahābhārata and the Mānava 

Dharmaśāstra, especially in the Śānti and Anuśāsana Parvans, I agree with Olivelle 

that it makes more sense “that a narrative epic would draw on expert śāstras for its 

discussions of legal matters than the other way round.”36 The geography of the epic, 

though, occurs outside of the “discussions of legal matters” in the tīrthayātrā portions 

of the epic that might be suspected as late. It seems then that the epic modifies the 

geography of the Mānava Dharmaśāstra, placing Kurukshetra at the center rather 

than the near center. The idea that the epic has more at stake in creating the 

                                                 
34 Olivelle, Manu’s Code of Law, 18-25. 
35 See Chapter Two. 
36 Olivelle, Manu’s Code o   aw, 23. 
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geography in this way supports a notion that the Mahābhārata “corrects” the Mānava 

Dharmaśāstra.37  Apart from this geographic confusion, the texts are not relatable in 

their discussion of Kurukshetra. So, for the purpose of this study in which the relative 

dating of the two texts is interesting but not necessary, the two texts are viewed as 

near contemporaries that differ in their constructions of Kurukshetra’s geography. 

The other two sources included in this period are late, both post-dating the 

Mahābhārata and Mānava Dharmaśāstra. The first is the Jābāla Upaniṣad, a 

saṃnyāsa upaniṣad of the fourth or fifth century C.E.38 The date posterior to the epic 

is reflected in the emphasis this text places on the site of Avimukta in Varanasi, 

which is of lesser importance in the Mahābhārata than other tīrthas such as 

Kurukshetra, Prayag, or Pushkar. The second text is the fifth-century inscription of 

King Devānika from Văt Luong Kău in the Mekong River Valley, Laos.39 This 

inscription borrows verses from the Tīrthayātrā Parvan of the Mahābhārata in its 

description of the construction of a new Kurukshetra. So, in addition to its dating on 

orthographic grounds, it is certainly later than the verses it borrows from the epic.  

Post-epic Sources  

 Many sources of this period are difficult to date. The period begins in 

approximately the fifth century C.E. and ends after the eleventh century C.E., after 

                                                 
37 See Chapter Three. 
38 Patrick Olivelle, Saṃnyāsa  paniṣads: Hindu Scriptures on Asceticism and Renunciation, (New 

York: Oxford University Press, 1992), and personal communication. 
39 Coedès dates the stone to the latter half of the fifth century based on orthographic grounds.  Georges 

Coed s, “Nouvelles Données sur les Origines du Royaume Khm r: la St le de Văt Luong Kău pr s de 

Văt P’hu,” Bulletin de l'École Française d'Extrême-Orient 48 (1956): 209-220.  
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which there is a gap in the record. The two main purāṇas used in this study are the 

Vāmana Purāṇa and the Bhāgavata Purāṇa. Estimates of the date of these texts vary, 

with conservative estimates placing them near the tenth century.40 An authoritative 

dating of the Vāmana Purāṇa is a major desideratum for the further study of 

Kurukshetra. This is so because the Vāmana Purāṇa contains an interpolated 

māhātmya of Kurukshetra, the Saromāhātmya. The Saromāhātmya is obviously later 

than the Vāmana Purāṇa, but perhaps not much later. For the purpose of this 

dissertation, I will consider that the text, inclusive of the Saromāhātmya, was 

compiled and composed around the tenth century. The Bhāgavata Purāṇa is taken as 

a near contemporary. 

Other sources of this period can be dated with more certainty. There are two 

ninth-century inscriptions from the Pehowa area of Kurukshetra that record 

donations.41 Other non-purāṇic sources include Xuanzang’s Xiyu-ji and Bāṇa’s 

Harṣacarita. Both of these texts were composed during the reign of Harshavardhana 

                                                 
40 Regarding the Vāmana Purāṇa, Rocher, for example, cites Hazra’s date of “the ninth or tenth 

century A.D., and most probably the former:” Rajendra Chandra Hazra, Studies in Purānic  ecords on 

Hindu Rites and Customs, (Calcutta: Abinas Press, 1940), 91, cited in Ludo Rocher, The Purāṇas, 

(Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1986), 241. The edition used for this dissertation places an upper limit of 

1000 C.E. for the compilation of the Vāmana Purāṇa:  nandasvarūpa Gupta, ed, The Vāmana Purāṇa, 

With English Translation, trans. Satyamsu Mohan Mukhopadhyaya, et al. (Varanasi: All India Kashiraj 

Trust, 1968), xxxv. The dating of the Bhāgavata Purāṇa is similarly contested, with most estimates 

ranging between the ninth and tenth centuries (Rocher, Purāṇas, 147-148). 
41 George Bühler, “XXIII.—The Peheva Inscription from the Temple of Garībnāth,” Epigraphia 

Indica: A Collection of Inscriptions Supplementary to the Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum of the 

Archaeological Survey, Translated by Several Authors, 1 (1892): 184-190, and George Bühler, 

“XXX.—An Undated Prasasti from the Reign of Mahendrapala of Kanauj,” Epigraphia Indica: A 

Collection of Inscriptions Supplementary to the Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum of the Archaeological 

Survey, Translated by Several Authors, 1 (1892): 242-250. 
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of the Puṣyabhūti dynasty, and as such are near contemporaries dated to the early 

seventh century.  

Several additional purāṇas from approximately this era mention Kurukshetra, 

often in lists of tīrthas. I have generally left them out of this discussion since they do 

not contribute much to the present argument. Notable among these is the Skanda 

Purāṇa, which contains a māhātmya of Thanesar.42 Hans Bakker makes note of this 

māhātmya in his paper, “Thanesar, the Pāśupata Order and the Skandapurāṇa.”43 His 

preliminary investigations of this text suggest that: a) it includes narratives that are 

derivative from the Mahābhārata and b) it may “reformulate the significance of 

Sthāṇutīrtha.”44 The latter point would be interesting to the present study as another 

example of attempts to resignify the place. Yet I am not convinced that this 

“reformulation” occurs as early or as significantly as Bakker seems to argue (that is, 

in the sixth/seventh century).45 It is curious that this reformulation does not appear to 

have been picked up by any later text, including the seventeenth-century nibandhas 

on the subject of Kurukshetra. I have reserved including the Skanda Purāṇa narrative 

until a more thorough study of that text is complete; the examples of re-signification I 

have included from other texts are sufficient to the main goals of this dissertation. 

                                                 
42 The Padma Purāṇa, Brahma Purāṇa, and Mārkaṇḍeya Purāṇa  as the source of the ‘Elephant-Bell’ 

narrative) are also important purāṇic sources. 
43 Hans Bakker, “Thanesar, the Pāśupata Order and the Skandapurāṇa”  paper presented at the 

Thirteenth World Sanskrit Conference, Edinburgh, 2006), 8. 
44 Bakker, “Thanesar,” 8. 
45 Bakker, it seems, would have this section of the Skanda Purāṇa composed before the tenth century; 

he also conflates Sthāṇutīrtha, the site of Skanda’s consecration, with the area around Thanesar. I argue 

that this does not happen until later, in the tenth century at the time of the composition of the 

Saromāhātmya. 
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Early Modern and Modern Sources  

 Following a gap in the record, the next period I construct begins in the 

sixteenth century and ends in the middle of the twentieth century. The sources from 

this period begin with the Persian works which I have consulted in translation: Al-

Badā’ūnī’s Muntakhab al-tawārīkh, Abu’l-Fazl’s Akbarnāma and Ā’īn-i-Akbarī, 

Nizām ud-dīn Ahmād’s Tabaqāt-i-Akbarī, and Firishta’s Tawārīkh-i Firishta. These 

sources variously record, among other things, pilgrimage events and the 

Mahābhārata’s association with Kurukshetra and Thanesar.  

Near the turn of the seventeenth century, two Sanskrit nibandhas were written 

on the tīrthas of Kurukshetra: the Kurukṣetrīya-tīrthasthala-nirṇaya by Rāmacandra 

Sārasvatī of Varanasi, and the Kurukṣetra-pradīpa by Vanamālī Miśra of 

Kurukshetra. Manuscripts of these texts are available in several repositories in India. 

The Kurukṣetra-pradīpa exists primarily in two manuscripts located in the Anup 

Sanskrit Library, Bikaner. I have transcribed these manuscripts with the help of 

Deviprasad Mishra at the French Institute, Pondicherry, and am presently in the 

process of collating and editing them. The Kurukṣetrīya-tīrthasthala-nirṇaya is a 

more complicated text. Two incomplete manuscripts at the Bhandarkar Oriental 

Research Institute, Pune, can be merged to form a complete text. A third incomplete 

manuscript at Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra, claims to be the same text by the 

same author, but its contents are different. All of these manuscripts have been 

transcribed, again with the assistance of Deviprasad Mishra, and I am in the process 

of editing them. A commentary to the Kurukṣetrīya-tīrthasthala-nirṇaya, the 
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Kurukṣetra-anukramāṇika, exists in Kameshwar Singh Darbhanga Sanskrit 

University’s collection and would be useful for the sake of comparing the two texts 

claiming to be the Kurukṣetrīya-tīrthasthala-nirṇaya. Unfortunately, access to the 

manuscript was restricted when I tried to view it in 2008.   

The account of François Bernier, Histoire Générale de l’Empire du Mogol, 

published in the early eighteenth century, also records the solar eclipse pilgrimage at 

Thanesar, though little else. The next important sources for the study of Kurukshetra 

appear in the nineteenth century. These include the District Gazetteers and the reports 

of the Archaeological Survey of India’s then Director General, Alexander 

Cunningham. A Sanskrit text dated to 1850 C.E. (1907 V.S.) titled Kurukṣetra-

māhāttam exists in the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute’s collection. This text 

is essentially a prose road map, providing distances and directions to the tīrthas of 

Kurukshetra. I followed the directions of this text in 2008 to visit several villages and 

sites in central Haryana. There is also a Bengali text dated to 1855 reportedly 

containing a section on Kurukshetra. It is the travel diary of Jadunath Sarbatkari titled 

Tirthadarshan. Only two copies are known to exist, both in Kolkata, one in the 

National Library and the other in the Bangla Sahitya Parishad. The latter copy is in 

brittle condition and I have not yet been able to obtain a copy of the relevant sections 

of this book. The final sources for this period are memoirs of officials at Kurukshetra 

in the 1920s and during partition. I have drawn on a few short sections of these 

memoirs for this current study. 
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Contemporary Sources  

 Contemporary primary sources for the study of Kurukshetra are mostly 

materials I collected during my fieldwork in 2008 and 2009. Temple brochures and 

sthalapurāṇas marketed to pilgrims are important sources used in this study. Another 

important source is the encyclopedic 48-kos Kurukṣetra-bhūmi kī Parikramā, 

published in 1999 by the Kurukshetra Development Board. This book, sold as a 

souvenir in the Shri Krishna Museum, contains information about all of the tīrthas 

located and identified by Kurukshetra’s primary development body. One of the 

sources this group used for this book was the version of the Kurukṣetrīya-

tīrthasthala-nirṇaya located in the collection of Kurukshetra University.46  

In addition to written sources, this study draws upon oral sources collected 

during my fieldwork in 2008 and 2009. These are conversations I had with locals and 

visitors in English and Hindi. They include narratives about Kurukshetra, ideas about 

tīrthas and tīrthayātrā, and any number of other topics. The people with whom I 

spoke were from many walks of life. They included businessmen, laborers, students, 

auto-drivers, farmers, landowners, paṇḍits and purohits, shop owners, soldiers, 

hoteliers, yātrins, men, women, young people, old people, and other individuals. The 

idea was to discuss the place, Kurukshetra, with people from a broad demographic so 

as to obtain a sample of popular conceptions of Kurukshetra.  

I did this because several recent studies of pilgrimage in India seem limited in 

the demographic with which they interact. Mostly, they deal with individuals and 

                                                 
46 Rajesh Purohit, Director of the Shri Krishna Museum, personal interview by author, (Kurukshetra, 

August 30, 2008). 
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communities participating directly in the activity of tīrthayātrā.47 In my project, I 

want to shift the focus towards “place,” which is only in part defined in relation to 

tīrthayātrā. I seek to capture a more expansive view that does not privilege the 

perspective of a single community, but rather looks for commonalities across a broad 

demographic. The people with whom I spoke were selected based on availability or 

they were self-selecting. This more random sampling method, while lacking certain 

types of depth and detail, is more appropriate to the goals of this dissertation than 

adhering to the views of a set group of individuals. It attempts to paint, in very broad 

strokes, a portrait of contemporary conceptions of Kurukshetra.       

Visual sources also relate the stories of Kurukshetra. These sources include 

the topography of the sites and cities, buildings, statues, paintings, maps, and 

displays, as I experienced them in 2008 and 2009. A detailed description of 

everything seen in Kurukshetra would be cumbersome and tedious. I have, then, 

selected certain images to illustrate the arguments of this dissertation.  

Secondary Sources  

 Three scholarly sources deal directly with the topic of Kurukshetra: O. P. 

Bharadwaj’s Ancient Kurukṣetra: Studies in Historical and Cultural Geography, Bal 

Krishna Muztar’s Kurukshetra: Political and Cultural History, and V. N. Datta and 

H. A. Phadke’s History of Kurukshetra. Other scholarly sources tend to overlook 

Kurukshetra. The place often only finds perfunctory mention in works on Indian 

                                                 
47 A recent example of this is Lochtefeld’s work on Haridwar  Lochtefeld, God's Gateway). Though 

Lochtefeld strives to portray the site in as much fullness as possible, ultimately he focuses on the 

paṇḍā community directly involved in the pilgrimage act. 
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history, pilgrimage, or sacred narratives. In my discussion of the Solar Eclipse 

Festival in this chapter, below, I seek to understand this lack of scholarly attention 

and argue for the importance of this current study.  

Bharadwaj’s work is a collection of his own essays on a variety of topics 

pertaining to Kurukshetra. Two essays in particular are of great use to this study, in 

addition to the tremendous work he has done in tracking down many references to 

Kurukshetra in Sanskrit and Prākrit literature. The first, “The Kurus, Kurukṣetra, and 

Kurujāṅgala,” provides a rubric for limiting this study. As I discuss below, it is 

important not to take every mention of the land of the Kurus as referring to 

Kurukshetra since Kurukshetra is its own specific construct. A second essay, “Some 

Apocryphal Tīrtha-Names in Kurukṣetra,” provides interesting suggestions 

concerning the development of pilgrimage geography in the period of the Vāmana 

Purāṇa. 

Muztar’s work is problematic. It is an excellent source for locating primary 

material on Kurukshetra, much of which can also be found in Bharadwaj’s work, yet 

it is frequently uncritical of these sources. The latter portion of his book provides an 

interesting snapshot of the development in Kurukshetra in the late 1970s, when the 

book was written. His appendix compares the tīrthas mentioned in the Mahābhārata 

to those in the Vāmana Purāṇa, and records the modern villages in which they are 

located. This noteworthy effort is useful for understanding how the current sites are 

placed, even if there are omissions or errors. 
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The third monograph on Kurukshetra, Datta and Phadke’s History of 

Kurukshetra, is similarly an excellent reference source for primary material. It is also 

occasionally uncritical of those sources. The periodization of Kurukshetra’s history in 

this work is also problematic. The authors state that the history of Kurukshetra 

naturally falls into three divisions: from its origins through the rule of Harṣa, from the 

end of the Puṣyabhūtis’ reign until 1803 (marking the moment when Haryana and 

Delhi came under control of the East India Company after the Battle of Delhi in the 

Second Anglo-Maratha War),48 and from 1803 until the present. The authors 

characterize these periods, understood as “Hindu,” “Muslim,” and “British and 

Independence,” as a “Golden Age,” a “Period of Destruction,” and a “Period of 

Neglect leading to Resurgence,” respectively. To this, the authors make note that 

Kurukshetra has experienced resurgence in the latest period, since 1947. The authors 

write: 

The history of Kurukshetra naturally falls into three epochs, the first 

from its foundation to the seventh century A.D. when it reached the 

height of glory under Harshavardhana after whose time it gradually 

declined; the second from A.D. 647 to A.D. 1803 when it fell prey to 

anarchy and rapine, trembling at the approach of invaders; and the 

third from A.D. 1803 to the present times when having languished into 

a village for about eleven hundred years – a mere shadow of its former 

self – it began to pick up again after 1947.49 

Such a nationalist periodization is untenable based on the evidence of cultural 

production during the ninth, tenth, and seventeenth centuries (during the “period of 

destruction”), which, in contradistinction to Datta and Phadke’s claims, suggests 

                                                 
48 V. N. Datta and H. A. Phadke, History of Kurukshetra, (Kurukshetra: Vishal, 1985), 129. 
49 Datta and Phadke, History, 2. 
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significant “Hindu” prosperity leading to temple donations and the composition of 

Sanskrit texts. While no periodization may be perfect, Datta and Phadke’s division is 

too simplistic and homogenizes disparate eras into artificial categories.  

KURUKSHETRA, THANESAR, THE MAHĀBHĀRATA, AND THE SOLAR ECLIPSE 

FESTIVAL 

Kurukshetra and Thanesar  

A recent headline from the Times of India illustrates a global and external 

usage of the term Kurukshetra: “It’s advantage Narendra Modi in Gujarat’s 

‘Kurukshetra.’”50 The term in this headline is used to describe a political contest, 

summoning the idea of the battle of the Mahābhārata, not a specific physical region. 

Countless other examples may be cited. Kurukshetra, in addition to occupying certain 

terrain, is a “setting” of narratives, existing in narrative space. As a narrative setting, 

the place-name “Kurukshetra” carries certain connotations connected with the 

narrative. Carrying meaning through its toponym, Kurukshetra is also an “ideal 

place,” imagined and deployed to convey specific shared cultural notions. 

“Dharmakṣetre kurukṣetre” is the well known and often cited opening of the 

Bhagavadgītā.  Among the Kuru-related toponyms, Kuru-rāśtra, Kuru-jāṅgala, Kuru, 

Kuru-Pañcāla, Uttara-kuru, and Kurukshetra, it is only Kurukshetra that carries the 

connotations of the epic in current usage. Since the other place-names may describe 

different geographic and narrative constructions, I have excluded them in this study in 

                                                 
50 Times News Network. “It’s Advantage Narendra Modi in Gujarat’s ‘Kurukshetra’.” The Times of 

India (Ahmedabad), June 14, 2012. http://articles.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/2012-06-

14/ahmedabad/32234941_1_narendra-modi-safe-seats-assembly-elections (accessed August 28, 2012). 
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order to sharpen the focus on the constellation of meaning surrounding Kurukshetra. 

Such an approach is warranted given the importance that popular imagination places 

on Kurukshetra specifically. This approach is also not without precedent, since 

Bharadwaj argues for the same exclusion.51 A similar distinction is also found within 

the Mahābhārata where the Kurus (and their larger realm), Kurukshetra, and 

Kurujāṅgala are made distinct and linked with the three brothers Dhṛtarāṣṭra, Pāṇḍu, 

and Vidura, respectively.52 The delineations and overlaps among the various Kuru 

realms are interesting and worthy of their own study, especially for the pre-epic 

period. Here, though, the focus is on Kurukshetra, and the study is limited to the 

constructs surrounding this toponym and its synonym, Samantapañcaka.  

Even limiting the discussion in this way, there are still at least four 

“Kurukshetras” under discussion. The first is the ideal and narrative Kurukshetra that 

exists symbolically and apart from terrain. The other three are located in specific 

terrain and refer to three conceptually different places: a city, an administrative 

district, and a sacred precinct (bhūmi). There is overlap among these areas: the city is 

located in the district, and the city and a portion of the district lie within the larger 

sacred precinct. The places also show overlap of meaning: Kurukshetra the city is the 

ritual center (not geographic center) of Kurukshetra bhūmi. The meaning they share is 

a result of the process described in this dissertation, whereby the ideal, narrative 

                                                 
51 O. P. Bharadwaj,  ncient  urukṣetra: Studies in Historical & Cultural Geography, (New Delhi: 

Harman Pub. House, 1991), 1-21.  
52 Mahābhārata 1.102.1: teṣu triṣu kumāreṣu jāteṣu kurujāṅgalam; kuravo ‘tha kurukṣetraṃ trayam 

etad avardhata. – “When the three princes were born the three  places) - Kurujāṅgala, the Kurus, and 

Kurukshetra – prospered.” 
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“Kurukshetra” becomes attached to specific terrain through various activities that 

include ritual and narration. Through this process, Kurukshetra becomes a place that 

is largely understood in connection to the Mahābhārata and more specifically to the 

Bhagavadgītā. Other understandings of the place are often integrated into or 

subordinated to the epic. 

A brief look at the structure of the district, which is otherwise not discussed 

much in this dissertation, shows that this constructed epic dominance influences and 

is likely influenced by civil administration. Kurukshetra district (zila) is divided into 

three revenue sub-divisions (tehsil) named Thanesar, Pehowa, and Shahabad; the 

cities of the same names are the sub-divisions’ headquarters.
53

 Kurukshetra district 

was created in 1973 as a separate administrative division of Haryana, formed from 

part of Karnal District, and lies within the Ambala division of Haryana’s state 

administration.
54

 In 1989, sections of the district were reapportioned to the newly-

formed Kaithal and Yamuna Nagar Districts.
55

 While the district (zila) shares the 

name Kurukshetra with the sacred region (bhūmi), and two of the primary cities in the 

sub-divisions are major regional pilgrimage centers (Thanesar and Pehowa), most of 

the district’s land lies to the north of the Sarasvatī River, in Shahabad tehsil, beyond 

the sacred area’s boundary. Nevertheless, the name Kurukshetra, carrying global 

                                                 
53 District Administration, Kurukshetra. “District Kurukshetra - History.” District Kurukshetra. 

kurukshetra.nic.in/Profile/profilehistory.htm#AfterFormationofDistrict (accessed August 28, 2012). 
54 District Administration, Kurukshetra. “District Kurukshetra - History.” District Kurukshetra. 

kurukshetra.nic.in/Profile/profilehistory.htm#AfterFormationofDistrict (accessed August 28, 2012). 
55 District Administration, Kurukshetra. “District Kurukshetra - History.” District Kurukshetra. 

kurukshetra.nic.in/Profile/profilehistory.htm#AfterFormationofDistrict (accessed August 28, 2012). 
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connotations as the site of the Mahābhārata battle, is the name chosen to represent 

the entire zila, administratively subordinating other places within it. Though too much 

significance should not be ascribed to the decisions for naming administrative areas, I 

suspect that these choices were likely intentional and meaningful. I point it out here to 

show that the term Kurukshetra, as a place-name with greater resonance drawn from a 

pan-Indian narrative, has pervasive influence.  

Next, the sacred precinct, or Kurukshetra-bhūmi, is the largest area and might 

be considered as carrying most fully all of the connotations that the place-name 

implies. According to modern pilgrimage literature, the sacred region of Kurukshetra 

is forty-eight kos, about fifty miles, on each of its four sides.56 The boundaries drawn 

between each of the four corners of the bhūmi form a rough quadrilateral. The 

northern boundary of the region is the Sarasvatī River, with the Dṛṣadvatī River 

forming the southern boundary.
57

 The four corners of Kurukshetra-bhūmi are located 

in the villages of Pipli in the northeast (near Thanesar), Sinkh in the southeast (near 

Safidon and Panipat), Pokharakhedhi in the southwest (near Ramray and Jind), and 

                                                 
56 For example: 48  os  urukṣetra Bhūmi kī Parikramā, (Kurukshetra: Kurukshetra Development 

Board, 1999), 64-65 and 68-72. The origins of the “48-kos” measurement are unknown and it is 

difficult to understand how this coincides with the five-yojana measurement understood by the term 

Samantapañcaka. According to Böthlingk and Roth, Hemacandra's  bhidhānacintāmani 950 states: 

dharmakṣetraṃ kurukṣetraṃ dvādaśayojanāvadhi - “The precinct of Dharmakshetra Kurukshetra is 

twelve yojanas.” Otto von Böthlingk and Rudolph Roth, “Dharmakṣetra,” s.v. in Sanskrit-Wörterbuch 

(Saint Petersburg: Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1855-71). The valuation of one yojana 

as four krośas is attested (other valuations are also attested), giving 12 yojana x 4 = 48 krośas. So, the 

concept of a 48-Kos region may be as early as Hemacandra, that is, the middle of the Twelfth Century.   
57 This is the classical definition of the region found at Mahābhārata 3.81.175: dakṣiṇena sarasvatyā 

uttareṇa dṛṣadvatīm; ye vasanti kurukṣetre te vasanti triviṣṭape – “Those who live in Kurukshetra, 

south of the Sarasvatī and north of the Dṛsadvatī, live in the heaven.” Compare with Mānava 

Dharmaśāstra 2.17, describing Brahmāvarta, and see the discussions in Chapter Two and Chapter 

Three. 
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Behar in the Northwest (near the state boundary with Punjab).
58

 Portions of five 

districts, Kurukshetra, Karnal, Panipat, Jind, and Kaithal, constitute the sacred area.  

The ritual, as opposed to geographic, center of the region is located in the 

modern city of Kurukshetra/Thanesar, where the meanings of the place are 

concentrated. The city is located approximately five miles east of the point where 

National Highway One (G. T. Road) crosses through the village of Pipli, about 100 

miles north of New Delhi and 60 miles south of Chandigarh.
59

 As is often the case 

with cities in India and elsewhere, an older urban area is situated within the 

boundaries of the city surrounded by modern development.60 The old city within 

Kurukshetra is alternately known as Thanesar and the municipal corporation retains 

this name. The newer sections are referred to exclusively by the name Kurukshetra. 

 

                                                 
58 This is commonly accepted and pertains to the modern era. For example, see Rakesh Kumar, 

 urukṣetra Mahātmya Paurāṇik Itihās tathā Tīrthasthal, (Jalandhar: Mahamaya Publications, 2007), 

30-3. 
59 Navīnatam  ājanaitik Mānacitra Hariyāṇā, map, (Delhi: Indian Book Depot (Map House), 2004). 
60 Well-known instances of this are the old walled city within Jaipur or Delhi's Shahjahanabad. 
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Figure 1: Contemporary Map of Kurukshetra/Thanesar61 

                                                 
61 District Administration, Kurukshetra. “Municipalities Map – Thanesar.” District Kurukshetra. 

http://kurukshetra.nic.in/ (accessed March 18, 2003). 
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 Currently, there is a preference for using the term “Kurukshetra” to refer to 

the city and porous boundaries exist between it and the overlapped city of Thanesar. 

This situation reflects that a symbolic and ritually significant “Kurukshetra” 

dominates the identity of the city and region. As mentioned above, this city is the 

headquarters for Kurukshetra District, created in 1973. A survey of maps reveals that 

prior to the early 1970s these sources refer to the city exclusively by the name 

Thanesar.
62

 Tourism and other maps of this era start writing Kurukshetra below the 

name Thanesar using different colored ink and typeface to indicate a Hindu sacred 

site, but do not distinguish it as a separate landform or area.
63

 Some of these sources 

occasionally also use the name Kurukshetra to refer to either the larger sacred area or 

the large lake in the southern portion of Thanesar.
64

 The use of the name Kurukshetra 

to refer to the city in these sources, then, seems to have begun in the early 1970s, near 

the time of the creation of the district. By the mid-1980s, some maps had dropped the 

name Thanesar altogether, labeling the city only as Kurukshetra.
65

 Some maps of the 

early twenty-first century show two cities, labeling the larger one “Kurukshetra,” and 

indicating “Thanesar” as a smaller city to the north.
66

 Other maps in the late 1990s 

                                                 
62 For example, see excerpt of Guillaume de L’Isle, Atlas Nouveau, Contenant Toutes Les Parties Du 

Monde, (Amsterdam: J Covens & C Mortier, 1733) cited in Joseph E. Schwartzberg, A Historical Atlas 

of South Asia. (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1978), 52. 
63 For example, see: “Transport and Tourism,” map, in S.P. Dasgupta Tourist Atlas of India, (Calcutta: 

Government of India, 1973), plate 11. 
64 For example, see: “Sahāranpur,” map,  Washington DC: Army Map Service, 1959). 
65 For example, see: “Indus Basin: Water Quality Monitoring for Impact Assessment of Priority 

Industries,” map, in Water Quality Atlas of India, (Delhi: Central Pollution Control Board, 1994), plate 

3.3. 
66 For example, see: Navīnatam  ājanaitik Mānacitra Hariyāṇā, and “Haryana,” map, in India Tourist 

and Road Atlas, (Jodhpur: Indian Map Service, 2006), 19. 
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and afterwards use both names, writing one below the other in parentheses.67 In the 

current list of municipal councilors, each councilor’s address is listed as 

“Kurukshetra,” except for one who lists his address as “Thanesar,” suggesting a 

preference for the term Kurukshetra among this group.68 

 During the course of my research in Thanesar/Kurukshetra during 2008 and 

2009, I noticed that the name Thanesar was not much in use. Among the few places I 

saw the name were the signs of various buildings, mostly governmental and 

institutional: post offices, banks, the train station serving the local railway line, and so 

on. The people from whom I heard the name were all local residents. While outsiders 

to the city used the name Kurukshetra exclusively, these locals used the name 

Thanesar optionally, though infrequently. When locals used the name Thanesar, they 

did so to refer to an area within the larger city. This area roughly corresponds to the 

old parts of the city, north and west of the local railway line. The boundaries between 

the two are not clear. The name Kurukshetra is the only name applied to the newer 

sections of the city, east of the main railway line that runs between Delhi and 

Chandigarh. The name Kurukshetra can also refer to the whole city inclusive of the 

old sections. The area south and east of the old city is ambiguous; I did not hear locals 

                                                 
67 See: “India: Monsoon,” map, in National Atlas of India, ed. Prithvish Nag (Kolkata: Government of 

India, 2000), v3 plate 10, and all plates in v5. 
68 Ward One Councilor Mohinder Pal’s address reads: “H.No.2141, Shyam Colony,Thanesar.” Other 

councilors, even those well within the old city, list their addresses as “Kurukshetra.” District 

Administration, Kurukshetra. “District Kurukshetra – Urban Local Bodies.” http://kurukshetra.nic.in/ 

Directory/mlalist.htm (accessed February 2, 2013). 
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refer to this area as Thanesar in their conversations with me, though the name is 

found occasionally on the signs of businesses and offices in this area.69 

 A book listing the sacred sites of the region lists one temple in the old city as 

being in Kurukshetra and locates a nearby temple in the city of Thanesar.
70

 This 

might be unremarkable if the temple that the book places in Kurukshetra were some 

temple other than the Sthanvishvara Mahadev Mandir, the temple housing the 

namesake deity of Thanesar!
71

 What is interesting to note here is that in this souvenir 

book for pilgrims, tourists, and other outsiders, the larger Sthanvishvara Mahadev 

Mandir is identified with Kurukshetra, a place-name with larger significance, while 

the smaller Nabhi-kamal Mandir, virtually unknown and unvisited by outsiders, is 

listed as being located in Thanesar. The intention here is not to draw a map of the 

area and its temples, but to show that two overlapping areas exist with different 

names, used in different ways by different groups of people, as representative of the 

ways in which different groups conceive of this city and the region.  

Briefly, I will summarize here the origin of the earlier place-name, Thanesar. 

Writing about this city in 1865, Alexander Cunningham remarked, “The first certain 

notice of it under this name is by the Chinese pilgrim Hwen Thsang in A. D. 634, 

although it is probably mentioned by Ptolemy as Batan-Kaisara, for which we 

                                                 
69 This part of the city is transitional between the old and new and is separated by major roads and 

railway lines from both. 
70 48  os  urukṣetra Bhūmi kī Parikramā, 64-65 and 68-72. 
71 H.A. Phadke, Haryana: Ancient and Medieval, (New Delhi: Harman Publishing House, 1990), 50-

51. It is commonly accepted that the name Thanesar is derived from either Sthāṇvīśvara or 

Sthāneśvara. In practice, either word refers to this deity.  
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should, perhaps, read Satanaisara for the Sanskrit Sthâneswara.”
72 

Sthāṇu is 

mentioned in the Mahābhārata as a deity on the pilgrimage route through 

Kurukshetra, though according to the list, Sthāṇu would be located east of the current 

city.73 The “Sthāṇuvaṭa” of the same list in the Mahābhārata is a more likely 

candidate for any earlier location of this city and the deity that inhabits it.74 Either 

way, this list is not entirely reliable.  

The name “Sthāneśvara” first appears on a clay tablet recovered from 

Daulatpur,
 
an archaeological site approximately ten miles east of Thanesar.

75
 The 

inscription on this tablet, in Brāhmī script dated to the fourth or fifth century, reads, 

“sthāneśvarasya,” literally “Belonging to the Lord of the Place.”
76

  Even still, it is not 

certain that this seal’s legend refers to the city.
77

 While bearing in mind that there 

may be earlier references, the earliest certain reference to the city by the name 

                                                 
72 Alexander Cunningham, Four Reports Made During the Years 1862-63-64-65, (New Delhi: 

Director General, Archaeological Survey of India, 2000), 2:212. This opinion is shared by McCrindle 

in John Watson McCrindle, McCrindle's Ancient India as Described by Ptolemy, (Calcutta: 

Chuckervertty, Chatterjee and Co., 1927), 123, H.A. Phadke, Haryana, 50.  
73 This Mahābhārata route proceeds from Pṛthūdaka towards Thanesar; based on the current 

identification of these places and presuming a sequential itinerary. Sthāṇu, mentioned at Mahābhārata 

3.81.143e is between Pṛthūdaka  modern Pehowa) and Anarka  modern Narkatari), both of which lie to 

the west of Thanesar. See Chapter Four and Chapter Five for a discussion of the development of this 

site’s current placement. 
74 See Chapter Three and Chapter Four. 
75 This tablet is cited in Datta and Phadke, History of Kurukshetra, 50, who reference a paper given at 

the All India Oriental Conference in 1974. 
76 Datta and Phadke, History of Kurukshetra, 50.  
77 It could also refer to the deity, or simply be a word for “governor,” according to Monier Monier-

Williams, et al, “Sthāneśvara,” s.v. in Monier-Williams, Monier, Ernst Leumann, and Carl Cappeller, 

A Sanskrit-English Dictionary Etymologically and Philologically Arranged with Special Reference to 

Cognate Indo-European Languages. (Oxford: The Clarendon press, 1899), citing the later 

 ājataraṃgiṇī. 
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Thanesar, or rather Satanishifaluo,
78

 is in the Xiyu-ji of Xuanzang, as Cunningham 

indicates. A near contemporary, Bāṇa writes in his Harṣacarita, “sthāṇvīśvarākhyo 

janapadaviśeṣaḥ,” meaning “a particular region called Sthāṇvīśvara.”
79

 Bāṇa’s and 

Xuanzang’s evidence places the toponym Sthāṇvīśvara, or Sthāneśvara, for the city, 

from which Thanesar is said to be derived,
80

 in the first half of the seventh century 

with certainty. Despite such origins and historical toponymy, Thanesar today is rather 

termed Kurukshetra for the larger audience, carrying with it the concentrated 

significances associated with that place-name.  

The Mahābhārata  

In this dissertation, I use “Mahābhārata” in two ways to discuss a narrative 

central to constructions of Kurukshetra. The first usage of Mahābhārata refers to the 

classical Sanskrit epic, represented by the revised Pune edition of the text. The second 

usage of Mahābhārata refers to the living narrative tradition that finds expression in 

textual, oral, performative, and visual media. I conceive of the Mahābhārata as a 

living entity, a collection of ideas, themes, and narratives that coalesce around a 

simple linear plot. Somewhat like the Finnish Kalevala, for example, the 

Mahābhārata is an evolving oral narrative with a central core of characters and a 

fundamental plot.  

                                                 
78 Samuel Beal, Si-Yu-Ki: The Buddhist Records of the Western World,  London: Trübner, 1884), 

2:183-6. 
79 P.V. Kane, ed., The Harshacarita o  Bāṇabhaṭṭa (Text o   chchhvāsas I-VIII), 2nd ed, (Delhi: 

Motilal Banarsidass, 1986), 43. 
80 For other possible derivations see Phadke, Haryana, 50. 
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The Mahābhārata is not just a text. It is a narrative retold and recreated in a 

variety of formats. The texts called Mahābhārata are crystallizations of this narrative 

at specific historical moments preserved for readers in other historical moments. The 

narrative version I write below is a summary of the short oral versions I heard in 

Kurukshetra during 2009 and 2010. The narrative proceeds as follows: 

There were two groups, the Pāṇḍavas and the Kauravas. The Kauravas 

had taken the kingdom away from the Pāṇḍavas and the Pāṇḍavas 

wanted it back. The Kauravas would not give it back, so there was a 

war. Kṛṣṇa delivered the “Gītopadesh” to Arjuna and the war began. It 

was terrible and many people died. The Pāṇḍavas won. 

This is the core of the modern oral narrative that is often told with varying 

degrees of additional information. Examples of such additional information include: 

the fact that the Pāṇḍavas and Kauravas were cousins, the survival of only ten people, 

the location of the capital (variously Hastinapur and Delhi), and the like. Such 

elements did not occur with any noticeable consistency and appeared rather as 

additions that reflect the various narrators’ knowledge and tendencies toward 

elaboration clustered around the common narrative. This common version provides 

the cause for war, the delivery of the Bhagavadgītā, and the war and its outcome. It is 

a linear narrative about a conflict in Kurukshetra. This minimal, battle-centric, gītā-

inclusive version of the epic is a frequent answer to the question, “What is special 

about Kurukshetra?” Different questions might elicit versions of the narrative with 

different emphases. It should be understood that several episodes and sub-narratives 

in addition to this core version are also known, told, and displayed in contemporary 
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Kurukshetra. Some of these even draw upon the classical text, using well-known 

verses in Sanskrit to carry forward certain themes. 

The Solar Eclipse Festival (Sūryagrahaṇa Melā) 

 The tradition of bathing in Kurukshetra during the solar eclipse dates to the 

period of the Mahābhārata. According to the epic, all other tīrthas migrate to 

Sannihit Sarovar in Kurukshetra at the time of the eclipse:  

Then, O Knower of Dharma, one should also go to the tīrtha 

Saṃnihitī, where the gods, beginning with Brahmā, and the seers who 

are rich in asceticism, come together monthly endowed with  great 

purity. A person who sips water at Saṃnihitī on the solar eclipse, 

through that act, (attains the benefit of) a hundred aśvamedhas 

sacrificed eternally. Whichever tīrthas exist on Earth or pass through 

the sky, the rivers, ponds, all the springs, wells, banks, and pure 

abodes, they come together monthly at Saṃnihitī; about this there is no 

doubt. Any bad deed whatsoever is entirely destroyed for a man or 

woman who merely bathes (in Saṃnihitī); about this there is no doubt. 

By a lotus-colored vehicle, a person goes to Brahmaloka (as a result of 

bathing in Saṃnihitī).81 

In the current era, the Sūryagrahaṇa Melā, or Solar Eclipse Festival, is the single 

largest event in Kurukshetra. It is organized annually by the Kurukshetra 

Development Board even when the solar occlusion is not visible in Kurukshetra. I 

attended the festival twice, in 2008 and 2009, when hundreds of thousands of people 

descended on the city, which is otherwise relatively calm throughout the rest of the 

                                                 
81 Mahābhārata 3.81.166 - 170: tato gaccheta dharmajña tīrthaṃ saṃnihitīm api; yatra brahmādayo 

devā ṛṣayaś ca tapodhanāḥ; māsi māsi samāyānti puṇyena mahatānvitāḥ. saṃnihityām upaspṛśya 

rāhugraste divākare; aśvamedhaśataṃ tena iṣṭaṃ bhavati śāśvatam. pṛthivyāṃ yāni tīrthāni 

antarikṣacarāṇi ca;  nadyo nadās taḍāgāś ca sarvaprasravaṇāni ca. udapānāś ca vaprāś ca puṇyāny 

āyatanāni ca; māsi māsi samāyānti saṃnihityāṃ na saṃśayaḥ. yat kiṃcid duṣkṛtaṃ karma striyā vā 

puruṣasya vā; snātamātrasya tat sarvaṃ naśyate nātra saṃśayaḥ; padmavarṇena yānena 

brahmalokaṃ sa gacchati. 
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year. About a week before the festival, rolling blackouts in the city stop, signs are 

hung, and loudspeakers are mounted on lightpoles near the two lakes that are the 

center of activity. Extra trains and busses serving the area are added and pilgrims 

begin to arrive a few days before the event. Moments before the eclipse, a short 

procession begins from the road to the lake. At the appointed time bathing in the lake 

commences.82 Nearby, bathing in the larger Brahma Sarovar also begins and there is 

movement between the two lakes with some pilgrims preferring to bathe in one 

before the other. The festivities last for a few hours with pilgrims taking “holy dips,” 

donating to various mendicants, having various rites performed, and then dispersing 

to see other sites in the Kurukshetra area and return home.  

In my conversations with yātrins, the overwhelming response to my question 

about why they had come was “to see the place where the Pāṇḍavas and Kauravas 

fought the battle of the Mahābhārata.” And so, this melā, which could not have been 

connected to the foundation narrative of the Mahābhārata at the time of its first 

mention in the epic itself, has become a festival which celebrates and commemorates 

the battle for many people. The connection of the melā to the solar eclipse, while still 

present and important, is largely subordinated to its interpretation through the epic.  

Scholarship on Tīrtha 

The shifts and changes in the narratives associated with the place and its 

central ritual are the focus of the study here and dictate the approach I have taken. 

                                                 
82 Traditionally, certain groups have the right to bathe first. In 2009, the Nāg Sādhus who hold this 

right boycotted the event over the KDB’s unwillingness to provide certain concessions.  
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Studies of South Asian pilgrimage too frequently offer views of pilgrimage sites or 

pilgrimage acts that are one-dimensional. Diana Eck’s Banāras: City of Light, for 

example, presents a view of Varanasi that is “medieval and modern,”83 and the author 

has been criticized as writing “a mahatmya in her own right.”84 That is, her work is 

seen as constructing an idealized Varanasi rooted in Sanskrit praise literature and not 

presenting a more textured understanding of the place. A different approach to the 

study of pilgrimage in India has been to describe the pilgrimage act, rather than the 

place. Works such as Ann Gold’s study of a group of Rajasthani villagers’ pilgrimage 

to Haridwar or Haberman’s description of the circuit through Braj exemplify this 

approach. Such approaches are limited in that they offer a narrow perspective towards 

tīrthayātrā (a term I will use interchangeably with pilgrimage for the sake of 

convenience). We may know from Gold’s work the experience of the pilgrimage to 

Haridwar from a Rajasthani village, but will not find, for example, the perspective of 

a Delhi businessman. Similarly, while for Haberman the “goal” of the journey 

through Braj is “about becoming aware of Krishna’s lila, becoming aware that life is 

lila, and this lila is ever new, unique, and changing,”85 for other participants the goal 

may be something else – to say nothing of the residents of Braj and their relationship 

to the place.  

                                                 
83 Rupert Snell, “Banāras: City of Light by Diana L. Eck,” review by Rupert Snell, Bulletin of the 

School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London, Vol. 48, No. 1 (1985):158-159. 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/618812 
84 Nita Kumar, “Meanings of Pilgrimage,” Contributions to Indian Sociology, vol. 20 (July, 1986): 

315. 
85 Haberman, Journey, 223. 
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More recently, James Lochtefeld recognizes the limitations of providing too 

much focus on either textual or fieldwork sources and attempts to balance the two. He 

is critical of māhātmya sources and seeks to balance them with other types of sources 

– official records, traveller’s accounts, and field sources. I follow Lochtefeld’s 

approach in trying to honor every available source in order to present a textured view 

of the place. I differ from his approach in that Lochtefeld’s work tends to sideline 

Sanskrit and māhātmya sources, setting them as a backdrop to his study of 

interactions between pilgrims and providers. His approach to these sources, that 

suspects that “Pilgrims may or may not have heard these stories, and even if they did, 

one cannot assume that pilgrims believed them,”86 is not appropriate to this study of 

Kurukshetra where the narrative is both widely known and central to the identity of 

the tīrtha. So, while maintaining a focus on the complexity of meaning surrounding a 

site, I have chosen to examine textual sources more closely to study the narrative, its 

development, its competitors, and its usage at the site.  

Returning briefly to the idea that tīrthas may be grouped roughly as narrative-, 

ritual-, or topography-oriented sites, Lochtefeld’s emphasis on the transactions 

between pilgrim and provider is wholly appropriate to a ritually oriented tīrtha such 

as Haridwar. The study of Kurukshetra necessitates a different approach to 

understand how an event such as the Solar Eclipse Festival, like so many other rituals 

and activities in Kurukshetra, becomes connected with the Mahābhārata. 

                                                 
86 Lochtefeld, God’s Gateway, 6. 
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Most recently, Luke Whitmore approaches the study of Kedarnath in a way 

that seeks to provide a more complex picture of what a tīrtha is. Like Lochtefeld, his 

study emphasizes field sources more than textual sources and is primarily a study of 

contemporary Kedarnath that attempts to present a textured, three-dimensional view 

of the site. Whitmore commits to a critical phenomenological approach that 

recognizes that people who construct places are also socially constructed and 

constrained. Drawing the notion of a “complex agent” from William Sax, Whtimore 

writes:  

To say that the place of Kedarnath is a complex agent, therefore, is 

to say that it is an entity/location composed of the processual 

overlapping of numerous kinds of agents (which may themselves 

be complex agents on a smaller scale) whose patterned effects in 

the world display collective intentionality: humans, cultural forms, 

built and physical environments, objects, and deities.87  

Whitmore’s approach is interesting for its emphasis on place as an agent of 

change. It is reminiscent of Doreen Massey’s discussion of power-geometries. In 

describing places of power, Massey makes the following distinction:  

It is not that all “power” is concentrated in global cities, or in 

Washington DC, but rather that the power-relations are focused there. 

What global cities have are the resources, the economic weight, often 

backed up by political and cultural influence. Their power is exercised 

relationally, in interaction with other places (one might think of the 

relation between the financial City of London and a country in the 

global South, for instance).88 

                                                 
87 Luke Whitmore, In Pursuit of Maheshvara: Understanding Kedarnath as Place and as Tirtha 

(Ph.D. Diss.) Emory University, 2010, 135-136. 
88 Doreen Massey, “Concepts of space and power in theory and in political practice,” Documents 

d’ nàlisi Geogrà ica, No. 55 (2009), 19. 
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Whereas Massey is writing about relationships between places of power, the 

geometries that connect sites of political and economic importance, Whitmore is 

writing about religious, or perhaps sacred, power and the relationships that constitute 

and continue it at the site of Kedarnath.  

 This raises an interesting question about the usefulness of the terms 

“religious” and/or “sacred.” If these terms are defined broadly as activities, ideas, and 

entities that people set apart from the “ordinary,” then I think that religious/sacred 

power is useful for describing complex agents that do not effect just any change, but 

effect a certain type of change: they sacralize. That is to say that these nodes of power 

relationships, these tīrthas where narratives, rituals, and terrain engage each other, 

along with other spheres of human activity such as families, economies, or politics, 

are deemed “sacred” and have the effect of making “sacred,” to varying degrees, that 

with which they engage. Tīrthas, then, function like other places of power in that they 

draw to themselves other places and activities into “sacred” networks. 

 So, in modern Kurukshetra there is an emphasis on the Mahābhārata, the 

“sacred” narrative that has come to be associated with the place and its rituals. As 

described above, this narrative has the power to “Mahābhārat-ize” other activities in 

the place, to draw them into and describe them through the epic. The epic is a major 

broker of meaning in Kurukshetra, but the questions remain, “How did the epic come 

to such a central position in Kurukshetra? What narratives preceded it? What 

narratives compete with it?”  
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 What follows, then, is a description of the historical trajectory of narrative 

constructions of Kurukshetra and their relationships to rituals and geographies. At a 

site such as Kurukshetra, where the narrative cannot be sidelined, tracing the 

development of narratives and their interaction with terrain and rituals will avoid 

presenting a single, idealistic view of Kurukshetra rooted in Sanskrit literature. As 

noted above, Kurukshetra has received little attention in scholarly literature, and 

perhaps this is in some part due to the inadequacy of approaches to narrative-centric 

sites. Haberman’s approach to Braj, for example, presents “The Land of Krishna’s 

Lila,” rather than asking how it came to be such. Instead of describing Kurukshetra as 

“The Land of the Gita,” I show the course it took in becoming so. I present this as a 

method for approaching narrative-centric sites and sites where narrative formulations 

are active and meaningful.  
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Chapter 2: Placing Kurukshetra 

INTRODUCTION  

“The Place de la Concorde is an idea; it is not a place, it is a way of thinking. 

Everything which is truly French is measured here.”
89 

The quote reminds us that 

places are not always defined by the terrain they inhabit, but also by the ideas that 

inhabit them. They are markers of cultural identity, with meaning carried in their very 

names. Some places, present and historic, are often more frequently invoked for the 

ideas they represent rather than the space they occupy. The Alamo, Iwo Jima, and 

Dixie, to name a few, are real places that carry cultural content in their names; they 

are important to certain groups for what they represent rather than where they are. De 

Certeau, citing Malaparte’s quote above, writes: 

Saints-Pèresi, Corentin Celton, Red Square … these names make 

themselves available to the diverse meanings given them by passers-

by; they detach themselves from the places they were supposed to 

define and serve as imaginary meeting-points on itineraries which, as 

metaphors, they determine for reasons foreign to their original value 

but may be recognized or not by passers-by. A strange toponymy that 

is detached from actual places and flies high over the city like a foggy 

geography of “meanings” held in suspension, directing the physical 

deambulations below: Place de l’Étoile, Concorde, Poissonnière … 

These constellations of names provide traffic patterns: they are stars 

directing itineraries. “The Place de la Concorde does not exist,” 

Malaparte said, “it is an idea.” It is much more than an “idea.” A 

whole series of comparisons would be necessary to account for the 

                                                 
89 a place de la Concorde est une id e; ce n’est pas une place, c’est une manière de penser. Tout ce 

qui est vraiment Français se mesure ici. Translation, author. I have been unable to obtain a copy of the 

original quote by Italian journalist Curzio Malaparte at at this time. The citation was checked against a 

2012 speech by Nicolas Sarkozy: Nicolas Sarkozy, http://www.amisdenicolassarkozy.fr/sites/default/ 

files/discours/nicolas_sarkozy_place_de_la_concorde_15042012.pdf (accessed 31 March, 2013). 
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magical powers proper names enjoy. They seem to be carried as 

emblems by the travelers they direct and simultaneously decorate.90 

 

Kurukshetra is a toponym meaning “The Land of Kuru.” Kṣetra, derived from 

the root kṣi, “to dwell,” implies a settled area - a realm or domain. The toponym, in 

the most literal sense, means nothing else until it “flies high over the city like a foggy 

geography of ‘meanings’ held in suspension.” Kurukshetra is a place shrouded by a 

thick and protean nebula of meanings. In the current era, many of those meanings are 

connected to the Mahābhārata, but what did Kurukshetra mean in the period prior to 

the epic’s composition?  

Moreover, where is the “actual place,” the tract of land over which this 

constellation of meaning hovers? How can we know if the Kurukshetra of the 

Mahābhārata occupies the same space that Kurukshetra occupies today? How can we 

know that the Kurukshetra of the Mahābhārata is the same Kurukshetra of the earlier 

Maitrāyaṇī Saṃhitā? Where is Kurukshetra? 

 The question “where?” depends on the question “when?” The record of 

Kurukshetra’s geography is fragmented and sparse, the boundaries of the region are 

ill-defined in early literature, and the geographic descriptions of Kurukshetra that are 

found differ from one another. The problem of locating Kurukshetra is compounded 

by the absence of descriptions in early texts of landforms that can be mapped to 

current places: city names have changed or no longer exist, rivers are numerous, 

itinerant, and their courses shift, forests are cut and replaced by towns and fields. 

                                                 
90 De Certeau, Practice, 104. 
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Complicating matters even further, the traditional northern boundary of Kurukshetra 

is the Sarasvatī River, a mythologized river, the location of which has been the 

subject of debate.  

 This chapter lays the groundwork for further discussion of Kurukshetra by 

tracing the record of Kurukshetra’s boundaries, landforms, and toponymy from the 

time of the region’s first mention in the Maitrāyaṇī Saṃhitā through the period of the 

śrauta sūtras. It demonstrates that the geographic boundaries of the place are loosely 

constructed and shift according to different source materials. In this early period of 

literature, the definitions of Kurukshetra’s geography occur only in tandem with 

descriptions of place-bound rituals. That is, the geographic imperative of these texts, 

insofar as Kurukshetra is concerned, is not found independently and exists as a 

function of ritual concerns. So, the landscape that is formulated and propogated in 

these texts is a ritual landscape in which the terrain of Kurukshetra is otherwise 

minimally described. Where Kurukshetra is defined in other-than-geographic terms, it 

is the setting of narratives that bear on the interpretation of ritual.  

While recognizing that weak geographic descriptions in the texts exist to 

varying degrees due in part to differences in genres and textual purposes, I argue that 

this situation allows for a weakly located, narrative, or “ideal,” Kurukshetra by the 

end of this period and later. The Kurukshetra that emerges after periods of weak 

geographic description is identified primarily through narrative and narrative themes, 

rather than being identified in terms of terrain. This occurred to such an extent that 
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the place was capable of being dislocated and relocated. The anchoring of the “ideal” 

place to more specific terrain from the epic period onward provides a focus for the 

later ritual activity, tīrthayātrā, which is a place-bound ritual and discussed in the 

next chapter.  

 Though maps, in the common sense, of the area do not exist from the early 

period, mapping occurs in these texts. Thomas Tweed uses the term “mapping” as 

“the ways that individuals and groups orient themselves in a natural landscape and 

social terrain, transforming both in the process.”91 The early texts create “maps” in 

the sense that they create correspondences between social ideas and the natural world. 

As I will show below, they ascribe notions of contest, orthopraxy, and political 

authority to the region of Kurukshetra. They engage in, as Jonathan Z. Smith writes 

of religion, “the quest … for the power to manipulate and negotiate one’s ‘situation’ 

so as to have ‘space’ in which to meaningfully dwell.”92 That is, these “maps” do not 

so much seek to describe the physical region of Kurukshetra as they seek to describe 

its significance. Like all maps, they serve the purpose of creating dispositions in their 

users, orienting their understanding of their relationship toward the place.  

                                                 
91 Thomas Tweed, Our Lady of Exile: Diasporic Religion at a Cuban Catholic Shrine in Miami, (New 

York: Oxford University Press, 1997), 136. 
92 Jonathan Z. Smith, Map is not Territory: Studies in the History of Religion, (Leiden: Brill, 1978), 

291. In this quote, Smith is describing religion as that “quest,” and as “attempts to map, construct and 

inhabit such positions of power through the use of myths, rituals and experiences of transformation” 

(Smith, Map, 291). Religion, for Smith, is like a map in that it creates an order in the world and 

describes a person’s relationship to that order. It is an important analogy for reminding us that 

categories such as “sacred” may shift according to the “map” being used  Smith, Map, 291).  
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Places, such as Kurukshetra, are not only defined in terms of the terrain they 

occupy, but also in terms of ideas imposed upon them through narratives, rituals, and 

other activities. Narratives are set in places, about places, and told in places, creating 

the “foggy geography of meanings” that surrounds the toponym. Rituals too, 

whatever else they may be, are activities that occur in places and may also be an 

occasion during which narratives are told or enacted. The flow among place, ritual, 

and narrative is multi-directional. Narratives may define a place and the experience of 

a place may shape the narrative. In any given instance, one member of the dynamic 

may be emphasized over the other two. For example, describing the proper 

performance of a ritual may be the primary concern of a text which also conveys a 

narrative about the place in which the ritual occurs. An alternate pattern which may 

appear, for example, might be a narrative about a ritual that occurs in a particular 

place or setting. 

 Tweed uses place as a metaphor for defining religion, cautioning against 

thinking of religion as static. He suggests that “as long as we put the cartographers, 

the terrain, and the representations in motion, we can understand religions as always-

contested and ever-changing maps that orient devotees as they move spatially and 

temporally.”93 While this present discussion is not about religion and its theorists, 

Tweed’s emphasis on the fluidity of territory, its representations, and its representers 

is useful in that it reminds us that terrain, such as the terrain onto which Kurukshetra 

                                                 
93 Thomas Tweed, Crossing and Dwelling: A Theory of Religion, (Cambridge: Harvard University 

Press, 2006), 74. 
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is inscribed, is in flux, changing through natural and human agency, as are the texts 

which describe the terrain, their authors, and their interpreters. The geographies in 

early Sanskrit literature are, to borrow again from Tweed, “sightings,”94 glimpses of 

an ever-changing landscape recorded by spatially, temporally, and socially transient 

authors. The geographic imperative in this early literature, I argue, is not to map 

terrain, but rather to describe the place for its ritual function and symbolic meaning.  

Smith describes religion as “attempts to map, construct and inhabit such 

positions of power through the use of myths, rituals and experiences of 

transformation.”95 Religion, for Smith, is like a map in that it creates an order in the 

world and describes a person’s relationship to that order. It is an important analogy 

for reminding us that categories such as “sacred” may shift according to the “map” 

being used.96 When describing sacred space, such as Kurukshetra, it is necessary to 

recognize that changes occur to the notions people ascribe to the place. At the same 

time, the boundaries of the physical space are also in flux and constantly being 

redrawn, redefining the territory through the map.  

The “48 Kos” region of Kurukshetra today is neither conceptually nor 

physically identical to the Kurukshetra of earlier times. The territory shifts, then, 

along with its “maps” and “map-makers.” Following the “sightings” of Kurukshetra 

by the authors of texts who are “passers-by,” I plot the trajectory of constructions of 

                                                 
94 Tweed, Crossing, 14-15. 
95 Smith, Map, 291. 
96 Smith, Map, 291. 
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Kurukshetra in the early period of literature. I begin by examining the sparse attempts 

to define the terrain in early literature. Then, I examine the ways in which early texts 

ascribe meaning to Kurukshetra through recurring narrative themes. 

THE SARASVATĪ RIVER AND KURUKSHETRA IN THE LATE VEDIC PERIOD  

This discussion of Kurukshetra’s geography begins with locating the Sarasvatī 

and Dṛṣadvatī Rivers, the two rivers that form the region’s classical northern and 

southern boundaries. Locating Kurukshetra in any era is complicated by the fact that 

the only consistent boundaries recorded for the place are these two rivers. In modern 

times, the Sarasvatī River is identified with the river that flows just north of the city 

of Thanesar, originating near Macchauli in the Shivalik Hills and merging with the 

Ghaggar River not far from Shatrana, Haryana, near the border with the state of 

Punjab. The Dṛṣadvatī is identified with the Chautang that is now a branch of the 

Western Yamuna Canal. The historical locations of both of these rivers are debated, 

especially the mythologized and deified Sarasvatī.97 Further complicating 

identification of these rivers is the fact that central Haryana is crisscrossed by man-

made canals and itinerant streams. As recently as the late nineteenth century, 

Cunningham notes the confusion when he reports that there are at least three rivers in 

Haryana called the Sarasvatī.98 

                                                 
97 For a brief summary of the history of identifying the Sarasvatī, see: Edwin Bryant, The Indo-Aryan 

Migration Debate: In Quest for the Origins of Vedic Culture, (New York: Oxford University Press, 

2001), 165-169. Cunningham reports that the Dṛṣadvatī shares and identity with the Rākshī, part of 

the Chautang River: Alexander Cunningham, Report of a Tour in the Punjab in 1878-79, (Calcutta: 

Office of the Superintendent of Government Printing, 1882), 88. 
98 Cunningham, Report 1878-79, 89, and O.P. Bharadwaj,  ncient  urukṣetra, 22-44. 
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Figure 2: Location of Thanesar, Pehowa, and Major Rivers in Haryana and Eastern 

Punjab 

The debates surrounding the Sarasvatī of the Ṛg Veda have no impact on the 

study of Kurukshetra’s current or historical boundaries since the appearance of the 

Kurus and Kurukshetra in literature post-dates the Ṛg Veda.99 The two rivers that will 

form the traditional boundaries of Kurukshetra, the Sarasvatī and Dṛṣadvatī, appear 

together once in the Ṛg Veda, at 3.23.4 along with the Āpayā.100 The Dṛṣadvatī does 

not appear again in the Ṛg Veda, while the Sarasvatī is featured prominently. 

Kurukshetra first appears in the Maitrāyaṇī Saṃhitā: “Now, the(se) gods sat at an 

                                                 
99 Witzel, “Early Sanskritization,” 1. It should be mentioned that the Sarasvatī River may also 

represent a landform that becomes dislocated and idealized, and then relocated much like 

Kurukshetra. 
100 Ṛg Veda 3.23.4: ní tvā dadhe v ra a   pṛthivya   íḷāyās pad  sudinatv   hnām; dṛṣ dvatyām ma  nuṣa 

āpaya  yāṃ s rasvatyāṃ rev d agne didīhi – “He sat you down on the best place on Earth, in the 

footprint of Iḷā, on the brightest day of days. As the fire of Manu, O Agni, burn richly on the Dṛṣadvatī, 

the  payā, and the Sarasvatī.” 
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extended sacrificial session in Kurukṣetra: Agni, Indra, and Soma.”101 The river 

Sarasvatī appears with it and by this time had been located east of the Punjab and 

west of the Yamunā River.102  

Indicated by the plurality of entities bearing the name “Sarasvatī,” mentioned 

above, it is possible to transplant the name “Sarasvatī” to a variety of rivers. Scholars 

have most frequently identified the Sarasvatī with the Ghaggar/Hakra River, the 

largest river between the Sutlej and the Yamunā.103 Though the Ghaggar is not a 

major river at present (nor is the Chautang), it once the flowed more strongly and 

consistently. The change in the course of the Sutlej that once fed into the Ghaggar 

seems to have occurred in the thirteenth century C.E.104 Even though the 

identification of the Ghaggar with the Sarasvatī is broadly accepted, it is important to 

remember that all identifications are tentative for, as Wink notes:  

It is well known that the hydrographic map of the alluvial plains of 

North India has changed dramatically. There is not a river in the Indo-

Gangetic plains that in historical times has not changed its course a 

hundred times over, not infrequently with catastrophic consequences. 

This makes it hard or impossible to identify the sites of numerous 

places.105  

For the study of Kurukshetra, appearing only after the period of the Ṛg Veda, 

the identification of the Ghaggar seems the best possible. Still it is not precise and 

                                                 
101 Maitrāyaṇī Saṃhitā 2.1.4 (5,9-10): deva   v i satr m āsata kurukṣetrè ’gníḥ s mā índraḥ – “Now, 

the(se) gods sat at an extended sacrificial session in Kurukṣetra: Agni, Indra, and Soma.” 
102 Witzel, “Early Sanskritization,” 16. 
103 See Bryant, Indo-Aryan Migration, 165-169. 
104 Jos Gommans, “The Silent Frontier of South Asia, C. A.D. 1100-1800,” Journal of World History, 

vol. 9, no. 1 (Spring, 1998): 18. 
105 André Wink, “From the Mediterranean to the Indian Ocean: Medieval History in Geographic 

Perspective,” Comparative Studies in Society and History, vol. 44, no. 3 (July, 2002), 419. 
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should be qualified. Even if the lower course of the Ghaggar might be identified with 

the Sarasvatī, the upper course of the Sarasvatī described in texts seems incongruent 

with the upper reaches of the Ghaggar. 

Following the Maitrāyaṇī Saṃhitā, in which Kurukshetra was located along 

the Sarasvatī River without any other topographic referent, the geography of 

Kurukshetra becomes more specific in the Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa. The Pañcaviṃśa 

Brāhmaṇa adds new locations to define Kurukshetra’s geography: the Dṛṣadvatī 

River (which will become the traditional southern boundary of Kurukshetra in the 

Mahābhārata), the Yamunā River, Vyarṇa Naitandhava, and Parīṇah. In addition, the 

text mentions places along the Yamunā River for bathing at the end of rituals, 

Kārapacava and Triplakṣāvaharaṇa. There is no additional information in the 

Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa to aid in locating Vyarṇa Naitandhava or Parīṇah; the 

Yamunā’s location is well-known.  

The text locates the Dṛṣadvatī River in relation to the other two rivers, 

Sarasvatī and Yamunā. The source of the Dṛṣadvatī, according to the sequence of the 

ritual described in the text, is near the Yamunā; the Dṛṣadvatī River terminates at its 

confluence with the Sarasvatī.106 The text similarly describes the portion of the 

Sarasvatī bound to the ritual performed along its course, beginning at the point where 

it disappears into the desert and travelling upstream to end near the Yamunā. 

                                                 
106 This is described in the sārasvata and dārṣadvata rituals. During the sārasvata ritual, participants 

cross the Dṛṣadvatī at its confluence with the Sarasvatī. At the end of the dārṣadvata ritual, 

participants bathe in the Yamunā. 
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It is important to make an aside here to discuss the dynamic among place, 

ritual, and narrative found in the Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa. Accompanying this new 

geographic specificity, the Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa describes new rituals and new 

narratives: the dārṣadvata sattra, the sārasvata sattra, and the narrative of Indra and 

Ruśamā’s contest.107 The sattras are mobile sacrificial sessions that follow the course 

of the two rivers.108 The dārṣadvata and the sārasvata sattras are place-bound rituals, 

rituals bound to geography, being performed along the rivers’ courses. The 

geographic requirements of these rituals necessitate the geographic description found 

in the Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa, while earlier in the Maitrāyaṇī Saṃhitā, there was no 

such necessity. So, a bidirectional dynamic between place and ritual exists: the ritual 

is performed in place (along the rivers) and the place determines the shape of the 

ritual (they are to be performed along the rivers).  

The narrative found in the Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa, also discussed below, 

constructs the place, Kurukshetra, such that the outcome of Indra and Ruśamā’s 

contest equates Kurukshetra with the world, through equation with the sacrificial 

arena. So, as the sattra described in the text enters the region of Kurukshetra, this 

narrative enters into the interaction between place and ritual. The narrative, told in the 

context of describing the dārṣadvata-sattra, underscores the significance of the place 

to the ritual. The place in the narrative, Kurukshetra along the banks of the Sarasvatī 

                                                 
107 Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa 25.10-13. 
108 Despite being a mobile ritual bound to geography, there is no evidence to suggest that the mobile 

sattras share any organic relationship to the practice of tīrthayātrā. See: Shingo Einoo, “Is the 

Sārasvatasattra the Vedic Pilgrimage?” in Śūnyatā and  eality: Volume in Memory o  Pro essor  jima 

Yasunori, (CD-ROM Book) K Kimura, et al eds, (Tokyo: Shunjusha, 2000), 607-622. 
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and the Dṛṣadvatī, is equated to the vedi, the sacrificial altar. This narrative, then, 

elevates the place-bound ritual to the highest status.109 

Returning now to Kurukshetra’s early geography and locating the rivers, 

eastern and western boundaries inside of which the Sarasvatī and Dṛṣadvatī can be 

located exist within the text of the Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa.110 Since both the 

sārasvata and dārṣadvata sattras travel upstream and are followed by baths in the 

Yamunā after the ritual participants reach the sources of these rivers, these south-and-

westward flowing rivers are west of the Yamunā.111 Since neither sattra described 

crosses the Sutlej in its course, the courses of the rivers they follow lie to the east of 

the Sutlej. The geography constructed by the Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa, then, places the 

Sarasvatī and Dṛṣadvatī between the Sutlej and the Yamunā. 

                                                 
109 Caland writes that “this quasi-myth is inserted to prove that such a kind of iṣṭi equals the greatest,” 

Pañcaviṃśa-Brāhmaṇa: The Brahmana of Twenty Five Chapters, Willem Caland, tr. (Delhi: Sri 

Satguru Publications, 1982), 639. He also notes the comparison of the Earth (pṛthivī) to a vedi in very 

similar language at Taittirīyā Saṃhitā 2.6.4.1. 
110 It is not necessary, then, to locate the Sarasvatī for this era based on Ṛg Veda 10.75.5, which lists 

major rivers in order from east to west, including the Sarasvatī between the Yamunā and the Śutudrī: 

… gaṅge yamune sarasvati śútudri…  – “…o Gaṅgā, o Yamunā, o Sarasvatī, o Śutudrī…”. 
111 Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa 25.10.12: pratīpaṃ yanti na hy anvīpam aṣṭavai (edition has aṣṭa vai) 

pūrveṇa pakṣasā yanti. – “They go against the current, for they do not travel with the current by the 

eastern side to reach  it).” Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa 25.10.23: kārapacavaṃ prati yamunām avabhṛtham 

abhyavayanti – “They go down to the Yamunā at Kārapacava for their lustral bath.” Pañcaviṃśa 

Brāhmaṇa 25.13.1-2: saṃvatsaraṃ brāhmaṇasya gā rakṣet saṃvatsaraṃ vyarṇe naitandhave 

‘gnimindhīta saṃvatsare parīṇahy agnīn ādadhīta. sa dakṣiṇena tīreṇa dṛṣadvatyā 

āgneyenāṣṭākapālena śamyāparāsīyāt. – “For a year, he should guard the cows of a brāhmaṇa. For a 

year, the fire should be kindled at Vyarṇa Naitandhava. In a year’s time, he should establish the fires at 

Parīnah. He should go [day by day], measuring his distance by the cast of a wooden peg, by the south 

bank of the Dṛṣadvatī, with an offering to Agni on 8 potsherds.” Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa 25.13.4: sa ya 

āgneynāṣṭākapālena dakṣineṇa tīreṇa dṛṣadvatyāḥ śamyāparāsy eti triplakṣān prati yamunām 

avabhṛtham abhyavaiti tad eva manuṣyebhyas tiro bhavati. – “He who goes [day by day], measuring 

his distance by the cast of a wooden peg, by the south bank of the Dṛṣadvatī, with an offering to Agni 

on eight potsherds, goes down to the Yamunā at the place of the three Plakṣa trees (triplakṣān) for his 

lustral bath. Then indeed he passes from the human  world).” 
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Northern and southern boundaries are less clear. Rather than argue for the 

identification of the Sarasvatī or Dṛṣadvatī with particular rivers, I believe that there 

exists a range of rivers that might be identified with either. It is important to present 

this range here because, as mentioned above, by the time of the Mahābhārata these 

two rivers will form the northern and southern boundaries of Kurukshetra. 

The Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa states that the sārasvata sattra is forty-four days’ 

journey by horse from Vinaśana (where the Sarasvatī disappears) to the source of the 

river at Plakṣa Prāsravaṇa, near the Yamunā.112 It travels along the course of the 

Sarasvatī, against the current of the river and meets the Dṛṣadvatī on its eastern side.  

They go against the current, for they do not travel with the current by 

the eastern side to reach (it),
113

 for every (river) [flowing into the 

Sarasvatī] forms a confluence (with it) on that [eastern side]—in 

particular, the Dṛṣadvatī. Having offered rice-gruel to Apāṃnapāt at 

the confluence with the Dṛṣadvatī, then they cross over (the 

Sarasvatī).
114

 

This description of the Sarasvatī in the Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa fits well with 

the Ghaggar downstream from its confluence with the Dṛṣadvatī. The Ghaggar is an 

itinerant river that disappears several times, but especially in the desert past 

Suratgarh, Rajasthan. Several tributaries which join the Ghaggar from the east have 

                                                 
112 Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa 25.10.16: catuścatvāriṃśad āśvīnāni sarasvatyā vinaśanāt plakṣaḥ 

prāsravaṇas – “Plakṣaḥ Prāsravana is forty-four days’ journey by horse from the disappearance of the 

Sarasvatī.”  
113 Caland, Pañcaviṃśa-Brāhmaṇa, 636, reads, “eastern portion,” for pūrveṇa pakṣasā. It is unclear 

what “eastern portion” means, especially for the Ghaggar which flows primarily north to south and 

then towards the south-west. Einoo, “Is the Sārasvatasattra the Vedic Pilgrimage?,” 610, translates 

“eastern side.” This also makes sense when read with Jaiminīya Brāhmaṇa 2.298 [288,9], prāñ ca 

udañ ca yanti –  “they go north and east,” meaning along the lower portion of the Ghaggar that flows 

generally south-west. 
114 Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa 25.10.12-15: pratīpaṃ yānti na hy anvīpam aṣṭavai pūrveṇa pakṣasā yanti. 

tad dhi pratyekāpyeti. dṛṣadvaty eva. dṛṣadvatyā apyaye ‘ponaptrīyaṃ  caruṃ nirupyāthātiyanti. 
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sources near the Yamunā and are candidates for identification with the Dṛṣadvatī. The 

description of the Sarasvatī in the Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa upstream from the 

confluence with the Dṛṣadvatī does not match the Ghaggar since the Ghaggar’s 

source is located far from the Yamunā; the source of the Sarasvatī, according to the 

ritual itinerary, should be close to the Yamunā.115 If the lower course of the Sarasvatī, 

downstream from its confluence with the Dṛṣadvatī, equals the Ghaggar, then the 

upper course should rather be one of the Ghaggar’s tributaries with a source near the 

Yamunā in order to match the description in the Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa. The river 

flowing just north of Thanesar, called Sarasvatī, matches this description. It has a 

source near the Yamunā and joins with the Ghaggar from the east (via the Parā after 

this river joins with the Mārkaṇḍā). 

                                                 
115 For a discussion of Plakṣa Prāsravaṇa as the source of the Sarasvatī, see: O.P. Bharadwaj, “Plakṣa 

Prāsravaṇa,” Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute 58 an 59, Diamond Jubilee Volume 

(1977-78): 479-486. 
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Figure 3: Map of Rivers in Haryana, Showing the Locations of Rivers and Channels 

identifiable with the Sarasvatī and Dṛṣadvatī. 

Even though the river flowing north of Thanesar called the Sarasvatī matches 

the description of the Sarasvatī in the Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa upstream from the 

confluence with the Dṛṣadvatī, it is only one of a set of rivers in the area that matches 

the description. In order to avoid “blind-spots” in this sighting of Kurukshetra’s 

geography, the entire set of possible rivers that might be identified as the Sarasvatī 

should be listed and it should not be assumed that the current Sarasvatī-near-Thanesar 

(which I will henceforth refer to as the “Sarsooti,” adopting Cunningham’s spelling as 

a matter of convienence to distinguish between the present river and other possible 

Sarasvatīs) and the Sarasvatī of the Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa are the same. There are 

other tributaries of the Ghaggar that flow from the east and have sources near the 
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Yamunā. From north to south they are the Parā (formed of the Mārkaṇḍā and the 

Sarsooti), the major branches of the Western Yamunā Canal – including the 

Chautang/Rākṣī (which Cunningham identifies as the Dṛṣadvatī),116 the Sirsa Branch, 

and the Hansi Branch – in as much as these canals may approximate the course of 

ancient rivers, and the dry channel that flows near Delhi and joins with the Ghaggar 

in the desert. The last and southernmost channel can be excluded from the list of 

possible Sarasvatīs since, following the itinerary of the ritual, at least one river, the 

Dṛṣadvatī, lies south of the Sarasvatī.  

With this set identified, it is important to construct a similar set of rivers that 

may be identified with the Dṛṣadvatī of the Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa. Following the 

course described in the text, the Dṛṣadvatī River joins the Sarasvatī from the east, 

upstream from Vinaśana. Since the northernmost river that may be the Sarasvatī is the 

Mārkaṇḍā, upstream from its confluence with the Sarsooti (where it forms the Parā 

before joining the Ghaggar),117 then the northernmost river that can be identified with 

the Dṛṣadvatī of the Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa is the Sarsooti. The southernmost is the 

dried-out riverbed that joins the Ghaggar south of Suratgarh, Rajasthan; this would 

place the confluence of the Sarasvatī and Dṛṣadvatī near Vinaśana. Between these 

two possibilities are the same branches of the Western Yamunā Canal that might also 

be considered as the Dṛṣadvatī. All of these rivers have sources near the Yamunā and 

match the description of the Dṛṣadvatī in the Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa. 

                                                 
116 Cunningham, Report 1878-79, 88. 
117 For the sake of avoiding a longer digression, I have omitted the short Aruṇā River which connects 

the Mārkaṇḍā and the Sarasvatī before their confluence. 
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To summarize up to this point, the Sarasvatī River and Dṛṣadvatī River of the 

Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa do not need to be the same bodies of water mentioned in Ṛg 

Veda 3.23.4. Instead, they should be identified with some post-Ṛg Vedic rivers 

between the Yamunā and the Sutlej that have sources near the Yamunā and join one 

another at some point. The Ghaggar, as the largest in the area, fits the description of 

the Sarasvatī in its lower course, downstream from the confluence with the Dṛṣadvatī, 

but does not fit the description any point upstream from the confluence with the Parā 

(the conjoined Sarsooti and Mārkaṇḍā).118 The upstream course of the Sarasvatī 

should be something other than the Ghaggar in order to match the description. There 

are several rivers that match the descriptions given in the Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa. The 

sets of these rivers are summarized in the chart below: 

 Upper Course of the Sarasvatī Dṛṣadvatī 

North Markaṇḍā - 

 Sarasvatī (near Thanesar) Sarasvatī (near Thanesar) 

 Chautang (WYC) Chautang (WYC) 

 Sirsa Branch (WYC) Sirsa Branch (WYC) 

 Hansi Branch (WYC) Hansi Branch (WYC) 

South - Dried Channel 

Table 1:  Possible Rivers Identifiable with the Sarasvatī and Dṛṣadvatī Following the 

Description in the Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa. 

Identifying these rivers variously with the Sarasvatī and Dṛṣadvatī affects the 

size of Kurukshetra. The current boundaries are the Sarsooti (the present Sarasvatī 

near Thanesar) and the Hansi Branch of the Western Yamuna Canal. Cunningham’s 

identification of the Rākṣī/Chautang with the Dṛṣadvatī would make the area of 

                                                 
118 Another important river in Haryana, the Ḍāngrī, also joins the Ghaggar from the east. Its source is 

not near the Yamunā and it connects north of the Mārkaṇḍā. 
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Kurukshetra smaller than its current boundaries. Identifying the Dṛṣadvatī with the 

dried-out channel would make the area larger, as would identifying the Sarasvatī with 

the Mārkaṇḍā.119  

The result is that definitively determining the location of Kurukshetra in the 

ancient period is a near impossible task given the changes in hydrography and 

hydronymy and the absence of other identifiable markers of terrain. Nevertheless, it is 

reasonable to believe, through the range of possibilities I have presented here, that 

ancient Kurukshetra roughly overlaps with the Kurukshetra region as it is found 

today. Though this is not in dispute, it is important to call attention to it here for three 

reasons. First, as later traditions begin to map the events of the Mahābhārata to this 

region of central Haryana, they are not reinscribing the landscape with the name 

Kurukshetra but rather reformulating Kurukshetra, already “in place,” with new ideas 

and rituals. Second, not only will later traditions ascribe new ideas to Kurukshetra, 

but the poorly defined boundaries will allow them to remake the shape of the land 

(e.g., as the current “48 Kos” region) and define its center (Thanesar). Finally, as I 

describe below, the non-specificity of terrain suggests that geographic definitions of 

Kurukshetra in the early period are less important than “ideal” descriptions – it is less 

important for these authors to describe where Kurukshetra is than it is for them to 

describe what Kurukshetra is. 

                                                 
119 It should be noted that, depending on the valuation of the yojana to the li to modern units of 

measurement, that such an identification could put Thanesar at the physical center of Kurukṣetra 

Bhūmi at the time of Xuanzang. 
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GEOGRAPHIES IN LATE VEDIC LITERATURE  

As mentioned in the introduction, Witzel demonstrates that Kuru rule declines 

after the Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa. Though defeated by the time of the Jaiminīya 

Brāhmaṇa, their place, Kurukshetra, continues to find resonance. The Jaiminīya 

Brāhmaṇa reads: “Their initiation is at Saraska, in the rear portion of Kurukshetra 

called Parīṇah. They go east, through Kurukshetra. Verily, this Kurukshetra is the 

altar of the gods. They go via the altar of the gods. Their lustral bath is in the 

Yamunā.”120 

In this passage, Parīṇah, which is also mentioned in the Pañcaviṃśa 

Brāhmaṇa, is located in the rear portion of Kurukshetra (kurukṣetrasya jaghanārdhe), 

and is also called Saraska. Even still, it is unclear where either of these places actually 

are and it is not possible to accurately map them to current locations. The words 

themselves are of little help in discovering their locations: Parīṇah might mean 

something like “enclosure” and Saraska might be a small lake. After their initiation, 

the participants in this ritual move from Saraska/Parīṇah, through Kurukshetra, 

eastwards towards the Yamunā where they have their post-ritual bath.  

                                                 
120 Jaiminīya Brāhmaṇa 2.300 (281,9-11): teṣām u teṣāṃ parīṇad iti kurukṣetrasya jaghanārdhe 

saraskaṃ tad dīkṣāyai. te prāñco yanti samayā kurukṣetram. etad vai devānāṃ devayajanaṃ yat 

kurukṣetram. devānām eva tad devayajanena yanti. teṣāṃ yamunāvabhṛthaḥ. Raghu Vira and Lokesh 

Chandra’s edition has been emended in the electronic text, cited above: “yat kṣetram,” reads, “yat 

kurukṣetram,” and, “saraskandantaṃ,” reads, “saraskaṃ tad.” For saraska, compare with Jaiminīya 

Brāhmaṇa 3.64(370,27) śaryaṇāvad dha nāmaitat jaghanārdhe saraskam. The text glosses, “saraska,” 

as, “śaryaṇāvad,” perhaps indicating a small pond  saraska) filled with or surrounded by reeds 

(śaryaṇāvad). Compare śaryaṇāvad here with Ṛg Veda 9.113.1: śaryaṇa  vati sómam índraḥ pibatu 

vṛtrahā  b laṃ d dhāna ātm ni kariṣy n vīryàm mah d índrāyendo p ri srava: “Let Indra, the slayer 

of Vṛtra, drink soma in the reedy place, placing strength in his body, he will do great heroic deeds. 

Flow abundantly, o Indu, for Indra.” 
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Much like the sārasvata and dārṣadvata sattra rituals, this ritual in the 

Jaiminīya Brāhmaṇa is also mobile and inherently linked to terrain. As such, the 

description of the ritual compels a geographic description. The places mentioned in 

the Jaiminīya Brāhmaṇa are Parīṇah/Saraska, Kurukshetra, and the Yamunā. 

Kurukshetra is described as lying between Parīṇah and the Yamunā. The text also 

describes Kurukshetra by referring to and linking the area with the gods’ sacrifice. 

This passage of the Jaiminīya Brāhmaṇa, then, constructs Kurukshetra through both 

geography and narrative. 

The dynamic among place, ritual, and narrative appears again here in the 

Jaiminīya Brāhmaṇa. The place-bound ritual being described in the text occasions the 

reference to the narrative of the gods’ sacrifice. In turn, the narrative reference 

underscores the significance of the place to which the ritual is attached. The 

significance of the place, then, is extended to the ritual. The narrative of the gods’ 

sacrifice enhances the complex of meaning surrounding the ritual, mediated through 

the place called “Kurukshetra.” The Jaiminīya Brāhmaṇa makes this explicit: “They 

go east, through Kurukshetra. Kurukshetra is the altar of the gods. They go through 

the altar of the gods.”  

In the above passage, there is a balance between describing Kurukshetra both 

in geographic terms (between Parīṇah and the Yamunā) and narrative terms (as the 

altar of the gods). Elsewhere in the same text, the importance of describing 

Kurukshetra in geographic terms becomes further diminished. There are no place-

bound rituals which compel a geographic description. As a consequence, Kurukshetra 
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begins to appear as less of a physical place and more of an ideal, narrated place in 

later literature.121  

In the Jaiminīya Brāhmaṇa there is a second narrative that mentions 

Kurukshetra.122 The rejuvenation of Cyavana, the text reads, occurs in the Sarasvatī 

River.123 There is no place-bound ritual described here that compels a more detailed 

geography of Kurukshetra. Instead, Kurukshetra is only a narrative place. It is the 

narrative of the gods’ sacrifice that is important to the plot of the Cyavana tale, not 

Kurukshetra’s terrain. The mention of Kurukshetra, it seems, is mostly a byproduct of 

introducing that plot element into the narrative of Cyavana.  

Nevertheless, its mention is indicative of the blurring of the distinction 

between the physical and the ideal place. Kurukshetra is still along the semi-divine 

Sarasvatī, but in no particular spot. It is in a vague, narrative non-space, left 

undescribed and apart from the central action. Kurukshetra is not the setting of the 

Cyavana narrative; it is the setting of a different narrative referred to within the 

Cyavana narrative. It is far enough removed from the central thrust of the Cyavana 

narrative and from any specific ritual prescription that there is no compulsion to 

further define Kurukshetra as a physical place.  

                                                 
121 O.P. Bharadwaj, “Plakṣa Prāsravaṇa,” 483, notes a similar change for the source of the Sarasvatī, 

“Indeed Plakṣa-Prāsravaṇa as a specific term gradually ceased to matter. It was the concept that gained 

currency.” 
122 Jaiminīya Brāhmaṇa 3.126 sa hovāca devā vā ete kurukṣetre ‘paśīrṣṇā yajñena yajamānā āsate – 

“He said, ‘The gods are seated in Kurukṣetra, sacrificing with a headless sacrifice’.” 
123 Jaiminīya Brāhmaṇa 3.120; 3.125. For a discussion of this story, see: Wendy Doniger, Tales of Sex 

and Violence:  olklore, Sacri ice, and Danger in the Jaiminīya Brāhmaṇa, (Chicago: University of 

Chicago Press, 1985), 64-9. 
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 This lack of geographic concern, the non-placement of Kurukshetra, is 

furthered by the next two texts of this period, the Aitareya Brāhmaṇa and the 

Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa (Mādhyandina).124 Kurukshetra, in these texts, is portrayed less 

as a physical place and more as an ideal place. These texts refer to Kurukshetra in 

passages concerned with the description, origin, and naming of sacrificial 

implements. So again, the ritual elements described in these texts are not bound to 

terrain, allowing the place to exist more in the narrative realm. That is, narratives 

continue to underwrite the place and the ritual, but the place is disassociated from 

terrain and instead associated with the ideals expressed through the narratives. The 

texts do not need to provide geographic detail, only the place-name “Kurukshetra,” 

allowing the narratives and ideas conveyed by the toponym to describe the place.125  

 The Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa is especially interesting in that it seems to subtly 

shift Kurukshetra into non-space.126 In the Cyavana narrative of the Jaiminīya 

Brāhmaṇa, the gods in Kurukshetra were removed from the central action, but still 

referred to with the pronoun that indicates closeness, “ete.” In the Śatapatha 

Brāhmaṇa, the central character, Cyavana, uses the pronoun of more distant relation, 

“amī,” perhaps reflecting the eastern provenance of the text.127 It can hardly be 

argued that this is an intentional displacement, and it is also not necessary to load the 

                                                 
124 Kurukshetra is not mentioned in the Kāṇva recension of the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa. 
125 One idea that the texts continue and create about Kurukshetra is that Kurukshetra is a center of 

normative behavior. This is discussed in greater detail in Chapter Three and Chapter Four. 
126 Doniger, Tales of Sex and Violence, 67, notes that the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa is the only other text in 

which the Cyavana narrative occurs in any detail. 
127 Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa 4.1.5.13: kurukṣetrè 'mī  devā  yajñ ṃ tanvate,, – “In Kurukṣetra, yonder gods 

extend the sacrifice.” 
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use of this pronoun with undue meaning. It is still interesting that the gods in 

Kurukshetra, in this rendering of the narrative, are spatially removed, not “here” but 

“yonder,” begging no description beyond the association with the god’s sacrifice. It is 

not a place “here,” but an idea of a place “there.” Without place-bound rituals – 

without directions or something to do in the area – the narrative dominates the 

conceptualization of the distant place.128  

The dominance of the narrative and the absence of geographic description 

occur in the Aitareya Brāhmaṇa as well. As in the Cyavana narratives of the 

Jaiminīya Brāhmaṇa and the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa, the Aitareya Brāhmaṇa takes the 

gods’ sacrifice as a well-known narrative and point of departure for a new narrative: 

Now, when the gods, after sacrificing, returned to the heavens, they 

hung their ladles upside down there. Those (ladles) became banyan 

trees. These (trees), even to this day, are called “nyubja” in 

Kurukshetra. They are the first born of the banyan trees. The others 

arose from them.129 

 

The narrative in the Aitareya Brāhmaṇa relates how the gods, upon their 

return from the sacrifice, inverted (nyubj) their ladles. Those ladles then became the 

first banyan trees (nyagrodha), the progenitors of all other banyan trees. The Aitareya 

Brāhmaṇa states that these trees are “called nyubja in Kurukshetra even today” 

                                                 
128 An exception to the non-placement of Kurukshetra occurs in Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa 11.5.1. The text 

locates a part of the Purūravas story in Kurukshetra. The description is initially vague; Kurukshetra is 

the place where Purūravas roams: s  ādhyā j lpan kurukṣetr ṃ samayā cacāra (11.5.1.4) – “For a 

year, muttering with longing, he roamed in Kurukshetra.” That is, Kurukshetra is, at this point in the 

narrative, an ideal place not associated with specific terrain. Later, the narrative identifies a lake, 

anyataḥplakṣa, where Purūravas is reunited with Urvaśī  11.5.1.5-11). The ritual prescribed for 

Purūravas there is one by which a person becomes a gandharva.  
129 Aitareya Brāhmaṇa 7.30.3: yato vā adhi devā yajñeneṣṭvā svargaṃ lokam āyaṃs, tatraitāṃś 

camasān nyubjaṃs, te nyagrodhā abhavan, nyubjā iti hāpy enān etarhy ācakṣate kurukṣetre. te ha 

prathamajā nyagrodhānāṃ, tebhyo hānye 'dhijātās. 
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(nyubjā iti hāpy enān etarhy ācakṣate kurukṣetre). Neither the description of ladles 

nor the origin of banyan trees necessitates geographic specificity in the text, and so 

Kurukshetra remains an ideal place in the Aitareya Brāhmaṇa.  

The place, narrative, and ritual dynamic can also be seen in this passage. 

Instead of the place mediating between narrative and ritual, as was the case in the 

Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa, the Aitareya Brāhmaṇa uses the place to authorize a new 

narrative. The narrative of the gods’ sacrifice generates the new narrative of their 

hanging up the ladles and the origin of banyan trees. The place Kurukshetra (where 

the banyan trees are called by a name that means “inverted”) confirms the new 

narrative. The original narrative of the gods’ sacrifice (which took place in 

Kurukshetra) provides the place with its authority to confirm the new narrative. The 

new narrative, then, is legitimated in its description of the ritual ladles. 

 Kurukshetra’s geography in the next text, the Taittirīya Āraṇyaka, is 

interesting in that the rivers are missing. The text locates the ritual of the gods’ 

sacrifice in Kurukshetra, yet the Kurukshetra it describes geographically continues to 

be subordinate to the narrative and ritual. Kurukshetra’s terrain is described 

conceptually through analogy to the vedi, the sacrificial altar, and as the setting of the 

narrative of the gods’ sacrifice.  

Now, the gods sat at an extended sacrificial session. It ended 

successfully and they desired fame. They said, “Whichever of us will 

attain fame first, it will be for all of us.” Their vedi was Kurukṣetra. 

For the vedi, Khāṇḍava was the southern portion, Tūrghna was the 
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northern portion, Parīṇah was the rear portion, and Marava was the 

utkara.”130 

 

The comparison of Kurukshetra to the vedi is developed further than it was in 

the Jaiminīya Brāhmaṇa, where the ritual participants passed through the “altar of the 

gods.” In the Taittirīya Āraṇyaka, the narrated altar of the gods is written onto 

specific terrain. The text maps four locations, providing boundaries for Kurukshetra 

and making it analogous to the vedi: the northern side (uttarārdha) is mapped to 

Tūrghna, the southern side (dakṣiṇārdha) is mapped to Khāṇḍava, the rear/western 

side (jaghanārdha) is mapped to Parīṇah, the utkara of the sacrificial area, the “refuse 

heap,” is mapped to Marava. None of these places can be satisfactorily identified with 

places that presently exist. 131 

 The point is not to find out where these places are, but to ask why they were 

selected. The Taittirīya Āraṇyaka could have, as previous texts did, used the rivers to 

provide some specificity to the geography of Kurukshetra. Unlike the sattras 

                                                 
130 Taittirīya Āraṇyaka 5.1.1: devā  v i satr m ā sata.   ddhiparimitaṃ y śaskāmāḥ. tè 'bruvan. y n naḥ 

pratham ṃ y śa r cchā t. s rveṣāṃ nas t t sahā sad íti. t ṣāṃ kurukṣetr ṃ v dir āsīt. t syai khāṇḍav  

dakṣiṇārdh  āsīt. tū rghnam uttarārdh ḥ. parīṇ j jaghanārdh ḥ. mar va utkar ḥ 
131 Parīṇah was discussed above. Cunningham, Report 1878-79, 226-231, identifies of the northern 

boundary, Tūrghna, with Sugh near Yamunanagar. This identification is speculative. The southern 

boundary, Khāṇḍava, is traditionally identified with the area around Delhi. O.P. Bharadwaj, Ancient 

 urukṣetra, 9, identifies Marava with the desert region south of Haryana. While generally accepted, to 

identify maru with the explicit meaning of “desert,” and a region of modern Rajasthan at this early 

period may be anachronistic. The identification of Marava with the desert contradicts the analogy with 

vedi in the Taittirīya Āraṇyaka in so much as the utkara implies a mound and is traditionally placed 

north of the vedi. Even if the analogy is based on the conceptual similarity of the southern desert 

wasteland and the ritual wasteland (rather than congruencies of orientation between the vedi and the 

terrain), it would create two southern boundaries. Instead, it may be more appropriate to think of these 

locations as corners, rather than sides. Those corners, then, would be: NE Tūrghna, SE Khāṇḍava, SW 

Parīṇah, and NW Marava, placing the utkara in the appropriate place and corresponding with perhaps 

somewhere in the Śivalik hills. If a study were to show Marava as the desert in this period, then an 

alternate paradigm would reverse Parīṇah and Marava, placing Parīṇah in the hills and Marava in the 

desert. 
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described in the Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa and the Jaiminīya Brāhmaṇa, the ritual in the 

Taittirīya Āraṇyaka does not depend on the rivers for its performance. The ritual and 

the narrative (the pravargya ritual and the sacrifice of the gods) are not place-bound 

in the same way as the sārasvata and dārṣadvata sattras are. They do not require 

Kurukshetra’s terrain for their performance. They do require Kurukshetra to be a vedi 

to affirm the narrative. The difference in the dynamic among place, ritual, and 

narrative here is directional. The construction of Kurukshetra’s geography in the 

Taittirīya Āraṇyaka is dependent upon a narrated ideal: Kurukshetra is the place of 

the gods’ sacrifice and should, therefore, be described in terms analogous to the 

sacrificial altar. The description of the place Kurukshetra is driven by the narrative 

and ritual, re-inscribed upon the land. 

As the literature surrounding Kurukshetra moves into the sūtra genre, the need 

for geographic specificity for place-bound rituals is demonstrated in the Kātyāyana 

Śrauta Sūtra. The Śāṅkhāyana Śrauta Sūtra demonstrates the absence of geographic 

specificity when the ritual is not tied to terrain. The following analysis of Kurukshetra 

in these two works demonstrates continued non-placement of Kurukshetra as it 

becomes more importantly connected with ideals and narratives than with rituals or 

terrain. A third text, the Baudhāyana Śrauta Sūtra, describes Kurukshetra in some 

physical detail, but again at the service of the narrative it tells.  
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The Kātyāyana Śrauta Sūtra describes the dārṣadvata and sārasvata 

sattras.132 In this description, it omits the narrative of Indra and Ruśamā found in the 

Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa, and all other narratives. This may in part be due to the 

influence of the sūtra genre, but also in part due to an emphasis on explaining the 

technical aspects of the ritual. The technical aspects of this place-bound ritual include 

the terrain in which it is to be performed, and so the course along the rivers is 

described in the text.  

The Kātyāyana Śrauta Sūtra appears to digest the same ritual information 

found in the Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa, retaining the exact same locations and adding no 

others: the rivers Sarasvatī, Dṛṣadvatī, and Yamunā, their sources, and the places 

Vinaśana (where the Sarasvatī disappears), Vyarṇa Naitandhava, Pareṇah 

(Parīṇah/Pariṇah), Triplakṣāvaharaṇa, and Kārapacava.133 As in the Pañcaviṃśa 

                                                 
132  ātyāyana Śrauta Sūtra 24.6. 
133 Vinaśana:  ātyāyana Śrauta Sūtra 24.186 (953,13): śuklapakṣasaptamyāṃ dīkṣā saravatīvinaśane. 

– “The initiation is on the seventh day of the bright fortnight, at the place where the Sarasvatī 

disappears;” Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa 25.10.16: catuścatvāriṃśad āśvīnāni sarasvatyā vinaśanāt 

plakṣaḥ prāsravaṇas – “Plakṣaḥ Prāsravana is forty-four days’ journey by horse from the 

disappearance of the Sarasvatī.”  Vyarṇa Naitandhava:  ātyāyana Śrauta Sūtra 24.225(957,19): 

aparaṃ vyarṇe naitandhave ‘gnimindhīta – “Later, the fire should be established at Vyarṇa 

Naitandhava;”Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa 25.13.1: saṃvatsaraṃ vyarṇe naitandhave ‘gnimindhīta – 

“…for a year, the fire should be established at Vyarṇa Naitandhava….” Parīṇah:  ātyāyana Śrauta 

Sūtra 24.226 (957,21-958,1):: kurukṣetre pareṇahi sthale ‘gnyādheyam anvārambhanīyāntaṃ bhavati 

– “In the place, Pareṇah, in Kurukṣetra, the fire is established at the end of the initiation ceremony;” 

Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa 25.13.1: saṃvatsare parīṇahy agnīn ādadhīta – “In a year’s time, he should 

establish the fires at Parīnah.” Triplakṣāvaharaṇa:  ātyāyana Śrauta Sūtra: 24.231 (958,14-15): 

avabhṛtham abhyavayanti yamunāṃ triplakṣāvaharaṇaṃ prati – “They go down to the Yamunā at 

Triplakṣāvaharaṇa for the lustral bath;” Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa 25.13.4: sa ya āgneynāṣṭākapālena 

dakṣineṇa dakṣiṇena tīreṇa dṛṣadvatyāḥ śamyāparāsy eti triplakṣān prati yamunām avabhṛtham 

abhyavaiti tad eva manuṣyebhyas tiro bhavati. – ““He who goes [day by day], measuring his distance 

by the cast of a wooden peg, by the south bank of the Dṛṣadvatī, with an offering to Agni on 8 

potsherds, goes down to the Yamunā at the place of the three Plakṣa trees (triplakṣān) for his lustral 

bath. Then indeed he passes from the human  world).” Karāpacava:  ātyāyana Śrauta Sūtra 24.202 

(155,7) avabhṛtham abhyavayanti yamunāṃ kārapacavaṃ prati – “They go down to the Yamunā at 
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Brāhmaṇa, the rites along the Sarasvatī continue past the confluence with the 

Dṛṣadvatī to Plakṣaprāsravaṇa, near the Yamunā at Kārapacava.134 The rites along the 

Dṛṣadvatī are the same as well, beginning at Vyarṇa Naitandhava, through Pareṇah, 

and ending with a bath in the Yamunā at Triplakṣāvaharaṇa.135  

Providing some geographic specificity as part of its concern with the 

performance of the ritual, the Kātyāyana Śrauta Sūtra calls for a particular part of the 

ritual at Pareṇah in Kurukshetra: “In the place Pareṇah (Parīṇah/Pariṇah), in 

Kurukshetra, the fire is established at the end of the initiation ceremony.”136 This 

mention of Kurukshetra should be compared with the related passage in the 

Āpastamba Śrauta Sūtra: “After having installed the fire at Pariṇah, he should go 

[day by day], measuring his distance by the cast of a wooden peg, by the south bank 

of the Dṛṣadvatī, with an offering to Agni on eight potsherds.”137 The passage in the 

Āpastamba Śrauta Sūtra omits the place “Kurukshetra,” preferring to mention only 

                                                                                                                                           
Kārapacava for the lustral bath;” Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa 25.10.23: kārapacavaṃ prati yamunām 

avabhṛtham abhyavayanti – “They go down to the Yamunā at Kārapacava for the lustral bath.” 
134  ātyāyana Śrauta Sūtra 24.225(957,19): aparaṃ vyarṇe naitandhave ‘gnimindhīta – “Later, the 

fire should be established at Vyarṇa Naitandhava;” ātyāyana Śrauta Sūtra 24.226 (957,21-958,1): 

kurukṣetre pareṇahi sthale ‘gnyādheyam anvārambhanīyāntaṃ bhavati – “In the place, Pareṇah, in 

Kurukṣetra, the fire is established at the end of the initiation ceremony;”  ātyāyana Śrauta Sūtra: 

24.231 (958,14-15): avabhṛtham abhyavayanti yamunāṃ triplakṣāvaharaṇaṃ prati – “They go down 

to the Yamunā at Triplakṣāvaharaṇa for the lustral bath.” 
135  ātyāyana Śrauta Sūtra 6.225[957,19]: aparaṃ vyarṇe naitandhave ‘gnimindīta – “Later, the fire 

should be kindled at Vyarṇa Naitandhava;” ātyāyana Śrauta Sūtra 6.226 [957,21-958,1]: kurukṣetre 

pareṇahi sthale ‘gnyādheyam anvārambhanīyāntaṃ bhavati – “In the place, Pareṇah, in Kurukṣetra, 

the fire is placed at the end of the initiation ceremony;”  ātyāyana Śrauta Sūtra: 6.231 [958,14-15]: 

avabhṛtham abhyavayanti yamunāṃ triplakṣāvaharaṇaṃ prati – “They go down for the lustral bath in 

the Yamunā at Triplakṣāvaharaṇa.” 
136  ātyāyana Śrauta Sūtra 24.226 (957,21-958,1): kurukṣetre pareṇahi sthale ‘gnyādheyam 

anvārambhanīyāntaṃ bhavati – “In the place, Pareṇah, in Kurukṣetra, the fire is established at the end 

of the initiation ceremony.” 
137 Āpastamba Śrauta Sūtra 23.13.13: pariṇahy agnim ādhāya dṛṣadvatyā dakṣiṇena 

kūlenāgneyenāṣṭākapālena śamyāparāsīyāt. 
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the specific sites within it. While at first not seeming too significant, on second glance 

it is suggestive of Kurukshetra’s continuing abstraction. While the ritual and terrain 

remain linked, Kurukshetra has become a more narrated ideal that can be dispensed 

with in texts that only deal with technical aspects of the ritual. The ritual concerns of 

the text have overshadowed the narrative ideas conveyed by the term Kurukshetra; 

the territorial descriptions remain only as a function of the ritual. 

 The Śāṅkhāyana Śrauta Sūtra has a different concern than the Kātyāyana 

Śrauta Sūtra. It mentions Kurukshetra in relation to a new narrative. Similar to the 

Aitareya Brāhmaṇa, the Śāṅkhāyana Śrauta Sūtra uses an ideal, previously narrated, 

Kurukshetra to tell a new narrative that supports the ritual prescription. The narrative 

is used to provide an example as a basis for the claim that the ritual should be 

performed in a certain way. According to the text, the ritual being prescribed, part of 

the rājasūya, is to be performed with a quadruple stoma, and not with a triple stoma. 

Kurukshetra, the narrative tells us, is a place that is abandoned by the Kurus because 

they failed to do so. 

The descendant of Abhipratārin, Vṛddhadyumna, sacrificed with a 

triple stoma. The Brāhmaṇa cursed him – “Since he has not sacrificed 

with the “Holding Royal Power” ritual, the Kurus will be removed 

from Kurukshetra at this battle.” And indeed it happened, just as he 

had said to him. Therefore, one should sacrifice with a quadruple 

stoma.138  

                                                 
138 Śāṅkhāyana Śrauta Sūtra 15.16.10-13: teno ha triṣṭomena vṛddhadyumna ābhipratāriṇa īje.  tam u 

ha brāhmaṇo anuvyājahāra. na kṣatrasya dhṛtinā ayaṣṭa imam eva prati samaram kuravaḥ 

kurukṣetrāc cyoṣyanta iti. tad u kila tathaivāsa yathaivainaṃ provāca. tasmāt tu catuṣṭomenaiva 

yajeta. 
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 The absence of the Kurus in Kurukshetra at the time of the Śāṅkhāyana 

Śrauta Sūtra’s composition confirms the validity of the narrative of Abhipratārin’s 

curse for the purpose of reinforcing the ritual requirement for the performance of the 

quadruple stoma. The absence of Kurus in Kurukshetra “proves” the effectiveness of 

the brāhmaṇa’s curse and the authenticity of the narrative. In the dynamic among 

place, narrative, and ritual, the flow of influence seems to be in a single direction. The 

place Kurukshetra (devoid of Kurus) validates the narrative (telling why it is devoid 

of Kurus). In turn, the narrative enforces the ritual requirement. The place is 

dominated by the purpose of the narrative, and is described in the narrative only in a 

way that serves that purpose. 

 The above comparison demonstrates directional shifts in the narrative-ritual-

place dynamic. On one hand, when the ritual is not bound to geography, as in the 

Śāṅkhāyana Śrauta Sūtra, the narrative dominates the place, subordinating the 

description of the place to the narrative purpose and through narrative means. This 

leaves Kurukshetra void of physical description, existing in vague terrain somewhere. 

On the other hand, when the ritual is fixed to terrain as in the Kātyāyana Śrauta 

Sūtra, the ritual dominates the place, compelling Kurukshetra’s description in texts 

concerned with the ritual to be more geographic in nature. Through the sūtra period, 

no text actually places Kurukshetra at the forefront; that is, none of these texts are 

about Kurukshetra. These texts are about rituals and the narratives that underwrite 

them. The constructions of Kurukshetra in these texts are a product of describing a 
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place-bound ritual, setting a narrative, or using a narrated ideal mediated through the 

place.  

 The last śrauta sūtra in this study, the Baudhāyana, deploys Kurukshetra as a 

setting for part of the Purūravas and Urvaśī narrative. It also refers to the narrative of 

the gods’ sacrifice within that setting. The Baudhāyana Śrauta Sūtra pushes 

Kurukshetra further into the narrative realm and away from the physical. As in the 

Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa, the Baudhāyana Śrauta Sūtra provides some detail of the 

terrain in order to serve the narrative purpose. Even so, it is a fairly non-descript lotus 

pond bordered by reeds.139  

 This description moves the narrative along: a pot of semen is deposited in the 

reeds from which an Aśvattha tree encircled in a Śamī tree arises.140 The narrative 

then digresses to say that when the gods’ sacrifice descended to men, the Aśvattha 

tree descended, from which churning sticks are made.141 The narrative then returns to 

Purūravas, who suffers until he performs the Śadaupaśada rite. The larger narrative 

of Purūravas underwrites this last rite in the Baudhāyana Śrauta Sūtra. The place, 

                                                 
139 Baudhāyana Śrauta Sūtra 18.45 (399,10-400,1): atha ha kurukṣetre bisavatyo nāma puṣkariṇyas 

tāsām uttarārdhyā suvarṇasavanī. “And so, in Kurukshetra there are lotus ponds, called ‘bisavatī.’ A 

thicket of reeds is on the northern side of them.” 
140 Baudhāyana Śrauta Sūtra 18.45 (400,1-2): tasyām enan nicakhāna. tad aśvattho jajñe śamyā 

parivṛto retaso‘śvattha āśayāc chamyeṣaiva śamīgarbhasya sṛṣṭir.  –  “He buried this  pot of semen) 

among those  reeds). Then, an aśvattha tree arose, surrounded by as śamī tree – the aśvattha from the 

semen and the śamī from the pot. So this is the origin of the ‘śamī-womb’  aśvattha) tree.”  These two 

trees are connected with fertility elsewhere, appearing together at Atharva Veda  Śaunakīya) 6.11.1 

which discusses the method for the birth of a son.  
141 Baudhāyana Śrauta Sūtra 18.45 (400,4-6): sa yatra haitad yajño devebhyo ‘dhi manuṣyān praty 

avarurohāśvatthaṃ haiva tat pratyavaruroha. tasyāraṇī cakrire ‘yaṃ vāva sa yajña iti – “And when 

that sacrifice descended from the gods to men, then indeed the aśvattha tree descended and they made 

the two fire-churning sticks of it, and so this is that sacrifice.” 
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Kurukshetra, links the two rituals. It is the site of Purūravas’ ritual and the site of the 

gods’ sacrifice obliquely embedded within the Purūravas narrative. Though linking 

the two rituals and narratives, Kurukshetra recedes into the background in this 

narrative. It is an abstracted and narrated place used to authorize nested narratives and 

rituals. In the place-ritual-narrative dynamic, the narrated sacrifice of the gods 

constructs the narrated place Kurukshetra. That narrated place becomes the setting of 

a different narrative (Purūravas and Urvaśī) that underwrites a different ritual (the 

Śadaupaśada). Since neither ritual is place-bound, there is no need for a description 

of the physical place. It is the ideal and narrative place, a toponym and its 

accompanying constellation of meaning, not the terrain, that carries significance in 

the Baudhāyana Śrauta Sūtra. 

NON-GEOGRAPHIC CONSTRUCTIONS 

So far, I have discussed the weak descriptions of Kurukshetra’s terrain that 

occur in late-Vedic literature. I have argued that Kurukshetra’s geography in early 

texts is largely a function of describing the terrain for the performance of particular 

place-bound rituals. The “altar of the gods,” deployed in the Jaiminīya Brāhmaṇa and 

elsewhere, was inscribed upon the physical terrain in certain texts describing place-

bound rituals and, in other texts, was left in the narrative realm. Kurukshetra as the 

place of the gods’ sacrifice and equal to the vedi is an ideal and narrative construction 

that finds its expression in the earliest texts and continues through this entire period of 

literature. 
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As a narrative setting, Kurukshetra is often the location of sacrifices 

performed by narrative figures, gods and kings. This is different than the descriptions 

of the place for the performance of rituals, and it is different from the ascription of the 

idea of Kurukshetra as the “altar of the gods" to the terrain, in that Kurukshetra 

remains strictly in the narrative realm. I have alluded to some of these narratives 

earlier in this chapter, and now I will discuss them directly. These narratives construct 

Kurukshetra as a ritual space, especially the vedi, as a site of normative behavior and 

ritual authority, and as a site of contest. Similar constructions will appear in the epic 

and later literature. 

From the very first mention of Kurukshetra in Sanskrit literature, in the 

Maitrāyaṇī Saṃhitā, Kurukshetra is conceived of as a ritual space. 2.1.4 (5, 9-10) 

reads, “Now, the(se) gods sat at an extended sacrificial session in Kurukshetra: Agni, 

Indra, and Soma.”142 The Maitrāyaṇī Saṃhitā makes Kurukshetra the setting of the 

narrative of the sattra of the gods, constructing it not only as a ritual space, but as an 

authoritative place where even the gods conduct rituals. The placement of this act in 

Kurukshetra is picked up by later texts. For example, as mentioned above, the 

Aitareya Brāhmaṇa mentions the ladles that the gods hung up after the sacrifice. This 

narrative calls upon and continues the idea of Kurukshetra as a site of authority. In it, 

the gods’ sacrifice in Kurukshetra, the model sacrifice, is the first member of the 

narrative sequence that leads to the origin of the the trees.  

                                                 
142 Maitrāyaṇī Saṃhitā 2.1.4 (5,9-10): deva   v i satr m āsata kurukṣetrè ’gníḥ s mā índraḥ.  
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The term nyubja (inverted) in the narrative describes both the ladles of the 

gods and the banyan trees which originate from them. It connects the usage of the 

term to the origin of the trees through the place Kurukshetra. In doing so, this 

narrative sets up Kurukshetra simultaneously as both the site of the model sacrifice of 

the gods and as the site of contemporary authority. Kurukshetra is already a narrative 

place (the site of the sacrifice) which is further defined as a center of authority. 

Above, I discussed the construction of geographic space as analogous to the 

vedi in the Taittirīya Āraṇyaka. While the territorial application of that analogy, the 

mapping of parts of the altar to specific terrain, is an innovation in the Taittirīya 

Āraṇyaka, the analogy itself is not. The narrative which first converts the place to the 

vedi occurs in the Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa, which is dated prior to the Jaiminīya 

Brāhmaṇa, and so is closer to the period of Kuru power.143 The narrative reads: 

Indra and Ruśamā made a bet saying, “Whichever of us circles the 

Earth first wins.” Indra circled the Earth; Ruśamā circled Kurukshetra. 

She said, “I beat you!” But Indra said “I beat you!” The two asked the 

gods (to declare a victor) and the gods said, “Since Kurukshetra is 

equal to the vedi of Prajāpati, neither of you won.”144 

This narrative construction of Kurukshetra equates the place with the vedi of 

Prajāpati and the entire world. It continues to establish Kurukshetra as a ritual space, 

making it equal to the altar itself, without making it the site of a prescribed or 

narrated ritual. The central thrust of the narrative, equating Kurukshetra with the vedi 

                                                 
143 See Chapter One. 
144 Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa 25.13.3: indraś ca ruśamā cāṃśaṃ prāsyetāṃ yataro nau pūrvo bhūmiṃ 

paryeti sa jayatīti bhūmim indraḥ paryait kurukṣetraṃ ruśamā sābravīd ajaiṣaṃ tvety aham eva tvām 

ajaiṣam itīndro 'bravīt tau deveṣv apṛcchetāṃ te devā abruvann etāvatī vāva prajāpater vedir yāvat 

kurukṣetram iti tau na vyajayetām. 
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and entire world, also constructs Kurukshetra as a central site of authority, a theme 

found in later texts.  

The narrative of Indra and Ruśamā also provides an example of constructing 

Kurukshetra as the site of contest, a theme which will also be carried out in different 

later narratives, including the Mahābhārata. This theme can be identified even earlier 

than the Pañcaviṃśa Brāhmaṇa. Maitrāyaṇī Saṃhitā 4.5.9 (76,17-77) displays this 

theme when Makha (assimilated to Viṣṇu in the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa) succeeds first 

at the archetypical sacrifice in Kurukshetra and refuses to share the result, forcibly 

taking it for himself. The other gods, Agni, Vāyu, and Indra, are unable to receive 

their portion of the sacrifice until Makha is killed through the agency of the ants, who 

gnaw the end of Makha’s bowstring so that the bow snaps and cuts Makha’s body 

into three parts.
145

 The Maitrāyaṇī Saṃhitā has constructed Kurukshetra as the site of 

competition for the results of the sacrifice.  

By the time of the Śānkhāyana Śrauta Sūtra, this theme had evolved to make 

Kurukshetra not only the site of sacrifice and the site of contest, but also the result of 

the sacrifice. Kurukshetra in this text has become a battlefield as the Kurus have 

become an historical memory. This was seen in the narrative of Vṛddhadyumna 

Ābhipratārin, discussed above. In this same narrative, the third significant thematic 

thread surrounding Kurukshetra also appears, “royal power” (kṣatra). The 

Śānkhāyana Śrauta Sūtra blends notions of ritual orthopraxis with the authority to 

                                                 
145 Compare the narrative here with the similar narrative found in Taittirīya Āraṇyaka 5.1.1 and 

Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa 14.1.1. 
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rule as demonstrated through battle (contest) in Kurukshetra. It mentions the defeat of 

the Kuru king, Vṛddhadhyumna, at Kurukshetra to support the text’s injunction to 

perform the “Holding Royal Power” ritual by sacrificing with a quadruple stoma, that 

is, to perform the sacrifice correctly. 

Earlier, I discussed how Kurukshetra, the place devoid of Kurus, legitimated 

narratives as an example of place supporting notions of narrative authenticity. Here 

the focus is on the theme that constructs Kurukshetra both as the site of contest and its 

results. In this narrative, Vṛddhadhyumna performs the ritual incorrectly. 

Consequently, the Kurus are defeated in battle and lose the power to rule. The power 

to rule, or the absence of that power, is reflected in the king’s ability to be victorious 

at Kurukshetra, implicitly guaranteed by the proper performance of the ritual. 

Improper performance of the ritual leads to the defeat of the king and the loss of his 

power to rule. In the subtext of this narrative, possession of Kurukshetra is the aim of 

the sacrifice; it is to be won through battle/contest, a victory ensured by ritual 

orthopraxy.  

CONCLUSION 

There are two types of constructions of Kurukshetra in the earliest period of 

literature, geographic and narrative. The first part of this chapter discussed the 

traditional boundaries of Kurukshetra, the Sarasvatī and Dṛṣadvatī Rivers. Though the 

identification of these rivers with any current bodies of water is indeterminate, the 

characteristics described in the early texts locate the two rivers east of the Punjab and 
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west of the Yamunā, in approximately the same location that Kurukshetra is found 

today. The explicit geographic constructions of the place in early literature are limited 

in that they occur only in connection with concerns for the performance of place-

bound rituals. These weak constructions of geography tend to allow Kurukshetra to 

exist in the early literature as a narrative and ideal place. The narrative place begins in 

the earliest text to mention Kurukshetra, with the narrative of the gods’ sacrifice.  

In determining what Kurukshetra is, rather than where Kurukshetra is, 

narrative themes provide insight into conceptions of the place during this period of 

literature. Three important thematic ideas surrounding the narrative Kurukshetra that 

emerge in the early literature and will continue into the later period are as follows: 1) 

that Kurukshetra is the site of authoritative ritual practice, 2) that Kurukshetra is the 

site of contest, and 3) that Kurukshetra is the site of political authority. The 

Mahābhārata, especially, will draw upon these ideas in its conception of 

Kurukshetra. The subsequent chapters of this dissertation will explore these themes 

and the additional constructions of Kurukshetra in ritual, narrative, and geographic 

terms in later literature. Through this discussion, the interplay of place, narrative, and 

ritual, which stand in tension with one another and reciprocally construct each other, 

becomes more apparent.  
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Chapter 3: Shifting Kurukshetra in Epic and Epic Period Literature 

INTRODUCTION  

The period of the four texts under discussion in this chapter begins following 

the period of late-Vedic literature, and ends at approximately the fifth century C.E. 

This broad period includes the range of possibilities for the composition and redaction 

of the Mahābhārata represented in the critical edition.146 Before discussing the epic, I 

will engage the literature composed around the same time in order to contextualize 

the constructions of Kurukshetra that are found in the Mahābhārata. The body of 

literature in this period displays many of the same tendencies that were found in late-

Vedic literature. The place is constructed in ideal terms as an authoritative center (or 

near-center) of orthopraxis and as a tīrtha. Also in this period, the Mahābhārata 

makes Kurukshetra the site of contest, both as the setting of its central battle and apart 

from it.  

Also seen in the earlier period was the construction of Kurukshetra as a ritual 

space. In the epic and epic period literature, this is still very much the case, but, in the 

Mahābhārata and other texts, a new ritual paradigm emerges, tīrthayātrā. This new 

place-bound ritual paradigm will lead to an expansion of geographic specificity in the 

epic, the first text to treat tīrthayātrā at any length. Tīrthas and tīrthayātrā also appear 

in epic period literature and are an important part of those texts’ conceptions of 

Kurukshetra. Though tīrtha is a construct usually applied to terrain and tīrthas are 

                                                 
146 See Chapter One. 
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places, it is the idea that Kurukshetra is a tīrtha that is frequently important in epic 

period literature. That is to say, the idea of Kurukshetra as a tīrtha itself is more often 

what matters; the terrain to which it is applied is largely absent. In the few instances 

where Kurukshetra is not treated as a tīrtha, it is still used conceptually, not bound to 

specific terrain. 

This chapter begins with a discussion of the Mānava Dharmaśāstra. The 

earliest work of the body of literature in this era, the Mānava Dharmaśāstra, does not 

treat Kurukshetra as a tīrtha. Instead, this text constructs an ideal geography for 

Kurukshetra, drawing upon notions of Kurukshetra as a site of authority. Following 

that, I analyze two texts, the Jābāla Upaniṣad and an inscription from fifth-century 

Laos, which use the idea of Kurukshetra as a tīrtha to construct other tīrthas. Next, I 

take up my discussion of the Mahābhārata. I divide this discussion into two sections. 

The first deals with conceptualizations of Kurukshetra in the epic outside of the 

tīrthayātrā context. I argue that these constructions are significant to understanding 

Kurukshetra within the epic as the site of the central battle.  The second section deals 

with the epic’s constructions of Kurukshetra as a tīrtha. I argue that tīrthayātrā, as a 

stable ritual category with changeable contents, allows for the expansion of narrative 

and geographic formulations of Kurukshetra in the epic. 
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IDEAL GEOGRAPHIES: KURUKSHETRA IN THE MĀNAVA DHARMAŚĀSTRA   

 The Mānava Dharmaśāstra’s147 construction of Kurukshetra is geographic, 

but the geography it constructs is conceptual. There is no attempt to provide firm 

territorial boundaries for or locations within Kurukshetra. The task in Mānava 

Dharmaśāstra is to describe the place from which brāhmaṇas who are fit to teach 

dharma come and the place fit for sacrifice.148 The text includes Kurukshetra as one 

area in which the behavior of its inhabitants is a source of correct behavior and as part 

of the land fit for sacrifice.  

 The Mānava Dharmaśāstra creates its geography as a hierarchy of ritual 

appropriateness and normative behavior. This geography makes no attempt to be 

detailed or precise in its description of terrain, but is instead created with broad 

boundaries sufficient to include and exclude certain groups. The geography is 

centered on the Sarasvatī-Dṛṣadvatī doab, the same area in which the Mahābhārata 

will place Kurukshetra. The Mānava Dharmaśāstra calls the doab “Brahmāvarta” 

and states that the behavior of the people there is traditional and proper.149 Beyond 

the doab, the Mānava Dharmaśāstra conceives of the land as formed in concentric 

rings. The inhabitants of the areas closer to the center are considered to model more 

                                                 
147 Patrick Olivelle, The Law Code of Manu: A New Translation Based on the Critical Edition, 

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004). 
148 Mānava Dharmaśāstra 2.16-25. Dharma, by the time of the Mānava Dharmaśāstra, would include 

the performance of religious ritual, but would not be limited to it, and so is a broader category relating 

to proper conduct. See: Patrick Olivelle, The Law Code of Manu, xviii. 
149 Mānava Dharmaśāstra 2.17-18: sarasvatīdṛṣadvatyor devanadyor yad antaram; taṃ devanirmitaṃ 

deśaṃ brahmāvartaṃ pracakṣate. tasmin deśe ya ācāraḥ pāraṃparyakramāgataḥ; varṇānāṃ 

sāntarālānāṃ sa sadācāraḥ ucyate – “The land created by the gods and lying between the divine 

rivers Sarasvatī and Dṛṣadvatī is called ‘Brahmāvarta’ – the region of Brahman. The conduct handed 

down from generation to generation among the social classes and the intermediate classes of that land 

is called the ‘conduct of good people’. Translation, Olivelle, The Law Code of Manu, 24. 
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correct behavior than those of the outer areas. The final ring is Mlecchadeśa, the land 

of mlecchas, outsiders to the ritual tradition. 

The Mānava Dharmaśāstra places Kurukshetra in the ring that borders the 

central doab, along with the Matsyas, Pañcālas, and Śūrasenakas. It names this first 

outer area “Brahmarṣideśa,” land of the brāhmaṇa-sages, and states that everyone 

should learn their practices from a brāhmaṇa born in that region.150 The Mānava 

Dharmaśāstra then expands its geography to Madhyadeśa, between the Himalaya and 

the Vindhya Mountains and Vinaśana and Prayāga, and then to Āryāvarta, between 

the same mountain ranges and the eastern and western seas.151 After that, the text 

indicates that the “land of the black buck” is the land fit for sacrifice. Beyond that is 

the land of mlecchas.152 This concentric geography is represented in the diagram 

below. 

This geography creates an interesting arrangement. The text places 

Kurukshetra outside of the Sarasvatī-Dṛṣadvatī doab. The late-Vedic literature seems 

to, as later texts will, place Kurukshetra within the doab. It is unclear why the 

Mānava Dharmaśāstra presents this unique geography for Kurukshetra while it 

inscribes “Brahmāvarta” in its place within the doab. This configuration of 

Brahmāvarta in the center, with Kurukshetra outside of it, reinforces the notion that 

                                                 
150 Mānava Dharmaśāstra 2.19-20: kurukṣetraṃ ca matsyāś ca pañcālāḥ śūrasenakāḥ; eṣa 

brahmarṣideśo vai brahmāvartād anantaraḥ. etaddeśaprasūtasya sakāśād agrajanmanaḥ; svaṃ svaṃ 

caritraṃ śikṣeran pṛthivyāṃ sarvamānavāḥ –  “Kurukṣetra, the Matsyas, Pañcālas, and Śūrasenas – 

this is brahmarṣideśa, immediately outside of brahmāvarta. Every person in the world should learn 

their own behavior from the high-born of this region.” 
151 Mānava Dharmaśāstra 2.21-22.  
152 Mānava Dharmaśāstra 2.22-23.  
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Kurukshetra had become more important for the ideals it conveyed rather than the 

territory it occupied between the late-Vedic literature and the Mānava Dharmaśāstra. 

The non-placed, conceptual nature of Kurukshetra allows the text to relocate it 

outside of the doab in a geography of relationships, not terrain.  
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Figure 4: Geography in the Mānava Dharmaśāstra. 

 As discussed above, identifying the location of the doab at this point can only 

be approximate. The boundaries of the respective regions encircling it, including 

Kurukshetra, are not fixed in the Mānava Dharmaśāstra. Allowing Kurukshetra to 

remain in this predominantly conceptual space permits the text to use its geographic 

construct to create an analogous construction for military formation. The text states 

that a king should place soldiers from the same regions that make up Brahmarṣideśa 

                                                 
153 The Himalayan and Vindhyan mountain ranges are the northern and southern boundaries of both 

Madhyadeśa and  ryāvarta  only their eastern and western boundaries are different). The dotted line in 

this diagram represents this shared boundary. 
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(Kurukshetra, Pañcāla, Matsya, and Śūrasena) on the front lines to fight.154 It is not, 

as later authors will claim, that this passage praises people of Kurukshetra for 

possessing any particular martial prowess.155 Instead, the text, in its larger discussion 

of the duties of a king, is creating a center to be defended, an analog Brahmāvarta 

defended by soldiers from the encircling Brahmarṣideśa. It is a spatial 

conceptualization of military formation drawing on the idealized and hierarchical 

geographic construction found earlier in the text. Placing the four regions, in 

accordance with their traditional locations and relative to Brahmāvarta, the 

geography described in the text is represented in the following diagram.156   

North 

Kurukshetra Pañcāla 

 
doab 

 

  

Matsya Śūrasena 

Figure 5: Diagram of the Mānava Dharmaśāstra's Military Formation 

 Such is the geographic condition of Kurukshetra in this period. The concern to 

describe its terrain has further diminished since the late-Vedic period. In literature, 

                                                 
154 Mānava Dharmaśāstra 7.193: kaurukṣetrāṃś ca matsyāṃś ca pāñcālāñ chūrasenajān; dīrghāṃ 

laghūṃś ca narān agrānīkeṣu yodhayet – “ He should) deploy men the lands of the Kurus 

(Kurukṣetra), Matsyas, Pañcālas, and Śūrasenas, as well as tall and agile men, on the front lines.” 

Translation, Olivelle, The Law Code of Manu, 120. 
155 For example of this type of interpretation, see: Bal Krishna Muztar, Kurukshetra: Political and 

Cultural History, (Delhi: B.R., 1978), 8-9. The Mānava Dharmaśāstra follows this verse with the 

instruction that the king should monitor the behavior of these soldiers even during battle: praharṣayed 

balaṃ vyūhya tāṃś ca samyak parīkṣayet; ceṣṭāś caiva vijānīyād arīn yodhayatām api – “Setting 

them into formation, he should rouse their strength and thoroughly inspect them. Their conduct is to 

be monitored, even while fighting the enemy.” 
156 Kurukshetra is west of Pañcāla and north of the Matsyas, who are traditionally located in what is 

modern Rajasthan. Śūrasena is traditionally identified with the region around Mathura, east of 

Rajasthan and south-east of Kurukshetra. 
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Kurukshetra has become a narrated, ideal place: the place of the gods’ sacrifice, the 

place of Indra and Ruśamā’s contest, the place from which the descendants of 

Abhipratārin fled, the place where Purūravas wandered and reunited with Urvaśī; and 

in the Mānava Dharmaśāstra, a place whence brāhmaṇas who know dharma come.  

SHIFTS IN POST-EPIC LITERATURE  

 Following the Mānava Dharmaśāstra and later than the epic, two texts from 

approximately the fifth century further abstract Kurukshetra through ideas associated 

with Kurukshetra as a tīrtha. They use those ideas to articulate the significance of 

other tīrthas. The Jābāla Upaniṣad and the inscription of King Devānika use the 

construction of Kurukshetra as a tīrtha to define new locations in Varanasi and Laos.  

 Here, it is useful to briefly define tīrtha. Tīrtha is a concept, frequently 

connected with specific terrain, through which the benefit of ritual activity is seen by 

practitioners as somehow augmented or granted by the tīrtha itself. Scholarship on 

tīrtha often connects the word with its verbal root, tṝ, and its primary meaning, 

“cross.” Lochtefeld and Bhardwaj, drawing on Eck’s work, summarize the 

relationship between the meaning of “crossing” and the idea that tīrthas make ritual 

action more effective: “Metaphorically, tīrthas are places where the boundaries 

between the everyday world and the sacred become permeable and where one can 

more easily “cross over” or communicate between the two.”157 The idea of crossing 

                                                 
157 Lochtefeld and Bhardwaj, “Tīrtha,” 479, citing Diana L. Eck, “India's “Tīrthas”: “Crossings” in 

Sacred Geography.” History of Religions, vol. 20, no. 4 (May, 1981): 325. 
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works well for many tīrthas and practitioners who travel to them seeking specific 

benefits.  

 In contrast, a second, modern definition of the root tṝ, “float,” was often 

mentioned by people in Kurukshetra when I asked them about the meaning of the 

word tīrtha.158 Many individuals mentioned this meaning of tīrtha, using the English 

word “float.”159 One conversation on the subject stands out in particular. As the Solar 

Eclipse Festival was winding down in 2009 (the occlusion had occurred early in the 

morning), I sat near the bank of Sannihit Sarovar observing the scene and conversing 

with the people around me. One man, who appeared to be in his early forties, 

expanded on the meaning “float,” which until this point I had only noted as a 

curiosity in my study of the tīrtha. He was a business man from Delhi who claimed to 

have come to Kurukshetra countless times. The reason he stated for coming so often 

was that he sought “to float.” Elaborating further, he expressed that he liked to escape 

from his ordinary, day-to-day world to “float” and reflect upon the nature of the 

world as temporary. For this man, the tīrtha was a microcosm that highlighted the 

transience of reality. He came to Kurukshetra to float and to be reminded that his 

entire existence in this world was “floating.” He would keep coming, he said, until 

one day he “floated away.” 

                                                 
158 Monier-Williams lists this meaning as well, though it is unclear if the definition “float” is 

applicable in the texts he cites for this usage. It should be clear that I am referring to a modern 

understanding of the root’s meaning that I heard from numerous informants in my conversations on the 

subject of tīrtha. The origins of this additional meaning are unknown. 
159 Interviews conducted by author, Kurukshetra, 2008-2009. 
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 The idea of “floating” is an interesting addition to the discussion about the 

meaning of tīrtha and recalls the notion of liminality that has been present in the 

study of pilgrimage since Turner’s work. It allows for tīrthayātrā to be less-

purposeful, something other than a “there-and-back” pilgrimage by a pilgrim with a 

specific and transformative or transactive goal in mind. It opens the boundaries 

between pilgrimage and other types of travel, allowing them to be not necessarily 

viewed as mutually exclusive. For the man with whom I conversed, tīrthayātrā 

seemed to be an act of remembrance, reflection, and suspension of ordinary concerns.  

 Tambiah draws a connection between the idea of ritual performance and the 

notion of “play.” Drawing on Huizinga’s description of play’s characteristics in 

ancient Greece, Tambiah writes: 

Play constitutes a stepping out of real life into a temporary sphere of 

activity with a disposition all its own (“limitation of time”); it also 

takes place in a marked off space, the playground and ritual stage 

sharing this “limitation of space”; it assumes a fixed, culturally 

ordained form, constituted of “elements of repetition and alternation 

(as in a refrain) [which] are like the warp and woof of a fabric”; it is a 

“contest for something” as well as a “representation” of something … 

it “creates order, and is order,” and in an imperfect world it brings 

temporary perfection.160 

Taking the ideas of “limited time” and “limited space” into the tīrthayātrā ritual, it 

seems that they are in line with the concept of “floating,” or its near synonym, 

“suspension.” The tīrtha, then, may also be viewed as “the playground and ritual 

                                                 
160 Stanley Tambiah, Culture, Thought, and Social Action: An Anthropological Perspective, 

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1985), 127. 
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stage” where practitioners “float” their everyday selves, suspending their everyday 

lives which normally occur outside of the tīrtha and its ritual activities.  

Returning to the texts under discussion, the Jābāla Upaniṣad, dated to 

between 300 C.E. and 400 C.E., does not discuss Kurukshetra directly, but uses it as a 

touchstone for discussing Avimukta, a tīrtha in Varanasi. In this text, the geographic 

description of Kurukshetra is entirely absent. The text extols Avimukta, connecting it 

with an ideal Kurukshetra and drawing on Kurukshetra’s legitimacy as a tīrtha 

underwritten by the narrative of the gods’ sacrifice. Kurukshetra, for the purpose of 

the Jābāla Upaniṣad, does not need to be a physical place but is allowed to remain an 

ideal place. This ideal place carries with it the constellation of meanings surrounding 

the term tīrtha and the ideas conveyed through reference to the narrative of the gods’ 

sacrifice.  

In the Jābāla Upaniṣad, Bṛhaspati asks Yājñavalkya, “What is comparable to 

Kurukshetra - the place of sacrifice for the gods, the seat of Brahman for all 

beings?”
161

 Yājñavalkya replies, equating the tīrtha Avimukta, in Varaṇasi, with 

Kurukshetra, “Avimukta is Kurukshetra - the place of sacrifice for the gods, the seat 

of Brahman for all beings.” He then elaborates, “Wherever one goes, he should think 

about that place: “This is Kurukshetra - the place of sacrifice for the gods, the seat of 

Brahman for all beings.” In this opening passage, the Jābāla Upaniṣad repeats the 

phrase three times: “Kurukshetra - the place of sacrifice for the gods, the seat of 

                                                 
161 Jābāla  paniṣad 1.1.  
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Brahman for all beings.”
162

 It is the narrative of the gods’ sacrifice in Kurukshetra, 

then, and whatever ideas are associated with that narrative, that is transported by the 

Jābāla Upaniṣad to the new site Avimukta through identification with the ideal place 

and tīrtha, Kurukshetra. In this way the narrative’s authority to underwrite the 

provision of benefits at Kurukshetra is transported through a reapplication of the 

place to a new site. 

The idea of tīrtha and the practice of abiding at tīrthas for the sake of 

liberation is also a connection the Jābāla Upaniṣad makes between Avimukta and 

Kurukshetra. The conversation between Yājñavalkya and Bṛhaspati continues as 

Yājñavalkya provides a short foundation narrative explaining the power of Avimukta: 

“For here, while the life-breaths of a being depart, Rudra says the formula for 

crossing-over, by which one becomes immortal and released.”
163

 The text concludes: 

“One should abide at Avimukta and not abandon it.”
164

 The description of 

Kurukshetra as a tīrtha in the Mahābhārata at the beginning of the Kurukshetra 

portion of the Tīrthayātrā Parvan conveys similar ideas: “He who constantly says ‘I 

                                                 
162 Jābāla  paniṣad 1.1. kurukṣetraṃ devānāṃ devayajanaṃ sarveṣāṃ bhūtānāṃ brahmasadanam. 

Some question remains around the term brahmasadana, which parallels the term devayajana. 

Brahmasadana could refer to the seat of the priest at the sacrifice. Olivelle translates it as “the seat of 

Brahman,”  Olivelle, Saṃnyāsa  paniṣads, 141) leaving the term brahman untranslated allowing for 

the many layers and broadest meaning encompassed by the term – the absolute, priest, veda, etc. 

Regardless of the specific or multiple meanings of brahmasadana, the Jābāla  paniṣad claims 

Kurukshetra as the center of religious and ritual authority for everyone through the phrase, “seat of 

Brahman for all beings,” and bases that claim on the narrative of the gods’ sacrifice through the 

parallel phrase, “place of sacrifice for the gods.” 
163 Jābāla  paniṣad 1.1: atra hi jantoḥ prāṇeṣūtkramamāṇeṣu rudras tārakaṃ brahma vyācaṣṭe 

yenāsāvāmṛtī bhūtvā mokṣī bhavati. 
164 Jābāla  paniṣad 1.1: tasmād avimuktam eva niṣeveta avimuktaṃ na vimuñced evam evaitad 

yājñavalkyaḥ.  
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will go to Kurukshetra, I will live in Kurukshetra’ is liberated from all sins.”
165

 The 

concept tīrtha and the associated idea that dwelling there confers liberation connect 

the two places in the text.  

The second post-epic work, the fifth-century inscription of King Devānika, 

also draws on the idea of Kurukshetra as a tīrtha to construct and legitimate a new 

location. The inscription at Văt Luong Kău, in modern Laos, describes an attempt to 

create a new Kurukshetra.
166

 It describes both Kurukshetras as tīrthas that bestow 

liberation and destroy pāpa. The inscription removes the geographic information 

about Kurukshetra found in the Mahābhārata as it relocates the ideal and ritual to 

new terrain. 

Following a eulogy of the king Mahārājādhirāja Śrīmān Śrī Devānika, the 

inscription changes to śloka meter, the main meter of the Mahābhārata, and begins to 

describe the founding of a new tīrtha, also named Kurukshetra.
167

 Cœdès notes that 

the stated goal of the text is to equate the two Kurukshetras in terms of merit 

conferred upon visitors.
168

 The inscription constructs what amounts to the first known 

māhātmya of Kurukshetra outside of the Mahābhārata.
169

 Majumdar would amend 

                                                 
165 

Mahābhārata 3.81.2: kurukṣetraṃ gamiṣyāmi kurukṣetre vasāmy aham; ya evaṃ satataṃ brūyāt so 

‘pi pāpaiḥ pramucyate. 
166 Coedès transcribed and translated a stone found at Văt Luong Kău along the shore of the Mekong 

River in what is modern day Laos. Coedès, “Nouvelles,” 209-220, dates the stone to the latter half of 

the Fifth Century based on orthographic grounds. 
167

 Coedès, “Nouvelles,” 212. 
168 Coedès, “Nouvelles,” 212, “La suite du texte a pour objet de donner à cet endroit le nom de 

Kurukṣetra, et d'assurer à ceux qui le frequenteront les mêmes mérites que ceux qui sont attachés à la 

fréquentation du Kurukṣetra dans l'Inde propre.”  
169

 Writing on this inscription in 1972, R. C. Majumdar draws attention to the similarity between 

certain verses in text and the epic: R.C. Majumdar, “The Antiquity and Importance of Kurukshetra.” 
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Cœdès’ edition of the text to make it identical with the verses from the 

Mahābhārata.
170

 Such emendations are not necessary if we understand that the 

variations serve the larger purpose of the inscription, to move an ideal Kurukshetra 

from one place to another.
171

 The relevant passages are as follows (the differences 

between the inscription and the Mahābhārata are indicated in bold type): 

Inscription 11:  ta(trai)vāpi kurukṣetre vāsunā samudīritāḥ;
172

 

   mahāduṣkṛtakarmāṇaṃ nayanti paramāṃ gatim. 

In that very place, in Kurukshetra, those roused by Viṣṇu lead those who have 

done the worst deeds to the highest abode. 

MBh 3.81.174  pāṃsavo ‘pi kurukṣete vāyunā samudīritāḥ; 

   api duṣkṛtakarmāṇaṃ nayanti paramāṃ gatim. 

Even the dust raised by the wind in Kurukshetra leads those who have done 

bad deeds to the highest abode. 

Inscription 12:  kurukṣetraṃ gamiṣyāmi kurukṣetre vasāmy aham; 

   ye vasanti kurukṣetre te vasanti triviṣṭape. 

I will go to Kurukshetra; I will live in Kurukshetra, those who live in 

Kurukshetra, live in heaven. 

MBh 3.81.175-6  dakṣiṇena sarasvatyā uttareṇa dṛṣadvatīṃ; 

   ye vasanti kurukṣetre te vasanti triviṣṭape. 

                                                                                                                                           
Journal of Haryana Studies, vol. 4, no. 1-2 (1972): 6-9. Majumdar uses this similarity to hypothesize 

a third text, a Kurukṣetra-māhātmya from which this inscription drew. This hypothesis seems 

unwarranted since a minor text glorifying Kurukṣetra seems less likely to have made its way to the 

shores of the Mekong River than the epic itself. Further, though the benediction of this place is as a 

tīrtha, the poet is aware of Kurukṣetra’s identity as the place of the Mahābhārata. The poet compares 

the king to the epic figures of Yudhiṣṭhira, Arjuna, Indradyumna, and Śibi. See Majumdar, 

“Antiquity,” 6; Coedès, “Nouvelles,” 215, Inscription Face A, lines 7-13. 
170

 Majumdar, “Antiquity,” 6-9. 
171 Omissions and reordering may be accidental and the epic narrative tradition to which the poet had 

access remains unknown. Even so, it is noteworthy that these verses appear without variants in the 

critical edition of the Mahābhārata. 
172

 “Trai” is Coedès’ emendation. Majumdar, “Antiquity,” 9, writes, “samudīhitāḥ,” in his 

transcription and “samudiritah” on page 7 of the same article. Coedès, “Nouvelles,” 212, has, 

“samudīritāḥ.”  
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   kurukṣetraṃ gamiṣyāmi kurukṣetre vasāmy aham. 

   apy ekāṃ vācam utsṛjya sarvapāpaiḥ pramucyate. 

Those who live in Kurukshetra, south of the Sarasvatī and north of the 

Dṛṣadvatī, live in heaven. “I will go to Kurukshetra, I will live in 

Kurukshetra,” even saying this once, a person is liberated from all pāpa. 

Inscription 13:  pṛthivyāṃ naimiṣaṃ puṇyam antarīkṣe tu puṣkaram; 

   nṛpānām api lokānāṃ kurukṣetraṃ viśiṣyate. 

On earth, Naimiṣa is meritorious, in the atmosphere, Puṣkara. For people of 

the world, even kings, Kurukshetra is distinguished. 

MBh 3.81.173  pṛthivyāṃ naimiṣaṃ puṇyam antarīkṣe tu puṣkaram; 

   trayāṇām api lokānāṃ kurukṣetraṃ viśiṣyate. 

 On earth, Naimiṣa is meritorious; in the atmosphere, Puṣkara. In all 

three worlds, Kurukshetra is distinguished. 

 An analysis of the differences in the text of these two passages shows that the 

inscription dislocates Kurukshetra, rendering it to its ideal state as a tīrtha. The 

geographic particulars from the passages in the Mahābhārata are removed in the 

inscription. Omitted entirely from the inscription are Mahābhārata verses 3.81.175a 

and 176c. Verses 175c and 176a are retained by the inscription and reordered and 

combined to make a single verse that reads much like Mahābhārata 176a, 175c.
173

 

The reordering is less important here than the omission of 175a, “dakṣiṇena 

sarasvatyā uttareṇa dṛṣadvatīm,” the half-verse which binds Kurukshetra to specific 

terrain, the rivers Sarasvatī and Dṛṣadvatī. In removing this verse, the poet dislocates 

                                                 
173 The Mahābhārata itself rearranges this verse from 3.81.2: kurukṣetraṃ gamiṣyāmi kurukṣetre 

vasāmy aham; ya evaṃ satataṃ brūyāt so ‘pi pāpaiḥ pramucyate – “He who constantly repeats, “I 

will go to Kurukṣetra, I will live in Kurukṣetra,” is also liberated from pāpa.” The other verses in the 

inscription are those nearer to verse 3.81.175-6; they are verses 3.81.173 and 3.81.174. I think this 

makes it more likely that the inscription is omitting the geographic data from 175-6, rather than 

copying the rearrangement in 3.81.2. Either way, the inscription has preferred the passage without its 

geographic detail. 
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Kurukshetra as a place in the Sarasvatī-Dṛṣadvatī doab outside of Laos. The 

inscription, then, temporarily suspends Kurukshetra as a place “out there.” In doing 

so, the poet has eased the task of imposing the ideal Kurukshetra onto new terrain: the 

Kurukshetra “out there” is equated to the divine Triviṣṭapa, “out there,” in the 

Mahābhārata, and then brought down to the banks of the Mekong River by the 

inscription. 

 The inscription also dislocates Kurukshetra from its native terrain by changing 

Mahābhārata 3.81.174a. The word, “pāṁsavo,” “dirt particles,” in the Mahābhārata 

has been changed to tatra, “[out] there,” in the inscription. Again, the terrestrial soil 

of the native place that, according to the Mahābhārata, is imbued with purificatory 

powers, is removed in the inscription, just as it is not present in the newly created 

tīrtha in Laos. The wind no longer carries these particles as it blows across 

Kurukshetra’s fields; instead, the inscription makes it Vāsu (Viṣṇu) who causes an 

unnamed group (perhaps the Pāṇḍavas) to rise up and lead the way to the highest 

realm. The two textual changes – the change from the tangible dirt-carrying wind to 

the more narrative figure Viṣṇu and the change from the dirt particles to the 

imaginable “there” – confirm the dislocation of Kurukshetra. 

 The inscription makes this dislocation, and subsequent relocation, explicit in 

line 18: “Those fruits of the thousands of tīrthas in Kurukshetra, let them, without 
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exception, be gathered here.”
174

 Here, the inscription specifies its conception of 

Kurukshetra; it is a tīrtha containing other tīrthas, conferring benefits. The inscription 

expresses the desire to project these properties of Kurukshetra onto this new terrain. 

 Authors in the post-epic period demonstrated the ability to consider 

Kurukshetra in a more ideal and narrative manner rather than as a place located in 

specific terrain. “Place” does not mean “terrain” in either the Jābāla Upaniṣad’s or 

the inscription’s construction of Kurukshetra. “Place” is connected to the narrative of 

the gods’ sacrifice and to the idea tīrtha. The narrated ritual of the gods’ sacrifice and 

the practicable acts of visiting and abiding at tīrthas define Kurukshetra as it is 

transported to new locations.  

MAHĀBHĀRATA I: CONTEST IN KURUKSHETRA 

Indian historian M. Arjunan Pillai writes of Kurukshetra in his chapter titled 

“Geographical Background:” 

The narrow corridor running between the Rajasthan desert and the 

Himalayas is called Kurukshetra, which has always been strategically 

important. All the major battles which determined the course of Indian 

history are fought here. The invaders from Central Asia passing 

through the Punjab to the Gangetic valley had no alternative but to go 

through the narrow bottle-necked plain of Kurukshetra, less than 325 

kilometres in width, to gain entrance into the heart of northern India. 

This fact explains why all the decisive battles for the defence of the 

kingdoms in the Gangetic plain have been fought at one or another 

place in this narrow region. The battlefields of Tarain, Karnal and 

Panipat [are] all within this corridor. Epics of heroism and valour have 

woven around it; its soil was soaked in the red blood of the Kuru-

                                                 
174

 Coedes, “Nouvelles,” 212: yāni tīrthasahasrāṇāṃ kurukṣetre phalāni ca; atra niśśeṣatas tā(ni) 

santu sannihitāni ca. Majumdar, “Antiquity,” 10, reads: yāni tīrthasahasrāṇāṃ kurukṣetre phalāni 

ca; atra niśśeṣatas tā(ni) santu santihitāni ca. 
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Pandavas, and again it was the scene of the revelation of the “Song 

Celestial.”175 

Considering the geography of Kurukshetra in the pre-epic period, a geography 

that defines the region loosely enough to consider it most of the area between the 

Thar Desert and the Himalayan Mountains, east of the Punjab and west of the 

Yamuna, the strategic importance of the region can hardly be understated, as Pillai 

has indicated. It is the path of access to the fertile Yamuna-Ganga doab from the 

northwest. As many modern citizens point out, Kurukshetra is an open plain irrigated 

by numerous streams, necessary for supplying an army with water. The politically 

decisive battles of Taraori and Panipat attest to the usage, suitability, and importance 

of this region as a battlefield. During my field work in Kurukshetra, I would often 

ask, “Why was the Mahābhārata battle fought in Kurukshetra?” Often, my 

interviewees answered that the site was a traditional battlefield (indicating Taraori 

and Panipat) and that it was a large, open, important plain suitable for battle and 

irrigated by many streams for watering troops and horses.  

I contend that there is more at work here than geostrategic importance in the 

authors’ choice of Kurukshetra as the site of the epic’s central action in its main plot. 

The three thematic ideals discussed in the previous chapter that early texts ascribe to 

Kurukshetra, the site of orthopraxis, contest, and royal authority, illuminate our 

understanding of Kurukshetra as a significant setting in the Mahābhārata. The 

descriptions of terrain in the epic are apart from its central plot. Kurukshetra is an 

                                                 
175 M. Arjunan Pillai, Ancient Indian History, (New Delhi: Ashish, 1988), 21. 
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easily abstracted, ideally deployed place by this period and the central action of the 

Mahābhārata uses Kurukshetra in this way. 

For the epic, Kurukshetra is not a random setting selected due to its 

practicality as a battle site for control of northern India. In the Mahābhārata, 

Kurukshetra is the battlefield where the central contest for the authority to rule, 

supported by religious authority, is decided. Reading the battle as a sacrifice, a 

śastrayajña, as the epic itself reflects and has been done by others, confirms the view 

that Kurukshetra is seen as the sacrificial arena.
176

 Proper performance in that arena 

ensures success on the battlefield and provides the authority to rule. The ideal 

Kurukshetra in the Mahābhārata, in this way, is comparable to the ideal Kurukshetra 

of the Śāṅkhāyana Śrauta Sūtra, in which the Kuru king, Abhipratārin, failed to 

perform the sacrifice correctly and his descendents subsequently lost possession of 

Kurukshetra and the authority to rule. 

 It is not sufficient to suggest that Kurukshetra is significant as the setting of 

the Mahābhārata battle (the central plot’s main action) based only on the appearance 

of the common themes of ritual orthopraxis, contest/battle, and royal authority 

surrounding Kurukshetra-related narratives in the epic and earlier texts. It is also 

important to bolster this argument by observing that the Mahābhārata conceives of 

Kurukshetra through these same themes found in its narratives apart from the central 

                                                 
176 Alf Hiltebeitel, The  itual o  Battle:  rishna in the Mahābhārata, (Albany: State University of 

New York Press, 1990), explores this relationship in The Ritual of Battle. Hiltebeitel, Ritual, 15, cites 

Karṇa’s mention of this term in MBh 5.139.29. The playwright Bhāsa also draws this comparison in 

his Ūrubhaṅgam. 
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plot. Kurukshetra receives little mention in the Mahābhārata apart from the battle, 

excepting the tīrthayātrā portions of the epic which I will discuss in this chapter 

below, the place-name ocurring only ninety-three times in the classical text.177 Of 

these, over half occur in the tīrthayātrā context or at the beginning of the battle action 

in the fifth and sixth chapters.
178

 Where the epic does mention Kurukshetra outside of 

the tīrthayātrā context and apart from the central plot,
 
it is frequently tied to 

narratives that connect to the same themes of ritual, contest, and royal authority. Five 

narratives that thematically construct Kurukshetra in this way have been chosen here 

as examples. They are the narratives of: Kuru’s ancestor Saṃvaraṇa, Takṣaka, Sunda-

Upasunda, Citrāṅgada, and Paraśurāma. I will discuss each of these below before 

                                                 
177 The word appears in the electronic version of the critical edition in the following places: 1.3. 1; 

1.3.144; 1.3.145; 1.89.43; 1.95.7; 1.102.1; 1.202.27; 1.218.4; 1.219.13; 3.6.1; 3.81.1; 3.81.2 (word 

occurs twice); 3.81. 5; 3.81.6; 3.81.20; 3.81.92; 3.81.125 (word occurs twice); 3.81.173; 3.81.174; 

3.81.175; 3.81.176 (word occurs twice); 3.81.177; 3.81.178; 3.126.42; 3.129.11; 3.246.3; 4.5.18; 

5.139.53; 5.148.3; 5.148.18; 5.149.63; 5.149.64; 5.149.73; 5.150.1; 5.150.14; 5.153.33; 5.153.34; 

5.156.1; 5.157.18; 5.158.11; 5.177.23; 5.178.31; 5.178.33; 5.179.2; 5.179.8; 5.179.15; 5.179.17; 

5.196.11; 6.1.2; 6.1.3; 6.1.23; 6.23.1; 8.30.10; 9.22.23; 9.34.32; 9.36.48; 9.36.54; 9.37.24; 9.37.25; 

9.51.25; 9.51.26; 9.52.2; 9.52.17; 9.52.18; 9.52.20; 9.53.1; 11.8.25; 11.16.11; 12.27.8; 12.48.2; 

12.48.3; 12.48.6; 12.53.23; 12.59.2; 12.148.10; 13.2.39; 13.151.19; 13.153.12; 13.154.25; 14.92.7; 

14.92.19; 14.92.21; 14.93.2; 15.25.8; 15.29.21; 15.30.16; 15.34.21; 15.39.7; 15.45.10; 16.8.65. 
178 Though the word Kurukshetra occurs ninety-three times across ninety verses in the critical edition 

of the Mahābhārata, the distribution of these occurrences is not even. There are three main clusters. 

The first is in the Kurukshetra portion of the Tīrhta-yātrā Parvan: Mahābhārata 3.81, the entire 

chapter, has 178 verses in total and describes Kurukshetra and its tīrthas. It is the longest description of 

any tīrtha complex in the Mahābhārata. The word Kurukṣetra appears sixteen times in this section 

while many verses are dedicated to smaller tīrthas within Kurukshetra. The second cluster is as the 

armies come together in the Udyoga Parvan, There are a total of twenty-one verses that mention 

Kurukshetra in the fifth book, and three at the beginning of the sixth book. They are more scattered 

rather than being grouped together in a systematic treatment of Kurukshetra.  The third cluster is 

during Balarāma’s tīrthayātrā up the Sarasvatī in the Śalya Parvan. This cluster contains nearly all of 

the verses that mention Kurukṣetra in this book. Balarāma’s tīrthayātrā begins in 9.34 and concludes 

after the foundation narrative of Kurukshetra is told to Balarāma in 9.51-53; all but one mention of 

Kurukshetra in the Śalya Parvan (9.22.23) occur in the tīrthayātrā context. Fifty of the ninety-three 

occurrences of the term Kurukshetra in the Mahābhārata occur in these three clusters; the remaining 

forty-three are scattered throughout the text. 
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discussing the confluence of the three themes in the epic’s new conception of 

Kurukshetra as dharmakṣetra. 

Saṃvaraṇa 

Chapter eighty-nine of the first book of the classical text provides a genealogy 

for King Kuru, the eponymous founder of Kurukshetra and ancestor of the epic’s 

main characters. Between Bharata, son of Duḥṣanta and Śakuntalā, and Kuru, there 

are five rulers in the lineage: Bhūmanyu (son of Bharata), Suhotra (son of Bhūmanyu 

and Puṣkariṇī), Ajamīḍha (son of Suhotra and Aikṣvākī), Ṛkṣa (son of Ajamīḍha and 

Dhūminī), and Saṃvaraṇa (son of Ṛkṣa).
179

 Rkṣa’s half-brothers, the text relates, 

became the founders of the Pañcālas and the Kuśikas, while Ṛkṣa would beget 

Saṃvaraṇa to continue the Puru-Bharata lineage.
180

  

Duḥṣanta  Śakuntalā 

Bharata  Son received from Bharadvāja 

Bhūmanyu  Puṣakriṇī 

Suhotra   Aikṣvākī 

Ajamīḍha   Dhūminī 

Ṛkṣa   Unnamed Queen 

Saṃvaraṇa  Tapatī 

Kuru    

Table 2:  Lineage of kings from Duḥṣanta to Kuru. 

                                                 
179 Mahābhārata 1.89.16-29 
180 Mahābhārata 1.89.29-30 
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The narrative continues to speak of the weakening of the Bharata kingdom 

through drought, famine, and death. This is followed by an attack from the Pañcālas, 

the cousins of Saṃvaraṇa.
181

 Saṃvaraṇa and the Bharatas retreat to the banks of the 

Indus near the mountains and live in their fortress there for the next thousand years.
182

 

This back-story sets up the return of Saṃvaraṇa from somewhere in the northwest to 

regain his kingdom that had been conquered by the Pañcālas from the east.
183

 The 

contested region is unspecified, somewhere between the Indus and the Yamuna River, 

overlapping, at least in part, with Kurukshetra.
184

 The narrative continues with the 

sage Vasiṣṭha anointing Saṃvaraṇa, the Puru-Bharata king, as the universal 

sovereign.
185

 Saṃvaraṇa, then, re-conquers his homeland and establishes dominion by 

gathering tribute and performing sacrifices. Next, the narrative turns to Saṃvaraṇa’s 

descendant, Kuru, before returning to the more list-like genealogical portion of the 

text: 

Then Tapatī, the daughter of Sūrya, begat Kuru from Saṃvaraṇa. All 

the people, recognizing him as dharma-knowing, selected him for 

kingship. Kurujāṅgala, named for him, is famous in the world. 

                                                 
181 Interestingly, this is another war between cousins in the Mahābhārata. The Pañcālas drive 

Saṃvaraṇa west to the shores of the Indus  through Kurukshetra?), defeating him with ten akṣauhiṇīs 

 the largest division of an army). The Pāṇḍavas in the battle of Kurukshetra will “one-up” their 

ancestor by defeating the Kaurava army consisting of eleven akṣauhiṇīs. 
182 Mahābhārata 1.89.31-36.  
183 The Indus River enters the plain after Tarbela Dam. For the sake of imagination, Saṃvaraṇa’s 

encampment of the narrative would perhaps be west of Taxila (on the tributary Haro), near Attock-

Ghorghushti.  
184 This area would be the Punjab, Nardak Plain (central Haryana), and surrounding areas. 
185 Mahābhārata 1.89.37-39, especially 1.89.39: athābhyaṣiñcat sāmrājye sarvakṣatrasya pauravam; 

viṣāṇabhūtaṃ sarvasyāṃ pṛthivyām iti naḥ śrutam –  “And so he  Vasiṣṭha) anointed the descendent of 

Puru into sovereignty over all rulers,  Saṃvaraṇa) being the foremost  king) in the entire world. – So 

we have heard. 
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Possessed of great energy, he made Kurukshetra auspicious with his 

austere effort.
186

   

It is curious that the text makes this narrative digression in the account of the 

lineage that otherwise proceeds directly and is only interrupted by expected hyperbole 

to eulogize kings. The narrative of Saṃvaraṇa, which leads directly to the founding of 

Kurukshetra, shares common plot elements with the epic itself: a rightful and 

righteous king, ousted by his cousins and forced into exile, regains his kingdom with 

the backing of a religious authority. This narrative digression provides a precedent 

within the text for the main plot of the epic. It obliquely describes, perhaps, a “First 

Battle of Kurukshetra.” This narrative displays thematic congruence with the 

“Pāṇḍava-Kaurava Battle of Kurukshetra” and the narrative of Vṛddhadhyumna’s 

retreat from Kurukshetra. It speaks of religious authority, provided in the figure of 

Vasiṣṭha, underpinning the success in the contest/battle for the Kurukshetra region, 

determining the authority to rule.
187

 

Takṣaka 

If the themes of religious authority, contest, and royal authority intertwine 

through the narratives surrounding Kurukshetra in the core plot of the epic, the 

Pāṇḍava-Kaurava battle, and sub-plots, such as the story of Saṃvaraṇa, then do they 

also appear in the outer frame narrative of the epic? Kurukshetra appears early in the 

                                                 
186 Mahābhārata 1.89.42-43: tataḥ saṃvaraṇāt saurī suṣuve tapatī kurum; rājatve taṃ prajāḥ sarvā 

dharmajña iti vavrire. tasya nāmnābhivikhyātaṃ pṛthivyāṃ kurujāṅgalam; kurukṣetraṃ sa tapasā 

puṇyaṃ cakre mahātapāḥ. 
187 This authority will then be augmented by the tapas of Kuru and supported through his connection 

to dharma. See the discussion of “dharmakshetra,” below. 
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dialogue between Sauti and the seers in Naimiṣa, the very outermost frame. In the 

first chapter, Sauti tells the seers at Naimiṣa, “I journeyed to that holy place called 

Samantapañcaka (Kurukshetra), which is sought out by the twice-born, the country 

where once was fought the war of the Kurus and the Pāṇḍavas, and of all the kings of 

earth.”
188

 It is Sauti’s one stop between leaving the snake sacrifice and arriving in 

Naimiṣa.  

At the beginning of the second chapter of the Ādi Parvan, the sages request a 

description of Kurukshetra (Samantapañcaka). The subsequent description ties 

together the central plot of the epic and the narrative of Paraśurāma, discussed 

below.
189

 Next, in the third chapter, the text insinuates Kurukshetra into the frame 

story of Janamejaya. Mahābhārata 1.3.1 states that Janamejaya and his brothers 

attend an extended sacrificial session in Kurukshetra.
190

 The theme of sacrifice in 

Kurukshetra sets up the event that will lead to Janamejaya’s more famous sacrifice of 

the serpents: he and his brothers abuse a dog and the mother of dogs, Saramā, curses 

him; Janamejaya seeks a sage to help pacify the curse and chooses Somaśravas, son 

                                                 
188 Translation, J.A.B. van Buitenen, The Mahābhārata: 1. The Book o  the Beginning, (Chicago: The 

University of Chicago Press, 1973), 20. 
189 Mahābhārata 1.2.1-12. It should also be noted that the penultimate verse of the second chapter in 

the critical edition (1.2.242) is identical to the final verse of the Mahābhārata (18.5.54), citing the 

phalaśruti that compares the epic to bathing at Pushkar. dvaipāyanauṣṭhapuṭaniḥsṛtam aprameyaṃ; 

puṇyaṃ pavitram atha pāpaharaṃ śivaṃ ca; yo bhārataṃ samadhigacchati vācyamānaṃ; kiṃ tasya 

puṣkarajalair abhiṣecanena – “What need does a person have for the being anointed with the waters of 

Pushkar who hears the entire bhārata recited, which issued from the space between Dvaipāyana’s lips, 

is incomparable, meritorious, purifying, sin-removing, and auspicious?” 
190 Mahābhārata 1.3.1: janamejayaḥ pārikṣitaḥ saha bhrātṛbhiḥ kurukṣetre dīrghasatram upāste; 

tasya bhrātaras trayaḥ śrutasena ugraseno bhīmasena iti – “Janamejaya, son of Parikṣita, sat at an 

extended sacrificial session in Kurukshetra along with his brothers. His three brothers were named 

Śrutasena, Ugrasena, and Bhīmasena.” 
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of Śrutaśravas and a snake woman; after accepting, Janamejaya goes and conquers 

Takṣaśilā with his brothers. The narrative breaks here to provide the back story for 

the sage Utanka. The themes of sacrifice in Kurukshetra and religious authority 

(vested in the figure of Somaśravas) have appeared, both leading to the successful 

conquest of Takṣaśilā.191 

The story of Utanka, continuing the outer frame narrative complex, is one of 

conflict with the snake Takṣaka. Takṣaka steals the gift that Utanka is bringing to his 

teacher’s wife. In this narrative, the epic makes Takṣaka and his son Aśvasena (who 

will later escape the fire in the Khāṇḍava Forest) residents of Kurukshetra.
192

 It is 

difficult to see the same thematic threads in this narrative. Still, it sets up the conflict 

between Utanka and Takṣaka, a resident of Kurukshetra, a conflict which will play 

out when Utanka seeks revenge by urging Janamejaya to his next sacrificial act. 

When Janamejaya returns from conquering Takṣaśilā, Utanka approaches him 

and tells the king that Takṣaka was the one who had killed his father, Parikṣit. This 

motivates Janamejaya to conduct the snake sacrifice,
193

 at which the Mahābhārata 

was told by Vaiśampayana and overheard by Sauti. It is difficult to see the themes of 

religious authority, contest, and royal authority here as well, though a close reading 

suggests their possibility. Notions of religious authority are at play in Janamejaya’s 

                                                 
191 This conquest is the narrative reality and is not mentioned here as evidence for an actual conquest. 

Hiltebeitel, Rethinking, 14 writes, “The Mahābhārata’s treatment of Takṣaśilā, but not Pāṭaliputra 

could then be an exception, perhaps to assert ancient “Hindu” empire on the boundaries while denying 

its erosion at the center.”  
192 In Mahābhārata 1.218, Takṣaka is not at Khāṇḍava when it is burned; Aśvasena is. 
193 This takes place in the fifth chapter too, in the story of Astika. 
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snake sacrifice. It may be possible to see themes of contest in Janamejaya’s conquest 

of Takṣaśilā in the west and then sacrificial assault on Takṣaka, the inhabitant of 

Kurukshetra. Janamejaya’s tale is different from Saṃvaraṇa’s in that Janamejaya is 

neither an exile nor is he successful in conquering Kurukshetra (Takṣaka is spared 

from the sacrifice through the agency of the sage Āstika). Still it is interesting that 

they share the common theme of a king returning from the west, embroiled in conflict 

which threatens his royal power (since Takṣaka had killed the previous Pāṇḍaveya 

king, Parikṣit), which is resolved with the support of religious authority. 

Citrāṅgada; Sunda-Upasunda  

 Some minor episodes in the Ādi Parvan convey the theme of contest for ruling 

authority in Kurukshetra. The battle of Bhīṣma’s younger brother, Citrāṅgada, with a 

gandharva also named Citrāṅgada takes place in Kurukshetra in the ninety-fifth 

chapter. In another episode, the demon twins Sunda and Upasunda conquer the world 

and set their capital in Kurukshetra.  

 The story of Citrāṅgada has interesting ramifications for the core narrative of 

the Mahābhārata. Bhīṣma, eldest son of Śaṃtanu and Gaṅgā, abdicates his claim to 

kingship in favor of the sons of Śaṃtanu and Satyavatī, Citrāṅgada and Vicitravīrya. 

Citrāṅgada conquers all the kings on earth and then is confronted by a gandharva at 

Kurukshetra. The gandharva defeats the king and returns to the sky. This leaves 

Bhīṣma to install the child Vicitravīrya as king. When Vicitravīrya dies, Vyāsa sires 

the patriarchs of the epic’s two central families on the widows of Vicitravīrya. With 
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Citrāṅgada’s defeat, the ownership of Kurukshetra is in an ambiguous state, a state of 

non-possession. The problem of the epic, royal succession, begins immediately 

thereafter. The reverse situation occurs in the ninth through the thirteenth books of the 

epic. After the battle of Kurukshetra is won, Bhīṣma imparts his wisdom to the 

incipient king, Yudhiṣṭhira, now the rightful ruler. The presence of this parallel usage 

of Kurukshetra, lost with Citrāṅgada and regained with Yudhiṣṭhira, in connection 

with the succession problem of the epic suggests that Kurukshetra is used with 

intentional symbolism in the epic to convey notions of royal authority, taken through 

competition and with religious authorization. 

 The story of Sunda and Upasunda is told in a different context within the epic, 

by Narada to communicate to the Pāṇḍavas the need for rules for sharing a common 

wife.
194

 Even so, it contains an element of conquest and royal authority. The idea that 

Kurukshetra is a symbolic location that conveys these ideas comes through faintly in 

this narrative. When the demon brothers Sunda and Upasunda first come to power,  

after practicing asceticism, gaining the boon of immortality, and subduing all the 

world (typical plot elements), the brothers settle in Kurukshetra, until the apsaras 

Tillotamā comes between them.
195

 I believe this small mention of the demons settling 

in Kurukshetra is significant in that it further indicates the Mahābhārata's pattern of 

deploying Kurukshetra as a contestable site whose possession implies universal 

sovereignty.  

                                                 
194 Mahābhārata 1.201 
195 Mahābhārata 1.202 
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Paraśurāma 

 The final narrative cycle in the Mahābhārata that displays the themes of 

contest and royal authority at Kurukshetra is that of Paraśurāma. This narrative also 

includes the theme of religious sanction. Paraśurāma’s slaying of the kṣatriyas is 

well-known and the intertwined themes of religious and royal authority in relation to 

kingship are seen in this narrative (Paraśurāma is a religious authority figure as both a 

brāhmaṇa and an avatāra of Viṣṇu who destroys the ruling class).
196

 In the epic, the 

narrative of Paraśurāma’s slaying of the kṣatriyas is linked directly to Kurukshetra. 

As mentioned briefly above, the second chapter of the Ādi Parvan begins with a brief 

account of Paraśurāma filling five lakes with kṣatriya blood in Samantapañcaka 

(Kurukshetra) and offering tarpaṇa to his ancestors in those lakes. The text dates this 

event to between the treta and dvāpara yugas; immediately afterward it dates the 

battle of Kurukshetra between the Pāṇḍavas and Kauravas to the start of the Kali 

Yuga. In this way, the text thematically links Kurukshetra to these two era-changing 

conflicts which establish a new religiously sanctioned order.197  

The narrative occurs elsewhere in the epic, including the Tīrthayātrā Parvan 

and in Bhīṣma’s mention of the story as he claims to not be able to sire the children of 

Satyavatī.
198

 The Paraśurāma narrative is linked to an idea of religious authority 

encompassed in the term dharma. Dharma is a variously translated term, even within 

                                                 
196 Similarly, in the  āmāyaṇa, Paraśurāma appears to challenge Rāma’s authority to rule, after the 

wedding to Sītā. 
197 Mahābhārata 1.2.1-12 
198 Mahābhārata 1.98 
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the epic.
199

 Here, dharma will mean “religious propriety.” That Paraśurāma’s slaying 

of the kṣatriyas is dharmic is expressed by Bhīṣma, dying on a bed of arrows, to 

Kṛṣṇa: 

Oh Vārṣṇeya (Kṛṣṇa)! The power of the great souled Rāma is like that 

of Indra! With that power, enraged, he rid the earth of kṣatriyas. Those 

who continued the lineages of kṣatriyas hid with cows, the ocean, 

langurs, bears, and monkeys, afraid and terrified of Rāma. Oh Acyuta 

(Kṛṣṇa)! The world is rich, and men are fortunate to be in this world 

where such dharmic acts as these are done by the twice-born!
200

 

The interplay of dharma and kṣatra (ruling authority) is in tension in the 

narrative of Paraśurāma and in the relationship between him and the abdicator king 

Bhīṣma. The two battle each other for the right to espouse what correct dharma for a 

kṣatriya is. Paraśurāma seeks combat with Bhīṣma at the behest of Ambā. Before the 

battle, Paraśurāma commands Bhīṣma to allow Ambā to fulfill her own dharma, to 

allow the princess to be married: “O Tiger Among Men, let the princess obtain her 

own dharma. Faultless One, it is not fitting for you to disrespect her.”
201

 Bhīṣma 

replies that he cannot do so because of his own kṣatra-dharma. In this case, he is 

unable to break his vow to release her to the king of Salva: “My vow is fixed since I 

shall not abandon the dharma of a ruler – not from fear, not from compassion, not 

                                                 
199 For a discussion of the meanings of dharma in the epic, see: James L. Fitzgerald, “Dharma and Its 

Translation in the Mahābhārata,” Journal of Indian Philosophy 32.5 (Dec. 2004): 671-685 
200 Mahābhārata 12.50.2-4: aho rāmasya vārṣṇeya śakrasyeva mahātmanaḥ; vikramo yena vasudhā 

krodhān niḥkṣatriyā kṛtā. gobhiḥ samudreṇa tathā golāṅgūlarkṣavānaraiḥ; guptā rāmabhayodvignāḥ 

kṣatriyāṇāṃ kulodvahāḥ. aho dhanyo hi loko 'yaṃ sa bhāgyāś ca narā bhuvi; yatra karmedṛśaṃ 

dharmyaṃ dvijena kṛtam acyuta. 
201 Mahābhārata 5.178.8 svadharmaṃ puruṣavyāghra rājaputrī labhatv iyam; na yuktam avamāno 

'yaṃ kartuṃ rājñā tvayānagha. 
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from greed, and not from a desire for wealth.”
202

 Paraśurāma chides Bhīṣma about 

dharma and Bhīṣma retorts that he is well-grounded in the dharma of kings. Bhīṣma 

then mocks Paraśurāma and challenges him to a fight. In his derisive challenge to 

Paraśurāma, Bhīṣma raises the stakes for deciding who will have the right to claim 

authority in matters of dharma. Rather than fight Paraśurāma right then and there, 

Bhīṣma challenges him to a duel at Kurukshetra, the symbolic battlefield. Bhīṣma, 

mocking Paraśurāma, says: 

Understand that my heroics are great and my skill is superhuman, O 

Joy of the Bhṛgus, and being like that, I will do what I am able to do 

and fight you, Priest, in Kurukshetra. Rāma, you Great Monk!203 Get 

ready for battle however you like. Rāma, you will be destroyed there 

by me, chock full of my arrows. In that battle, I will purify you with 

my sword and you will cry out and babble on about those worlds you 

conquered. Go! Go back to Kurukshetra, you who love to fight. I’ll go 

there and fight you with your strong arms and your fiery energy. 

That’s the place where a long time ago you sanctified your father. In 

that same place, I will kill and sanctify you, Bhargava. You go there, 

Rāma! Quickly! You are stupid enough to fight me. I will take away 

your legendary pride, you so-called brāhmaṇa.
 204

 

                                                 
202 Mahābhārata 5.178.11 na bhayān nāpy anukrośān na lobhān nārthakāmyayā; kṣatradharmam 

ahaṃ jahyām iti me vratam āhitam. 
203 In this context, the epithets vipra, “sage, preist, brāhmaṇa,” and mahāmuni, “great monk,” appear 

sarcastic and derogatory. 
204 The larger passage, provided for context, is as follows. Bold type indicates the relevant portion 

translated above. Mahābhārata 5.178.28-38: kṣatriyāṇāṃ sthito dharme kṣatriyo 'smi tapodhana; yo 

yathā vartate yasmiṃs tathā tasmin pravartayan; nādharmaṃ samavāpnoti naraḥ śreyaś ca vindati. 

arthe vā yadi vā dharme samartho deśakālavit; anarthasaṃśayāpannaḥ śreyān niḥsaṃśayena ca. 

yasmāt saṃśayite 'rthe 'smin yathānyāyaṃ pravartase; tasmād yotsyāmi sahitas tvayā rāma 

mahāhave; paśya me bāhuvīryaṃ ca vikramaṃ cātimānuṣam. evaṃgate 'pi tu mayā yac chakyaṃ 

bhṛgunandana; tat kariṣye kurukṣetre yotsye vipra tvayā saha; dvaṃdve rāma yatheṣṭaṃ te sajjo 

bhava mahāmune. tatra tvaṃ nihato rāma mayā śaraśatācitaḥ; lapsyase nirjitāṁl lokāñ śastrapūto 

mahāraṇe. sa gaccha vinivartasva kurukṣetraṃ raṇapriya; tatraiṣyāmi mahābāho yuddhāya tvāṃ 

tapodhana. api yatra tvayā rāma kṛtaṃ śaucaṃ purā pituḥ; tatrāham api hatvā tvāṃ śaucaṃ 

kartāsmi bhārgava. tatra gacchasva rāma tvaṃ tvaritaṃ yuddhadurmada; vyapaneṣyāmi te darpaṃ 

paurāṇaṃ brāhmaṇabruva. yac cāpi katthase rāma bahuśaḥ pariṣatsu vai; nirjitāḥ kṣatriyā loke 

mayaikeneti tac chṛṇu. na tadā jāyate bhīṣmo madvidhaḥ kṣatriyo 'pi vā; yas te yuddhamayaṃ darpaṃ 
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Dharma (religious propriety), kṣatra (royal authority), and kṣetra (field – as 

the site of contest for religious and royal authority) are thoroughly intertwined in this 

narrative of battle and contest. This conflict between Paraśurāma and Bhīṣma reflects 

the conceptual Kurukshetra in the epic, it is the site of contest for the authority to rule 

backed by religious authority. This contest will end in a stalemate, leaving 

Kurukshetra, and the religiously-backed authority to rule, in question until the main 

battle of the epic.  

Dharmakṣetra 

 The concept of religious authority in the epic has shifted from being 

exclusively expressed in terms related to the Vedic sacrifice (who can perform it, how 

it is properly performed, who may receive the benefits, and so forth) to a more elastic 

and encompassing term, dharma. Understanding Kurukshetra as the site of contest for 

royal authority (kṣatra) supported by religious propriety (dharma) allows for the 

contextualization of the phrase that opens the Bhagavadgītā, dharmakṣetre 

kurukṣetre, a phrase which will become a well-used descriptor of the region 

beginning in the purāṇas and continuing in the present. It reflects the basic thematic 

concept of Kurukshetra in the epic. Kurukshetra is a place, the conquest of which will 

demonstrate the the authority to rule underwritten by notions of dharma. The battle 

which occurs there between the Pāṇḍavas and the Kauravas is for control of the 

kingdom. The use of the term dharmakṣetra to gloss kurukṣetra reminds the reader 

                                                                                                                                           
kāmaṃ ca vyapanāśayet. so 'haṃ jāto mahābāho bhīṣmaḥ parapuraṃjayaḥ; vyapaneṣyāmi te darpaṃ 

yuddhe rāma na saṃśayaḥ. 
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that the victors in the battle will carry religious sanction to rule. The theme of dharma 

is continued throughout the battle (for example, the brief exchange between Kṛṣṇa 

and Karṇa before Arjuna kills Karṇa205). The phrase dharmakṣetra at the traditional 

beginning of the Bhagavadgītā indicates that the text will provide a religious 

authorization for war, advancing the plot and the didactic elements of the battle 

narrative. It will authorize Arjuna within a system of dharma to engage in battle at 

Kurukshetra for control of the kingdom. 

In this way, Kurukshetra is a significant choice for the epic battle. The central 

theme of the epic’s main plot, a contest for royal authority underpinned by religious 

authority, is connected to conceptions of Kurukshetra that appear both in the epic and 

prior to it. Kurukshetra is a purposefully constructed ideal place used by the epic as 

its setting. 

MAHĀBHĀRATA II: TĪRTHAYĀTRĀ AND NARRATIVE OVERLAP 

The Mahābhārata continues to construct Kurukshetra as an ideal place, 

mostly through narratives connected to religious orthopraxis, royal authority, and 

contest, in the main plot of its narrative and in sub-plots throughout the text. 

Simultaneously, it constructs a geography of Kurukshetra apart from the central plot 

of the text in response to an important shift to a new ritual paradigm, tīrthayātrā. The 

Mahābhārata introduces the first significant treatment of tīrthayātrā in Sanskrit 

                                                 
205 Mahābhārata 8.69.1-5. 
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literature.206 The origins of the practice of tīrthayātrā are unknown. Early scholars of 

the subject suggested that the practice was a folk tradition assumed by brāhmaṇic 

culture. More recently, others have connected it to the mobile sārasvata and 

dārṣadvata sattras.
207

 I am content to leave the question of origins to others. For the 

purpose of this dissertation, it is sufficient to acknowledge that the Mahābhārata is 

the first source to describe this practice in detail and that it does so in a way that 

allows the category tīrthayātrā to endure while allowing for flexibility of the contents 

of that category.  

                                                 
206 It is difficult to date the portions of the Mahābhārata dealing with tīrthayātrā; some may be early 

and some may be late. Tīrtha is a concept known in the Mānava Dharmaśāstra (e.g. 8.356), but that 

text does not provide any substantial treatment of the subject of tīrthayātrā. The practice, then, was in 

existence by at least Second Century BCE, if not earlier. 
207 A brief summary of those positions and references to their proponents can be found in Yaroslav 

Vassilkov, “Indian Practice of Pilgrimage and the Growth of the Mahābhārata in the Light of the New 

Epigraphical Sources,” in Stages and Transitions: Temporal and Historical Frameworks in Epic and 

Purāṇic  iterature. Proceedings o  the Second Drubnovnik International Con erence on the Sanskrit 

 pics and Purāṇas, ed. Mary Brockington, (Zagreb: Croatian Academy of Sciences and Arts, 1999), 

133-135. Einoo, “Is the Sārasvatasattra the Vedic Pilgrimage?,” provides examples of scholars who 

link the sārasvatasattra with pilgrimage. The idea that these riparian rites are connected with 

pilgrimage is found in Surinder M. Bhardwaj and James G. Lochtefeld, “Tīrtha,” 484: “The Vedas 

detail ceremonies that pilgrims [emphasis mine] performed at the confluence of Sarasvatī and 

Dṛṣadvatī and at the place where the Sarasvatī disappears.”  As a side note, I am not sure where in the 

Vedas this occurs since it does not occur at the only mention of the Dṛṣadvatī in the Vedas I am aware 

of, Ṛg Veda 3.23.4. I can only assume that by “the Vedas” they include texts such as 

Pañcaviṃśabrāhmaṇa in which mobile sattras are detailed). An example that illustrates the ‘folk-

tradition’ position can be found in  Diana Eck’s early article on tīrtha (Eck, “India’s “Tīrthas”: 

“Crossings” in Sacred Geography,” 326):  “The phenomenon of pilgrimage to such charged places was 

firmly grounded in the ancient locative folk traditions of the yaksas and nagas. Only later do we find 

brahmanical traditions of pilgrimage to these places, that is, in the time of the Mahabharata and the 

subsequent era of the early Puranas.” Jacob Ensink, “Hindu Pilgrimage and Vedic Sacrifice,” in 

Ludwik Sternbach Felicitation Volume, (Lucknow: Akhila Bharatiya Sanskrit Parishad, 1981), outlines 

several possible connections between tīrtha and śrauta rituals. While the search for origins of the 

practice is not a part of this dissertation, I do agree with Einoo that there is insufficient evidence to 

connect the mobile sārasvattasattra and/or dārṣadvattasatra to the act of tīrthayātrā. The first 

substantial treatment of tīrthayātrā is the Mahābhārata, and while Balarāma’s tīrthayātrā along the 

Sarasvatī in the Śalya Parvan follows the course of the same river as the sārasvattasattra, there is little 

else that suggests any connection.  
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In this section, I will demonstrate that Kurukshetra is an important tīrtha in 

the Mahābhārata. Following that, I will show that tīrthayātrā is a category consisting 

of rituals that are not necessarily specific to tīrthas, much less specific to 

Kurukshetra.  This idea connects with Tambiah’s statement that “Variable 

components make flexible the core of most rituals.”208 Tambiah is speaking of such 

variable components as the actors’ social circumstances, audience size, and other 

variables that affect the ritual participants. In addition to this, I argue that there is a 

stability of the ritual core, the “container” category of tīrthayātrā, which even in its 

prescriptive elements shows great flexibility. The formulaic and interchangeable 

nature of the sub-rituals and their results, the “contents” of the container, creates a 

mutable ritual system for a variety of participants. This flexibility, as I demonstrate 

below, also allows for the expansion of Kurukshetra’s narratives and geography. This 

section will provide examples of some key spots for that expansion in the 

Mahābhārata.  

Vassilkov points out that the tīrthayātrā theme runs through the epic like a 

musical leitmotif.209  He notes that this theme frames the epic, opening at a tīrtha, 

Naimiṣa (followed by a description of Kurukshetra), and closing with a phalaśruti 

that compares hearing the epic to visiting Pushkar.210 It is tempting to take this idea 

even further and to read the entire Mahābhārata as a māhātmya for Kurukshetra, 

especially given the significance of the place to the central narrative that I described 

                                                 
208 Tambiah, Culture, 125. 
209 Vassilkov, “Indian Practice of Pilgrimage,” 138. 
210 Vassilkov, “Indian Practice of Pilgrimage,” 138. 
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above. Though the Mahābhārata is more than a text praising Kurukshetra, it may be 

interesting to pursue the idea of “Mahābhārata as māhātmya” briefly to see what else 

the epic has to say about the place where its central action is set. As Vassilkov notes, 

Mahābhārata 12.286.37 names the three most sacred places on earth as Naimiṣa, the 

Sarasvatī, and Puṣkara.211 Understanding the Sarasvatī River as the boundary of 

Kurukshetra, this verse provides nearly the same “tīrtha-frame” as the epic arc itself. 

Naimiṣa is the setting of the outermost frame narrative of the Mahābhārata in which 

Ugraśravas Sauti narrates the tale to the sages assembled at the twelve-year 

sacrifice.212 Bathing in the water of Puṣkara is compared to hearing the Mahābhārata 

in the epic’s final verse.213 With these two bookends, Kurukshetra sits in the middle 

of the epic as the site of the central action of the narrative. In keeping with the idea of 

the epic as māhātmya, the Mahābhārata elevates Kurukshetra above the other two 

sites, with Naimiṣa as the site where the “kurukṣetra-māhātmya” is narrated and 

Puṣkara as the place which confers benefits that are exceeded by even hearing this 

tale. 

Though reading the Mahābhārata in this limited way, as praise of 

Kurukshetra, ignores a substantial and significant portion of the epic, it underscores 

the importance of Kurukshetra as a tīrtha in the epic and the status that Kurukshetra 

                                                 
211 Vassilkov, “Indian Practice of Pilgrimage,” 136. 
212 Ugraśravas also arrives at Naimisha via Kurukshetra  a.k.a. Samantapañcaka), MBh 1.1.11: 

samantapañcakaṃ nāma puṇyaṃ dvijaniṣevitam; gatavān asmi taṃ deśaṃ yuddhaṃ yatrābhavat purā 

– “I went to that place called Samantapañcaka, a place of merit resorted to by the twice-born, where 

previously there was the war….”  Also see: Vassilkov, “Indian Practice of Pilgrimage,” 143. 
213 Mahābhārata 18.5.54c: yo bhārataṃ samadhigacchati vācyamānaṃ; kiṃ tasya puṣkarajalair 

abhiṣecanena – “He who hears the bhārata being narrated, what use does he have for being anointed 

with the waters of Pushkar?” 
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holds in the Mahābhārata as a preeminent (if not the preeminent) tīrtha in the text. 

Apart from setting books six through eleven there, the most sustained descriptions of 

Kurukshetra in the Mahābhārata occur within the context of tīrthayātrā. 

Kurukshetra’s importance as a tīrtha in the Mahābhārata is indicated by the treatment 

it receives in the Vana Parvan. In what Vassilkov deems “real pilgrims’ 

itineraries”214 (Mahābhārata 3.80-83), Kurukshetra receives the lengthiest treatment 

of any tīrtha, its description occupying the entire eighty-first chapter.215 This 

description of Kurukshetra lists more tīrthas in this single region than any other 

section of the epic.216 The second lengthy description of Kurukshetra occurs during 

Balarāma’s tīrthayātrā along the Sarasvatī River. The majority of sites described 

during this episode are within Kurukshetra. The placement of this second description 

of Kurukshetra as a tīrtha is significant too. It occurs in the Śalya Parvan right before 

the climactic battle between Bhīma and Duryodhana.217 This placement brings 

Kurukshetra to the fore of the narrative as a tīrtha and a ritual space, as the battle 

approaches the ultimate duel for control of the kingdom. 

Here, I will describe the tīrthayātrā ritual as it pertains to Kurukshetra in the 

Mahābhārata. As mentioned above, I argue that tīrthayātrā exists mostly as a 

                                                 
214 Vassilkov, “Indian Practice of Pilgrimage,” 136, distinguishes three types of “pilgrimage texts” in 

the Mahābhārata: itineraries (3.80-83), the lists that Dhaumya narrates (3.85-88), and “epic 

tīrthayātrās” that are more epic-narrative in style  such as Balarāma’s tīrthayātrā along the Sarasvatī). 
215 Distinguishing Kurukshetra as a “kṣetra” rather than a “tīrtha,” as Vassilkov parenthetically does in 

“Indian Practice of Pilgrimage,” 141, seems artificial. Kurukshetra is treated as a tīrtha with explicit 

phala at 3.81.1-6. It is also compared to other tīrthas at 3.81.125 and 3.81.173.  
216 This includes the preceding and ensuing chapters which provide itineraries for tīrthas in the west 

(Mahābhārata 3.80), along the upper Gaṅgā  Mahābhārata 3.90) and the lower Gaṅgā  Mahābhārata 

3.91, mainly Prāyaga).  
217 Balarāma’s tīrthayātrā occurs between Mahābhārata 9.34 and 9.53.  
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container category for other rituals. The ritual behaviors that it contains are not 

necessarily specific to the tīrthayātrā context nor are they specific to Kurukshetra. 

Instead, many of these actions are part of the ordinary complex of ritual behaviors 

observed in the “Hindu” traditions: darśana, circumambulations, fasting, abhiṣeka, 

and giving gifts, for example. The distinctiveness of these actions in the tīrthayātrā 

context, it seems, are not in the actions performed, but in the place and time of their 

performance, the result (phala), and the narratives associated with them, as Bhardwaj 

and Lochtefeld note: “the greatest stress has been on the notion of place, a stress 

which reflects the deeply rooted conviction that certain places are powerful in their 

own right and that visiting them can promote or facilitate personal transformation.”218 

Kurukshetra’s Tīrthayātrā in the Mahābhārata 

 A closer examination of the tīrthayātrā portions of the Mahābhārata shows 

the mutability of the ritual category’s contents. The language of the text is formulaic 

and the ritual behaviors described are limited to a small set of actions. In the Śalya 

Parvan, the text reports Balarāma’s limited set of actions at the tīrthas in 

Kurukshetra: Balarāma bathes, gives gifts, sips water, and stays overnight at certain 

places during his trip along the Sarasvatī until he reaches the end of Kurukshetra, 

where he listens to the foundation narrative of the place.
219

 A similar set of actions, 

described below, is found in the Vana Parvan’s itinerary for Kurukshetra. The phala 

of these actions are also constructed formulaically within this section of the text. 

                                                 
218 Bhardwaj and Lochtefeld, “Tīrtha,” 479. 
219 He asks the seers as he exits Samantapañcakadvāra to tell him the story of Kuru and the 

establishment of Kurukshetra. Mahābhārata 9.52 
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Extracting Balarāma’s itinerary from the lengthy narratives in the Śalya Parvan and 

comparing it with the itinerary prescribed for Yudhiṣṭhira by Paulastya in the Vana 

Parvan reveals that the itineraries are not identical, again suggesting that the 

category, tīrthayātrā, is more fixed than even its geographic contents. That is, the 

actions, phala, locations, and also the narratives are subordinate to and 

interchangeable within the category tīrthayātrā.  

An examination of the two passages which describe the Kurukshetra 

tīrthayātrā in the Mahābhārata follows below. I have divided this examination into 

three parts: 1) actions, describing the actions that the Mahābhārata enjoins at a tīrtha, 

2) results, describing the phala and the manner in which they are constructed in the 

text, and 3) terrain, describing the mutability of geography within the tīrthayātrā 

context.  

Actions:  

There is a limited variety of actions described in the Vana Parvan itinerary for 

the tīrthayātrā through Kurukshetra. Reading through the text, their prescription 

appears formulaic and predictable. Here I have compiled a list of the actions that this 

section of the Mahābhārata enjoins; these actions all generate some phala. I have 

excluded a few actions described in the text for the following reasons: 

1. The act of “going” is excluded. Going to tīrthas is so fundamental to the 

practice of tīrthayātrā that it is the only action that can be ascribed to the 

tīrthayātrā ritual complex in all contexts. It is the journey itself, the -yātrā 
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portion of the compound. It is considered part of the definition of the 

category, not a constituent member of the category. That is not to say that 

going to the tīrthas is an activity unconnected with any benefit that a tīrtha 

might provide. Rather, it is the sine qua non of the ritual, which itself provides 

benefits, to which other activities and benefits are subordinate and 

complementary. In this section of the Mahābhārata, words meaning “go” 

derived from the following verb roots and prefixed roots have been excluded: 

/gam, /abhi-gam, /ā-sad, /sam-ā-sad, /sam-ā-viś. 

2. Certain adjectives describing the yātrin, or “pilgrim,” have been excluded. 

Words such as tīrthasevin, jitendriya, and brahmacārin were excluded 

because they did not seem to contribute to the action enjoined at a specific 

tīrtha. That is, these words appear more as general attributes, and perhaps 

hyperbole, constructing an ideal yātrin. It is important to note that this section 

of the text is not a technical ritual manual, but rather a description of an ideal 

and paradigmatic tīrthayātrā. 

With these regular exclusions, the list of actions performed at tīrthas in the 

Vana Parvan is brief. In order of frequency, these actions are: Bathing (/snā, sixty-

seven times), Praising (/arc, /abhi-arc, /sam-abhy-arc; the object of praise varies, 

pitṛs and devas are frequent, sixteen times), No action enjoined (apart from “going,” 

thirteen times), Fasting (eight times, including /upa-vas (6), niyatāhāra (1), and 

niyatāśana (1)) Dwelling (/vas, six times), Sipping water (/upa-spṛś, four times), 
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Pouring water/Consecrating (abhiṣeka, four times), Giving (/dā, /pra-dā, /pra-yam, 

three times), Refreshing gods and ancestors (/tṛp, twice), Approaching a deity 

(/abhi-gam, twice),
220

 and Dying (twice). There are also single occurrences of each of 

the following acts: Worshipping (/pūj), Viewing (darśana), Sprinkling water 

(/abhi-ukṣ), Circumambulation (pradakṣiṇaṃ /upā-vṛt), Reciting a phrase (/brū, 

vācaṃ /ut-sṛj),221 and Saluting (/abhi-vad). 

The most common actions, bathing, praising a deity, or simply “going,” are 

easily performed at any given tīrtha. It is not unreasonable to believe that other 

easily-performed actions, such as sipping water or giving gifts, were performed with 

much greater frequency than their distribution in this list indicates. The differences 

between the acts described in the Vana Parvan and the Śalya Parvan demonstrate that 

this set of actions is meant to be representative and not comprehensive, such that a 

variety of actions may be performed at any given tīrtha, not only those found 

explicitly in the text.  In Balarāma’s tīrthayātrā, for example, he performs a variety of 

actions at each tīrtha that do not coincide with those prescribed in the Vana 

Parvan.222 Modern yātrins too perform a variety of ritual behaviors – bathing, darśan, 

                                                 
220 In these, abhigam is seen as a separate action. After arriving at the tīrtha, a pilgrim approaches 

(abhigam-) the deity. 
221 This occurs in the frame verses of the chapter describing Kurukshetra itself. The phrase in both 

instances is kurukṣetraṃ gamiṣyāmi kurukṣetre vasāmy aham. 
222 For example, at Saptasārasvata in Mahābhārata 9.39,1-3, Balarāma honors ascetics, gives gifts to 

Brāhmaṇas, spends the night, and sips water. uṣitvā tatra rāmas tu saṃpūjyāśramavāsinaḥ;tathā 

maṅkaṇake prītiṃ śubhāṃ cakre halāyudhaḥ. dattvā dānaṃ dvijātibhyo rajanīṃ tām upoṣya ca; pūjito 

munisaṃghaiś ca prātar utthāya lāṅgalī. anujñāpya munīn sarvān spṛṣṭvā toyaṃ ca bhārata; prayayau 

tvarito rāmas tīrthahetor mahābalaḥ - “Having stayed there and honored the residents of the āśrama, 

he took auspicious delight in Maṅkanaka. He gave gifts to the twice born and stayed through the night. 

Honored by the group of sages, the plowbearer got up in the morning and took leave of all the sages, 
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muttering prayers, and so forth – during their visit to Kurukshetra, indicating that 

tīrthayātrā, after the yātrā, or “going” portion of the ritual, consists of a complex of 

activities variously practiced and prescribed. This further suggests that the actions 

prescribed in the Vana Parvan are not an exhaustive and complete prescription. This 

itinerary, and others in the Vana Parvan, it seems, are not detailed instructions or 

comprehensive lists; they are guidelines that indicate the types of actions that fall 

within the category of tīrthayātrā. The category is the constant, while the specific 

actions that populate it are interchangeable.  

Rewards:  

The rewards of visiting and performing various ritual acts at tīrthas in 

Kurukshetra are also expressed in non-specific, formulaic, and interchangeable terms. 

Balarāma’s itinerary does not include phala, but Paulastya’s in the Vana Parvan does. 

Instead of dismissing these rewards, or at least the specific phala stated for any 

particular action, as metaphor or hyperbole, it is more useful here to think of them as 

modular members of a set. With few exceptions, the types of phala obtained from 

tīrthayātrā in this section can be classified and described in this short list: 

1. Equivalences to Vedic sacrifices (e.g., agniṣṭoma) and pseudo-Vedic 

sacrifices (e.g., hayamedha). 

                                                                                                                                           
sipped water, and, O Bharata, strong-armed Rāma went quickly for other tīrthas.” Compare this with 

the prescription given by Śiva in Mahābhārata 3.81.114-115: āśrame ceha vatsyāmi tvayā sārdhaṃ 

mahāmune; saptasārasvate snātvā arcayiṣyanti ye tu mām.  na teṣāṃ durlabhaṃ kiṃ cid iha loke 

paratra ca;sārasvataṃ ca te lokaṃ gamiṣyanti na saṃśayaḥ - “I will dwell in this āśrama with you, O 

Great Sage. Those who bathe in Saptasārarasvata and worship me will have no difficulty in this world 

or the next, and doubtlessly they will go the the Sārasvata world.” So, in contrasting the two, there is 

no mention of worshipping Śiva in the set of Balarāma’s actions, for example, and no mention of gift 

making in the prescription in the Vana Parvan.   
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2. A divine realm or realms (loka) (e.g., Viṣṇuloka). 

3. Multiplication of the benefit of the performed action (e.g., giving a gift begets 

the benefit of giving 1000 gifts; bathing in one tīrtha begets the benefit of 

bathing in all tīrthas). The benefit is otherwise unstated. 

4. The destruction/purification of pāpa. 

5. Support of a person’s ancestors. 

6. A change in status (brāhmaṇya, gāṇapatya, kṛtakṛtya). 

These phalas occur separately and in combination and there is no discernible 

hierarchy among them (except in certain cases of multiplication, where, for example, 

the benefit of ten aśvamedhas is more valuable than the benefit of one). The phalas, 

especially the lokas, are often derived in connection with the name of the tīrtha at 

which they are obtained. For example, a yātrin obtains Sūrya-loka by bathing in 

Sūrya-tīrtha.223 Another example of formula for expressing phala is with Vedic and 

pseudo-Vedic sacrifices. Occurring twenty-seven times in this section is the pattern: 

“(name of sacrifice) + phalaṃ labhet” (e.g., tatra snātvā naro rājann 

agniṣṭomaphalaṃ labhet).
224

  The predictable formulaic nature of many statements of 

phala suggests several things, including the oral transmission of these tīrtha 

itineraries in which such formulaic expressions are easily crafted and inserted. It also 

suggests that phala is conceived in broad terms as a meritorious benefit, connected to 

and consistent with the tīrtha, but also part of a system in which many specific 

benefits are seen as near equivalents to one another, allowing for interchangeability 

                                                 
223 Mahābhārata 3.81.39: sūryatīrthaṃ samāsādya snātvā niyatamānasaḥ; arcayitvā pitṝn devān 

upavāsaparāyaṇaḥ; agniṣṭomam avāpnoti sūryalokaṃ ca gacchati – “Going to Sūryatīrtha, bathing 

with a restrained mind, praising the ancestors and deities, and committed to a fast, a person obtains the 

merit of an agniṣṭoma sacrifice and goes to the realm of Sūrya.” 
224 Mahābhārata 3.81.42e. Also, the phrase “gosahasraphalaṃ labhet,” is included in this count.  
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and a breadth of interpretation. Tīrthayātrā is the container category for the variable 

content category, phala (and the other content variables: action, place, and narrative). 

A sample verse will illustrate the basic formula, which might be expressed in 

algebraic fashion: [going to (X tīrtha)] + [doing (Y action)] = [the acquisition of (Z 

phala)]. Observe this formula in the following verse: 

 3.81.13 a-b: tato gaccheta dharmajña dvārapālaṃ tarantukam 

“Then, O Knower-of-Dharma (Yudhiṣṭhira), one should go to the 

gatekeeper Tarantuka,” 

o The first line identifies the place, enjoins going there, and often 

includes a vocative for addressing Yudhiṣṭhira. Sometimes it also 

contains adjectives which describe the tīrtha or the yātrin. 

 3.81.13 c-d: tatroṣya rajanīm ekāṃ gosahasraphalaṃ labhet 

“Staying there one night, one obtains the merit acquired by giving a 

thousand cows.” 

o The second line contains the action to be performed at the tīrtha, and 

the associated phala. 

An example from my fieldwork in Kurukshetra might further illustrate the 

point that the specific articulated phala is a variable from a set of content inside the 

tīrthayātrā container, and so is a changeable member of the formula. While visiting 

Sarasvatī-tīrtha in Pehowa (an important city within Kurukshetra), I picked up a 

booklet describing the site there. Inside, it stated, “A bath in this river is supposed to 

give the benefit equivalent to seven Ashwamegh Yagas [sic].”225 That is, the phala 

gotten by bathing here is equivalent to the fruit of seven Vedic horse sacrifices. I 

                                                 
225 Upender Sharma Chakrapani, Prithudak (Pehowa) Mahatam, 2nd edition, (Pehowa: Upender 

Sharma Chakrapani, 1995), 3. 
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asked a local purohit to describe for me what an aśvamedhaphala was. After 

consulting with a few other purohits and locals who had gathered, the decision was 

reached that an aśvamedhaphala was the same as a gosahasradānaphala, the benefit 

obtained from giving a gift of 1000 cows. I asked further what a gosahasradānaphala 

was, and was told that it was the same as an aśvamedhaphala, that the two benefits 

were equivalent. I understand this type of equation and explanation to mean that 

many specific forms of the phalas are viewed as near equivalents, and as such are 

interchangeable members of the content category.  

Though these phala are specified in texts, they are unspecified benefits in that 

they belong to a modular content-category. A similar idea is perhaps captured in the 

word “puṇya.” Puṇya is perhaps best understood as “merit” or “benefit” itself. It is a 

discrete phala in the Vana Parvan,226 but also a vague concept. Its opposite is pāpa, 

“demerit” or “defect.” The destruction of pāpa is also a discrete benefit in the Vana 

Parvan.227 In the current era, it is these two non-descript benefits that people 

frequently invoke as the result of bathing in the lakes at Thanesar. When I asked why 

they took “holy dips” in the lake, people would often reply, “puṇyaprāpta 

pāpanāśana.” The benefit is benefit itself and the destruction of its opposite. The 

phala equated with Vedic sacrificial benefits, though specified, might better be 

                                                 
226 For example, Mahābhārata 3.81.141: tataḥ pañcavaṭaṃ gatvā brahmacārī jitendriyaḥ; puṇyena 

mahatā yuktaḥ satāṃ loke mahīyate – “Then, chaste and restrained, go to Pañcavaṭa. [The benefit of 

doing so is that] being endowed with great merit, a person rejoices in the world of pure beings.” 
227 For example, Mahābhārata 3.81.54: tasmiṃs tīrthe naraḥ snātvā brahmacārī jitendriyaḥ; 

sarvapāpaviśuddhātmā svargaloke mahīyate – “Bathing in that tīrtha, chaste and restrained, a man 

whose being is cleansed of all defect rejoices in the heavenly realm.” 
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considered as equal to puṇya. That is, they are raw benefit. The specific phala 

described is selected as a function of the formula of the language.  

The acquisition of unrefined merit and the destruction of unrefined demerit 

are also found in the Mahābhārata as phala for performing ritual action at a tīrtha. 

The idea that the rewards for visiting a tīrtha can be generalized within a category is 

found in later literature. Salomon brings to light other texts that generalize the 

benefits of visiting tīrthas by making them all equivalent to penances, such as the 

prājāpatya-kṛcchra-prāyaścitta.228 His translation of the opening of the late-twelfth 

century Smṛtyarthasāra reads: 

In the purāṇas, smṛtis, and compendia of tīrthas, the benefits of tīrthas 

are stated in such passages as ‘One would obtain a benefit equal to the 

gift of a cow, or of ten cattle, or a hundred cattle, or a thousand cows, 

or the benefit of an agnihotra sacrifice, or a puṇyeṣṭi offering, or a 

sacrifice (in general), or a horse sacrifice; or one would obtain the 

benefit of the expiation of a minor sin, or of a sin, or of a great sin; or 

the benefit of a fast (in general), or of a three-nights’ fast, or of a 

kṛcchra-penance, or of a cāndrāyaṇa-penance, or of a fortnight’s fast, 

or of a month’s fast, or a six-months’ fast, or a year’s fast; and so on. 

But besides such metaphorical eulogistic statements, the benefits of 

tīrthas can in all cases be described by a calculation of the appropriate 

number of kṛcchra-penances; the authors of compendia on tīrthas have 

also described them in just this way. We will also describe them in this 

way, in order that those who are unable to perform bodily penances 

need not be subject to loss of caste (due to failure to perform them). 

The Smṛtyarthasāra notes that the statements of phala, the same types of 

statements that are seen in the Mahābhārata, are “metaphorical eulogistic 

statements.” The text goes on to equate them all with the kṛcchra-penances. It then 

                                                 
228 Richard Salomon, “Tīrtha-pratyāmnāyāḥ: Ranking of Hindu Pilgrimage Sites in Classical Texts,” 

Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft, 129 (1979): 102-128. 
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evaluates the merit of visiting each tīrtha (occasionally augmented by the distance 

travelled) in terms of those penances.229 The homogenization of phala in the 

Smṛtyarthasāra takes place by making any specific phala a metaphor for more 

general merit. While the metaphor is not made explicit by the author of the text, it can 

be inferred from the equation of phala with penances that the Smṛtyarthasāra views 

specific phalas as metaphors for pāpa-removing (and perhaps puṇya-granting) 

benefits. As such, they are seen as interchangeable members of a set. 

Locations:  

Understanding the category tīrthayātrā as a stable category with changeable 

content sets (action, result, location, and narrative) provides an explanation for the 

differences between two tīrthayātrās through Kurukshetra in the Mahābhārata, 

Balarāma’s tīrthayātrā in the Śalya Parvan and the itinerary given by Paulastya in the 

Vana Parvan. In the Vana Parvan, the sites, actions, and fruits proceed in a list-like 

fashion. In the Śalya Parvan, Balarāma’s tīrthayātrā does not include extensive 

mention of phala and is, instead, replete with narratives about the sites he visits, 

narratives which are mostly absent in the Vana Parvan. The Vana Parvan includes 

information selected from certain types of content (phala, action, location, narrative) 

to a different degree than is included in the Śalya Parvan.  

The specific information is different also, including the terrain covered by the 

two itineraries. The presence of these differences demonstrates that the contents of 

                                                 
229 Salomon, “Tīrtha-pratyāmnāyāḥ,” 111-115. 
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the stable tīrthayātrā category vary, even the geographic content. This is important 

because tīrthayātrā is the stable construct through which the Mahābhārata and later 

texts articulate the fluid geography of Kurukshetra. 

 Balarāma visits twenty-one tīrthas in Kurukshetra, between Naimiṣīyakuñja 

and a place called Samantapañcakadvāra, in Mahābhārata 9.36.34-9.52.21. The Vana 

Parvan lists twice that number, forty-two, along the same stretch of the Sarasvatī 

River between Naimiṣakuñja and the yakṣa/dvārapāla named Arantuka in 

Mahābhārata 3.81.92-3.81.172. It is not apparent that either passage is using any 

selective criteria for the inclusion or exclusion of sites in these passages; there is only 

a difference in numbers. The actions that Balarāma performs are from a limited set 

(bathing, sipping water, gifting, staying overnight) similar to the limited set of actions 

prescribed in the Vana Parvan, but the acts he performs do not necessarily coincide 

with the ones prescribed at any given site in the Vana Parvan. For example, at 

Saptasārasvatatīrtha, the Vana Parvan enjoins bathing and praising Śiva; at the same 

site, in contrast, Balarāma spends the night, gives gifts, and sips water there. As 

mentioned above, the description of phala is mostly absent in the Śalya Parvan.
230

 

The disparity in mode of description (narrative vs. list), number of sites, types of 

information included, and actions to be performed are the major differences between 

                                                 
230 There are exceptions, for example in the narrative of the same Saptasāravata-tīrtha phala in the 

Śalya Parvan, Śiva relates to Maṅkanaka the phala for this tīrtha: Mahābhārata 9.37.49: 

saptasārasvate cāsmin yo mām arciṣyate naraḥ; na tasya durlabhaṃ kiṃ cid bhaviteha paratra ca; 

sārasvataṃ ca lokaṃ te gamiṣyanti na saṃśayaḥ – “A man who worships me at Saptasārasvata will 

have no difficulty in this world or the next, and they will undoubtedly go to the Sārasvata realm.” This 

particular passage reflects the same benediction in 3.81.114-115 (see footnote above), as this is part of 

the Mahābhārata’s famous self-interpolation. Importantly, it should be noted that this occurs within 

the narratives of the tīrtha, not as part of Balarāma’s journey. 
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the two accounts that indicate the flexibility in the content of the stable tīrthayātrā 

category.  

In the previous chapter, I argued that the geography of Kurukshetra was only 

defined through place-bound rituals, such as the sārasvata and dārṣadvata sattras. 

The pre-epic literature identified only a few places, while in the epic the number of 

locations within Kurukshetra expands more than ten-fold through a new place-bound 

ritual framework, tīrthayātrā. I count 103 tīrthas in Kurukshetra mentioned in the 

Vana Parvan, across 178 verses of the Pune text. Arriving at this number is not a 

straightforward task. There is no regular marker that identifies places as tīrthas 

distinct from other locations mentioned. Though the list is presumed to be sequential, 

there are repetitions. Some tīrthas appear to be in locations very near to one another 

and nested within other tīrthas. Moreover, 102 tīrthas are nested inside of the one 

tīrtha, Kurukshetra. Some tīrthas also have more than one name. So, I have applied 

certain guidelines to arrive at a count of 103.231 

                                                 
231  1.    Tīrthas called tīrthas in the text are included. 

2. Tīrthas with multiple names  e.g. Kurukṣetra, Samantapañcaka) are counted as a single 

tīrtha. 

3. Locations that have ritual activity and/or phala described are included and considered 

tīrthas, even if not explicitly called such. 

4. Locations that do not have ritual activities (apart from the activity of going) or phala 

described are not included and considered ‘landmarks’  city names, etc.) 

5. Nested tīrthas are counted as discrete tīrthas. Otherwise, the list would contain one tīrtha, 

Kurukshetra. 

6. Repetitions are counted as discrete tīrthas, as different locations with identical names 

(e.g. there are three Somatīrthas at 3.81.16, 92, and 196). There are two exceptions, the 

Yakṣa Arantuka  3.81.42 and 3.81.171), because of its specificity, and Kurukṣetra itself, 

which brackets the passage. 

7. When a location is treated as a tīrtha in Balarāma’s yātrā, but not treated as a tīrtha in the 

Vana Parvan  e.g. Auśanasa), I have not counted it as a tīrtha here since I prefer to see 

the two sections as separate.  
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I attribute this expansion, in part, to the stability and flexibility of the 

tīrthayātrā category, and also to the likely popular practice of the same. The cluster of 

non-specific phala, a limited stock of ritual actions, and formulaic language for their 

expression allowed for the inclusion of a greater number of locations. Even with this 

expansion and greater specificity, the geography of Kurukshetra remained in flux. 

This flux is evident through the inconsistencies in the Mahābhārata between the 

Vana Parvan and the Śalya Parvan, and the incongruence of the definition of 

Brahmāvarta between the Mānava Dharmaśāstra and the Mahābhārata, discussed 

earlier. 

O. P. Bharadwaj also writes about the flexibility of geography and its 

expansion within the tīrthayātrā framework. He identifies three “apocryphal” tīrtha 

names. By “apocryphal,” Bharadwaj means that the names of the tīrthas are 

derivative and not authentic place-names. By extension, he argues that the tīrthas may 

also be inventions placed into the text by a “shrewd redactor” from the area.232 He 

argues that this redactor did not use authentic place-names, but drew the names of the 

tīrthas, Ilāspada, Ahas, and Sudina, from Ṛg Veda 3.23.4, the verse that mentions the 

Dṛṣadvatī River and the Sarasvatī River: ní tvā dadhe vára ā
́

 pṛthivyā
́
 íḷāyās padé 

sudinatvé áhnām; dṛṣádvatyām mā
́
nuṣa āpayā

́
yāṃ sárasvatyāṃ revád agne didīhi – 

“He sat you down on the best place on Earth, in the footprint of Iḷā, on the brightest 

day of days. As the fire of Manu, O Agni, burn richly on the Dṛṣadvatī, the Āpayā, 

and the Sarasvatī.” His point is taken that sudinatve and ahnām are not likely place 

                                                 
232 O.P. Bharadwaj, Ancient  urukṣetra, 118 
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names, and also possibly ilāyāḥ pada. While there is some question about what would 

constitute an “authentic” place-name, the Bharadwaj’s example supports the idea that 

the geography of Kurukshetra remained fluid and expanded within the tīrthayātrā 

framework.  

Ritual Geography and Narrative Overlap 

It is important to recognize that the narrative, ideal construction of 

Kurukshetra in the epic did not exist wholly separate from geographic constructions. 

While the Mahābhārata does not connect its central narrative with the tīrthayātrā 

paradigm, there is a proliferation of narratives that occur in connection with specific 

sites within Kurukshetra. Balarāma’s tīrthayātrā in the Śalya Parvan, in fact, is a 

sequence of narratives about the various sites that Balarāma visits along the Sarasvatī. 

The itinerary in the Vana Parvan also contains some site-specific narratives. This 

multiplicity of narratives that underscore the authority of the place to provide a 

religious benefit will continue to display itself in post-epic literature. The dominance 

of the epic’s core narrative in the identity of Kurukshetra will not occur until 

sometime near the seventeenth century. 

 To identify and analyze each narrative is a major undertaking worthy of its 

own dissertation. Here I will mention two narratives from sites within Kurukshetra. 

The first is the narrative of Skanda’s consecration and the second is the narrative of 

Paraśurāma. Paraśurāma’s narrative is connected with the site Rāmahrada and is the 
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more interesting of the two for the study of Kurukshetra since both the narrative and 

the site will become important markers of the region in later literature. 

 At the end of 9.42, Balarāma travels to Soma-tīrtha. The end of the chapter 

informs us that this was the site of Skanda’s attainment of the generalship of the gods. 

The narrative of Skanda, his birth, consecration, and battle with the demons begins in 

9.43 and continues through 9.45. Bakker examines this narrative as it is picked up by 

Skanda Purāṇa 164.1-3 and 164.61-185.233 Bakker confuses the locations in the Śalya 

Parvan, making Sthāṇu-tīrtha the site of Skanda’s consecration, not Soma-tīrtha. He 

then conflates this Sthāṇu-tīrtha with Sthāneśvara (Thanesar), an overlap and collapse 

that is a later development and anachronistic in the Mahābhārata.234 This narrative 

will find little application in the construction of Kurukshetra outside of the epic and 

the Skanda Purāṇa. 

 In contrast, the narrative of Paraśurāma and the associated site, Rāmahrada, 

will continue as an important part of Kurukshetra’s identity in later literature. The 

Mahābhārata will conflate the synonym for Kurukshetra, Samantapañcaka, with 

Rāmahrada and the associated narrative of Paraśurāma offering tarpaṇa in the lakes 

                                                 
233 Bakker, “Thanesar,” 8 fn 31. 
234 The Skanda Purāṇa will write a māhātmya for Sthāneśvara, which probably does mean Thanesar. 

It is not the site of Skanda’s consecration in the Mahābhārata. For a discussion of the collapse of the 

two sites, see below.  The māhātmya in Skanda Purāṇa 31.49-116, interestingly, is the story of 

Dadhīca, which will also appear in the Saromāhātmya. This narrative emplacement seems to garner 

more significance and development in a later era, though it might be mentioned again that the narrative 

of Cyavana, Dadhīca’s father, occurs in connection with Kurukshetra in late-Vedic literature. 

Dadhīca’s tīrtha is located by Mahābhārata 3.81.163-164, after Soma-tīrtha in Kurukshetra. As I will 

argue below, the site associated with Skanda and Sthāṇu  not Sthāṇuvaṭa) is closer to Pehowa 

 Pṛthūdaka) in this era. It is also notable that there is currently a temple dedicated to Skanda in Pehowa 

that is an important center for worship in the town. 
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of kṣatriya blood there. Later texts too, especially the Harṣacarita and the Bhāgavata 

Purāṇa, will continue this conflation by constructing Kurukshetra through this 

narrative and in this location. In the Bhāgavata Purāṇa, it is interesting that this also 

occurs in the context of Kṛṣṇa’s tīrthayātrā to Kurukshetra.235 

The narrative of Paraśurāma at Rāmahrada occurs in the Kurukshetra portion 

of the Tīrthayātrā Parvan in the third book of the Mahābhārata. The narrative serves 

to legitimate specific ritual acts to be performed at the tīrtha: circumambulation, 

bathing, and the refreshment of ancestors (tarpaṇa).
236

 The text frames the narrative 

with verses that make it explicit that the (narrated) acts of Paraśurāma provide the 

basis of the place’s claim to provide religious benefit: 

O Bull of the Bharatas, a devout person visiting tīrthas, having walked 

clockwise around that celebrated gateway to Kurukshetra, having 

bathed in that (lake) which is equal to the lakes of Puṣkara and made 

by the great souled Rāma Jāmadagneya, and having worshipped his 

ancestors (there), would become satisfied and receive the merit of an 

aśvamedha.
237

 

and, 

O King, Rāma’s ancestors gave these blessings. Pleased, they saluted 

the Bhārgava, and then disappeared right on the spot. So, the lakes of 

Rāma (Rāmahrada) of the great-souled Bhārgava are meritorious. O 

Indra among Men, a celibate person, pure in his vows, who bathes in 

the lakes of Rāma and praises Rāma, obtains much gold.
238

 

                                                 
235 See below. 
236 Mahābhārata 3.81.20-33. For this narrative, see below. 
237 Mahābhārata 3.81.20-21 kurukṣetrasya taddvāraṃ viśrutaṃ bharatarṣabha; pradakṣiṇam 

upāvṛtya tīrthasevī samāhitaḥ; saṃmite puṣkarāṇāṃ ca snātvārcya pitṛdevatāḥ; jāmadagnyena 

rāmeṇa āhṛte vai mahātmanā; kṛtakṛtyo bhaved rājann aśvamedhaṃ ca vindati. 
238 Mahābhārata 3.81.32-33 evaṃ dattvā varān rājan rāmasya pitaras tadā; āmantrya bhārgavaṃ 

prītās tatraivāntar dadhus tadā; evaṃ rāmahradāḥ puṇyā bhārgavasya mahātmanāḥ; snātvā hradeṣu 

rāmasya brahmacārī śubhavrataḥ; rāmam abhyarcya rājendra labhed bahusuvarṇakam 
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At the first level of this passage, the place, Rāmahrada, is linked with the 

ritual and its benefits through the narrative. This is nested within the next level of the 

text, the level that links the broader area of Kurukshetra with the broader tīrthayātrā 

ritual. In this way, Kurukshetra is the container for this place (and others) and its 

associated rituals and narratives.  

 Though the Mahābhārata nests the lakes, Rāmahrada, within Kurukshetra,
239

 

elsewhere in the text the two locations overlap and share an identity as equals.
240

 This 

single instance in the Mahābhārata suggests an ambiguity about the place and a lack 

of clarity concerning any hierarchy of place. Given Kurukshetra’s vague geographic 

description in the period prior to the epic, this is not surprising. Furthermore, it 

suggests that the nested sites influence and even reconstitute the container site to 

some degree. 

 This overlap between Kurukshetra and Rāmahrada is one example of this 

“inside-out” influence and the lack of clearly expressed separation between places.  It 

is seen in one of the epic’s two attempts to explain the meaning of the term 

Samantapañcaka, a synonym for Kurukshetra. The place-name Samantapañcaka 

occurs eighteen times in the text and always means Kurukshetra. Three passages that 

define Samantapañcaka derive the term from the five lakes that Paraśurāma filled 

with the blood of slain kṣatriyas, i.e., Rāmahrada.
241

 In these passages the place of the 

                                                 
239 Later tradition places Rāmahrada in the south-west corner of Kurukṣetra-bhūmi, diagonally 

opposite from Thanesar. 
240 See below. 
241 Mahābhārata 1.2.1-7; 3.117.9; 9.52.1. 
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Paraśurāma narrative (Rāmahrada), existing within the container place 

(Kurukshetra/Samantapañcaka), has become synonymous with the container place 

(Rāmahrada=Kurukshetra/Samantapañcaka). The two toponyms merge through the 

narrative: Paraśurāma created five lakes of blood in Kurukshetra, the area of the five 

lakes is Kurukshetra, famous for Paraśurāma’s act.  

In de Certeau’s “foggy geography of ‘meanings’,”242 the toponyms and 

narratives blend, fuse, and transpose in a nebulous shroud of significance that 

perpetuates the lack of clarity surrounding the territory.  Do pilgrims visit 

Samantapañcaka, Kurukshetra, or both? Is the lake in Kurukshetra named 

Rāmahrada, Saṃnihitī, neither, or both? In Chapters Four and Five, I will continue 

the discussion of the confusion surrounding the lake, the site of the largest pilgrimage 

act in the region in later periods. Here, it is interesting to observe the relationship 

between the narrative of Paraśurāma and the place Kurukshetra, a bi-directional 

exchange of meaning in which pre-existing themes surrounding Kurukshetra are read 

into the narrative of Paraśurāma while the narrative of Paraśurāma serves to 

underwrite the significance of the place for the act of tīrthayātrā and associated 

rituals. 

 The fourth passage which defines Samantapañcaka removes the narrative of 

Paraśurāma and derives the term from samantāt pañcayojanā, “five yojanas end to 

                                                 
242 De Certeau, Practice, 104. 
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end.”
243

 The presence of this single passage reinforces two ideas. First, that the 

identity of Kurukshetra in the bulk of the Mahābhārata is mostly constructed in 

narrative rather than territorial terms. This is indicated by the fact that several 

passages define Samantapañcaka through the narrative of Paraśurāma while only one 

defines it spatially. Second, this passage reinforces the idea that during the epic 

period, Kurukshetra remained a vague space, susceptible to various interpretations 

and types of interpretations, especially outside of the place-bound tīrthayātrā ritual 

context.  

In total, the equation of Rāmahrada/Samantapañcaka and 

Kurukshetra/Samantapañcaka connects a specific ritual site (Rāmahrada) with the 

larger site (Kurukshetra). The lake(s) become an important site for ritual practice in 

later literature and become associated with the larger area of Kurukshetra, rather than 

remaining specific to the location Rāmahrada. The narrative of Paraśurāma will 

continue to underwrite Kurukshetra by its connection to the toponym 

Samantapañcaka through the period of the purāṇas. 

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, I have traced the developments in place, ritual, and narrative 

surrounding Kurukshetra in epic and epic-period literature. I have argued that texts 

composed in the era surrounding the epic abstract Kurukshetra to an ideal place, a 

place that is a tīrtha and a site of religious orthopraxy, furthering the process that was 

                                                 
243 Mahābhārata 3.129.22. This passage also obliquely refers to the narrative of King Kuru to define 

Kurukshetra. The remaining passages do not attempt to define Samantapañcaka. 
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seen in the late-Vedic period. I have also argued that the Mahābhārata’s construction 

of Kurukshetra is two-fold: a narrative place constructed in accordance with certain 

themes and a geographic place connected with the place-bound ritual complex of 

tīrthayātrā. The narrative place in the Mahābhārata is formed around themes of 

contest, political authority, and religious authority, themes that also surrounded 

Kurukshetra in late-Vedic literature. The geographic construction takes place within 

the stable and mutable ritual category of tīrthayātrā. The nature of this ritual and the 

manner in which the geography of Kurukshetra is constructed in the Mahābhārata 

allows for the expansion of geographic specificity and the proliferation of narratives. 

Finally, I have identified an important area of overlap between ritual and geographic 

constructions of Kurukshetra in the site Samantapañcaka/Rāmahrada and the 

narrative of Paraśurāma. This overlap becomes important for identifying Kurukshetra 

in the post-epic period.  
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Chapter 4: Centering Kurukshetra in Post-Epic Literature, the Solar 

Eclipse Festival and Thanesar 

INTRODUCTION 

 Developments in place, ritual, and narrative continue in the purāṇas and other 

sources that follow the Mahābhārata. In the previous chapter, I argued that texts 

conceive of Kurukshetra in mostly ideal and narrative terms, excepting the 

geographic specificity that occurs within the place-bound tīrthayātrā ritual 

framework. Here, I trace Kurukshetra’s ritual geography as it merges with a center of 

political power and economic importance at Thanesar. The multiplicity of narratives 

and ideas surrounding Kurukshetra continues in the post-epic period; Kurukshetra 

remains as a tīrtha and a place connected to various narratives. The Mahābhārata, the 

narrative that will dominate Kurukshetra’s identity in later eras, is one of many 

narratives through which Kurukshetra is understood and identified. Even so, the 

Bhagavadgītā also appears in this early period in connection with Kurukshetra and 

begins to form part of the region’s narrative identity.  

 The tīrthayātrā tradition continues as an important ritual for Kurukshetra. As 

the contents of this ritual category are mutable, new narratives proliferate and the 

geography changes as certain sites collapse and focus on the center at Thanesar. 

Towards the ninth and tenth centuries, there is a significant wealth of religious 

patronage around the area of Thanesar and the nearby area of Pehowa. An important 

text, the Saromāhātmya, is produced in this period that provides new narratives and 

geography that laud the ritual center at Thanesar, especially the lake there. This lake, 
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whose identity poses a problem for the writers of the Saromāhātmya, is the center of 

tīrthayātrā activity connected with the Solar Eclipse Festival. This singular event and 

its associated rituals will provide fertile ground for the construction of new narratives 

and geography in the ninth and tenth centuries. 

 This chapter begins by tracing the multiplicity of constructions of Kurukshetra 

that exist in three early purāṇas: the Matsya Purāṇa, Mārkaṇḍeya Purāṇa, and the 

Viṣṇu Purāṇa. These texts continue in the mode of abstracting the place much as 

epic-period literature had done. Following that, I examine two important non-Purāṇic 

sources describing Thanesar, the Xiyu-ji and the Harṣacarita. Both texts describe 

Thanesar, the city that will become the ritual center of Kurukshetra. I trace the 

narrative constructions of Kurukshetra in those texts to further demonstrate the 

multiplicity of meanings surrounding Kurukshetra. Next, I examine two inscriptions 

from the nearby city of Pehowa and the Tarikh al-Hind for evidence of religious 

patronage and narrative constructions. Finally, I describe the Solar Eclipse Festival as 

a major festival and the site of new narrative construction and geographic 

reimagining. 

KURUKSHETRA IN THE EARLY PURĀṆAS: NARRATIVE PLACE AND TĪRTHA 

This section discusses the construction of Kurukshetra in the Matsya 

Purāṇa,244 Mārkaṇḍeya Purāṇa,245 and Viṣṇu Purāṇa.246 Early purāṇas construct 

                                                 
244 Most scholars make the Matsya Purāṇa one of the earliest purāṇas. See Rocher, Purāṇas, 199-200. 
245 Rocher, Purāṇas, 195-196, notes a variety of dates for this text. He cites Kane’s date of fourth to 

sixth century. Hazra, Rocher notes, names it as “one of the oldest.” In Rocher’s comparative table of 
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Kurukshetra as a tīrtha, continuing the ideas of Kurukshetra begun in the 

Mahābhārata and found in epic-period literature. As such, Kurukshetra in the 

purāṇas appears much in the same way that it does in the Mahābhārata, Jābāla 

Upaniṣad, and the inscription of King Devānika. That is, these texts conceive of 

Kurukshetra as a tīrtha and use that conceptualization as a touchstone for comparing 

other tīrthas or setting new narratives. Kurukshetra is also constructed as an ideal 

place connected with other narratives and now the epic as well. Kurukshetra, then, 

does not need to be a well-defined physical place for the purposes of these texts 

which do not describe the place-bound ritual of tīrthayātrā in Kurukshetra, but only 

the concept of Kurukshetra as a tīrtha and as a setting of narratives. There is no 

organized treatment of Kurukshetra’s geography until later texts. Kurukshetra in these 

purāṇas remains an ideal and abstracted place. These texts use the place in this way 

to further various goals. An example from each will suffice to demonstrate the point.  

The Matsya Purāṇa compares Kurukshetra as a tīrtha with the Gaṅgā. This is 

similar to the way in which the Jābāla Upaniṣad used the idea of Kurukshetra to 

discuss Avimukta. The Matsya Purāṇa describes the geography of the Gaṅgā in 

relation to the tīrthayātrā ritual there. Using Kurukshetra as the standard of 

comparison, the text reads: “Gaṅgā is equal to Kurukshetra wherever it is bathed in 

                                                                                                                                           
dates for this text, with the exception of Wilson, most scholars date this Purāṇa early, prior to the 

Devīmāhātmya.  
246 The dating of the Viṣṇu Purāṇa also varies greatly. Most scholars have placed this Purāṇa between 

the third and sixth centuries according to Rocher, Purāṇas, 249. 
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and ten times Kurukshetra where it meets with the Vindhya.”247 The geography of 

Kurukshetra is unimportant to the Matsya Purāṇa. Instead, it is only the conception 

of Kurukshetra as a tīrtha and the related notions of the benefit acquired there that are 

important to the purpose of the text. In contrast, the text is more specific about the 

Gaṅgā and the point where it meets the Vindhya Range, enjoining people to ritually 

bathe there.  

 The Viṣṇu Purāṇa also deploys an ideal, non-geographic Kurukshetra. In 

addition to listing Kurukshetra as a tīrtha at 6.8.29, the text uses a construction of 

Kurukshetra that stems from the Mahābhārata, dharmakṣetra, at 4.19.77. The Viṣṇu 

Purāṇa draws upon this aspect of the ideal place of the Mahābhārata while providing 

a genealogy of the rulers of Magadha, tied to the epic’s lunar dynasty through 

Parikṣit.248 In the list, the text mentions King Kuru and his founding of Kurukshetra 

as dharmakṣetra (ya idaṃ dharmakṣetraṃ kurukṣetraṃ cakāra – “He who made this 

dharmakṣetra, Kurukshetra”). The Viṣṇu Purāṇa then shows the influence of the epic 

and especially the Bhagavadgītā in its conception of Kurukshetra. The appearance of 

the term dharmakṣetra, so closely connected with the figure of Kṛṣṇa, may be in part 

due to the strong sectarian nature of the Viṣṇu Purāṇa.249 As such, it continues to use 

a narrative Kurukshetra, an ideal place connected with the epic and concepts of 

dharma. 

                                                 
247 Matsya Purāṇa 106.49: kurukṣetrasamā gaṅgā yatra yatrāvagāhyate; kurukṣetrād daśaguṇā yatra 

vindhyena saṃgatā . 
248 See: Rocher, Purāṇas, 247. 
249 See: Rocher, Purāṇas, 248. 
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Finally, the Mārkaṇḍeya Purāṇa also deploys Kurukshetra as the setting of 

the Mahābhārata battle. It develops its own narrative backdrop of a conversation 

between Jaimini and the birds from a story that is set during the battle.250 The goal of 

this first section of the Mārkaṇḍeya Purāṇa is to elucidate the Mahābhārata.251 In 

                                                 
250 I have reproduced the narrative here because it is currently commemorated in Kurukshetra by a 

statue at the Birla Gita Mandir and has now become a part of the epic’s lived landscape. Mārkaṇḍeya 

Purāṇa 2.32-56, translation by F.E. Pargiter, ed., tr. (The Mārkaṇḍeya Purāṇa. Delhi: Indological 

Book House, 1969):  

And Mandapála had four sons of boundless intellect, Jaritári the eldest and Drona the youngest, best of 

dvijas. The youngest of them, righteous in soul, thoroughly read in the Vedas and Vedángas, married 

her the beauteous Tárkshí, with the consent of Kandhara. And after a while Tárkshí conceived; when 

she had gone seven fortnights in her pregnancy, she went to Kurukshetra. The very terrible battle 

between the Kurus and Pándavas was then being fought, and, in consequence of her action being 

predestined, she entered into the battle. There, then, she beheld the contest between Bhagadatta and 

Arjuna. The sky was thick filled with arrows, as if with locusts. Discharged from the bow of Arjuna an 

arrow, black as a serpent, fell with great force and pierced the skin of her belly. Her belly being 

pierced, four moonlike eggs fell on the ground as if on a heap, of cotton, from the fact that their 

allotted period of life was not ended. At the same time that they fell, fell the great bell, the cord of 

which was cut by an arrow, from the noble elephant Supratíka. It reached the ground evenly all around, 

cutting into the surface of the ground, and covering the eggs of the bird which lay upon flesh. And 

after king Bhagadatta, ruler of men, was slain, the fight between the armies of the Kurus and Pándavas 

went on many days. At the end of the battle, when Dharma's son Yudhishthira approached the son of 

Sántanu to hear the highsouled Bhíshma proclaiming the entire laws, a sage named Śamika came to the 

spot where, O best of dvijas, lay the eggs within the bell. There he heard the voice of the little birds 

chirping, whose voices were inarticulate on account of their infancy, although they had transcendant 

knowledge. Then the Rishi, accompanied by his disciples, lifted up the bell and saw with surprise the 

young motherless and fatherless birds. The venerable Muni Śamika, having so seen the on the ground 

there, filled with astonishment, addressed his attendant, dvijas. "Well was it said by the chief of the 

dvijas, Usanas himself, the regent of the planet Venus, when he saw the army of the Daityas intent on 

fleeing, hard-pressed by the gods. 'Ye must not go, turn ye back; why run ye away, ye feeble ones? 

Abandoning valour and glory, where have ye gone? Ye shall not perish. Whether one perishes or 

whether one fights, one possesses life as long as God originally created, not as long as one's mind 

desires. Men perish, some in their homes, some in flight; so, too, do they meet their death when eating 

food and drinking water. So, too, others, when sporting themselves, seated in the chariot of Love, free 

from sickness, their bodies unpierced by arrows, fall into the power of the King of the departed. 

Others, when intent on austerities, are led off by the servants of the King of the departed: and others 

occupied in meditation and study have not gained immortality. Of yore, Indra hurled his thunderbolt 

against Śambara, yet that demon, though pierced thereby to the heart, did not perish. By that very 

thunderbolt, indeed, and by the same Indra, when their time was come, the Dánavas were slain, the 

Daityas forthwith perished. Perceiving this, ye should not fear: return ye.' Then those Daityas, 

abandoning the fear of death, turned back. This speech of Usanas is proved true by these most noble 

birds, which even in the superhuman battle did not meet with destruction. 
251 Rocher, Purāṇas, 192. 
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achieving this goal, the text uses Kurukshetra to set its own narrative in connection 

with the epic. 

In these three early purāṇas, the spread of an ideal Kurukshetra is seen. The 

texts use the ideas of Kurukshetra as a tīrtha and as the site of the Mahābhārata 

narrative, showing the influence of the epic on concepts of Kurukshetra in this period. 

Perhaps owing in part to the provenance of these purāṇas, which is uncertain, the 

texts display no knowledge of details that would suggest familiarity with 

Kurukshetra’s geography. The Kurukshetra in these texts, as in the Jābāla Upaniṣad 

and other epic-period texts, appears largely as an abstracted, narrative, and ideal 

place. As I have suggested, the lack of ritual prescription for the area in these purāṇas 

facilitates their ability to ignore terrain. 

KURUKSHETRA IN THE SEVENTH CENTURY: THE EMERGENCE OF THE CENTER AT 

THANESAR  

In the seventh century, a new location emerges which will become 

synonymous with Kurukshetra in later eras. This is the city of Thanesar in central 

Haryana about 100 miles north of New Delhi. The city, situated in a horseshoe-

shaped bend in the Sarasvatī River, was settled well before the seventh century.252 

Though the site is much older, the name first appears as “Sthāneśvara” in about the 

fifth century. A clay tablet has been recovered from excavations at Daulatpur, about 

                                                 
252 Excavations at Harsh-ka-ṭīla in the old city have unearthed Kuṣāṇa era artifacts: Garima Kaushik 

and Akshat Kaushik, “851_873_11_11Sheikh_Chilli's_Tomb_Thanesar_ (English).pdf.” ASI 

Chandigarh Circle. http://www.asichandigarhcircle.in/admin/editor/_sample/upload/851_873_11_ 

11Sheikh_Chilli%27s_Tomb_Thanesar_%28English%29.pdf (accessed September 4, 2012). 
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fifteen kilometers east of Thanesar, which reads in Brāhmī script “Sthāneśvarasya,” 

the first hypothesized attestation of the city’s name. 253  

 Sthāneśvara becomes prominent in the seventh century under the Puṣyabhūti 

dynasty. It is the capital of that dynasty until Harṣa relocates to Kannauj. During this 

era, it also shares some overlap of identity with Kurukshetra. Bāṇa, writing about the 

homeland of Harṣa, identifies the place as Sthāṇvīśvara, in Śrīkaṇṭha Janapada.254 His 

description of Sthāṇvīśvara is in the third chapter of the Harṣacarita and is filled with 

hyperbole typical of the entire work, describing the city as a prosperous place filled 

with pious individuals. Apart from the two place-names, Sthāṇvīśvara and Śrīkaṇṭha 

Janapada, Bāṇa’s description of Thanesar is non-specific when it comes to 

geography. He does note forests, lakes, and tīrthas in the area, but these landforms are 

part of the hyperbole he uses to portray the city of Thanesar positively, not specific 

locations.255 His purpose is not to provide a geographic description, but rather an 

ideal one that will portray the people of Harṣa’s kingdom as prosperous and pious.  

 Nevertheless, an important piece of information about Thanesar’s geography 

can be gleaned from the text. When Harṣa starts out for battle, he first performs a 

                                                 
253 This tablet is cited by Datta and Phadke, History, 50, who reference a paper given at the AIOC in 

1974, See also: Archaeological Survey of India. “I. Explorations and Excavations: Haryana,” in Indian 

Archaeology, 1967-1968: A Review, edited by B.B. Lal, (New Delhi: Director General, Archaeological 

Survey of India, 1971), 8; Archaeological Survey of India. “I. Explorations and Excavations: 

Haryana,” in Indian Archaeology, 1976-1977: A Review, edited by B.K. Thapar, (New Delhi: Director 

General, Archaeological Survey of India, 1980), 19; and Archaeological Survey of India. “I. 

Explorations and Excavations: Haryana,” in Indian Archaeology, 1977-1978: A Review, edited by B.K. 

Thapar, (New Delhi: Director General, Archaeological Survey of India, 1980), 23. 
254 Kane, Harshacarita, 43: sthāṇvīśvarākhyo janapadaviśeṣaḥ - “The capital of the janapada called 

Sthāṇvīśvara.” 
255 Kane, Harshacarita, 43. 
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ceremony on the banks of the Sarasvatī River near the city.256 Here, Harṣa drops his 

signet in the mud on the bank of the river.257  So, Harṣa’s capital, Sthāṇvīśvara is 

located somewhere near some river called the Sarasvatī. This accords with the 

placement of Sthāṇvīśvara (or Sthāṇeśvara)258 in Thanesar and possibly the 

identification of the river flowing north of the city as the Sarasvatī in the seventh 

century.259 In sum, Bāṇa’s “Sthāṇvīśvara” is almost certainly the same as the modern 

city Thanesar, an identification which has gained broad acceptance. 

 Though Thanesar is Harṣa’s homeland, Bāṇa does not make an attempt to 

identify the place as Kurukshetra. Kurukshetra is all but absent in the Harṣacarita. It 

is mentioned once in the text, in the third ucchvāsa, where the poet compares the 

setting sun to the head of Paraśurāma bathing in the blood of the lakes in 

Samantapañcaka.260 So, it is interesting to note that Bāṇa does not choose to signify 

Harṣa’s capital by connecting it with the place-name Kurukshetra or the epic 

narrative, but rather through the place-synonym, Samantapañcaka, and the 

Paraśurāma narrative. Bāṇa’s connection of the Paraśurāma narrative to 

Kurukshetra/Samantapañcaka may be due in part to a desire to elevate his own 

Bhārgava lineage. It also demonstrates that multiple narratives existed simultaneously 

                                                 
256 Kane, Harshacarita, 108. 
257 Kane, Harshacarita, 108. 
258 It is possible to derive Thanesar from either Sthāneśvara or Sthāṇvīśvara.  
259 In the absence of other geographic descriptors, it is still possible that other physical rivers (e.g., the 

Mārkaṇḍā) may have been intended as the Sarasvatī. 
260 Kane, Harshacarita, 41.  
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in the broader construction of Kurukshetra at this time, including the Mahābhārata 

narrative found in early purāṇas and the Paraśurāma narrative found here.  

 Though Bāṇa does not identify Sthāṇvīśvara in terms of the Mahābhārata, it 

seems that the epic had an influence on the local narrative identity of the city during 

the seventh century. Bāṇa’s near-contemporary Xuanzang writes about Sthāṇvīśvara 

in his Xiyu-ji, a text which grounds the epic narrative in the city. The location he 

provides likely approximates the location of modern Thanesar. His report contains 

many interesting clues that the epic was a living tradition to which the local 

community had attached itself. The term “field of religious merit” occurs in Beal’s 

translation of the Xiyu-ji and probably refers to the term “fudi” in the original, or 

puṇya in Sanskrit.261 Kurukshetra is not anywhere called “puṇya-kṣetra” in the 

Mahābhārata. Still, the concept of puṇya is frequently found in the context of 

tīrtha.262 Xuanzang’s measurement of the “field of religious merit” is 200 li.263 

Though not certain and entirely dependent on the valuation of the li to the yojana, this 

                                                 
261 Max Deeg, email message to author, December 3, 2009. 
262 For example, Dhaumya’s description of the Sarasvatī and its source: Mahābhārata 3.88.2-4: 

sarasvatī puṇyavahā hradinī vanamālinī; samudragā mahāvegā yamunā yatra pāṇḍava.  tatra 

puṇyatamaṃ tīrthaṃ plakṣāvataraṇaṃ śivam; yatra sārasvatair iṣṭvā gacchanty avabhṛthaṃ dvijāḥ. 

puṇyaṃ cākhyāyate divyaṃ śivam agniśiro 'nagha; sahadevo 'yajad yatra śamyākṣepeṇa bhārata.  –  

“O Pāṇḍava, where the Sarasvatī, carrying merit, having lakes, and garlanded with forests, and the 

ocean-going, swift Yamunā are, there is the most meritorious and propitious tīrtha, Plakṣāvataraṇa, 

where the twice-born, having sacrificed along the Sarasvatī, go for their post-sacrifice ablutions. It is 

known as meritorious, divine, propitious, and the head of Agni, O Fautless One, at the distance of a 

staff-throw from where Sahadeva sacrificed.” 
263 Beal, Si-yu-ki, 2:184. 
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description is easily converted to the description of Kurukshetra as Samantapañcaka, 

“Five yojanas end-to-end.”264  

 Most interesting in Xuanzang’s report is that the locals tell a narrative about 

the place that in some regards resembles the Mahābhārata. Beal translates the 

narrative as follows: 

In old time [sic] there were two kings of the five Indies, between 

whom the government was divided. They attacked one another’s 

frontiers, and never ceased fighting. At length, the two kings came to 

the agreement that they should select on each side a certain number of 

soldiers to decide the question by combat, and so give the people rest. 

But the multitude rejected this plan, and would have none of it. Then 

the king (of this country) reflected that the people are difficult to 

please (to deal with). A miraculous power (a spirit) may perhaps move 

them (to action); some project (out-of-the-way plan) may perhaps 

settle (establish) them in some right course of action. 

 At this time there was a Brāhmaṇ of great wisdom and high 

talent. To him the king sent secretly a present of some rolls of silk, and 

requested him to retire within his after-hall (private apartment) and 

there compose a religious book265 which he might conceal in a 

mountain cavern. After some time, when the trees had grown over (the 

mouth of the cavern), the king summoned his ministers before him as 

he sat on his royal throne, and said: “Ashamed of my little virtue in the 

high estate I occupy, the ruler of heaven (or, of Devas) has been 

pleased to reveal to me in a dream, and to confer upon me a divine 

                                                 
264 Cunningham make the yojana equal to forty li, providing an exact correspondence (40 li = 1 

yojana; 200 li = 5 yojana). Beal, Si-yu-ki, 2:70 assesses the value of a yojana as forty li, noting 

variations. This valuation provides an an exact correspondence of a 200 li area and a five-yojana area 

(40 li = 1 yojana; 200 li = 5 yojana). Max Deeg, email to author, December 9, 2009, indicates that the 

valuation of the li varies in the Xiyu-ji, but notes that the type of number Xuanzang uses here indicates 

a more-precise number, rather than an estimate. This strongly suggests the possibility that Xuanzang is 

drawing on the term samantapañcaka, “Five [yojanas] end-to-end,” a term known since the 

Mahābhārata and in use in the near-contemporary Harṣacarita. If the ratio of the yojana to the li is 

decided, arguments may be made for the identity of the seventh-century Sarasvatī River as either the 

current Sarsooti (the Sarasvatī near Thanesar) or the Mārkaṇḍā, depending on the center of the area. 
265 Watters, Thomas, Thomas William Rhys Davids, Stephen W. Bushell, and Vincent Arthur Smith, 

On Yuan Chwang's Travels in India (A.D. 629-45), (London: Royal Asiatic Society, 1904), 315, call 

this book a “Dharma-sūtra.” 
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book which is now concealed in such-and-such a mountain fastness 

and in such-and-such a rocky corner.” 

 On this edict was issued to search for this book, and it was 

found underneath the mountain bushes. The high ministers addressed 

their congratulations (to the king) and the people were overjoyed. The 

king then gave an account of the discovery to those far and near, and 

caused all to understand the matter; and this is the upshot of his 

message: “To birth and death there is no limit – no end to the 

revolutions of life. There is no rescue from the spiritual abyss (in 

which we are immersed). But now by a rare plan I am able to deliver 

men from this suffering. Around this royal city, for the space of 200 li 

in circuit, was the land of ‘religious merit’ for men, apportioned by the 

kings of old. Years having rolled away in great numbers, the traces 

have been forgotten or destroyed.266 Men not regarding spiritual 

indications (religion) have been immersed in the sea of sorrow without 

the power of escape. What then is to be said? Let it be known (from 

the divine revelation given) that all those of you who shall attack the 

enemy’s troops and die in battle, that they shall be born again as men; 

if they kill many, that, free from guilt, they shall receive heavenly joys. 

Those obedient grandchildren and pious children who assist (attend) 

their aged parents in walking about this land shall reap happiness 

(merit) without bounds. With little work, a great reward. Who would 

lose such an opportunity, (since), when once dead, our bodies fall into 

the dark intricacies of the three evil ways? Therefore let every man stir 

himself to the utmost to prepare good works.” 

 On this the men hastened to the conflict, and regarded death as 

deliverance. The king accordingly issued an edict and summoned his 

braves. The two countries engaged in conflict, and the dead bodies 

were heaped together as sticks, and from that time till now the plains 

are everywhere covered with their bones. As this relates to a very 

remote period of time, the bones are very large ones. The constant 

tradition of the country, therefore, has called this “the field of religious 

merit” (or “happiness”).267 

This tale about a war and reluctant warriors inspired to fight through a 

divinely revealed text bears some similarity to the Mahābhārata and the role of the 

                                                 
266 Watters, Yuan Chwang’s Travels, 315, translates: “but as its evidences have been effaced in the 

long lapse of time.” 
267 Beal, Si-yu-ki, 2:184-6. 
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divinely delivered Bhagavadgītā within the epic, inspiring the reluctant Arjuna to 

fight. Watters is careful to note that the term fu-ti (or fudi) is not a translation of 

dharmakṣetra, a term used to describe Kurukshetra in the Bhagavadgītā.268 Still, he 

notes that this passage “reads like an extract from the Bhagavadgītā.”269  

 The fact that Xuanzang renders this narrative here with this specific plot 

device, in connection to Sthāṇvīśvara (Thanesar), seems to be more than coincidence. 

It seems that this regional center may have adopted the narrative of the epic in some 

fashion, recast by Xuanzang in his text, as part of the city’s identity. Other ideas 

associated with some tīrthas, including Kurukshetra, are also present in Xuanzang’s 

text, for example, the idea that death in the place bestows merit. Similarly, ideas 

associated with tīrthayātrā or tīrthaparikrama are reflected in the text’s claim that it 

is meritorious for people to walk around in this place. In sum, the preponderance of 

evidence suggests that, at least locally, Sthāṇvīśvara and Kurukshetra had begun to 

enjoy significant overlap in identity by the seventh century, an identity which in part 

was constituted by the Mahābhārata narrative.  

 The identification of Kurukshetra with Sthāṇvīśvara in the seventh century is 

even more interesting, since the idea of a place that has been lost and then re-found is 

present in Xuanzang’s account: “Around this royal city, for the space of 200 li in 

circuit, was the land of ‘religious merit’ for men, apportioned by the kings of old. 

Years having rolled away in great numbers, the traces have been forgotten or 

                                                 
268 Watters, Yuan Chwang’s Travels, 316-317. 
269 Watters, Yuan Chwang’s Travels, 315. 
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destroyed.” Though it seems that Kurukshetra has always been located somewhere in 

central Haryana, it is interesting that at this particular period of time it is being 

“rediscovered” and associated with a regional center of political and economic 

importance.  

 Inasmuch as Xuanzang’s text is geographically oriented,270 it is a useful 

source for locating Kurukshetra outside of the ritual context of tīrthayātrā. Still, 

determining other boundaries for Kurukshetra based on this new location (e.g., the 

Sarasvatī River) is complicated by the fact that it is unclear if Thanesar sits at the 

geographic center of the “field of religious merit,” or if it is only at the center of 

power for the region. Xuanzang does not mention any other territorial markers for the 

place except its relationship to other places whose locations are not certain. Even so, I 

believe an evaluation of Xuanzang’s route will show that his Sthāṇvīśvara can be 

plausibly identified with modern Thanesar, confirming the location and co-

identification of the places from the seventh century onward.271 

 Xuanzang’s text acts as a check against the Harṣacarita. Both texts refer to 

Thanesar; Xuanzang’s text locates it in central Haryana and Bāṇa’s locates it along 

the Sarasvatī. Bāṇa attaches the Paraśurāma narrative to the place, while Xuanzang 

                                                 
270 His primary task is to provide a moral mirror, according to Deeg, email to author, December 9, 

2009. 
271 Watters has some reservation about this. Cunnigham accepts it wholly. Interestingly, both of them 

miss one piece of corroborating evidence. Xuanzang mentions a monastery called Ku-hun-t’u about 

100 li south of Sthāṇvīśvara. Cuningham proposes Gokaṇṭha as the name of the place and Watters 

corrects it to suggest that “Govinda” is a better rendering of the Chinese to Sanskrit. If the li is valued 

at forty li per yojana, and a yojana is between eight and ten miles, then Watter’s “Govinda” should be 

between 20-25 miles south of Thanesar. Presently, there is a village about twenty-three miles south of 

Thanesar named “Gondar.” Could this possibly be derived from Govinda or the related term 

Gopendra? 
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tells some version of the Mahābhārata. The conclusion that can be reached by 

comparing the two texts is that Thanesar was a center of religious and political 

importance in the seventh century. Narratives related to Kurukshetra, such as the 

Mahābhārata and the narrative of Paraśurāma, overlapped with Thanesar, grounding 

them now in a certain location. There are no reports of ritual activity during this 

period, except for in the hyperbole of Bāṇa. It is a stretch to consider Bāṇa’s mention 

of the Paraśurāma narrative as suggestive of tīrthayātrā, even though that narrative is 

related to tīrthayātrā in the Mahābhārata. So, it is difficult to say if any ritual activity 

performed in the location affected Thanesar’s association with Kurukshetra and its 

narratives, as it would in later times.272 It is interesting to note that in the case of these 

two texts, individuals who are outsiders to Kurukshetra have access to and propagate 

the narratives associated with the place. When coupled with the early purāṇas, this 

gives insight into the multiple narrative constructions of Kurukshetra in the post-epic 

period.273  

KURUKSHETRA IN THE NINTH, TENTH, AND ELEVENTH CENTURIES: CENTER OF 

PATRONAGE AND WEALTH 

Recent district gazetteers write: 

Kurukshetra region is an area of great antiquity and remained an 

important centre of political activity during the ancient period. During 

the Gupta period, it developed into a seat of political power. In Pali 

religious literature, Kurukshetra frequently finds mention as one of the 

sixteen Mahajanapadas of the time. In the 6th century A.D., 

Pushpabhutis founded a new dynasty in Thanesar bhukti 

                                                 
272 See below. 
273 The slightly later Gauḍavaho confirms this multiplicity, linking Thanesar, Kurukshetra, and the 

snake sacrifice episode of the epic. See Bakker, “Thanesar,” fn 14. 
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(administrative division), a part of Kurukshetra, then known as 

Srikantha Janapada. But, with the transfer of Pushpabhuti’s capital to 

Kanauj during Harsha’s time, the political importance of the region 

was somewhat declined.274 

Even if the political capital shifted with Harṣa, the region continued to enjoy enough 

prosperity to attract the attention of the Ghaznavids. Two donation records located at 

Pehowa and the production of a new text glorifying Thanesar, the Saromāhātmya, 

also attest to the patronage of religious establishments in the larger area at this time. 

 Al-Biruni’s text touches on Thanesar several times. He identifies the city with 

Kurukshetra, the epic narrative, and the tīrthayātrā tradition. In a geographic 

construction, he writes: 

Tânêshar (Sthânêśvara) lies between the two rivers to the north of both 

Kanoj and Mâhûra, at a distance of nearly 80 farsakh from Kanoj, and 

nearly 50 farsakh from Mâhûra.275 

Further clarifying, he later states: 

Marching from Kanoj towards the north-north-west, you come to 

Shirshāraha, 50 farsakh from Kanoj; Pinjaur, 18 farsakh, situated on 

the mountains, whilst opposite it in the plain there lies the city of 

Tânêshar;276 

Concerning the meridian for measuring longitude, Al-Biruni makes the Thanesar-

Kurukshetra connection explicit: 

Through Kurukshetra, i.e., the plain of Tânêshar (Sthânêśvara) in the 

centre of their country...277 

                                                 
274 Haryana District Gazetteers: Kurukshetra, edited by S.C. Goel and Ram Kishan Bishnoi, 

(Chandigarh: Haryana Gazetteers Organization, 2009), 2. 
275 Sachau, Edward, Alberuni’s India: An Account of the Religion, Philosophy, Literature, Geography, 

Chronology, Astronomy, Customs, Laws and Astrology of India about A.D. 1030, (London: Kegan 

Paul, Trench, Trübner & Co., 1910), 1:199. 
276 Sachau, Alberuni's India, 1:205. 
277 Sachau, Alberuni's India, 1:308. 
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Al-Biruni’s interests are more than geographic in nature. His work records the 

conjunction of Thanesar-Kurukshetra with the Mahābhārata: 

The Saṃhitâ of Varâhamira relates that in Tâneshar there is a pond 

which the Hindus visit from afar to bathe in its water. Regarding the 

cause of this custom they relate the following: -- The waters of all the 

other holy ponds visit this particular pond at the time of an eclipse. 

Therefore, if a man washes in it, it is as if he had washed in every 

single one of all of them. Then Varâhamira continues: “People say, if 

it were not the head (apsis) which causes the eclipse of sun and moon, 

the other ponds would not visit this pond.”278 

A few pages later, writing of venerated places which he compares to Mecca, i.e., 

places of pilgrimage or tīrthas,279 he writes of Thanesar: 

Another place of this kind is Tâneshar, also called Kurukshetra, i.e. the 

land of Kuru, who was a peasant, a pious, holy man who worked 

miracles by divine. Therefore the country was called after him, and 

venerated for his sake. Besides, Tâneshar is the theatre of the exploits 

of Vâsudeva in the wars of Bhārata and of the destruction of the evil-

doers. It is for this reason that people visit the place.280  

Al-Biruni’s text, in this passage, links Thanesar, Kurukshetra, and the narrative of the 

Mahābhārata, as well as that of King Kuru (reformulated in Sachau’s translation as a 

“peasant”). The Solar Eclipse Festival, which I will discuss below, is also recorded in 

Thanesar by Al-Biruni, via Varāhamihira.281 This suggests that the Mahābhārata was 

a narrative underpinning tīrthayātrā activity in Thanesar. The related wealth that such 

activity generates is also inferred from Al-Biruni’s text: 

                                                 
278 Sachau, Alberuni's India, 2:145. I have not been able to locate this in Bṛhat Saṃhitā. 
279 Sachau, Alberuni's India, 2:146. 
280 Sachau, Alberuni's India, 2:147. 
281 So far, I have been unable to locate the reference in the Bṛhatsaṃhitā 
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The city of Tâneshar is highly venerated by the Hindus. The idol of 

that place is called Cakrasvâmin, i.e. the owner of the cakra, a weapon 

which we have already described. It is of bronze, and is nearly the size 

of a man. It is now lying in the hippodrome in Ghazna, together with 

the Lord of Somanâth, which is a representation of the penis of 

Mahâdeva, called Linga. Of Somanâth we shall hereafter speak in the 

proper place. This Cakrasvâmin is said to have been made in the time 

of Bhârata as a memorial of wars connected with this name.282 

The last line of this passage is telling. Whoever Al-Biruni’s informants were, 

or if Al-Biruni is supplying this information himself, they have connected an image of 

Viṣṇu (Cakrasvāmin, perhaps even Kṛṣṇa) with the epic battle and the place 

Thanesar. This all suggests that sometime near the turn of the eleventh century, there 

was significant patronage in Thanesar, perhaps connected to the practice of 

tīrthayātrā and the Solar Eclipse Festival, such that valuable images were 

constructed. This activity and such images also seem to have been interpreted, and 

possibly produced, in connection with the epic narrative. In all, the epic, Kurukshetra, 

Thanesar, and pilgrimage seem to have coalesced by the early eleventh century. 

 Though I have suggested it here, it is difficult to tell if the patronage of certain 

temples in the area is connected to the ritual of tīrthayātrā, that is, the visiting of sites 

in Kurukshetra as a part of that activity, or if the temples are what Lochtefeld would 

call “Resident Powers.”283 Lochtefeld separates “resident powers,” divinities and 

divinized beings who dwell at Haridwar, from the power of the place itself. He writes, 

“This distinction between power and place is clearly visible with regard to Hardwar’s 

                                                 
282 Sachau, Alberuni's India, 1:117. 
283 Lochtefeld, God’s Gateway, 177. 
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resident deities, who are said to grant the requests of the faithful and whose temples 

are sources of independent power.”284 In the case of Kurukshetra, I argue that this 

distinction is less clear. Deities who exist here, such as Sthāṇu and Bhadrakālī, are a 

part of the tīrthayātrā complex and, while perhaps sources of “power” in their own 

right, the place that they inhabit and the narratives that underpin this power in the 

current era are connected with the dominant narrative of the region, the Mahābhārata, 

which, in part, informs the practice of tīrthayātrā. The level of separation between the 

patronage of certain deities and the practice of tīrthayātrā in Kurukshetra in the 

eleventh century is unclear. 

 There is also evidence of Vaiṣṇava-related patronage activity in the nearby 

town of Pehowa (Pṛthūdaka), a tīrtha within Kurukshetra, in the ninth century. 

Inscriptions suggest that Pehowa was an important center for religious and 

commercial activity.285  They do not connect Pehowa with the Mahābhārata legend, 

though one inscription does connect it with the place-name Kurukshetra, and 

consequently some idea connected with that place-name.  

 Pehowa, classically known as Pṛthūdaka, is located along the Sarasvatī River 

(Sarsooti) about twenty-five kilometers west of Thanesar. It is a site that receives a 

fairly lengthy treatment in the tīrthayātrā itinerary in the Vana Parvan. There, the 

text elevates Pṛthūdaka above both Kurukshetra and Sarasvatī: “They say that 

Kurukshetra is meritorious. (More meritorious) than Kurukshetra is the Sarasvatī. 

                                                 
284 Lochtefeld, God’s Gateway, 177. 
285 Bühler, “Peheva Inscription,” and “Undated Prasasti.” 
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(More meritorious) than the Sarasvatī are (its) tīrthas. (More meritorious) than the 

tīrthas (of the Sarasvatī) is Pṛthūdaka.”286 The use of such a comparison suggests that 

interested parties at Pṛthūdaka competed for patronage by yātrins early on.  

The inscriptions from the ninth century indicate that Pṛthūdaka continued as 

an important site of religious and economic activity. The first inscription records a 

horse fair (ghoṭakayātrā) at Pehowa.287 That such fairs were the opportunity for local 

religious institutions to generate revenue is apparent in the inscription itself. The 

inscription is a record of the donation of a portion of the proceeds from horse trading 

to various temples and temple officials. Two of the four temples to which they donate 

are Vaiṣṇava and the affiliation of the other two is unknown. The temples are: those 

built by Guhāditya and Kadambāditya in Kannauj (unknown), the temple of “the god 

riding on Garuḍa” in Bhojpur, and the temple of Varāha in Pehowa. The sellers 

donate “two dharmas” per animal as a “perpetual endowment.” From this, the local 

sites receive one-eighth of the donation, with the remaining portion going to the 

temples in the east. The buyers donate one dharma, which is distributed locally 

among temple officials in Pehowa.288 So, the endowment recorded for the annual 

                                                 
286Mahābhārata 3.81.125:  puṇyam āhuḥ kurukṣetraṃ kurukṣetrāt sarasvatīm; sarasvatyāś ca tīrthāni 

tīrthebhyaś ca pṛthūdakam. 
287 Bühler, “Peheva Inscription,” 187; 3: yāṃ tithāv iha śrīpṛthūdakādhiṣṭhāne piśācīcaturdaśyāṃ 

ghoṭakayātrāyāṃ samāyata….  
288 Bühler, “Peheva Inscription,” 187-188; 8-17: … evam etat 

pramukhanānādeśāgatabhaṭākavyvaharaka-deśī śrīpṛthūdakīyasthānasya pattraṃ prayacchati 

yathāsmābhiḥ śrīkanyakubje śrīguhādityakārita-devāya tathā tatraiva gotīrthe 

kadambādityakāritadevāya ca tathā śrīkanyakubjāsanaśrībhojapure gaṅgātīre 

nāgarabhaṭṭaprabhākarasutabhūvakakāritagaruḍāsanadevāya tathā śrīpṛthūdake 

prācīsarasvatīsannidhau bhūvakenaiva kārita yajñavarāhāya ca pṛthūdake ghoṭikāvegasararūpādi-

vikrayasya rājakīyopakraye ṭhakkurajanapadādyupakraye ca tathā traighāṭakādisthāneṣu kevalaṃ 
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horse fair indicates that there was significant economic activity connected with the 

temple in Pehowa in the ninth century.289 

 The second inscription connects Pehowa with Kurukshetra, but not the 

Mahābhārata.290 It records the construction of three temples to Viṣṇu. The inscription 

provides a genealogy for the donors, three brothers who are Tomara princes. The 

eldest, Gogga, is called bhūnātha, “king,” in verse fourteen, likely indicating that he 

was the heir apparent.291 The absence of the epic in this inscription is curious. Though 

the temple praises Kurukshetra and the Sarasvatī, and though the temples are 

Vaiṣṇava, the Mahābhārata does not figure in these local rulers’ construction of the 

place. This omission suggests that during this period, the epic had not reached a level 

of dominance in the identity of the entire region of Kurukshetra, such that it was 

freely disregarded by local rulers and Vaiṣṇava institutions in this inscription. That is, 

the strong Kurukshetra-Mahābhārata connection in Al-Biruni’s work did not reflect a 

similarly strong connection in the local reality at Pehowa. Rather, they reflect a 

                                                                                                                                           
rājakīya evopakraye rūpaṃ prati dharmahetor yad dharmadvayam asmābhir akṣayanīvyāṃ pradattaṃ 

tac caturviṃśatibhir bhāgaiḥ parikalpya bhāgās sapta śrīguhādityakāritadevāya tathā bhāgās sapta 

kadambādityakāritadevāya tathā bhāgāḥ sapta bhūvakakāritaguruḍāsanāya tathā bhāgaikaḥ 

pṛthūdake bhūvakakāritayajñavarāhāya tathā bhāgaikas tatpūjakāya tathā bhāgaikaḥ pṛthūdaka-

sthānāt tathā ghoṭakasaṃgrāhakair ghoṭakaṃ prati pradattadharmaikasya kalpitabhāgānāṃ 

dvādaśānāṃ madhāt pṛthūdake prācīsarasvatīsannidhau bhūvakakāritayajñavarā[hā]ya bhāgāḥ ṣaṭ 

tathā tatpūjakāya ca bhāgadvayaṃ tathā śrīpṛthūdakīyasthānasya bhāgāś catvāro ‘smābhiḥ 

pratipāditās tadanumānyaṃ ghoṭakavikretṛbhiḥ kretṛbhiś cā… yāvat yathoddiṣṭasthityā goṣṭhkaiḥ 

sadbhiḥ svataḥ parataś canirvāhaḥ kartavyaḥ. ete ca bhāgā yathoddiṣṭasthityā goṣṭhakaiḥ 

kalpayitavyāḥ. 
289 Bühler, “Peheva Inscription,” 190 fn 47 
290 Bühler, “Undated Prasasti,” 244-250. 
291 Bühler, “Undated Prasasti,” 243: candrāyāt samajani gogganāmadheyo dhīrāṇāṃ dhuri viniveśito 

vidhātrā; bhūnātho dviṣadibhakumbhabhedaniryanmuktābhir mahitamahītalaś śitāsiḥ. 
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reification of the epic’s connection to the place by certain authors outside of the 

region, suggesting the more global importance of the epic. 

KURUKSHETRA IN THE TENTH CENTURY I: THE BHĀGAVATA PURĀṆA AND THE 

SOLAR ECLIPSE FAIR 

The Bhāgavata Purāṇa, of approximately the tenth century, reflects a 

different construction of Kurukshetra that ties together local practice and non-epic 

narratives. Like Al-Biruni, the authors of the Bhāgavata Purāṇa conceive of 

Kurukshetra as a tīrtha and record the major festival there connected with the solar 

eclipse. Unlike Al-Biruni, the text does not select the narrative of the Mahābhārata to 

underwrite the significance of Kurukshetra.  

The Bhāgavata Purāṇa includes Kurukshetra in a list of sacred places at 

7.14.30:  “Lakes, such as those at Puṣkar, and fields resorted to by venerable 

individuals – Kurukṣetra, Gayaśira, Prayāga, Pulahāśrama….”292 Pre-existing 

narratives set in Kurukshetra are also found in the text.293 For the significance of the 

place connected with the Solar Eclipse Festival, the Bhāgavata Purāṇa draws upon 

the Paraśurāma narrative, discussed above. The Solar Eclipse Festival in Kurukshetra 

takes place at Rāmahrada in the Bhāgavata Purāṇa. There, Kṛṣṇa meets the Gopis 

and the several others and the Bhāgavata Purāṇa’s narrative trajectory proceeds. 

These lake(s) are described in the Bhāgavata Purāṇa not in terms of their location, 

                                                 
292 Bhāgavata Purāṇa 7.14.30: sarāṃsi puṣkarādīni kṣetrāṇy arhāśritāny uta; kurukṣetraṃ gayaśiraḥ 

prayāgaḥ pulahāśramaḥ. 
293 Such narratives include the tale of Purūravas and Urvaśī in 9.14 (see Bhāgavata Purāṇa 9.14.33 

especially, sa tāṃ vīkṣya kurukṣetre sarasvatyāṃ ca tatsakhīḥ - “He saw her in Kurukshetra, in the 

Sarasvatī, along with her friends”). 
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but in terms of the narrative and ritual. It is not where they are that is important to the 

text, but what they are. That the Bhāgavata Purāṇa underwrites the authority of the 

place and practice through the Paraśurāma narrative indicates that, during the period 

of the purāṇa’s composition, a plurality of narratives circulated that contributed to the 

significance of the tīrthayātrā to Kurukshetra/Samantapañcaka, narratives other than 

the Mahābhārata. The text reads: 

And once, Rāma and Kṛṣṇa were living in Dvāravatī when there was a 

solar eclipse that appeared as though the era were coming to an end. O 

King, knowing that it was coming beforehand, people came from all 

over to the region Samantapañcaka with an intent for glory. This is the 

place where Rāma, the best of men-at-arms, ridding the earth of 

kṣatriyas made great lakes out of the torrents of the blood of kings. 

The lord Rāma worshipped there like any other person, even though he 

was unaffected by karma, instructing the world in the removal of evil. 

The people of Bhārata came to that place during a major tīrthayātrā, 

the Vṛṣṇis, including Akrūra, Vasudeva, Āhuka, and others.294 

The Bhāgavata Purāṇa, then, uses the idea of “Kurukshetra-as-tīrtha,” underpinned 

by the foundation narrative of Paraśurāma, to set the new narrative of Kṛṣṇa’s 

tīrthayātrā. The ritual construct of tīrthayātrā, as it was in the Mahābhārata, is the 

site of new narrative expansion. Its presence in the Bhāgavata Purāṇa reflects a 

stable and well-known tradition of practice for the region, here being incorporated by 

the authors of the text into the body of Kṛṣṇa narratives.  

                                                 
294 Bhāgavata Purāṇa 10.82.1-5 śrīśuka uvāca ; athaikadā dvāravatyāṃ vasato rāmakṛṣṇayoḥ; 

sūryoparāgaḥ sumahān āsīt kalpakṣaye yathā. taṃ jñātvā manujā rājan purastād eva sarvataḥ; 

samantapañcakaṃ kṣetraṃ yayuḥ śreyovidhitsayā. niḥkṣatriyāṃ mahīṃ kurvan rāmaḥ śastrabhṛtāṃ 

varaḥ; nṛpāṇāṃ rudhiraugheṇa yatra cakre mahā-hradān. īje ca bhagavān rāmo yatrāspṛṣṭo 'pi 

karmaṇā; lokaṃ saṅgrāhayann īśo yathānyo 'ghāpanuttaye. mahatyāṃ tīrthayātrāyāṃ tatrāgan 

bhāratīḥ prajāḥ; vṛṣṇayaś ca tathākrūravasudevāhukādayaḥ. 
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 As mentioned above, Kurukshetra, Samantapañcaka, the narrative of 

Paraśurāma, and the associated site of Rāmahrada all shared an overlap in identity 

since the time near the epic. The Bhāgavata Purāṇa adds the Solar Eclipse Festival to 

this constellation of features. The innovation in the Bhāgavata Purāṇa is to make all 

of these connections explicit and in a single location. This was not the case in the 

Mahābhārata where the Solar Eclipse Festival was situated at a specific site within 

Kurukshetra (not associated with Kurukshetra itself) and no foundation narratives for 

the event or its location are present. The site of the Solar Eclipse Festival appears as 

follows in the Vana Parvan’s itinerary: 

Then, O Dharma-knowing King, go to the tīrtha Saṃnihitī where 

Brahmā and the rest of the gods, along with the sages who are 

storehouses of ascetic energy, possessed of greatness by merit, 

congregate each month. Sipping water in Saṃnihitī during the solar 

eclipse is a sacrifice which endures equal to a hundred aśvamedhas. 

All the tīrthas on Earth and in the heavens, the rivers, pools, springs 

which flow forth, wells, hillocks, and meritorious tracts of land, 

doubtlessly congregate monthly at Saṃnihitī. Whatever bad deed is 

done by man or woman is destroyed completely by merely a bath; this 

is certain. And a person goes to Brahmaloka by the lotus-colored 

path.295 

Evident in this passage from the epic is that the solar eclipse is a significant 

event for tīrthayātrā to the place Saṃnihitī in Kurukshetra. That Saṃnihitī is a 

different tīrtha than Rāmahrada is also clear in the epic. The following verse enjoins 

                                                 
295 Mahābhārata 3.81.166-170: tato gaccheta dharmajña tīrthaṃ saṃnihitīm api; yatra brahmādayo 

devā ṛṣayaś ca tapodanāḥ; māsi māsi samāyanti puṇyena mahatānvitāḥ. saṃnihityāṃ upaspṛśya 

rāhugraste divākare; aśvamedhaśataṃ tena iṣṭaṃ bhavati śāśvatam. pṛthivyāṃ yāni tīrthāni 

antarikṣacarāṇi ca; nadyo nadās taḍāgāś ca sarvaprasravaṇāni ca. udapānāś ca vaprāś ca puṇyāny 

āyatanāni ca; māsi māsi samāyānti saṃnihatyāṃ na saṃśayaḥ. yat kiṃ cid duṣkṛtaṃ karma striyā vā 

puruṣasya vā; snātamātrasya tat sarvaṃ naśyate nātra saṃśayaḥ; padmaavarṇena yānene 

brahmalokaṃ sa gacchati.  
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the pilgrim to praise the yakṣa gatekeeper of Kurukshetra, Arantuka:  “And then, 

having praised the yakṣa gate-keeper Arantuka and sipped water at Koṭirūpa, one 

would obtain much wealth.”296 Arantuka is one of the four markers of Kurukshetra’s 

boundaries in the epic, as is Rāmahrada, indicated a few verses later: “The area 

between Tarantuka and Arantuka and between the lakes of Rāma (Rāmahrada) and 

Macakruka is Kurukshetra-Samantapañcaka, called the vedi of the grandfather 

(Brahmā).”297 So, Saṃnihitī is close to Arantuka while Rāmahrada is at the opposite 

end of Kurukshetra. In the current era, Arantuka is located in the northeast corner of 

Kurukshetra, near Thanesar, and so is Sannihit Sarovar (Saṃnihitī). Rāmahrada is 

located in the opposite, southwest corner, near the city of Jind over seventy miles 

away.298 

 As was seen before, the place-names Kurukshetra, Rāmahrada, and 

Samantapañcaka had begun to assimilate to one another through the narrative of 

Paraśurāma. This is reflected in the Bhāgavata Purāṇa, which connects the Solar 

Eclipse Festival with this composite location. The lake Saṃnihitī, then, is also 

brought into this constellation of places through the tīrthayātrā framework by its 

association with the festival. As in much of the literature up to and inclusive of this 

era, there is a lack of geographic specificity in the Bhāgavata Purāṇa, owing in part 

to Kurukshetra being deployed mostly for its narrative significance. The situation 

                                                 
296 Mahābhārata 3.81.171: abhivādya tato yakṣaṃ dvārapālam arantukam; koṭirūpam upaspṛśya 

labhed bahu suvarṇakam. 
297 Mahābhārata 3.81.177: tarantukārantukayor yad antaraṃ; rāmahradānāṃ ca macakrukasya; etat 

kurukṣetrasamantapañcakaṃ; pitāmahasyottaravedir ucyate. 
298 Historical locations and distances may have been different. 
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reflected by the texts, then, is that a variety of narratives underwrite the practice of 

tīrthayātrā to Kurukshetra during the solar eclipse. The event takes place at a lake, 

the precise location of which is unrecorded.  

KURUKSHETRA IN THE TENTH CENTURY II: THE VĀMANA PURĀṆA AND THE 

SAROMĀHĀTMYA, GEOGRAPHIC RECONSTRUCTIONS 

The report of Al-Biruni indicates that the lake was near Thanesar, the same 

place that this lake is today. The Bhāgavata Purāṇa is non-specific in terms of 

geography. Given the abundance of lakes in the region and the general lack of 

territorial markers in earlier literature, it is possible to imagine that many regional 

centers would seek to claim their local lake as the authoritative site for the tīrthayātrā 

associated with the Solar Eclipse Festival. This is perhaps also reflected in the current 

situation in which two lakes, Brahma Sarovar and Sannihit Sarovar, share in the 

contemporary practice. Similarly, as I discovered during my fieldwork in 

Kurukshetra, multiple sites will lay claim to the same events in the Mahābhārata. For 

example, local pundits in several villages relate that Duryodhana hid in the nearby 

talāb before his climactic duel with Bhīma. Even pilgrims to Brahma Sarovar and 

Sannihit Sarovar say that the same event occurred there. There are at least two sites 

associated with Arjuna shooting an arrow into the ground to bring forth the Gaṅgā: 
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Bān-gaṅgā in Dayalpur and Bhīṣma-kuṇḍ in Narakatari, both of which are near 

Thanesar to the south and west, respectively.299 

The final text under investigation from this period is the tenth-century 

Saromāhātmya, “The Glory of the Lake.” This text is the first māhātmya of 

Kurukshetra and describes the tīrthas of the region, drawing heavily from the 

Mahābhārata. The Saromāhātmya connects the lake and the Solar Eclipse Festival 

with the tīrtha and temple of Sthāṇu, the namesake deity of Thanesar.  

Interestingly, the Saromāhātmya and the Vāmana Purāṇa in which it is found 

seem to present different locations for this lake. The Saromāhātmya locates a single 

lake near Sthāṇutīrtha, calling it both Brahmasara and Rāmahrada at 11.24, Sāṃnihita 

at 12.15 and 24.2, and Sthāṇu-mahāhrada at 12.18. The Saromāhātmya locates this 

lake near Rantuka (12.19, equal to Arantuka perhaps) and Sthāṇu-tīrtha (24.3-4), 

placing the lake of the Saromāhātmya near Thanesar. The Vāmana Purāṇa locates a 

“Saṃnidhi-tīrtha” near Pṛthūdaka (24.1). The name Saṃnidhi has a similar meaning 

to Saṃnihitī and both are derived from the same verbal root and prefix. The Vāmana 

Purāṇa also makes this location the site of one of its narrative sub-plots. This 

suggests that the location of the lake was in question and that competing groups 

sought to authoritatively identify the lake. 

                                                 
299 Some locals synthesize the two sites with the episode by saying that at Dayalpur, Arjuna shot the 

arrow into the ground, causing the Ganga to spring forth, while at Narkatari, Bhīṣma lay on a bed of 

arrows and received the Ganga. 
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Understanding which body of water either text is discussing is complicated by 

the fact that there are countless lakes in central Haryana and even a few large ones. 

Notable among these is a large depression north of Bibipur (closer to Pṛthūdaka), 

along the Sarasvatī (Sarsooti),300 which is currently walled off from the river by a 

high embankment. It seems possible that this large depression, now used for 

agriculture, could have flooded in the past. The existence of such sites further 

strengthens the possibility that the lake could have been in some place other (or, 

rather, that Sannihit Sarovar was some other lake) than where it is today, in Thanesar.  

The current locations are shown in the following map:  

 

Figure 6: Map of Pehowa-Thanesar Area 

As mentioned earlier, regarding the Mahābhārata, Bharadwaj has written that 

certain place-names in the epic are spurious and later inventions. This is difficult to 

                                                 
300 Incidently, Sarasvatī can be translated literally as “She who possesses lakes.” 
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prove, of course, since the Mahābhārata is the first to record them. The possibility of 

manufactured places, though, certainly exists and is supported by the occurrence of 

intentional re-workings of geography in later texts. An analysis of Kurukshetra in the 

Saromāhātmya and the Vāmana Purāṇa coupled with a comparison of the pilgrimage 

routes in the Saromāhātmya and the Mahābhārata strongly suggests that locating the 

lake near Thanesar was an intentional act by the authors of the Saromāhātmya to 

concentrate otherwise dispersed pilgrimage activity. The ability of the Saromāhātmya 

to intentionally reconstruct geography furthers the argument that tīrthayātrā develops 

as a stable category and ritual activity in which changeable geographic and narrative 

content exists. It is a ritual construct that is flexible in nature as it engages in a 

relationship with place and narrative.  

The following comparison proceeds as follows. I begin with an outline of the 

tīrthayātrā in the Vāmana Purāṇa (as it relates to Kurukshetra) and a description of 

the text’s conceptual use of Kurukshetra elsewhere. Next, I discuss the tīrthayātrā of 

the Saromāhātmya and demonstrate that the text reworks material from the 

Mahābhārata to construct an alternate geography. I then show that the location of the 

Saromāhātmya’s insertion into the Vāmana Purāṇa is meaningful to the process of 

rewriting geography.  

Tīrthayātrā in the Vāmana Purāṇa 

A tour of tīrthas exists in the Vāmana Purāṇa apart from the Saromāhātmya. 

In the fifty-second chapter, Prahlāda begins a narrative-rich tīrthayātrā that ends with 
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several stotras in the sixty-first chapter. Prahlāda’s tour travels westward through the 

Himālayas from the Yamunā. The analysis of this section of the text indicates a 

confusing geography of the region and a more conceptually (as opposed to 

territorially) significant Kurukshetra. The Vāmana Purāṇa also elevates Pṛthūdaka 

within Kurukshetra. That the Saromāhātmya, which praises a deity in Thanesar, is 

inserted into the middle of the Vāmana Purāṇa’s praise of Pṛthūdaka suggests 

competition between the two areas. 

The following outline discusses the tour in relation to Kurukshetra and the 

confusing geography created in the Vāmana Purāṇa. After leaving the Ravi River 

(Irāvatī), Prahlāda goes to Kurukshetra (55.2). He fasts for a night, bathes in 

“Cakratīrtha,” and worships “Kurudhvaja” (a form of Viṣṇu in Kurukshetra, see 

Vāmana Purāṇa 63.5 where Viṣṇu lists his forms) before leaving for the Devikā 

River (55.3-4). After this, it gets difficult to determine if Prahlāda visits sites in 

Kurukshetra. Some sites overlap and their names bear similarity to those found in the 

lists of Kurukshetra’s tīrthas in the Mahābhārata (e.g., Puṇḍarīka and 

Haṃsapada/Ekahaṃsa, which are also near each other in the epic. The Vāmana 

Purāṇa also, interestingly, locates a “Kṛṣṇatīrtha” in this area). The Payoṣṇā River is 

mentioned, but in Vāmana Purāṇa 62.6-7 it and the Devikā are west of the Ravi, 

while Kurukshetra should be east. In Vāmana Purāṇa 55.11, Prahlāda reaches the 

Jhelum (Vitasta), continuing further westward. The Vāmana Purāṇa, then, seems to 

place Kurukshetra in the Punjab between the Ravi and the Jhelum. Given the 

descriptions of Kurukshetra elsewhere, its placement here is confusing. In the fifty-
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seventh chapter, the geography becomes even more confused as Prahlāda seems to 

travel back and forth between the Gaṅgā-Yamunā Doab and the Punjab. For example, 

after visiting Prayāga, Prahlāda goes to “Sannihitatīrtha” near the Yamunā and 

worships Vaṭeśvara there (Sannihita and Sthāṇuvaṭa will be important sites in 

Kurukshetra in the Saromāhātmya, yet Vaṭeśvara is also mentioned as being in 

Prayāga at 63.23). Subsequently, he goes back east to Varanasi and then back to 

Kurukshetra (called Kurujāṅgala) via Puṣkarāraṇya (57.27-40). His visit to 

Kurukshetra includes several sites, including a city called “Padmā” (location 

unknown) just before Kapiladhārā, which might be Kapisthala (modern Kaithal) 

(57.41-47). Finally, Prahlāda’s trip continues down the Sarasvatī to Prabhāsa, with a 

detour to Narmadā (57.48-58), and onwards. 

 In this tīrthayātrā, Kurukshetra appears as an ill-defined place in the Vāmana 

Purāṇa, located somewhere in north or northwest India. As in other texts, the 

Vāmana Purāṇa finds Kurukshetra more useful as a narrative setting to convey 

certain ideas, rather than as a territorially circumscribed area for the performance of 

tīrthayātrā. The Vāmana Purāṇa also describes Kurukshetra twice outside of 

Prahlāda’s tīrthayātrā. It provides the narrative of Kurukshetra’s founding by King 

Kuru in chapter twenty-three, setting up an ideal Kurukshetra as “the land of dharma” 

(dharmakṣetra).301 In the sixty-second chapter, following Prahlāda’s tīrthayātrā, the 

Vāmana Purāṇa makes Kurukshetra the setting of its main narrative, the narrative of 

                                                 
301 Vāmana Purāṇa 23.33: yāvad etan mayā kṛṣṭaṃ dharmakṣetraṃ tad astu ca; snātānāṃ ca 

mṛtānāṃ ca mahāpuṇyaphalaṃ tv iha – “Let the area that has been plowed by me be dharmakṣetra 

and let those who bathe and those who die here have the phala of great merit.” 
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the Vāmana incarnation of Viṣṇu. It is the site of the demon king Bali’s aśvamedha 

(chapter 62.1, 62.52-53). The rest of the narrative continues in the setting of 

Kurukshetra, though the place itself recedes into the backdrop of the story. 302  

Prahlāda’s visit to Kurukshetra fits within the same pattern of describing 

tīrthayātrā that is found in Balarāma’s tour of tīrthas along the Sarasvatī in the 

Mahābhārata. Prahlāda visits Kurukshetra, fasts, bathes, and worships deities there as 

part of his tour, performing acts during the tīrthayātrā that were similarly found in the 

epic. Like the Mahābhārata, the Vāmana Purāṇa is not a ritual manual for 

tīrthayātrā, but rather describes the practice as a convention and as part of the larger 

narrative of the text. 

Pṛthūdaka in the Vāmana Purāṇa 

The Vāmana Purāṇa highlights one particular tīrtha within Kurukshetra, 

Pṛthūdaka. It makes Pṛthūdaka a preeminent tīrtha within the region and designates it 

in particular as a site for ancestor worship. In a long list of superlatives in the Twelfth 

Chapter (to which the evil of being an “ingrate,” kṛtaghna, is compared), the text 

reads: 

Just as - among rivers Gaṅgā (is the greatest); among things arising 

from the water, the lotus (is the greatest); among the chiefs of the 

enemies of the gods, the devotee at Śiva’s feet (is greatest); as 

                                                 
302 When the Bhārgavas are invited to Kurujāṅgala, the other sage families head north, across the 

Sutlej to the Beas (Vāmana Purāṇa 62.2-4) and onwards to the Payoṣṇī; other Brāhmaṇas go south to 

Avantī  62.24-25). After Viṣṇu is born as Vāmana, he agrees to go to Kurukṣetra where the sacrifice is 

being performed (62.52-53). Before going, Viṣṇu narrates his forms in chapter 63, including 

Kurudhvaja in Kurukṣetra  63.5) and Sthāṇu in Kurujāṅgala  63.17). 
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Kurujāṅgala is greatest among kṣetras; as Pṛthūdaka is greatest among 

tīrthas…303 

The text also sets the narrative of the acquisition of Menā by the gods in Pṛthūdaka. 

Following the tale of King Kuru, Viṣṇu directs the gods to proceed to Pṛthūdaka to 

perform their ritual.304 Verses 23.43-45 read: 

Right in the middle of that (Kurukshetra) is Pṛthūdaka, said to be very 

holy, destroying evil and benevolent. A holy river (the Sarasvatī) of 

this stream-filled (area) has turned to the east, beautiful and rich in 

water. In the beginning, before this creation was emitted by the 

grandfather  Brahmā) with its entire host of beings, Pṛthūdaka shone 

like the earth, water, fire, wind, and the sky. And then all the oceans, 

                                                 
303 Vāmana Purāṇa 12.45: nadīṣu gaṅgā jalajeṣu padmaṃ surārimukhyeṣu harāṅghribhaktaḥ; 

kṣetreṣu yadvat kurujaṅgalaṃ varaṃ tīrtheṣu yadvat pravaraṃ pṛthūdakam. 
304 The full narrative surrounding Pṛthūdaka in the Vāmana Purāna can be summarizaed as follows:  

After the death of Satī, Śiva goes to engage in tapas (22.9-10). Meanwhile, the gods are defeated by 

Mahiṣa and seek refuge with Viṣṇu, who tells the gods to begin the process of bringing about the birth 

of Skanda to defeat Mahiṣa. The first step in this process, Viṣṇu tells them, is to worship the ancestors 

called the Agniṣvāttas to obtain their daughter, Menā, at Pṛthūdaka in Kurukshetra  22.11-21). The 

gods request that Viṣṇu tell them about Pṛthūdaka and Kurukshetra and about the proper day for the 

performance of their worship (22.22-24). Viṣṇu then relates the origin of King Kuru and the story of 

his creation of Kurukṣetra  22.25-23.45). That story begins with Kuru’s ancestry and then his trip to 

Dvaitavana where he sees the Sarasvatī forming a lake with 10,000,000 tīrthas (note here the presence 

of the lake and the constellation of Kurukshetra, the lake, and Pṛthūdaka). Kuru bathes there and comes 

to Brahmā’s northern vedi at the place called Samantapañcaka (23.12-16). Viṣṇu names the other vedis 

and then returns to the story of Kuru plowing the field which becomes Kurukshetra (23.17-42). 

Pṛthūdaka, the Vāmana Purāṇa then reads, is within Kurukshetra, where the river takes an easterly 

course (23.43-45). At this point, as the praise of Pṛthūdaka is about to begin, the twenty-eight chapters 

of the Saromāhātmya interrupt the text. The narrative of the gods seeking the birth of Skanda and the 

praise of Kurukshetra and Pṛthūdaka continues afterward, in Vāmana Purāṇa 24. Viṣṇu tells the gods 

to go to Pṛthūdaka up to where it is known as Saṃnidhi  24.1). He describes the tithi for worshipping 

there along the eastern Sarasvatī  24.2-3). The gods then go to Pṛthūdaka in Kurukshetra, bathe, and 

ask Bṛhaspati  the planet Jupiter), who obliges, to enter the appropriate constellation  named 

“Mṛgaśiras”) to create the auspicious time for ancestor worship  24.4-6). Indra then offers piṇḍa and 

haviṣyānna to the ancestors and receives Menā to give to Himālaya in return  24.7-10). In the twenty-

fifth chapter of the Vāmana Purāṇa, Menā and Himālaya give birth to their daughters, including their 

third daughter, Umā/Kāli  25.1-21). Umā practices tapas and is recognized by the gods as the consort 

of Śiva  25.22-29). Śiva decides to give up wandering and stays at Himālaya’s āśrama, where he meets 

Umā, Satī reborn, and falls in love  25.30-38). He leaves and she goes to the forest to practice tapas 

and worship Śiva (25.39-44). When Śiva arrives at Umā’s āśrama, she asks him where he is going and 

he replies that he is going to Pṛthūdaka  25.45-49). After some conversation, Śiva goes to Pṛthūdaka 

and bathes and has his faults removed by that act before going to back to Himālaya to marry Umā. 

(25.50-75). 
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tīrthas, rivers, streams, and lakes were made here by the strong-armed 

one and that water came as one into the worlds.305 

 

 Uninterrupted, the Vāmana Purāṇa would continue its praise of Pṛthūdaka 

with Viṣṇu enjoining the other gods to go there to perform their ritual to acquire 

Menā: “In this way, Pṛthūdaka is meritorious and removes pāpa, O Gods. Go to that 

great tīrtha where it is known as Saṃnidhi.”306 Saṃnidhi, as mentioned above, is a 

word similar in meaning to Saṃnihitī, the site of the Solar Eclipse Festival in the 

Mahābhārata. As the Vāmana Purāṇa praises Pṛthūdaka and locates the site of the 

largest pilgrimage event in the region there, the authors of the Saromāhātmya sought 

to diminish that praise by inserting their text between chapters twenty-three and 

twenty-four. In addition to breaking apart the narrative of the Vāmana Purāṇa, the 

Saromāhātmya also reconstructs the geography of the tīrthayātrās found in the 

Mahābhārata in order to relocate Saṃnihitī closer to Thanesar. The success of the 

Saromāhātmya’s project is reflected in the current location of Sannihit Sarovar (in 

Thanesar). It also demonstrates the earlier lack of authoritative territorial descriptions 

of the lake, an absence which permitted the Saromāhātmya to achieve its aims. 

                                                 
305 Vāmana Purāṇa 23.43-45: tasyaiva madhye bahupuṇya uktaḥ pṛthūdakaḥ pāpaharaḥ śivaśca; 

puṇyā nadī prāṅmukhatāṃ prayātā yatraughayuktasya śubhā jalāḍhyā. pūrvaṃ prajeyaṃ 

prapitāmahena sṛṣṭā samaṃ bhūtagaṇaiḥ samastaiḥ; mahī jalaṃ vahnisamīram eva khaṃ tv evam 

ādau vibabhau pṛthūdakaḥ. tathā ca sarvāṇi mahārṇavāni tīrthāni nadyaḥ sravaṇāḥ sarāṃsi; 

saṃnirmitānīha mahābhujena tac caikyam āgāt salilaṃ mahīṣu. 
306 Vāmana Purāṇa 24.1: evaṃ pṛthūdako devāḥ puṇyaḥ pāpabhayāpahaḥ; taṃ gacchadhvaṃ 

mahātīrthaṃ yāvat saṃnidhibodhitam.  
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Tīrthayātrā in the Saromāhātmya 

The Saromāhātmya provides a tīrthayātrā itinerary through Kurukshetra that 

has much in common with the itinerary found in the eighty-first chapter of the Vana 

Parvan of the Mahābhārata and also draws from Balarāma’s tīrthayātrā in the Śalya 

Parvan. A careful comparison of the texts reveals the ways in which the 

Saromāhātmya reconstructs Kurukshetra’s geography. The comparison below 

demonstrates that the Saromāhātmya changes the ritual landscape, reworking verses 

from the Vana Parvan to suit textual purposes and to focus the ritual activity in 

Thanesar. In this way, the stable yet flexible ritual category of tīrthayātrā becomes 

the vehicle through which the text deploys its strategic geography. 

An example of rewording verses from the Mahābhārata to fit the narrative 

context of the Saromāhātmya begins this comparison. These types of changes are 

common and demonstrate the intentionality and care with which the verses were 

borrowed and brought into the text. That is to say that these verses were not simply 

copied from the Mahābhārata, but carefully edited to integrate with the narrative of 

the Saromāhātmya. In this example, the Saromāhātmya borrows directly from the 

Mahābhārata, reworking ślokas to fit its own context by changing the vocatives that 

refer to Yudhiṣṭhira in the epic but must refer to a group of brāhmaṇas in the 

Saromāhātmya. A single example of this type of reworking should suffice to 

demonstrate the point. Compare Mahābhārata 3.81.8 with Saromāhātmya 13.14 

(differences indicated in bold type): 

 Mahābhātara 3.81.4:  tato gaccheta dharmajña viṣṇoḥ sthānam anuttamam;  
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satataṁ nāma rājendra yatra saṁnihito hariḥ 

 

 Saromāhātmya 13.14: tato gaccheta viprendrā viṣṇoḥ sthānam anuttamam; 

    savanaṃ nāma vikhyātaṃ yatra saṁnihito hariḥ 

 

The change from “ta” to “va” in the second syllable of the third pada perhaps reflects 

a change in or confusion about local place names or an error in the transmission of the 

epic and is not a major concern here. The changes of dharmajña and rājendra to 

viprendrā and vikhyātam, respectively, are an intentional reworking of the text to fit 

the context of the narrative that frames the Saromāhātmya in which Lomaharṣana 

tells the māhātmya to a group of brāhmaṇas. 

In addition to these types of reworkings, the Saromāhātmya uses the 

tīrthayātrā framework to expand the sacred geography of Kurukshetra by adding new 

sites to the itinerary using formulaic language similar to that found in the 

Mahābhārata. Again, a single example will be sufficient to illustrate this practice. 

The Saromāhātmya substantially reworks the verses describing the tīrthas 

Śatasahasraka, Sāhasraka, and Renukā, in order to insert a new tīrtha, Soma, into the 

list. 

Mahābhārata 3.81.139: tato gaccheta rājendra tīrthaṁ śata-

sahasrakam; sāhasrakaṁ ca tatraiva dve 

tīrthe lokaviśrute; ubhayor hi naraḥ snātvā 

gosahasraphalaṁ labhet. 

 

Mahābhārata 3.81.140: dānaṁ vāpy upavāso vā sahasraguṇitaṁ 

bhavet; tato gaccheta rājendra reṇukātīrtham 

uttamam. 

  

Saromāhātmya 20.3-5:  śatasāhasrikaṁ tīrthaṁ tathaiva śatikaṁ 

dvijāḥ; ubhayor hi naraḥ snāto 

gosahasraphalaṁ labhet. somatīrthaṁ ca 
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tatrāpi sarasvatyās taṭe sthitam; yasmin 

snātas tu puruṣo rājasūyaphalaṁ labhet. 

reṇukāśramam āsādya śraddadhāno 

jitendriyaḥ; mātṛbhaktyā ca yatpuṇyaṁ 

tatphalaṁ prāpnuyān naraḥ.
307

 

It is unclear if the insertion of the new site into the tīrthayātrā itinerary 

reflects a change in the landscape and the development of a new site or simply an 

omission in the Mahābhārata. In either case, insertions such as these demonstrate the 

capacity for the expansion of geography within the tīrthayātrā framework. That is, 

sites not found in earlier texts can appear in later ones. This expansion shows the 

ability of post-epic texts to adapt the Mahābhārata to contemporary realities and 

goals. The “map” has changed along with the “map-makers.” 

 In addition to including sites that were either omitted in the Mahābhārata or 

developed subsequent to it, the author(s) of the Saromāhātmya were keen to define 

sites according to their Śaiva perspective. At a different “Somatīrtha,” for example, 

the Saromāhātmya articulates the place by naming three liṅgas that exist there, 

“Someśvara,” “Bhūteśvara,” and “Jvālāmāleśvara:” 

Mahābhārata 3.81.16:  tato jayantyā rājendra somatīrthaṁ 

samāviśet; snātvā phalam avāpnoti 

rājasūyasya mānavaḥ. 

Saromāhātmya 13.33-36: tato gaccheta viprendrāḥ somatīrtham 

anuttamam; yatra somas tapas taptvā 

vyādhimukto ‘bhavat purā. tatra 

someśvare dṛṣṭvā snātvā tīrthavare śubhe; 

rājasūyasya yajñasya phalaṁ prāpnoti 

                                                 
307 Not only is the language of this verse formulaic, but it also seems to borrow the phala, the 

rājasūyaphala, of a different Somatīrtha found at Mahābhārata 3.81.16 and reworked in 

Saromāhātmya 13.33-34. 
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mānavaḥ. vyādhibhiś ca vinirmuktaḥ 

sarvadoṣavivarjitaḥ; somalokam avāpnoti 

tatraiva ramate ciram. bhūteśvaraṁ ca 

tatraiva jvālāmāleśvaraṁ tathā; tāv ubhau 

liṅgāv abhyarcya na bhūyo janma 

cāpnuyāt 

That the Saromāhātmya has a Śaiva character is well-known.
308

 Changes such 

as these demonstrate a motivation for the reworking of Kurukshetra’s sacred 

landscape. The author(s) of the text sought to construct an authoritative geography 

that would highlight Śaiva sites in Kurukshetra. Moreover, they manipulated the 

geography of the region found in the Mahābhārata to specifically focus the largest 

pilgrimage act, the Solar Eclipse Festival, in Thanesar and connect it with the city’s 

namesake deity, Sthāṇu. 

Moving a Lake 

Sthāṇu is the focal deity of the Saromāhātmya. Two sites related to the deity 

Sthāṇu are found in the Mahābhārata and the Śaiva authors of the Saromāhātmya 

sought to collapse them into a single area near Thanesar. Given the placement of the 

Saromāhātmya within the Vāmana Purāṇa, it seems that they did so in competition 

with other regional centers, especially Pṛthūdaka (modern Pehowa) which received 

significant patronage in the ninth century.
309

 Here I will compare the accounts of 

Sthāṇu-related tīrthas in the Mahābhārata and Saromāhātmya at some length to show 

the geographic manipulation carried out by the Saromāhātmya’s author(s). I argue 

                                                 
308 The introduction to the Kāśirāja edition, xxiv-xxviii, for example, categorizes the Vāmana Purāṇa 

as a non-sectarian purāṇa because it includes the Śaiva material of the Saromāhātmya in what 

otherwise would be a Vaiṣṇava text telling the story of Viṣṇu’s dwarf incarnation.  
309 See above 
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that this modification occurred in the context of previously ill-defined territory and 

sought to consolidate the Solar Eclipse Festival in the area of Thanesar. 

In order to demonstrate the consolidation that occurs in the Saromāhātmya, it 

is necessary to show the separate locations of the two sites related to Sthāṇu in the 

Mahābhārata. In the Vana Parvan, the two sites are Pañcavaṭa, which contains a 

deity named Sthāṇu, and the tīrtha named Sthāṇuvaṭa.310 Balarāma’s itinerary in the 

Śalya Parvan omits the second location, Sthāṇuvaṭa, and includes a Sthāṇutīrtha near 

Aujasa (a.k.a. Varuṇatīrtha) and near the confluence of the Sarasvatī and Aruṇā 

Rivers (9.41 – 9.46). The Sthāṇutīrtha in the Śalya Parvan appears to be located in 

the same area as Sthāṇu in the Vana Parvan since Sthāṇu (at Pañcavaṭa) immediately 

precedes Aujasa in the Vana Parvan’s itinerary. Pṛthūdaka is also located near the 

confluence of the Sarasvatī and Aruṇā Rivers according to the Vana Parvan’s 

itinerary, just as it is located there today. So, Sthāṇuvaṭa of the Śalya Parvan should 

be regarded as the same Sthāṇu at Pañcavaṭa in the Vana Parvan. It is located in the 

west near the confluence of the Sarasvatī and Aruṇā Rivers, not far from Pṛthūdaka 

and Aujasa. This confluence is northeast of the modern town of Pehowa (Pṛthūdaka), 

near the town of Arunai. Following the itinerary of the Vana Parvan, the second site, 

Sthāṇuvaṭa, would be further east, probably near the modern town of Thanesar 

                                                 
310 Mahābhārata 3.81.141-142: tataḥ pañcavaṭaṃ gatvā brahmacārī jitendriyaḥ; puṇyena mahatā 

yuktaḥ satāṃ loke mahīyate. yatra yogeśvaraḥ sthāṇuḥ svayam eva vṛṣadhvajaḥ; tam arcayitvā 

deveśaṃ gamanād eva sidhyati. Mahābhārata  3.81.155: tataḥ sthāṇuvaṭaṃ gacchet triṣu lokeṣu 

viśrutam; tatra snātvā sthito rātriṃ rudralokam avāpnuyāt. 
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(Sthāṇvīśvara/Sthāneśvara). In this itinerary there are thirteen sites between Sthāṇu 

and Sthāṇuvaṭa, indicating some distance between the two.311 

 

Figure 7: Map including Pehowa, Aujasa, Anaraka and Thanesar and the locations of 

Sthāṇutīrtha and Stḥāṇuvaṭa in the Mahābhārata  

The Saromāhātmya collapses the two sites and clarifies that they are located 

in the east, near Thanesar. The text intentionally reworks Mahābhārata 9.41.4 to 

change this geography.  

Māhābhārata 9.41.4: And so, Vasiṣṭha’s great hermitage was at 

Sthāṇutīrtha; and along the eastern side, was wise Viśvāmitra’s.
312

 

                                                 
311 Aujasa (a.k.a. Varuṇatīrtha), Kurutīrtha, Svargadvāra, Anaraka (and the nearby tīrthas/deities 

Brahmā, Rudrapatnī, Umāpati, Padmanābha, Sarvadeva), Svastipura, Pāvanatīrtha, Gaṅgāhrada, and 

the Āpagā River. 
312 Mahābhārata 9.41.4: āśramo vai vasiṣṭhasya sthāṇutīrthe ‘bhavan mahān; pūrvataḥ pārśvataś 

cāsīd viśvāmitrasya dhīmataḥ. Justin Meiland, Mahābhārata. Book Nine, Śalya (New York: New York 

University Press, 2005-2007), 157, takes pūrvataḥ pārśvataś ca with Vasiṣṭha’s āśrama (Clay Edition, 

42.4, p157), perhaps following Ganguli, who does the same (translation online: 

http://www.mahabharataonline.com/translation/mahabharata_ 09042.php). The location of the 

copulative “ca” makes it seem more likely that padas c and d should be taken together as a single 

sentence. Either way, it is possible to construe “the eastern side” with either hermitage and the verse is 
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Saromāhātmya 19.3: And so, Vasiṣṭha’s hermitage was at 

Sthāṇutīrtha, and in the west was wise Viśvāmitra’s.313 

Where the Vana Parvan has Vasiṣṭha’s hermitage and Sthāṇu to the west (near 

Pehowa), the Saromāhātmya, to the contrary, makes it explicit that Viśvāmitra’s 

hermitage is west of Vasiṣṭha’s, and consequently that Sthāṇu is in the east (in the 

direction of Thanesar). The Saromāhātmya has reversed the locative relationship of 

the two tīrthas. 

At verse 20.12, the Saromāhātmya describes the western site Pañcavaṭa (near 

Pehowa and Aujasa). A comparison with the description of the same site in the Vana 

Parvan shows that the Saromāhātmya has removed Sthāṇu from the west altogether, 

replacing it with a more generic (though still Śaiva) “Mahādeva”:  

MBh 3.81.141-142a-b: Then having gone to Pañcavaṭa, chaste and 

with the senses under control, a person joined with great merit revels 

in the world of the pure. It is a place where the lord of yoga, Sthāṇu 

himself, bearing the banner of the bull, exists.314  

Saromāhātmya 20.12: There (at Ojasa, near Pṛthūdaka) is the tīrtha 

renowned in the three worlds as Pañcavaṭa, where Mahādeva himself, 

bearing the form of yoga, is situated.
315

  

So far, the comparison of the Saromāhātmya to passages from the 

Mahābhārata has shown an intentional reworking of the pilgrimage itinerary to 

                                                                                                                                           
unclear about the location of Sthāṇutīrtha. The Saromāhātmya makes explicit that Viśvāmitra’s 

hermitage is in the West, not the East. 
313 Saromāhātmya 19.3: āśramo vai vasiṣṭhasya sthāṇutīrthe babhūva ha; tasya paścimadigbhāge 

viśvāmitrasya dhīmataḥ.  
314 Mahābhārata 3.81.141-142a-b: tataḥ pañcavaṭaṃ gatvā brahmacārī jitendriyaḥ; puṇyena mahatā 

yuktaḥ satāṃ loke mahīyate. yatra yogeśvaraḥ sthāṇuḥ svayam eva vṛṣadhvajaḥ. 
315 Saromāhātmya 20.12: tatra pañcavaṭaṁ nāma tīrthaṁ trailokyaviśrutam; mahādevaḥ sthito yatra 

yogamūrtidharaḥ svayam. Also note that the Saromāhātmya gives credit to Ojasa (Aujasa) by saying 

that bathing there is equal to bathing in Sannihiti at the time of the eclipse (Sannihiti is in the East, near 

Thanesar). 
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highlight Śaiva places of worship, remove Sthāṇu from the Pañcavaṭa area 

(Pṛthūdaka-Aujasa), and reorient Sthāṇu towards the east (Thanesar area). The final 

verses of the Saromāhātmya’s itinerary reintroduce Sthāṇu-tīrtha (the name used in 

the Śalya Parvan for the site near Pṛthūdaka-Aujasa equal to the Vana Parvan’s 

Sthāṇu at Pañcavaṭa in the same location), now placing it at the same site as 

Sthāṇuvaṭa, in the east near Thānesar. At the same time, the text begins its 

glorification of the lake along with the deity Sthāṇu (chapters 22-28). 

Saromāhātmya 21.30 – 22.2: Then, one should go to Sthānu-tīrtha 

which is adorned with a thousand liṅgas. Having seen Sthāṇu-vaṭa 

there, a person becomes freed from offenses.   

The seers spoke: O Great Sage! Tell us the greatness of Sthāṇu-tīrtha 

and of the tree (vaṭa), the origin of Lake Sāṃnithatya and its filling 

with dust, the merit from seeing the liṅgas and which fruit is obtained 

by touching (them). Recite the entire Saramāhātmya [sic] and leave 

nothing out.316 

So, the Saromāhātmya has removed Sthāṇu from the west, where Pṛthūdaka 

and the lake “Saṃnidhi” were located, and placed the two Sthāṇu sites of the 

Mahābhārata in a single location – in the east near Thanesar where the lake 

“Sāṃnihatya”317 is located – collapsing Sthāṇu-tīrtha and Sthāṇu-vaṭa and connecting 

them to the site for the performance of the Solar Eclipse Festival. The Saromāhātmya 

strategically seeks to remove confusion about the location of Sthāṇu and the lake and 

                                                 
316 Saromāhātmya 21.30-22.2: sthāṇutīrthaṃ tato gacchet sahasraliṅgaśobhitam; tatra sthāṇuvaṭaṃ 

dṛṣṭvā mukto bhavati kilbiṣaiḥ. ṛṣaya ūcuḥ. sthāṇutīrthasya māhātmyaṃ vaṭasya ca mahāmune; 

sāṃnihatyasarotpattiṃ pūraṇaṃ pāṃśunā tataḥ. liṅgānāṃ darśanāt puṇyaṃ sparśanena ca kiṃ 

phalam; tathaiva saramāhātmyaṃ brūhi sarvamaśeṣataḥ. 
317 Sāṃnihatya is phonetically similar to Saṃnihitī, found in the Mahābhārata. 
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concentrate the associated pilgrimage activity in Thanesar. The new geography 

created by the text is represented in the map below. 

 

 
 

Figure 8: Map of Sthāṇu in the Saromāhātmya 

 I argue that the geography recorded in the Saromāhātmya was a strategic 

attempt to consolidate the tīrthayātrā activity associated with the Solar Eclipse 

Festival in the Thanesar region. The fact that author(s) of the Saromāhātmya at 

Thanesar were able to compose and insert their text into the Vāmana Purāṇa 

underscores the notion that the Thanesar area had remained an important center of 

religious activity equipped with the means to produce such a text. This attempt seems 

to have been motivated by competition with other sacred centers in the region, such 

as Pṛthūdaka which is known to have received siginificant (and Vaiṣṇava) patronage 

in the ninth century and is lauded in the Vāmana Purāṇa. The association of the lake, 

variously named, with Kurukshetra more broadly construed (in texts such as the 
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Bhāgavata Purāṇa) and the lack of specificity regarding the lake’s location allowed 

various centers to ascribe the tīrthayātrā tradition to their local lakes (e.g., Saṃnidhi 

in Pṛthūdaka and Sāṃnihatya in Thanesar). Taking advantage of this opportunity, the 

author(s) of the Saromāhātmya successfully claimed the sacred landscape of 

Kurukshetra. 

FOUNDATION  NARRATIVES IN THE SAROMĀHĀTMYA AND THE VĀMANA PURĀṆA 

 So far, the discussion of the Saromāhātmya has centered on the geography it 

rewrites through the tīrthayātrā framework, with the popular, place-bound ritual 

practice providing the impetus for greater territorial definition. As the Vāmana 

Purāṇa and Saromāhātmya focus the ritual activity towards regional centers at 

Pṛthūdaka and Thanesar, respectively, they also narrate stories that underwrite the 

region’s ability to provide a religious benefit.  

 Like the inscriptions from Pehowa, neither text deploys the central narrative 

of the Mahābhārata to discuss Kurukshetra’s significance. Still, the Vāmana Purāṇa 

shows the influence of the epic. The Vāmana Purāṇa expands upon the narrative of 

King Kuru, who was first mentioned as the region’s founder in the Ādi Parvan. 

Moreover, the Vāmana Purāṇa draws upon the idea of Kurukshetra as dharmakṣetra, 

an idea which specifically resonates with the Bhagavadgītā. In the Vāmana Purāṇa’s 

version of this tale, King Kuru plows the field and sacrifices his own body to found 

dharmakṣetra.318 Though the term dharmakṣetra is tied to the acts of King Kuru in 

                                                 
318 Saromāhātmya 23.33. 
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the text, and not to the events of the Mahābhārata war, the very use of the term 

betrays the influence of the classical epic, inclusive of the Bhagavadgītā, in broader 

constructions of Kurukshetra’s identity. This is so because the term dharmakṣetra is 

specific to both Kurukshetra and the Bhagavadgītā. 319 The term dharmakṣetra occurs 

twice in the epic, both times referring to Kurukshetra. It does not occur before the 

epic nor does it occur afterwards in any other text except when it refers to 

Kurukshetra.320 The terms dharmakṣetra and kurukṣetra are synonyms after the epic 

and the collocation of the two terms originates in the Bhagavadgītā. As in the earlier 

Viṣṇu Purāṇa, the idea dharmakṣetra continues as an important marker of 

Kurukshetra’s identity in the Vāmana Purāṇa despite the lack of any mention of the 

epic’s central plot. These factors show the influence of the Mahābhārata on the 

Vāmana Purāṇa and suggest the possibility that the Vāmana Purāṇa is presenting a 

more global view of the region. While it is not surprising that a purāṇa would show 

the influence of the epic, the view of the Vāmana Purāṇa stands in contrast to that of 

the Saromāhātmya’s more localized narrative. 

                                                 
319 The second place it occurs in the Mahābhārata is at 14.93.2, which also begins, “dharmakṣetre 

kurukṣetre.” The narrative here, at the end of the  śvamedha Parvan, extols the virtues of giving to 

brāhmaṇas. It is told by a mongoose to Yuddhiṣṭira at the end of the Pāṇḍava’s horse sacrifice. The 

repetition of this phrase here, echoing the opening of the Bhagavadgītā creates a bookend to the 

narrative of conquest and battle in the epic, perhaps encouraging a ruler who has won the contest at 

Kurukshetra to continue to engage in dharma by monetarily supporting brāhmaṇas. Whatever the 

meaning of the use of the phrase in this minor narrative, it seems most likely that the use of the term 

dharmakṣetra is drawn from the Bhagavadgītā. 
320 For an example of the common collocation of the two terms dharmakṣetra and kurukṣetra, 

Bothlingk cites Hemacandra’s  bhidhānacintāmani 950: dharmakṣetraṃ kurukṣetraṃ 

dvādaśayojanāvadhi. Incidently, this is possibly the earliest known expression of the idea of 

Kurukshetra as a “48 kos” region  one yojana equaling four kos). 
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 Focusing now on the Saromāhātmya, the text is roughly divisible into three 

sections. The first section (chapters 1-10) tells the narrative of the demon king Bali 

rising to power. The second section (chapters 11-21) provides the tīrthayātrā 

itinerary. The final section (chapters 22-28) centers on the praise of Sthāṇu and the 

lake. The first section serves to integrate the Saromāhātmya within the Vāmana 

Purāṇa and the second section, discussed above, rewrites Kurukshetra’s sacred 

geography. The final section includes the foundation narrative of King Vena (26-27). 

Despite the evidence from the Xiyu-ji suggesting the Mahābhārata’s local importance 

in the seventh century, the Saromāhātmya’s ability to inscribe this new narrative on 

the ritual landscape demonstrates that the epic had not yet reached the position of 

dominance in the region that it currently enjoys. Further, the Saromāhātmya does not 

make mention of any figure from the main story of the Mahābhārata.321 That the 

Saromāhātmya makes reference to figures from other narratives makes the absence of 

the epic more noticeable.322 The local author(s) of the text were free to ignore the epic 

in a way that would be unimaginable today. 

 In place of the epic, the Saromāhātmya writes a new foundation narrative for 

the lake, the center of pilgrimage activity, and for the nearby Śaiva temple of Sthāṇu. 

The narrative centers on the tale of the impious, mleccha-born, leprosy-afflicted King 

                                                 
321 Except that the Saromāhātmya will use the names, “Kṛṣṇa,” “Vāsudeva,” and “Govinda,” to refer 

to Viṣṇu. Even so, there are no epic-related narratives attached to the Saromāhātmya’s use of these 

names. Rather, it is more likely that these name had become commonplace, possibly through a spread 

of Bhāgavatism in the region. This would further suggest that there was sectarian completion in 

Kurukshetra in the late medieval period.  
322 For example, the twenty-fifth chapter describes liṅgas established near Sthāṇu by Rāvaṇa, 

Vibhīṣaṇa, various sages, gods, and demi-gods, none of whom are primary figures in the 

Mahābhārata. 
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Vena, who while on tīrthayātrā in the region is cured when he is sprinkled with drops 

of water coming from a dog exiting the river near the hidden svayambhū-liṅga.323 The 

success of the Saromāhātmya’s narrative is evident in its popularity in the nineteenth 

century, which I will discuss in the following chapter. This success, along with the 

broader absence of the core epic in the Saromāhātmya indicates that the epic had not 

yet been well-incorporated into the complex of narratives  —  now consisting of at 

least the narratives of King Kuru, Paraśurāma, King Vena, Kṛṣṇa’s tīrthayātrā, and 

the pre-epic material — supporting the ritual activity in Kurukshetra.  

CONCLUSION 

In the period following the epic, various places – Thanesar, Kurukshetra, 

Rāmahrada, Samantapañcaka – begin to assimilate to one another. The tīrthayātrā 

ritual in connection with the Solar Eclipse Festival, occurring at some variously-

named lake in the region, attests to the importance of ritual activity there, but creates 

confusion concerning the geography of Kurukshetra. Thanesar and Pehowa were both 

important centers in this era, as indicated by inscriptions found at Pehowa and the 

                                                 
323 The Saromāhātmya also provides the necessary back-stories as to how the liṅga originates and 

becomes hidden. The short character portrait that the Saromāhātmya provides for the dog indicates that 

the authors of the Saromāhātmya had a more mainstream Śaiva orientation. In this instance, the 

Saromāhātmya makes the dog a reincarnation of a heterodox Tantric leader, a “Kaula-pati,” a “Leader 

of the Kaulas.” The section reads: Saromāhātmya 26.51c-26.55 etasminn eva kāle tu sārameyo jagāma 

ha. sthāṇor maṭhe kaulapatir devadravyasya rakṣitā; parigrahasya dravyasya paripālayitā sadā. 

priyaś ca sarvasokeṣu devakāryaparāyaṇaḥ; tasyaivaṃ vartamānasya dharmamārge sthitasya ca. 

kālena calitā buddhir devadravyasya nāśane; tenādharmeṇa yuktasya paralokagatasya ca. dṛṣṭvā 

yamo 'bravīd vākyaṃ śvayoniṃ vraja mā ciram; tadvākyānantaraṃ jātaḥ śvā vai saugandhike vane. – 

“At that time, a dog came who had been  in a previous birth) a Kaula leader in the temple of Sthāṇu 

and protected the possessions of the god. This leader had constantly protected all of the possessions. 

The people adored him and he was devoted to the service of the god. And he lived like this, situated on 

the path of dharma. But in time, his mind shifted towards the destruction of the god’s property. And 

through this adharma, he died. Yama saw him and said, “Return as a dog immediately!” After that 

pronouncement, he was born as a dog in the Saugandhika Forest.” 
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production of the Saromāhātmya near Thanesar. The narrative of the Mahābhārata 

had begun to show its influence on the understandings of the region, globally and 

perhaps to a lesser extent locally. The ritual activity grounded in the area also 

provided opportunities for the construction of new narratives, such as in the 

Bhāgavata Purāṇa and the Saromāhātmya. The Saromāhātmya responds to the local 

reality of diffuse pilgrimage activity in other regional centers by modifying earlier 

geographies of Kurukshetra to consolidate the ritual activity in Thanesar. It also 

attempts to underwrite the pilgrimage’s meaning with a local narrative, inserted into 

an authoritative text with a more global perspective of the region.  

 Kurukshetra’s “foggy geography of ‘meanings’” expands in the post-epic 

period. Global and local narratives hang over the place as its territory is refined to a 

single point, the lake at Thanesar. The ritual practice creates a stable vehicle for 

changes in geography. It delimits Kurukshetra as the site for the Solar Eclipse 

Festival, an event so popular that it comes to the fore of Kurukshetra’s constellation 

of meanings in this era. It also creates the impetus to alter the region’s sacred 

geography. Simultaneously, it is the medium through which narratives expand and 

coalesce. As the tradition remains stable, even until the current era, Thanesar will 

become synonymous with Kurukshetra. As the toponym homes in on a certain 

location, it brings a nebula of meanings with it. From this mass of significance, the 

global narrative, the Mahābhārata, accompanied by the Bhagavadgītā, will emerge as 

the dominant marker of the region’s identity. 
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Chapter 5: Becoming “The Land of the Gita” in Early Modern and 

Modern Kurukshetra 

INTRODUCTION 

Thanesar was sacked by Mahmud of Ghazni in 1011.324 Nearly two hundred 

years later, in 1192, Pṛthvīrāja Cāhamāna III was defeated by Muhammad of Ghur at 

Taraori, about ten kilometers southeast of Thanesar.325 The same area was the site of 

another battle in 1215, between Shams-ud-din Iltutmish of Delhi and Taj-ud-din 

Yildoz of Lahore. In the late fourteenth century through the sixteenth century, and 

even into the early eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, contests for the city of Delhi 

would bring many armies into the region, especially to the nearby town of Panipat.326 

Though there are many gaps in the record of this period, Mughal historians bear 

witness to the continued tradition of tīrthayātrā to the lake in Thanesar at the event of 

the solar eclipse.  

The earlier effort to consolidate this tradition in Thanesar seems to have 

succeeded as sources from this period make Thanesar and Kurukshetra the same. 

Interestingly, the narratives of Paraśurāma and of Rāja Vena are missing in the 

Persian sources. In their place, the authors record the Mahābhārata narrative. This 

will be continued by British authors, most noticeably Archaeological Survey of India 

Director General, Alexander Cunningham. All of these sources will assist in the 

                                                 
324 Haryana District Gazeteers: Reprint of Karnal District Gazeteer, 1883-84, (Chandigarh: Haryana 

Gazetteers Organization, 1999), 27. 
325 Reprint of Karnal District Gazeteer 1883-84, 27. 
326 Reprint of Karnal District Gazeteer 1883-84, 27-30. 
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construction of Kurukshetra as the “Land of the Mahābhārata,” the identity which 

dominates Thanesar today and has been further distilled to “The Land of the Gita.” 

What is seen in this period is the continued aggregation and assimilation of 

toponyms that fosters the identification of the area and the tīrthayātrā tradition with 

the epic. Other narratives continue to exist in the region, but appear restricted to 

specific local sites as the more global Mahābhārata moves towards its position of 

dominance in the narrative identity of the region. Mughal historians will especially 

connect Thanesar with the Mahābhārata and record the practice of the Solar Eclipse 

Festival there. This is not to suggest that the strong association between the 

Mahābhārata and Thanesar occurs solely through the agency of Mughal officials. In 

the seventeenth century, two nibandhas (Kurukṣetrīya-tīrthasthala-nirṇaya and 

Kurukṣetra-pradīpa) are produced in Sanskrit that seek to identify the tīrthas of 

Kurukshetra. These sources, too, demonstrate an identification of the region through 

an epic lens, inscribing the Mahābhārata onto the region through the tīrthayātrā 

tradition. They write the global tradition on the local landscape. In the British period 

and at the time of partition, visitors to the area continue to associate the region with 

the epic, reflecting the Mahābhārata’s continued ascension to its prominent position. 

The idea of the epic in its association with the area begins to take a specific form by 

the twentieth century, being distilled to the Bhagavadgītā.  

It is not only that the Thanesar-Mahābhārata association grows stronger 

through the tīrthayātrā tradition and through the agency of officials connecting the 

region with the narrative. Reports of funerary rites in the early twentieth century 
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reflect practices similar to those today. As I describe below, in the current era those 

rituals are understood in connection with the Mahābhārata as well. It is unknown if 

the rites were connected with the epic narrative a hundred years ago. It is a curiosity 

that deserves more research, but is interesting to this current project in that it shows 

the stability of rituals and the possibility of their reinterpretation through different 

narratives (such is the case, I argue, with the donation of horses at Bhadrakali Mandir 

described in Chapter One of this dissertation). It also shows the broad-reaching 

influence of the place’s association with the epic. 

I suggest that the apparent increase and evolution of the Mahābhārata’s 

association with the Thanesar region in this period is due to several factors. First, the 

association is part of official descriptions of the area which both reflect and construct 

an understanding of Thanesar as the site of the Mahābhārata battle. Second, it is 

possible that actual battles in the area reaffirmed notions that the region was a 

“traditional battlefield,” heightening the sense of historicity ascribed to the epic 

battle. Finally, the success of the Saromāhātmya in concentrating the ritual tradition 

associated with the Solar Eclipse Festival within a single location created a situation 

in which the narrative could adhere to the terrain and develop from that anchoring. 

Before turning to the available sources for this period, I will discuss this last point 

briefly.  

As I discussed in Chapter Two, the contents of the tīrthayātrā category are 

mutable. Specific actions and results vary, locations develop and change, and the 

narratives that underwrite the ritual and locations transform. By the time of the 
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Vāmana Purāṇa and the Saromāhātmya, the narrative of the gods’ sacrifice in 

Kurukshetra, for example, is no longer current in the literature. The Solar Eclipse 

Festival associated with the lake there gathers to itself the narratives of Paraśurāma 

and the tīrthayātrā to Kurukshetra by Kṛṣṇa. The lake and the festival become central 

to Kurukshetra’s ritual identity, yet the location of the lake is not well defined and the 

associated activity in the area is seemingly diffuse until the Saromāhātmya 

undertakes its project. In restructuring the ritual geography to center on Thanesar and 

in glorifying the lake there, the Saromāhātmya defines the territory over which the 

cluster of toponymy and meaning hangs. Kurukshetra is now concentrated and the 

various narratives ascribed to the region now have a specific locale in which they can 

be said to have taken place. Kurukshetra no longer exists in some vague narrative 

realm where the exploits of Paraśurāma, King Kuru, King Vena, and the Pāṇḍavas 

occurred. By the Mughal period, those narrative events were inscribed upon the 

landscape near the lake associated with the Solar Eclipse Fesitival in Thanesar. 

As such, a “meeting point” was created where people develop and exchange 

narratives. The Mahābhārata now has a space for its central battle. Thanesar becomes 

a point in a geometry of significance, to modify Massey’s “geometry of power,” in 

relation to the setting of the epic battle and the locating of other Mahābhārata settings 

in places like Delhi/Indraprastha.327 Alexander Cunningham will identify specific 

sites with specific episodes in the epic, as visitors to Kurukshetra in the current era 

                                                 
327 Incidntly, the other four praṣṭhas which the Pāṇḍavas request in the Māhābhārata in order to avoid 

war are located in the Delhi area and Haryana, enhancing this geometry of significance: Baghpat (U.P., 

NCR), Sonipat (Hry., NCR), Tilpat (Hry.), and Panipat (Hry.). 
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do. These types of identifications of narrative events taking place in the physical 

world create “evidence” for authenticating the narrative. In the current era, any given 

landform in Kurukshetra may function as “evidence” for some Mahābhārata-related 

narrative, the deictic function of which bolsters the narrative and binds it to the 

present geographic context of its telling. With such grounding in the real world, a rich 

narrative such as the Mahābhārata expands across the terrain, becoming more 

specific and specifically located. The global nature of the epic, too, exerts a pressure 

on the place to conform its identity accordingly as officials and visitors assert their 

expectation upon the region to be the site of the epic battle and “The Land of the 

Gita.” 

CONTEST AND CONTROL 

Regional centers, especially Thanesar and Pehowa, competed with one 

another to attract tīrthayātrā patronage. In the late sixteenth century, Mughal authors 

report that the lake in Thanesar had the name Kurukshetra. The pilgrimage tradition, 

it seems, had assumed the meanings associated with the place-name. Among these 

meanings, Kurukshetra as the site of the Mahābhārata battle comes to the forefront. 

Al-Badāūnī records in the Muntakhabu-t Tawārīkh: 

On hearing this news the Emperor confided Mírzá Mírák Razawí, the 

Khán Zamán's lieutenant, to the custody of Ján Báqí Khán, and 

entrusting the charge of the affairs of the Panjáb to Kháni Kalán, and 

the whole Atgah family, on the 12th of the blessed month of Ramzán 

in the year 974 started for Ágra, and went to the fort of T'hánésar, 

which has been from time immemorial a haunt of infidels. At the lake 

[called] Kurk’hét, which is an assembly place of Kurus and Pándus, 
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(curse on them!) more than 4,000 years ago, according to the opinion 

of the Hindus, seven or eight hundred millions of persons were killed 

in a tumult (and they went by way of water to hell-fire). And now 

every year there is a great assembly there, and the Hindu people, at 

that place of worship, give away both privately and publicly, gold and 

silver, and jewels, and linen, and valuable goods: and in accordance 

with that which has been said, [viz.]:— 

“Do a good action, and cast into the water:” 

they secretly cast gold coins into the water. And bodies of Jogí-s and 

Sannyásí-s, who are the Hindu devotees, are in the habit of fighting 

there in their bigotry. On this occasion their fight made a grand show. 

A number of the imperial soldiers, in accordance with a command 

from the Emperor, having rubbed their bodies well with ashes, went 

and fought on the side of the Sannyásí-s (who were scarcely 300 men, 

while the Jogí-s were more than 500). But for all that many were slain 

on either side. At last the Sannyásí-s came off victorious.328 

Al-Badāūni’s work records the lake, named Kur’khet (Kurukshetra) and located in 

Thanesar, and its association with the Mahābhārata. The same fight between Yogis 

and Saṃnyāsis in 1567 is recorded in the Tabakāt-i Akbarī of Nizāmu-d dīn Ahmad 

Bakhshī.329 This record confirms that the gathering at the lake in Thanesar was the 

Solar Eclipse Festival. 

When the Emperor arrived at Thánesar, there was an assemblage of 

Jogís and Sannyásís on the banks of a lake called Kur-khet. This is a 

sacred place of the brahmans, and on occasion of eclipses the people 

of Hindústán flock thither from all parts to bathe. There was a great 

assemblage there on this occasion, and the people were bestowing 

their gifts of gold and silver, and jewels and stuffs, upon the brahmans. 

Many of them threw themselves into the water, and the Jogís and 

                                                 
328 Wolseley Ranking, Haig, and Lowe, trs. The Muntakhabu-’rūkh by ‘ bdu-’l-Qādir Ibn-i-Mulūk 

Shāh known as  l-Badāoni. (Calcutta: Baptist Mission Press, 1884–1925), online, “PHI Persian 

Literature in Translation,” Packard Humanities Institute - Persian Literature in Translation. 

http://persian.packhum.org/persian/main (accessed March, 3 2013), vol. 2, 94-95. 
329 Pinch also records this narrative along with Farquhar’s oral account of the event from the Saṃnyāsi 

tradition. Pinch rightly removes the communal reading of the different accounts in Farquhar, in order 

to understand these accounts as describing the same event. pp. 28-34. 
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Sannyásís were gathering a rich harvest from their charity. In 

consequence of a feud which existed between these two sects, they 

came to the Emperor, seeking permission to settle it by fighting. The 

Sannyásís were between two and three hundred in number, and the 

Jogís, who wear only rags, were over five hundred. When the 

adversaries stood ready to begin the fray, by the Emperor's order, some 

soldiers smeared their persons with ashes, and went to support the 

Sannyásís, who were the weaker party. A fierce fight ensued, and 

many were killed. The Emperor greatly enjoyed the sight. At length 

the Jogís were defeated, and the Sannyásís were the victors.330  

The two accounts, taken together, demonstrate that Kurukshetra, Thanesar, the 

Solar Eclipse Festival, and the Mahābhārata had begun to coalesce by the sixteenth 

century. The ritual tradition had remained stable at Thanesar, but a new narrative was 

used to underwrite its significance, the Mahābhārata. That there was contestation for 

control of this site is indicated in the text and demonstrates the important economic 

activity associated with the Solar Eclipse Festival.  

The feud at the lake seems related to a specific site on the lake in Thanesar, 

Sarveshwar Mahadev Mandir, located on a small island near the northern bank of 

Brahma Sarovar. The path to this temple is directly in line with Dera Baba Shravan 

Nath Ji, a haveli dated by pilgrimage texts to the late seventeenth century.331 In the 

current era, this busy temple in the center of Thanesar’s sacred landscape is managed 

by the Mahānirvāṇī Pañcāytī Akhāḍā, a Dasanāmi sect, though the haveli’s name 

suggests affiliation to nāth-yogi orders. William Pinch relates a story he collected 

                                                 
330 H.M. Elliot, tr. “Tabakát-i Akbarí, of Nizámu-d dín Ahmad, Bakhshí” in The History of India, as 

Told by Its Own Historians. The Muhammadan Period: Volume V: End of the Afghan Dynasty and the 

First Thirty-Eight Years of the Reign of Akbar, edited by John Dowson, (London: Trubner Company, 

1867-1877), online, “PHI Persian Literature in Translation,” Packard Humanities Institute - Persian 

Literature in Translation. http://persian.packhum.org/ persian/main (accessed September 4, 2012). 
331 Śrīmad Bhagavadgītā kī Janma-bhūmi  urukṣetra: Dharmakṣetra-kurukṣetra ke Sampūrṇa 

Darśana 32  aṅgīna Phoṭo evaṃ Vivaraṇa, (Jammu: Pustak Sansaar), 10-12. 
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from a local historian about this haveli which tells of the resolution of this 

competition: 

The story goes that once Baba Lachchman Giri visited this place and 

asked for milk. The pupils of Baba Shravannath poured maunds 

[gallons upon gallons] of milk in the alms pot but could not fill it. 

Then Baba Shravannath himself came out and started pouring milk 

from his kamandal [water jug]. The milk came out in an endless 

stream, but neither the kamandal nor the alms pot was filled. Both the 

Babas recognised each other as having been possessed of supernatural 

powers and embraced each other.332  

As Pinch notes, this story hints at the transfer of this site from one sect to the 

other, from the nāth yogis to the mahānirvāṇī pañcāyatīs.333 The narrative 

underscores the importance of the place to both sects and has the two leaders come to 

an accord.334 It is also an example of the creation of a new narrative to preserve the 

importance of the place to yātrins and other visitors as it changes hands from one sect 

to another. Though this narrative is not connected to the Solar Eclipse Festival and 

the Mahābhārata, it demonstrates that sub-sites and sects competed with one another 

and developed their own narratives while the global associations of greater 

Kurukshetra remained intact.  

Stability in the ritual action and space provided opportunity for even non-

Hindu groups to compete for patronage during the Solar Eclipse Festival, constructing 

                                                 
332 Related in William R. Pinch, Warrior Ascetics and Indian Empires, (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2006), 41, citing Bal Krishna Muztar. History of Kurukshetra, (Kurukshetra), 23. The 

latter is a book oriented towards pilgrims and tourists abridged from the same author’s larger work: Bal 

Krishna Muztar, Kurukshetra: Political and Cultural History (Delhi: B.R. Publishing Corporation, 

1978). 
333 Pinch, Warrior Ascetics, 41. 
334 Pinch, Warrior Ascetics, 41-42. 
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narratives in line with their particular perspectives about the event. Writing in 1909, 

Max Arthur Macauliffe records a tradition about the first Sikh guru at Kurukshetra: 

The Guru, hearing of a religious fair at Kurkhetar near Thanesar, in the 

present district of Ambala, on the occasion of the solar eclipse desired 

to visit it with the object of preaching to the assembled pilgrims. 

Needing refreshment, he began to cook a deer which a disciple had 

presented to him. The Brahmans expressed their horror at his use of 

flesh, upon which he replied…335  

The guru then asserts his authority on the matter in a lengthy sermon.336 Macauliffe 

continues the narrative after the sermon: 

The Guru succeeded in making many converts at Kurkhetar. When 

departing, he thus addressed his Sikhs: ‘Live in harmony, utter the 

Creator’s name, and if any one salute you therewith, return his salute 

with the addition true, and say “Sat Kartar”, the True Creator, in reply. 

There are four ways by which, with the repetition of God’s name, men 

may reach Him. The first is holy companionship, the second truth, the 

third contentment, and the fourth restraint of the senses. By 

whichsoever of these doors a man entereth, whether he be a hermit or a 

householder, he shall find God.’337 

That Macauliffe records this narrative in the early twentieth century 

demonstrates the continued attempts of competing groups to inscribe their narratives 

onto the landscape of the ritual tradition. Even today, Sikh sites near Brahma Sarovar 

continue to assert the importance of the place to their tradition. This too is done by 

reporting visits and miracles of the gurus during the Solar Eclipse Festival. A sign 

outside of a Gurudwara next to Brahma Sarovar demonstrates the continued 

competition for meaning and patronage at the tīrtha. The narrative on the sign sets up 

                                                 
335 Max Macauliffe, The Sikh Religion, Its Gurus, Sacred Writings and Authors, (Oxford: Clarendon 

Press, 1909), 1:47. 
336 Macauliffe, The Sikh Religion, 1:47-49. 
337 Macauliffe, The Sikh Religion, 1:49. 
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a contest between “Hindu” and “Sikh,” with Guru Gobind Singh demonstrating 

superiority to a “jogi” and other brāhmaṇas. Though the narrative divides Sikhs and 

non-Sikhs, it acknowledges the broader importance of the place and the Solar Eclipse 

Festival for both groups by setting the story during that event. Not only does the ritual 

festival’s status transcend sectarian rivalries, it is the site where those rivalries are 

played out in narratives. The sign, written in Gurmukhī script, reads: 

Brief History 

Gurudwara of the Tenth Patshahi 

In January of 1688-1689 at the time of the solar eclipse, the righteous 

Guru Gobind Singh Ji Maharaj came to Kurukshetra and set up camp 

near the eastern “Rajghat.” The Guru’s wife, Mata Ji, and Sahibzada 

were with him. Contrary to popular custom, Guru Ji started a langar of 

khīr and māl pūḍās. A jogī had increased his appetite through a 

mantra. He sat in the line and began to eat; he was going to eat endless 

khīr and pūḍās in order to disgrace the Guru. But the Satguru told a 

servant to give the pūḍās and khīr saying “Satnam.” Then, after the 

first mouthful of food, the jogī became satisfied and fell at Guru Ji’s 

feet. The Satguru sent for a she-ass. The Brahmans refused. But one 

young pandit, at his mother’s command, agreed to this gift which in 

reality was a highly valuable milk-cow. The Satguru, pleased, went to 

the mother’s house and she gave lots of money. It is said that even her 

copper belt was given in this place. This place is in an excellent 

location, near the side-wall of Kurukshetra University on the bank of 

Brahma Sarovar.338  

                                                 
338 The sign, transcribed and translated by author from photograph, reads: 

Saṅkhep itihās 

gurūduārā dasvīṁ pātaśāhī 

panth vālī gurū gobind siṅgh jī mahārāj sūraj grahiṇ de sameṁ janavarī 1688-1689 vinc kurūkaśetar 

padhāre rājaghāṭ de pūrab vāle pāse ḍerā lagāiā. gurū ke mahil mātā jī sahibjāde āp jī de nāl san. lok 

rīt de ulaṭ gurū jī ne khīr te māl pūḍiāṁ dā laṅgar cālū kītā. ik jogī ne mantar rāhī [sic, read rāhīṁ] 

bhuṅkh vadhaī hoī sī. paggat vinc baiṭh ke khāṇā śurū kītā, te beant khīr ate pūḍe  khāī jāve tāki gurū 

jī dī badnāmī ho sake. par satigurāṇ ne sevak nūṁ satinām kahi puḍā te khīr deṇ laī kihā. ih jogī pahilī 

burakī khāṇ te bād tripat ho giā, te gurū jī de caraṇīṁ piā. satigurāṁ ne ik khotī maṅgavāī. brahamaṇ 

is nūṁ laiṇ toṁ inakār kar gao. par ik naujavān paṇḍat ne āpaṇī māṁ toṁ āgiā laike ih dān pravān 
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The examples given here in this section demonstrate that the ritual tradition 

endured throughout the early-modern period and into the current era. In addition to 

showing the stability of the ritual, they also reflect the stability of the location. Both 

narratives affirm the practice and the location where it is performed, while ascribing 

different meanings through narratives. The regularity of terrain and practice makes 

possible the expansion of their narrative underpinnings while the significant 

economic activity this tradition brings motivates competition among various groups.  

If the record of Al-Badāūnī is any indication, the larger tīrthayātrā tradition to 

Kurukshetra, now concentrated at the lake in Thanesar, had begun to be understood in 

connection with the central narrative of the Mahābhārata. Still, there is no mention of 

the Bhagavadgītā in his report. As later reports will show, once the epic adheres to 

the location and practice, it will expand to include the Bhagavadgītā in underwriting 

the tradition of pilgrimage to the area.  

THE EMERGING DOMINANCE OF THE MAHĀBHĀRATA 

As discussed in Chapter Four, there is evidence that the Mahābhārata 

narrative in some form circulated locally among some groups in Thanesar as part of 

the city’s narrative identity since at least the seventh century. Various groups have 

also connected Kurukshetra to the epic and other narratives in more ideal and abstract 

constructions, though not specifically attaching it to the Thanesar area. In the ninth 

                                                                                                                                           
[image corrupt, “kar”] liā jo asal vic ikk mahān kīmatī ate dundh deṇ vālī gāṁ sī. satigurū 

meharabān ho ke us māī de ghar padhāre te bahut māiā dān dintī. kihā jāndā hai ki āpne tāmbe dā 

paṭā vī is asadhān [sic, read asathān] te dintā. braham sarovar de kināre kurukaśetar yūnīvarsiṭī dī 

bāhī ih asathān subhāimān hai. 
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through eleventh centuries, Kurukshetra, Thanesar, and the tīrthayātrā tradition 

associated with the Solar Eclipse Festival had begun to converge through a 

multiplicity of narratives underwriting the significance of the region and the ritual. 

Authors of the Saromāhātmya ascribed new narrative meaning to both the site and 

ritual during that period. Later groups wrote highly localized narratives for specific 

temples and sub-sites. That the later groups restrict their narratives to smaller sites 

reflects the stability of the tīrthayātrā practice and the location. It further suggests the 

inability or unwillingness to compete with the dominant narrative that had emerged 

for the tradition and region, the Mahābhārata,  

 Mughal historians, as noted above, connected the place 

(Kurukshetra/Thanesar), the narrative (Mahābhārata), and the ritual (Solar Eclipse 

Festival). During the late sixteenth century, Akbar took interest in translating the 

Mahābhārata into Persian, commissioning a text known as Razmnāmah. It is 

interesting that a major reviser and translator of this work was from Thanesar, 

perhaps suggesting the desire for an authority with local access to the narrative in the 

production of this work. Badāūnī records that as Sultān Hājī Thānesarī was about to 

complete the work, he was dismissed: 

In the year 990 His Majesty assembled some learned Hindús, and gave 

them directions to write an explanation of the Mahá-bhárat, and for 

several nights he himself devoted his attention to explain the meaning 

to Nakíb Khán, so that the Khán might sketch out the gist of it in 

Persian. On a third night, the King sent for me, and desired me to 

translate the Mahá-bhárat, in conjunction with Nakíb Khán. The 

consequence was that in three or four months I translated two out of 

the eighteen sections, at the puerile absurdities of which the eighteen 

thousand creations may well be amazed. Such injunctions as one never 
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heard of—what not to eat, and a prohibition against turnips! But such 

is my fate, to be employed on such works. Nevertheless, I console 

myself with the reflection, that what is predestined must come to pass! 

After this, Mullá Shí and Nakíb Khán together accomplished a portion, 

and another was completed by Sultán Hájí Thánesarí by himself. 

Shaikh Faizí was then directed to convert the rough translation into 

elegant prose and verse, but he did not complete more than two 

sections. The Hájí aforesaid again wrote it, correcting the errors which 

had appeared in his first translation, and settling the conjectures which 

he had hazarded. He had revised a hundred sheets, and, nothing being 

omitted, he was about to give the finishing touch, when the order was 

received for his dismissal, and he was sent to Bakar. He now resides in 

his own city (Thánesar). Most of the scholars who were employed 

upon this translation are now with the Kauravas and Pándavas. May 

those who survive be saved by the mercy of God, and may their 

repentance be accepted! 

The translation was called Razm-náma, and when fairly engrossed and 

embellished with pictures, the nobles had orders to take copies, with 

the blessing and favour of God. Shaikh Abú-l Fazl, who had already 

written against our religion, wrote the Preface, extending to two 

sheets. God defend us from his infidelities and absurdities!339 

That Mughal historians connected Thanesar with the Mahābhārata is 

illustrated not only by their choice of translator; they also make the connection 

directly. Al-Badāūnī’s making of this connection was mentioned above. Abū al-Faz l 

similarly makes this connection while describing the administrative district (Sūbah) 

of Delhi. Further, he links it to the Solar Eclipse Festival.  

                                                 
339 Muntakhabu-t Tawáríkh, http://persian.packhum.org/persian/main  accessed September 4, 2012). 

Abū al-Faz l records the same in the Ain-I Akbari: “The Mahábhárat which belongs to the ancient 

books of Hindústán has likewise been translated, from Hindí into Persian, under the superintendence of 

Naqíb Khán, Mauláná 'Abdul Qádir of Badáon, and Shaikh Sultán of T'hanésar.” Abū al-Faz l ibn 

Mubārak, Heinrich Blochmann, Harry Sullivan Jarrett, The Ain I Akbari, (Calcutta: The Asiatic 

Society of Bengal, 1873), online, “PHI Persian Literature in Translation,” Packard Humanities Institute 

- Persian Literature in Translation, http://persian.packhum.org/persian/main?url= pf%3Ffile% 

3D00702051% 26ct%3D84%26rqs%3D578 (accessed September 4, 2012). 
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Thanésar is accounted one of the most sacred places of pilgrimage. 

The Saraswati flows near it for which the Hindus have great venera-

tion. Near it is a lake called Kurukshetra, which pilgrims from distant 

parts come to visit and where they bathe, and bestow charitable 

offerings. This was the scene of the war of the Mahábhárat which took 

place in the latter end of the Dwápar Yug.340 

 His description of Thanesar occasions his larger description of the epic in the 

Ain-I Akbari, showing the close association of the area with the narrative. As 

mentioned above, this connection helps to form a geometry of significance in relation 

to Delhi/Indraprashta. 

Ferishta, too, giving an account of the Mahābhārata in his introduction, links 

the city to the epic. Interesting in his account is that the city itself is known as 

Kurukshetra, showing the merging of toponymies along with their significance. 

Ferishta writes: 

Story-tellers and fabulists relate that, in the latter half of the Dwápar 

Yúg, there was a Khatrí Rájá at Hastinápúr, in Hindústán, who sat 

upon the throne of justice, and protected the rights of his people. His 

name was Rájá Bharat. He was followed by seven descendants in 

direct succession, who carried on the government, and departed to the 

other world. The eighth successor of his race was Rájá Kúr. Kúr-khet 

(or) Thánesar, which is a large city, still bears his name.341 

The Persian literature does not concern itself with determining the boundaries 

of the larger sacred precinct (Kurukshetra-bhūmi) or locating any of the smaller 

                                                 
340 Ain I Akbari, http://persian.packhum.org/persian/main?url=pf%3Ffile%3D00702052%26ct% 

3D187%26rqs%3D669 (accessed September 4, 2012). 
341 H.M. Elliot, tr. “Translation of the Introduction to Firishta’s History,” in The History of India, as 

Told by Its Own Historians. The Muhammadan Period: Volume VI: Akbar and Jahangir, edited by 

John Dowson, (London: Trubner Company, 1867-1877), online, “PHI Persian Literature in 

Translation,” Packard Humanities Institute - Persian Literature in Translation, http:// 

persian.packhum.org/persian/main?url=pf%3Ffile%3D80201016%26ct%3D192% 

26rqs%3D44%26rqs%3%20D800 (accessed September 4, 2012). 
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tīrthas within Kurukshetra. They focus on connecting the gobal narrative of the epic 

with the center at Thanesar and the major festival there. The identification of sub-sites 

and smaller tīrthas within Kurukshetra-bhūmi is the task of two Sanskrit texts from 

approximately the early seventeenth century. In doing so, their understanding of 

Kurukshetra as the land of the Mahābhārata is implicit in that they graft sub-episodes 

of the battle onto sites within the Kurukshetra region. The stability of the tīrthayātrā 

tradition and the surety of the center at Thanesar anchors the expansion of 

Mahābhārata-related sites in the region. 

In the early seventeenth century, a brāhmaṇa from Varanasi, Rāmacandra 

Sārasvatī, visited Kurukshetra to uncover these tīrthas. He claims to have relied on 

insight from dreams to uncover these lost tīrthas.342 He may have also navigated his 

way around Kurukshetra with the assistance of local knowledge and informants. He 

records his work in a nibandha that synthesizes the lists of tīrthas found in the 

Saromāhātmya and the information gleaned from other Sanskrit sources with the 

insights he gains locally.  

 The title of his work, Kurukṣetrīya-tīrthasthala-nirṇaya, means “A 

Determination of the Tīrtha Sites of Kurukshetra.” The work has a geographic 

purpose, to identify and locate the tīrthas of Kurukshetra in villages throughout the 

area. This purpose is connected with the tīrthayātrā ritual as it provides access to the 

                                                 
342 See Muztar, Kurukshetra, 1-2. A similar process unveiled the sacred sites of Braj. See Charlotte 

Vaudeville, “Braj, Lost and Found;” Indo-Iranian Journal 18 (November-December 1976): 195-213. 
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lesser known tīrthas for a wider audience.343 In describing the locations of the tīrthas, 

the text also demonstrates the proliferation of narratives connected to the region and 

the ritual. In this text, the new narratives that appear are related to the Mahābhārata, 

being sub-episodes of the eighteen-day battle. The text only refers to narratives and 

does not develop them as they are subordinated to the ritually-oriented geographic 

purpose of the text. 

 Sārasvatī “discovered” the tīrthas of Kurukshetra, but not everyone agreed 

with his findings. Following his work, Vanamālī Miśra composed a text, Kurukṣetra-

pradīpa, which undertook the same task.344 Miśra claims to be a resident of 

Kurukshetra, suggesting that his local knowledge is more authoritative than that of 

the outsider Sārasvatī. A thorough comparison of the two texts needs to be performed 

in order to determine precisely upon which points they differ. At first glance, it 

appears that those points are details of geography. Narratives are largely undeveloped 

in the Kurukṣetra-pradīpa, just as they were in Sārasvatī’s text. Where they are 

present, they refer to sub-episodes of the Mahābhārata battle. 

                                                 
343 It is unclear how widely the text was actually received or which factors contributed to its initial 

composition (patronage, etc.). There are two texts which claim to be the kurukṣetrīya-tīrthasthala-

nirṇaya and a commentary to the text which is currently inaccessible in the library at Mahārāja 

Kāmeśvar Singh University in Darbhanga, Bihar. The fact that a commentary was written two the text 

suggests that it enjoyed some readership. The longer text claiming to be the  urukṣetrīya-tīrthasthala-

nirṇaya is located in two manuscripts, both in the collection in the Bhandarkar Oriental Research 

Institue library. That this text was copied also suggests a wider audience. The shorter text, located in 

the library of Kurukṣetra University, discusses the same material and claims the same title and author. 

That manuscript is incomplete and no duplicates have been located. Until the commentary is 

recovered, it will not be clear which text is the more authentic and widely read. The longer version, 

from the Bhandarkar Institute, is used here since the two manuscripts can create a whole text. The text 

still needs to be edited and translated, a project I will undertake after the completion of this 

dissertation.  
344 The manuscript is under preparation. 
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Though I am still in the process of editing and translating these texts, an initial 

reading shows that sites developed near Thanesar that are connected with the epic 

battle. Describing the small village of Anaraka near Thanesar, Rāmacandra Sarasvatī 

provides an example of such a site when he writes in the Kurukṣetrīya-tīrthasthala-

nirṇaya: “According to general consensus, it is supposed that Bhīṣma’s bed of arrows 

was here in Naraka [village].”345 Sārasvatī frequently contrasts lokaprasiddhi, 

“general consensus,” with specific passages from other texts such as the 

Mahābhārata when describing a tīrtha. I believe the term lokaprasiddhi reflects 

popular and local knowledge in contrast to the information receved from more global 

texts. 

Vanamālī Miśra, identifying as a resident of Kurukshetra, provides another 

example of the understanding of the region’s tīrthas in connection with the 

Mahābhārata narrative. This example also demonstrates the emergence of a new site 

since the era of the Vāmana Purāṇa and the influence of the Bhagavadgītā as a 

foundation narrative in the local practice of tīrthayātrā. The site, Jyotisar, is about 

five kilometers west of Thanesar. The author’s Kurukshetra-pradīpa reads: “Jyotisar: 

So, what they say is that Arjuna’s realization happened here from the instruction of 

the Gītā by Lord Kṛṣṇa.”346 These examples from the two texts show the strong 

association between Kurukshetra/Thanesar and the nearby area. This association 

                                                 
345 Rāma Candra Sārasvatī,  uruṣetrīya-tīrthasthala-nirṇaya, Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute 

38 of 1881-82, fol 277: atra narake bhīṣmaśaraśayyā sambhāvitā lokaprasiddheḥ. 
346 Vanamālī Miśra,  urukṣetra Pradīpa, Anup Library, Bikaner, 145. General # 1956. Serial # 25, fol 

100: jyotiḥ saraḥ. ata eva bhagavatā śrīkṛṣṇena gītopadeśād arjunasyaivātra sākṣātkāro jāta iti kim 

vadanti. The manuscript reads: arjunasyaivātrātāsākṣāt.I have emended it here omitting the “ātā.” 
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includes the Bhagavadgītā in the early seventeenth century, at least within the local 

tradition.  

 The evidence from these two Sanskrit texts argues against any possible 

reading of the Persian sources in which the overlap of the ritual tradition at Thanesar 

and the Mahābhārata narrative are understood as solely the imaginings of Mughal 

historians.347 It rather suggests that the narrative had become important to sites in 

Kurukshetra from both local and global perspectives, perhaps useful for attracting 

patronage. It shows the continuance of the ritual tradition and the stability and wealth 

it provided which allowed new sites and narratives to develop. As the geography of 

the lake had begun to collapse and became consolidated in Thanesar around the tenth 

century, so too, the places Thanesar and Kurukshetra had begun to merge. 

Kurukshetra had been conceived in purāṇic literature as both a tīrtha and the site of 

the epic battle. These ideas were transposed onto the religious landscape at Thanesar. 

As Thanesar became Kurukshetra and the tradition of tīrthayātrā continued and 

focused on that area, the idea of “Kurukshetra, the Land of the Mahābhārata” also 

began to fuse with the location and expanded to nearby areas through its usefulness to 

the participants in the ritual tradition. The Persian and Sanskrit sources reflect that the 

epic had become an important part of the ritual landscape by the seventeenth century, 

if not earlier. 

                                                 
347 Such a reading of the fight between yogis and saṃnyāsis in different sources was done by 

Farquhar, according to Pinch, Warrior Ascetics, 28-41. 
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NEW GEOGRAPHIES IN SANSKRIT AND BRITISH LITERATURE 

Another Sanskrit manuscript titled Kurukṣetra-mahāttam written in 1850 

provides a brief “road map” to the region in twenty-five folios. In 2008, I followed 

this map to many villages, the names of which are frequently still recognizable. When 

I reached Jind, a sizable city in in the opposite corner of Kurukshetra-bhūmi from 

Thanesar, the locals there reported that the Mahābhārata was less important there 

than it it was in Thanesar. They would say, “All of that stuff is in Kurukshetra 

(meaning Thanesar).” This confirms the strength of the concentration of the tradition 

in Thanesar, a concentration that is reinforced by the Solar Eclipse Festival, which 

does not occur in Jind but seventy miles away in Thanesar. The thick association 

between Thanesar and the epic battle spreads to nearby areas – Anarka, Dayalpur, 

Amin, Jyotisar, Bhor, and so on – but grows thin farther from the city.  

The Kurukṣetra-mahāttam omits references to all narratives except one, the 

Bhagavadgītā:  

Then, one should go again to the village Jyoyasara (Jyotisar). Near the 

village to the south is the tīrtha, Jyoti-hrada. In bathing there, a person 

whose entire being is first cleansed of all offense has the attainment of 

pure joy. The Gītā is at Jyotihrada. Having abandoned delusion, a person 

would obtain the highest realm.348 

The choice of Sanskrit for the composition of this “road map” reflects perhaps the 

author’s view of Sanskrit holding a special sacred status and also perhaps as a lingua 

franca for a pan-Indian intellectual community (locals to Haryana would not likely 

                                                 
348  urukṣetramahāttam, Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute # 171 of 1892-95, fol. 21v: tataḥ 

punaḥ jyoyasaragrāmaṃ gacchet. grāmād dakṣiṇasyāṁ nikaṭe jyotihradaṁ tīrthaṁ. tatra snāne 

sarvapāpakṣayapūrvakaparamātmanaḥ saccidānandasya prāptiḥ. jyotihrade gītām. abhyamohaṁ 

tyaktvā paramaṁ padaṁ prāpnuyāt. 
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need such a map or find it useful in Sanskrit). The fact that the text only mentions the 

Bhagavadgītā signifies the importance that the Bhagavadgītā had acquired both 

locally and in a global context.349  

Even so, the geography of the region remains in flux. This is not only 

indicated by the need for a “road map” text, but also in the Kurukṣetra-mahāttam 

itself. The text demonstrates that tīrthas continue to appear and disappear even in the 

nineteenth century. For example, the author of this text notes the disparity in the 

number of tīrthas in the town of Amin, about ten kilometers south of Thanesar, 

reported by the locals and reported in an earlier nibandha on the tīrthas of 

Kurukshetra:  

After Āditikuṇḍa, to the south, is Vāmanakuṇḍa, popularly known as 

“Nāryāṇatīrtha.” Bathing there and worshipping Vamana, a person 

obtains his desires.  According to Vanamāli (Vanamāli Miśra, author 

of the Kurukṣetra-pradīpa), Vāmanakuṇḍa is illegitimate. In the 

village of Amin, both tīrthas are legitimate.350 

When I visited Amin in 2008, locals stated that Vāmanakuṇḍa no longer 

existed. Āditikuṇḍa is still there, now accompanied by a smaller tank right beside it 

named Sūryakuṇḍa. Further, the town identifies itself with the epic figure Abhimanyu 

whose death is said to have occurred in the place. By the nineteenth century, then, the 

association of the region, the epic, and the ritual had congealed and continues today, 

                                                 
349 It is worth mentioning here that the  urukṣetra-mahāttam was composed approximately sixty-five 

years after Wilkins’ first translation of the Bhagavadgītā into English. See Gerald Larson, “The Song 

Celestial: Two Centuries of the “Bhagavad Gītā” in English,” Philosophy East and West, vol. 31, no. 4 

(Oct., 1981), 514. 
350 Kurukṣetramahātam, fols 1v-2r: āditikuṇḍād adhaḥ dakṣaṇasyāṃ [sic]vāmanakuṇḍaṃ lokā 

nārāyaṇtīrtham iti pravadanti tatra snātvā vāmanaṃ pūjayitvā kāmān avāpnoti. vāmanakuṇḍaṃ 

vanamālinā apramāṇīkṛtaṃ amīṇagrāme tīrthadvayaṃ pramāṇīkṛtaṃ.  
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even while the geography and narratives of smaller sites within the region continue to 

change. It is not surprising, then, that the Mahābhārata is featured prominently in 

Cunningham’s survey of the region, which I discuss below. His survey will even 

include some of the smaller sites associated with sub-plots of the epic, as he follows 

Sanskrit texts such as the ones mentioned above. 

 All three Sanskrit texts, though differing in some details about the location of 

specific tīrthas, had set a broad boundary for Kurukshetra. They extend the region to 

include areas south of Safidon, westwards including Jind, and to near the current 

Punjab-Haryana border. This coincides with the boundaries of Kurukshetra-bhūmi 

(the larger area including Thanesar and more distant locations) today. By 1850, the 

time of the Kurukṣetra-mahāttam, the boundaries of Kurukshetra-bhūmi seem to have 

been established. They are recorded in the above texts and in Alexander 

Cunningham’s reports in the late nineteenth century.  

 Cunningham questions the authenticity of these boundaries. For example, 

while attempting to locate Rāmahrada, he writes: 

The position of the south-west corner, called Rāmahrada in the 

Mahābhārata, is equally difficult to discover, as there are no less than 

four holy tanks of this name, each of which has its advocates. 

According to some, the true Rāmahrada is only 2 kos from Jhind, and 

no less than 28 kos beyond Kaithal, or from 65 to 70 miles distant 

from Thanesar, which is utterly impossible. I believe that this 

Rāmahrada is a late invention of interested Brahmans who wished to 

curry favor with the Sikh Raja of Jhind by bringing his capital within 

the range of the holy circuit of Kurukshetra.351 

                                                 
351 Cunningham, Report 1863-64, 215-216. 
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Cunningham goes beyond questioning the boundaries of Kurukshetra-bhūmi. He also 

seeks to locate specific events from the epic battle in the area, the positions of the 

Pāṇḍavas and Kauravas, and the locations of famous duels.352 Though Cunningham 

records some of the additional narratives associated with Kurukshetra (such as the 

narrative of King Vena),353 his account of the place is dominated by references to the 

Mahābhārata. This suggests that the specific narrative strain associated with 

Kurukshetra, the Mahābhārata, began to stabilize with the fixing of the region’s 

boundaries and the anchoring of the place in Thanesar by the seventeenth century. By 

the nineteenth century, then, Kurukshetra had all but become the land of the 

Mahābhārata. 

 The presence of some additional narratives in Cunningham’s work is 

interesting. While largely focused on the epic and epic sub-narratives, he includes the 

story of King Vena, among a few others. One line from the King Vena legend as 

Cunningham relates it is especially interesting as it indicates that the story had 

migrated from the Saromāhātmya into the local vernacular tradition. Cunningham 

writes about Sthāṇu-tīrtha: “According to the legend, the leprous Raja Ben, whose 

name I have found as widely diffused as those of the Pândus themselves, while 

travelling in a duli, was set down by the bearers on the bank of the Saraswati.”354 The 

focus here is on the vehicle, a “duli,” (Hindi - ḍolī) a sort of palanquin. While the 

word is related to the Sanskrit term ḍallaka/ḍalaka, it is not found in the 

                                                 
352 Cunningham, Report 1878-79, 92-94. 
353 Cunningham, Report 1863-64, 217. 
354 Cunningham, Report 1863-64, 217. 
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Saromāhātmya’s version of this narrative. The word marks Cunningham’s version as 

a modern rendition and shows that this narrative was still in circulation among some 

groups in the nineteenth century.  

Cunningham’s report, which includes the narrative of Paraśurāma as well as 

that of King Vena,355 is important in that it demonstrates that the transition of 

Kurukshetra/Thanesar’s identity to the “Land of the Gita” was still in process in the 

nineteenth century. Even though the Mahābhārata and the Bhagavadgītā had begun 

to take hold in the region, Cunningham is still able to locate and record locally 

circulating narratives that underwrote the authority of the place and the authority of 

various temples and sites within the place to provide a benefit to yātrins. 

 In the twentieth century, Thanesar’s identification with the Mahābhārata will 

become even greater, overwriting pre-existing narratives and being adopted by 

patrons and providers in the tīrthayātrā economy. Two narratives from Indian 

officials in the first half of the twentieth century demonstrate the interpretation of 

Kurukshetra/Thanesar and its Solar Eclipse Festival through the lens of the epic. In 

his memoir, S.K. Kirpalani, a Sikh convert from a religiously pluralistic family from 

Hyderabad, Sindh,356 writes about the 1928 Solar Eclipse Fair: 

About the end of May 1928 I received word from the Chief Secretary 

that the provincial government had decided that the next solar eclipse 

fair at Kurukshetra in Thanesar subdivision of my district was to be 

organized on an unprecedented scale and I was commissioned to make 

arrangements, sparing neither money nor effort… 

                                                 
355 Cunningham, Report 1863-64, 217. 
356 S. K. Kirpalani, Fifty Years with the British, (London: Sangam, 19930, 1-25. 
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Nothing in Hindu mythology equals the impact of the epic 

Mahabharata on the mass mind of India. It is the story of a great 

struggle between the forces of Good and Evil. Naturally, it is replete 

with incidents of superhuman heroism. Lapse of time and the fancy of 

raconteurs over the centuries have conspired to clothe these deeds with 

hyperbole and superlatives, but the core truth shines through in pristine 

glory in the form of the Bhagavad Gita, the Song Celestial, the 

discourse of Lord Krishna in reply to questions of Arjuna, one of the 

five warrior brothers who espoused the cause of Good. 

The epic battle was fought on the field of Kurukshetra. Mythology 

suggests that it raged over an area of eighty-four square miles, most of 

which is now covered by cities, townships and villages. But an area of 

some ten square miles is still open bush forest. The central point of 

attraction of the battlefield is the two sacred tanks of Kurukshetra and 

Sanyahet about two miles from the village of Thanesar – the abode of 

God, presumably the place where Lord Krishna disported with his 

cows (one of his incarnations was in the role of a cowherd). During the 

fighting, the opposing forces quenched their thirst at the bigger tank of 

Kurukshetra about half a mile long, and a quarter mile wide. 

According to the then prevalent rules of warfare, fighting ceased at 

sunset and both sides put away their weapons, said their prayers, and 

washed in the smaller tank, Sanyahet, some five hundred by two 

hundred yards in size, a short distance from the bigger tank… 

On the occasion of every eclipse of the sun, when evil forces are 

believed to be attacking the Sun God (who soon makes short work of 

his enemies and reappears in all his glory), there is a vast congregation 

of devout Hindu pilgrims at Kurukshetra. To benefit from this 

pilgrimage, one needs to take a ritual dip during the eclipse, first in 

Kurukshetra and then in the Sanyahet tank.357  

Kirpalani’s narrative continues at length and describes the dissatisfaction of 

saṃnyāsis and a major fish-kill in the tank.358 The passage above is interesting in that 

Kirpalani immediately associates Kurukshetra with the epic narrative and especially 

the Bhagavadgītā. He records the yātrā associated with the solar eclipse to the, now 

                                                 
357 Kirpalani, Fifty Years, 160-162. 
358 Kirpalani, Fifty Years, 163-171. 
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two, lakes in Thanesar. Even though the eclipse, “when evil forces are believed to be 

attacking the Sun God,” is the occasion for the festival, Kirpalani associates the lakes 

with the acts of the Pāṇḍavas and Kauravas, who “quenched their thirst at the bigger 

tank” and “washed in the smaller tank.” These narrative elements develop through the 

grounding of the epic in specific terrain. Kirpalani likely came to Kurukshetra 

carrying with him the idea that it was the site of the epic battle. In the presence of the 

two lakes, and probably influenced by local ideas about them at the time, he is able to 

refine the narrative associated with the place to specific actions of the Mahābhārata’s 

protagonists. 

Pilgrimage activity in 1928 is reported to have caused a major fish-kill in the 

lake. Drawing upon the idea of Kurukshetra being an auspicious place for death, 

Kirpalani records the outbreak of a rumor that “The holy fish had decided on a mass 

transmigration of souls on the eve of the auspicious eclipse!”359 According to 

Kirpalani, several fish had died as a result of overfeeding. Administrators, fearing a 

cholera outbreak, chlorinated the water, resulting in the massive fish-kill. Kirpalani 

reports relief at the rumor: “We got away with that one!”360 The circulation and 

success of the rumor reflect the additional belief that death in Kurukshetra confers 

benefits to the deceased. 

                                                 
359 Kirpalani, Fifty Years, 171. 
360 Kirpalani, Fifty Years, 171. 
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DEATH: IDEAL KURUKSHETRA AND FUNERARY RITES 

Here, I break from describing the record of Kurukshetra’s entanglement with 

the epic at the Solar Eclipse Festival to focus briefly on a different set of rituals, those 

associated with death in the region. As was seen earlier, Kurukshetra is constructed 

both as a tīrtha and as a narrative setting. By the early twentieth century, the 

Mahābhārata had begun to show dominance in the narrative conceptions of the place. 

As a tīrtha, Kurukshetra influences local funerary rites. The idea, as I heard it 

expressed in many places in the Kurukshetra area, is that Kurukshetra is so purifying 

that there is no need for additional rituals following cremation. Locals simply place 

the ashes and bone fragments of the deceased in the nearest body of water, usually the 

village tank.  

Itane pavitra hai, Kurukshetra, “Kurukshetra is that purifying,” say locals 

referring to the lack of a need for a trip to Haridwar or any other place for the 

immersion of ashes. Though more research is required to investigate this practice in 

the current era, it is also interesting that the people of the villages in Haryana reflect a 

very well defined sense of the boundaries of Kurukshetra in this practice. For 

example, the village of Bahlolapur, Karnal District, lies along the eastern boundary of 

Kurukshetra-bhūmi, about twenty kilometers northwest of Karnal along State 

Highway Nine near the intersection with Sonkra Road. There, locals informed me that 

they disposed of the ashes and bones (phul) of the deceased in the local lake. They 

said that while this was a common practice in Kurukshetra, residents of the village 
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just five kilometers east of Bahlolapur took the phul of the deceased to Haridwar.361 

Here the ritual custom is affected by the people’s sense of place in that they report 

that they do not need to leave Kurukshetra to perform any rites to purify the deceased 

because the deceased is already as pure as possible by having lived and died in 

Kurukshetra. 

The understanding of Kurukshetra as a “purifying” tīrtha is also connected to 

the epic’s central plot in modern times. In local tellings of the Mahābhārata, it is 

reported that everyone who died in the eighteen-day battle immediately went to 

svarga. They attribute this, and their own local funerary customs, to Kurukshetra’s 

ability to grant immediate release, inherent in the land itself. They cite an idea that is 

similar to the one found in the Vana Parvan that was also quoted by King Devānika 

of Laos: “Even the dust of Kurukshetra carried on the wind is purifying.” Locals say, 

“In Haridwar and Varanasi, the Gaṅgā alone is purifying, but Kurukshetra is 

purifying in three ways: the water, the dust, and the wind.” The idea is that anyone 

who lives and/or dies in Kurukshetra achieves this post-death benefit and their 

funerary rites may be performed in the same place. The arrangement is summarized in 

the following chart: 

 Resident of Kurukshetra Outsider to  Kurukshetra 

Death in Kurukshetra Rites in Kurukshetra Rites in Kurukshetra (optional) 

Dies Elsewhere Rites in Kurukshetra Rites elsewhere (except 

accidental deaths) 

Table 3: Insider and Outsider Funerary Rites in Kurukshetra 

                                                 
361 There is a small village about five kilometers east of Bahlolapur. I have not been there, but it seems 

like a good place to start a follow-up project. 
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An interesting corollary to this practice, indicated in the above chart, is that 

non-residents who die inauspicious and accidental deaths outside of Kurukshetra have 

their rites performed and their phul immersed in a lake in Kurukshetra. Pandas at 

Sannihit Sarovar report this, as well. As is well known, certain tīrthas are associated 

with funerary rites. Varanasi is famous for its burning ghats and Haridwar is well 

known as the site for the immersion of ashes. Bhardwaj and Lochtefeld note that 

Kurukshetra is a site associated with the performance of rituals for people who die 

accidental or unnatural deaths.362  The panda in charge at the offices at Sannihit 

Sarovar provided the example, “If someone died in a car crash in Himachal Pradesh, 

they would have their rites performed here.”  

More research is required to explore these rites, any connection to the epic 

they may have, and the influence of the understanding of place upon them. Both 

Pehowa and Thanesar are important to the broader region for the performance of 

ancestor worship. I do not know how far the catchment area for this is, but my 

impression from conversations I had is that it was mostly for people from “Punjab 

Side,” outside of Kurukshetra to the west. The practice of local funerary rites is 

recorded in the 1918 District Gazetteer, which also marks the distinction of funeral 

rites inside and outside of Kurukshetra: 

If the burning was performed on the bank of the Jumna [author: 

outside of Kurukshetra], water is thrown on the ashes; if in 

Kurukshetra, the bones are thrown into one of the sacred tanks, and all 

is over. Otherwise [author: again, outside of Kurukshetra] on the third 

day the knuckle-bones and other small fragments of bones (phul) are 

                                                 
362 Bharadwaj and Lochtefeld, “Tīrtha,” 491. 
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collected. If they can be taken to the Ganges at once, well and good; if 

not they are buried in the jungle.363 

Unfortunately, it is unknown if these rites were associated to the epic narrative at that 

time, as they are today. 

KURUKSHETRA: THE REFUGEE CAMP 

In the current era, Kurukshetra is sometimes deployed as an ideal place to 

describe a major contest, an association stemming from the connection to the 

Mahābhārata epic and its battle. A recent headline describing assembly elections in 

Gujarat reads: “It’s advantage Narendra Modi in Gujarat’s ‘Kurukshetra’,” for 

example.364 The use of Kurukshetra/the Mahābhārata for political comment is not 

uncommon. The 2010 film Rajneeti (Politics) is a prime example of using the epic 

narrative and its figures in contemporary popular expression to describe a current 

political situation. Film critic Nikhat Kazmi writes:  

The film basically anchors its plot in two classic tales -- The 

Mahabharata and The Godfather -- to create an engrossing diatribe on 

India's political system where democracy may prevail, but not in its 

purest form. Dynasty, lawlessness, violence and misuse of power are 

the ugly underbelly of India's not-so-clean political framework where 

the battle for the ballot is waged almost like war: unprincipled, 

belligerent and bloody.365 

                                                 
363 Haryana District Gazeteers: Reprint of Karnal District Gazeteer, 1918 (Chandigarh: Haryana 

Gazetteers Organization, 1998), 61-62. 
364 “It’s advantage Narendra Modi in Gujarat’s ‘Kurukshetra’ - Times Of India.” Featured Articles 

From The Times Of India. http://articles.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/2012-06-14/ahmedabad/ 

32234941_1_narendra-modi-safe-seats-assembly-elections (accessed September 5, 2012). 
365 “Raajneeti movie review: Wallpaper, Story, Trailer at Times of India.” The Times of India: Latest 

News India, World & Business News, Cricket & Sports, Bollywood. http://timesofindia. 

indiatimes.com/entertainment/movie-reviews/hindi/Raajneeti/movie-review/6007822.cms (accessed 

September 5, 2012). 
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During partition, the interpretation of Kurukshetra/Thanesar through the epic 

lens was similarly connected to the contemporary political situation. In the refugee 

camp there, an official at the camp reports that he identified Kurukshetra this way. He 

speculates that the decision to make Kurukshetra a home for refugees, indeed the 

largest partition-era refugee camp in India, was a political statement since the place 

was so evocative of the epic war. He writes: 

It was in February 1948, when I got an assignment in Kurukshetra 

Refugee Camp, which at that time was the biggest single refugee 

camp. It had a population of around one lakh refugees. Thus, the camp 

resembled a big town with temporary roads, street lighting, water 

supply, dispensaries and also couple of hospitals, food distribution 

centres, maternity homes, creches, schools, religious places, bazars, 

and above all several thousands of tents presenting a battlefield look 

humming with the hustle and bustle of sturdy built refugees hailing 

mostly from the North-Western Frontier Province, now in Pakistan.  

Thus, the site reminded one of the days of the Kauravas and Pandavas 

historic battle when their forces had been pitched here to fight the 

famous Mahabharta battle. Some even reflected the fact that major 

factor behind pitching up such a vast camp at this site was to arouse 

among the refugees the same spirit of aggression against Pakistan.   

Through his suspicion, the author reflects a popular conception of the place – 

Kurukshetra is the land of the epic battle. More than that, and as in Kirpalani’s 

narrative, the place is beginning to become recognized as “The Land of the Gita,” as 

it is today. That is, the Mahābhārata’s association with the place is becoming more 

specific. The author mentions that his tent-mate, Batra, was fond of reading sacred 

texts. Among those, he favored hearing Batra read the Bhagavadgītā. He draws a 

connection between being partial to that text and being situated in Kurukshetra:  
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Batra was also a religious man. He would daily offer his prayer, both 

morning and evening, read sacred literature and also tell me something 

about the same.  

Particularly I liked to hear from him about Bhagwad Gita, for, if you 

didn't evince any interest in it in the place where Gita had originated, 

then obviously our stay here was purposeless. Batra also remembered 

by heart most of its slokas and would recite them like a true Pandit and 

then explained to me in simple language the central theme behind each 

sloka.  

Occasionally, we did pay visit to the Gita hall as well, situated amidst 

the calm surroundings of the sacred tank and listen to the fine music 

that flowed in rich abundance from here, every evening.  

Apart from the “Gita hall,” the only other site that this author mentions 

visiting is the sacred tank in Kurukshetra and its temple. From his description, it 

seems that the tank to which he refers is Brahma Sarovar, its temple is the Sarveshwar 

Mahadev Mandir, and the “Gita hall” is perhaps the nearby Gita Bhavan. The author 

recalls that his visits to the tank evoked speculation about the Mahābhārata battle. 

We generally visited two places. One was the sacred tank where about 

half a mile long road ran along with its boundary. Below this road 

were cemented steps leading to the tank. Here, we would often recline 

and for a long time feed our eyes on the sacred waters before us and 

recollect those days when the famous Mahabharta battle was fought 

here.  

Also we could hear the singing of ‘Arti’ in so many temples, perched 

high up around the tank vicinity. Occasionally, Batra would pay his 

homage to the Pundits who managed these temples.  

In the tank itself there is a temple, and a very ancient one, we were 

told. There was a cemented passage that led to it from the main road, 

and all around it were deep waters and several lotus flowers, which 

made a thrilling sight. The temple itself was constructed from fine 

marble and had a good covered area. A number of artistically carved 

figures stood by its sides.  
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Within the temple itself a lonely priest used to be there, who in the 

evenings recited ‘Arti’ in a very sweet and melodious tone, and which 

was listened to attentively by the visitors. He also used to narrate very 

interesting anecdotes connected with the foundation of Kurukshetra. 

He was one of the oldest Pandit and had been a witness to quite a few 

Kumbh Melas, which were held during the solar eclipse days, when 

lakhs of devotees would come and have a dip in the sacred tank.366 

The author’s comment about the old pundit, “He also used to narrate very 

interesting anecdotes connected with the foundation of Kurukshetra,” is interesting in 

that it perhaps reflects the continued plurality of foundation narratives for 

Kurukshetra, at least among local intellectuals. It contrasts with the author’s and 

Kirpalani’s narrative understanding of the place as “The Land of the Gita.” This 

creates the situation where, on one hand, outsiders to the region come with a certain 

interpretation and expectation of the place as “The Land of the Gita,” while on the 

other hand, locals, especially learned locals like the pundit, have access to a broader 

range of foundation narratives for Kurukshetra.  

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter I have argued that the Mahābhārata, inclusive of the 

Bhagavadgītā, emerges as a dominant narrative and ideal interpretation of 

Kurukshetra specifically anchored in Thanesar. Kurukshetra had been concentrated in 

the Thanesar area and the traffic of government officials and yātrins, who brought 

with them preconceived notions of Kurukshetra as the land of the epic battle, 

encouraged the association of the place with the narrative. Other foundation 

                                                 
366 “The Editor’s Column,” Political Economy Journal of India, (January 2009 and July 2009), online, 

“The Editor's Column,” The Free Library. http://www.thefreelibrary.com/The+editor%27s+column.-

a0204551065 (accessed September 5, 2012). 
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narratives for the area existed, and also new narratives developed for local sub-sites in 

the region. These other narratives existed, mostly circulating among learned 

individuals and locals. Nevertheless, the area’s identification with the epic battle took 

primacy.  

I have argued that the anchoring of Kurukshetra to specific terrain allowed 

elements of the epic to expand across the region. The central battle of the 

Mahābhārata is grafted onto the location of the central pilgrimage act in the region, 

Thanesar. Sub-episodes of the battle are more diffuse. By the early twentieth century 

the Bhagavadgītā, a globally important aspect of the Mahābhārata, begins to shape 

the region around Thanesar into not just “The Land of the Mahābhārata,” but “The 

Land of the Gita.” 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion - Narrative Exchange and “The Land of the 

Gita” 

Atop the arch spanning State Highway Six near its intersection with National 

Highway One, across from the Pipli bus stand where travelers to Kurukshetra on 

busses plying the route between Delhi and Chandigarh disembark, sits a statue of 

Arjuna’s chariot, marking this entry way to the city as “The Land of the Gita.” 

 

 
Figure 9: Entrance to Kurukshetra at Pipli Bus Stand367 

                                                 
367 Image taken from http://img.wikinut.com/img/kbk.f76ieuax5zg4/jpeg/0/Entrance-to-The-City-of-

Kurukshetra.jpeg (online, accessed 13-Mar-2013). 
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 In the current era, the Bhagavadgītā is the defining feature of the 

Mahābhārata narrative that dominates the identity of the central city of Kurukshetra-

bhūmi, Thanesar (Kurukshetra). The Bhagavadgītā is a pervasive entity in 

Kurukshetra and images of the chariot can be seen all over. Locals say that there are 

three ways by which one acquires merit through the Bhagavadgītā – reading, hearing, 

and giving the gītā – and I received several copies of the text as gifts, one of which 

was stamped as belonging to the Kurukshetra District jail. A member of the local 

Roatary Club and a shop owner both passed on to me a packet of fliers published by 

the Haryana government under the auspices of the Department of Public Relations 

titled, “Essence of Shrimad-bhagavadgita the Song Celestial.”368 Book vendors report 

that copies of the Bhagavadgītā are by far the most popular item sold in Kurukshetra. 

It is difficult to avoid the Bhagavadgītā in Kurukshetra. Even as I was sitting at one 

of my favorite tea stalls near Brahma Sarovar one afternoon, the proprieter brought 

out his copy of the text and asked me to help him read a verse.369 

The development of this identification of Thanesar with Kurukshetra began no 

later than the seventh century and continued to concentrate in the area, distilling the 

various narratives associated with the region to its current identity as the “Land of the 

                                                 
368 The outside folder of this package of flyers containing several verses from the Bhagavadgītā 

indicates that these flyers and their distribution were a government undertaking. It reads, nideśak, lok 

sampark vibhāg, hariyāṇā dvāra prakāśit evaṃ hariyāṇā rājakīya pres, caṇḍīgaḍh meṃ mudrit – 

“Director, Public Relations Department, Published by Haryana and Haryana Governmental Press, 

Printed in Chandigarh.” 
369 The verse he requested help with was Bhagavadgītā 4.7 – yadā yadā hi dharmasya glānir bhavati 

bhārata; abhyutthanam adharmasya tadātmānam sṛjāmy aham. Specifically, he wanted to know the 

meaning of glānir, which I described in Hindi as “kam ho jānā.”  
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Gita.” The idea of Kurukshetra as the site of the Mahābhārata battle has taken firm 

root in the city. Official strategies over the past decades have helped to promote this 

pan-Indian conception of the area. In 1973 Kurukshetra was created as a new district 

in Haryana, with its headquarters at Thanesar,370 officially recognizing what had been 

commonly conceived for several centuries. The city too took on the name 

Kurukshetra. Names of local establishments mark this change. The railway station, 

for example, on the main line between Delhi and Ambala is named “Kurukshetra 

Junction,” not “Thanesar Junction,” and serves the majority of train traffic to the 

region.
371

 The place-name Thanesar is now used inconsistently by locals only for the 

older part of the city. This promotion of Kurukshetra over (or in place of) Thanesar is 

furthered in the late twentieth century through government initiatives to develop 

tourism in the region. 

As the Mahābhārata identity of the place takes hold, it is futher bent towards 

highlighting the significance of the Bhagavadgītā. At the heart of Kurukshetra’s 

pilgrimage and tourism industry sits Brahma Sarovar, a large rectangular lake 

finished with steps all the way around its mile-and-a-quarter perimeter. A multi-tiered 

walkway that also forms the outer wall houses restrooms, stations for drinking water, 

and cells for travelling mendicants. A bridge spans the lake and connects the northern 

and southern shores to an island in the middle that contains a park. According to 

                                                 
370 District Administration, Kurukshetra. “District Kurukshetra - History.” District Kurukshetra. 

kurukshetra.nic.in/Profile/profilehistory.htm#AfterFormationofDistrict (accessed August 28, 2012). 
371 A smaller Thanesar station exists for the short local circuit train. 
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locals, most of this development began in the 1980s. Prior to that, they report, the 

area was all “jungle.”  

Year-round, visitors come to Brahma Sarovar. It is a popular spot for residents 

of the city to take morning and evening walks. Even during the Solar Eclipse Festival, 

Brahma Sarovar overshadows Sannihit Sarovar as a destination.372 During the two 

festivals I attended, several visitors expressed some confusion about which lake it 

was in which they were supposed to bathe. Most people that I talked to bathe in both, 

some in a particular order, others in no particular order.  

 

Figure 10: Yātrins bathing in Brahma Sarovar during the Solar Eclipse Fair (2008), 

taken from the upper walkway along the eastern shore373 

                                                 
372 This is despite the connection between Sannihit and the solar eclipse in the Mahābhārata and other 

texts. 
373 Author’s photograph. 
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When I first visited Kurukshetra in 2006, the island in the center of Brahma 

Sarovar contained a small temple of Kātyāyanī Devī and the remains of a Mughal-era 

building that contain a well, popularly known as either Candra Kūp or Draupadī 

Kuṇḍ. These remains also housed a shrine to Babhruvāhana, Arjuna’s son by the 

Manipuri Princess Citrāṅgadā. The name Draupadī Kuṇḍ and the temple to 

Babhruvāhana reflect the association of the city with the epic here at the center of 

activity.  

In 2008, the installation of a new monument at Brahma Sarovar began. This 

monument on the island in the center of the lake marks the place not only as 

connected to the Mahābhārata, but specifically as “The Land of the Gita.” The statue, 

named Krishna-Arjuna Rath, is thirty-five feet high and sixty feet long, and was 

created of solid bronze by renowned sculptor Ram V. Sutar as part of an Indian 

Tourism Development Corporation project.374 This project continues development 

activities that had been promoted under the directive of Jag Mohan Malhotra at the 

beginning of the twenty-first century.375 The 2003 tourism plan for Haryana, in its 

“Analysis of Attractions,” states that, “The real undeveloped attraction is religious – 

‘The Land of the Mahabharat’.”376 This monument develops Kurukshetra as just that. 

                                                 
374 Shruti Setia Chhabra, “Statues come alive with Sutar - Times Of India.” Featured Articles From 

The Times Of India. http://articles.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/2007-05-28/chandigarh/27869545_1_ 

statues-monument-bhakra-dam (accessed September 5, 2012), and Shailaja Tripathi, "The Hindu: 

Arts/Crafts: Sculpting a lasting legacy." The Hindu: Home Page News & Features. 

http://www.thehindu.com/arts/crafts/article108864.ece (accessed September 5, 2012). 
375 India Tourism Development Corporation, Final Report on 20 Year Perspective Plan for 

Sustainable Tourism Development in Haryana (Government of India, 2003). 
376 India Tourism Development Corporation, 20 Year Perspective Plan, 118. 
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It concentrates meaning (quite literally, since it is in the center of the island, in the 

center of the lake that is the center of activity in the city that is the cultural center of 

the bhūmi), focusing it to a single point from which it claims the wider area as “The 

Land of the Gita.”  

 The monument’s unveiling took place on July 28, 2008, coinciding with the 

44
th

 session of the All-India Oriental Conference being hosted by Kurukshetra 

University just days before the Solar Eclipse Festival. The timing of the unveiling 

insured that the new statue would be seen by as many people as possible. The 

principal guest of honor at the unveiling ceremony was congress party leader Sonia 

Gandhi, accompanied by the Governor of Haryana, A. R. Kidwai, the state’s chief 

minister, Bhupinder Singh Hooda, and other local officials.377 

 The statue sits atop a platform about five feet high. On both sides of the 

platform, a plaque bears a Sanskrit inscription which reads (in Devanagari script, 

transliterated here): karmaṇy evādhikāras te mā phaleṣu kadācana; mām anusmara 

yudhya ca – (translation) “Your prerogative is in action alone, and never in the fruits. 

Remember me and fight.” The verse, stitching together sections of two different 

ślokas from the Bhagavadgītā, further distills the meaning of the place. The idea, it 

seems, is interpreted by some as “selfless action.” Former Indian Vice President 

Bhairon Singh Shekawat on the event of the 2002 Gita Jayanti festival in 

Kurukshetra, for example, states, “…the philosophy of the Gita calls for discharging 

                                                 
377 Gupta, Yoginder, and Manish Sirhindi. “The Tribune, Chandigarh, India - Haryana.” The Tribune, 

Chandigarh, India. http://www.tribuneindia.com/2008/20080729/haryana.htm#2 (accessed September 

5, 2012).  
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one’s duty without expecting its return….”
378

 Similar sentiments can be found in 

Sonia Gandhi’s inaugural address to the 44
th

 Annual All-India Oriental Conference 

delivered on the same day as the statue’s unveiling. While Gandhi’s message 

addressed several topics, newspapers and websites reporting on this event highlighted 

the message of selfless action: 

The Hindu reports:  

KURUKSHETRA: United Progressive Alliance chairperson and 

Congress president Sonia Gandhi on Monday made a forceful plea for 

reviving the ancient Indian culture and appealed to the people to 

imbibe moral values by rising above parochial differences and living 

for others. 

Inaugurating the three-day 44th All-India Oriental Conference at 

Kurukshetra University here, Ms. Gandhi said in chaste Hindi: “In 

public life we are known by what we do for others and not for 

ourselves.” Her message was to emulate the example of Lord Krishna 

and shun selfishness and support others, especially the “weak, the 

deprived and the oppressed.” 

She said the gist of the Bhagwad Gita which Lord Krishna delivered in 

this holy land of Kurukshetra was “equilibrium in life which 

comprised of struggle, sacrifice, gain and loss—all of which 

culminated in a new rejuvenated human culture.”
379

  

And so, it is at this center that the current “meaning” of the place is found. 

Kurukshetra is “The Land of the Gita,” visibly marked as such at the ritual and tourist 

center of the city and further refined though an essentializing inscription. 

                                                 
378 Times News Network. “Follow theory of ‘karma’: Shekhawat - Times Of India.” Featured Articles 

From The Times Of India. http://articles.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/2002-12-11/chandigarh/ 

27299161_1_kurukshetra-jagmohan-work-culture (accessed September 5, 2012). 
379 Ahuja, Rajesh. “The Hindu: Front Page: Work for the weak and deprived , Sonia tells people.” The 

Hindu. http://www.hindu.com/2008/07/29/stories/2008072961411100.htm (accessed September 5, 

2012). 
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The close association of Kurukshetra with the Bhagavadgītā in the current era 

has led to the development of a second festival, also centered at Brahma Sarovar, Gita 

Jayanti. Gita Jayanti was inaugurated on December 11, 2002. This first festival took 

place under the watch of Union Minister for Tourism and Cultural Affairs, Jag Mohan 

Malhotra, and attended by several officials, including then Vice-President of India 

and fellow Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) member Bhairon Singh Shekawat.380 As 

mentioned above, Malhotra actively promoted the development of Kurukshetra as a 

cultural tourist center and many of the developments seen there today were initiated 

under his watch. In practice, as I observed, the Gita Jayanti festival appears as more 

of a cultural festival celebrating the arts and culture of Haryana. Instead of being 

thronged with religious bathers, Brahma Sarovar is ringed with stalls (the cells in 

which travelling mendicants usually reside) containing local artwork, handicrafts, and 

food. There are cultural performances as well. I watched Haryanvi dancing, attended 

a Sanskrit śloka recitation contest (schoolchildren recited verses from the 

Bhagavadgītā), sampled a variety of delicious local pickles, and viewed artwork and 

handicrafts during Gita Jayanti in 2008. It is a well-organized cultural exposition that 

ties local culture to the idea that the place is “The Land of the Gita” and claims the 

Bhagavadgītā as a cultural artifact of Haryana. 

                                                 
380 “The Tribune, Chandigarh, India - Haryana.” The Tribune, Chandigarh, India. http://www. 

tribuneindia.com/2002/20021127/haryana.htm#9 (accessed September 5, 2012). 
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Figure 11: From a Rangoli display at Gita Jayanti, 2008381 

 It will be interesting to observe Kurukshetra over the next decades as it 

continues to be constructed and deployed as “The Land of the Gita.” An area for 

future research will be the role Kurukshetra plays in the larger discourse of cultural 

nationalism among groups such as the BJP, Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), 

and related organizations. On September 28, 2009, the “Vishwa Mangal Gau Gram 

Yatra” launched from Kurukshetra, continuing for 108 days before ending in Nagpur 

on January 17, 2010.
382

 The following March, the Akhil Bhartiya Pratinidhi Sabha 

(ABPS), the chief governing body of the RSS, held its annual meeting in 

                                                 
381 Author’s photograph 
382 http://www.rss.org//Encyc/2012/10/22/ABPS-REPORT2010-ENG.aspx 
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Kurukshetra, the place that the authors of the ABPS report describe as “where lord 

Krishna revealed the immortal ‘Geeta’, which inspired the confused Arjun to achieve 

victory over ‘Adharma’.”
383

  

  Activities including “tourism development” and cross-country “yātrās” were 

undertaken in Ayodhya beginning in 1983 and similar activities continue at sacred 

sites in India today.384 Paola Bacchetta provides a summary of the events surrounding 

the Ayodhya controversy. She describes the Vishwa Hindu Parishad’s (VHP), a 

related organization, 1983 Ekatmayajna as an action in which “…Hindu nationalists 

revived the Hinduism-as-faith concept of kshetra (including the sacredness of rivers) 

and the practice of pilgrimage and transposed them into a Hindu nationalist political 

frame.”385 In the following year, the same group organized several yātrās to raise 

awareness to the Ramjanambhoomi issue.386 Around the same time, Bacchetta notes, 

the Ramayana serial began to play on Doordarshan that depicted Rama “in line with 

Hindu nationalist interpretation, as a warrior god.”387 In 1990, the Rath Yātrā 

organized by L. K. Advani in support of the construction of the temple in Ayodhya 

began at Somnath, a site imbued with meaning as a location destroyed by Muslims 

                                                 
383 http://www.rss.org//Encyc/2012/10/22/ABPS-REPORT2010-ENG.aspx 
384 For example, see the list of VHP activies undertaken at sites such as Ramasetu and Amarnath: 

online, http://vhp.org/movements (accessed 14 March 2013). 
385 Paola Bacchetta, “Sacred Space in Conflict in India,” Growth and Change, vol. 31, no. 2 (2000): 

267-68.  
386 Bacchetta, “Sacred Space,” 268 
387 Bacchetta, “Sacred Space,” 268, citing Cristophe Jaffrelot, Les Nationalistes Hindous - Idéologie, 

Implantation et Mobilisation des Années 1920 aux Années 1990, (Paris : Presses de la FNSP, 1993). 
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and reconstructed by the Indian government.388 According to Bacchetta, the Hindu-

nationalist led government of Uttar Pradesh purchased land near the site in Ayodhya, 

“claiming it was to promote tourism….”389  

 Kurukshetra has not yet become a battleground for cultural nationalism in the 

way that Ayodhya has. Nevertheless, similar activites carried out by similar groups 

there warrant observation. A fuller investigation into the use of Kurukshetra and other 

sites in India as symbols of and locations for the production of cultural-nationalist 

identity is a project I hope to undertake in the future. What I have done in this 

dissertation is trace the various meanings that Kurukshetra has held, their ruptures 

and continuities, the territorial shifts onto which these meaning were ascribed, and the 

function of ritual in creating meaning in the landscape. Through this, I have laid the 

groundwork for future arguments against reified notions of Kurukshetra as an 

unchanging and eternal “Land of the Gita.” 

 This overview of Kurukshetra has engaged the place as a landform, the setting 

of narratives, and the site of ritual. Through the historical trajectory I have taken, I 

have argued that these three aspects of Kurukshetra stand in constructive dynamic 

tension with one another. The record shows that each element changes over time and 

through the influence of other elements. I addressed the question, “Why is 

Kurukshetra the site of the Mahābhārata battle and “The Land of the Gita”?” I 

showed the late-Vedic precursors to Kurukshetra’s symbolic usefuleness to the 

                                                 
388 Bacchetta, “Sacred Space,” 270. 
389 Bacchetta, “Sacred Space,” 271. 
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authors of the epic. I demonstrated the changes in meaning and the aggregation of 

narratives to the toponym. I discussed the changes in the ritual geograpahy that 

simultaneously concentrated tīrthayātrā activity and narrative meaning in a single 

location. Finally, I have argued that this geographic concentration, coupled with 

official strategies and the practice of pilgrimage, has further distilled the significance 

of the place to its current state. 

 Through the approach I have taken here, focusing on the development of the 

site’s narratives in connection with developments in ritual and geography, I have 

provided the beginning of an approach to the study of narrative-centric tīrthas. In my 

study of Kurukshetra, it was necessary to cover such a broad span of time since the 

site is relatively understudied. By presenting this overview I have laid the 

groundwork for future research. Covering such a broad period compelled me to leave 

many issues that arose during the dissertation process unaddressed. I divided this 

current work into chapters based on chronology and each period is worthy of its own 

dissertation. Future expansions might include: situating Kurukshetra vis-à-vis the 

Kurus and their greater realm in the late-Vedic period, examining the concepts of 

Brahmāvarta and yātrā in the period preceeding the epic, and comparing Kurukshetra 

and other early major tīrthas to the rise of sites such as Varanasi in the post-epic 

period. A translation and analysis of the texts from the early-modern period, along 

with a greater investigation into the site’s physical development during this era, is the 

starting point for an interesting comparative study between Kurukshetra and Braj. 
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There are parallels between the two sites at least in that there sacred geography 

expands in the sixteenth century390 and there are physical developments from the 

period of the Delhi Sultanate onward.391 That the sites also connect with the 

mythology of Kṛṣṇa, albeit in different aspects, is also an obvious and interesting 

point of comparison. 

 In closing, I present a final piece of literature that demonstrates the 

relationship the Mahābhārata has with the region and its sacred sites. As discussed in 

Chapter Four, the Saromāhātmya provided new foundation narratives to Kurukshetra 

as it recentered the tradition in Thanesar. Sthāṇu, the city’s namesake deity and object 

of the Saromāhātmya’s praise, is enshrined in a temple in the north of the city, about 

one and a half kilometers from Brahma Sarovar and separated by a public park from 

Bhadrakali Mandir.  

The narrative of the liṅga’s establishment and of King Vena’s miraculous 

recovery associated with the site and first recorded in the Saromāhātmya can be 

found in the temple’s brochure, nested among other narratives and references to 

narratives, including: the creation of the universe, the coronation of Skanda, Dadhici, 

the Mahābhārata, King Harsha, and the sacking of the temple by Mahmud Ghaznavi. 

In the Hindi language portion of the pamphlet (the majority of this pamphlet is in 

Hindi, pages 1-20; pages 21-24 are in English, summarizing the Hindi content), the 

narrative of Sthāṇu from the Saromāhātmya is found retold on pages four through 

                                                 
390 Entwistle, Braj, 275. 
391 Entwistle, Braj, 134-213. 
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eight, a substantial portion of the text. The rest of the text seems to take an 

“everything but the kitchen sink” approach, aggregating every other narrative that can 

possibly be attached to the temple and region to augment the temple’s significance. 

 Among these, the brochure highlights the Mahābhārata. The title of the 

brochure reads: “A Brief Introduction to the Mahābhārata’s Sole Witness, Śrī 

Sthāṇvīśvar Mahādev.”392 Inside, the title page tells us that the contents are based on 

the authority of ancient texts and popular narratives.393 On the first page, after the 

copyright information, the brochure begins with praise of the beginningless (anādi) 

land, Bharata, and its importance. By the third sentence, the text invokes the 

Mahābhārata, and specifically the Bhagavadgītā: 

The gods and their multitudes were not simply tempted to come to this 

land, but the Lord himself, humanly incarnate, established order 

(dharma) and peace (śānti) and said: -- “Whenever there is a 

diminishing of dharma, O Bhārata, and whenever adharma arises, I 

send forth myself to save the righteous and destroy the evil-doers. Age 

after Age, I am born for the sake of establishing dharma.”394 

Fronting this well-known passage from the Bhagavadgītā, the brochure is 

quick to establish a relationship with the current narrative which dominates 

Kurukshetra. The case of Sthāṇu is interesting because there is an identifiable 

narrative of the temple (the origin of the liṅga and the cure of King Vena) that has 

                                                 
392 mahābhārata ke ekamātra sākṣī bhagavān śrī sthāṇvīśvara mahādeva saṃkṣipta paricaya. 
393 purāṇoṃ evaṃ janaśrutiyoṃ ke ādhāra par saṃkālita. 
394 deva-gaṇa is bhūmi par āne ke lie lalacāte hī nahīṃ the api tu svayaṃ bhagavān mānava deha 

dhāraṇa kar ke dharma va śānti kī sthāpanā kar ke kahate the: “yadā yadā hi dharmasya glānir 

bhavati bhārata; abhyutthānam dharmasya [sic] tadātmānaṃ sṛjāmy aham. paritrāṇāya sādhūnāṃ 

vināśāya ca duṣkṛtām; dharmasaṃsthāpanārthāya saṃbhavāmi yuge yuge. Incidently, this is the same 

verse that the owner of one of the tea stalls near Brahma Sarovar asked me to help him understand. 
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been subordinated to the global Mahābhārata narrative. The temple is not “The Sole 

Witness to the Cure of King Vena,” but is the “Mahābhārata’s Sole Witness.” The 

local brochure has attached itself to the global conception of Kurukshetra. 

I think of the relationship between the local temple and the global idea of 

Kurukshetra as “The Land of the Gita” as an exchange of ideas similar to the strategic 

exchange of gifts Bourdieu describes. For him, a “counter-gift must be deferred and 

different.”395 The temple receives global importance through its association with the 

Mahābhārata. After so much time has passed, it returns to the epic through its own 

narrative and physical presence a level of authenticity by claiming to be a site which 

witnessed the battle. In doing so, the place and the narrative engage in a reciprocating 

relationship made public through the literature disseminated to the ritual community. 

So, in closing, the dynamic among place, narrative, and ritual in which each 

member creates and constrains the others continues in Kurukshetra. Deferred and 

different places, structures, toponyms, rituals, and narratives continue to shape the 

region.  

                                                 
395 Pierre Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of Practice, translated by Richard Nice (New York: 

Cambridge University Press, 1977),  5. 
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